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ABSTRACT

Professional Women in the First Two Years of Motherhood:
A Study of Female-to-Female Support,

Nurturance and Autonomy
(September 1982)

Leila M. Joseph, B.A.
M.A.

,

,

Sarah Lawrence College;

Yale University; Ed.D. University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Grace

J.

Craig

This dissertation explored the experience of late-

timing motherhood in professional women.

Data were

collected through in-depth semi-structured interviews
with eight women.

They were mothers of two year olds,

in their early 30s, well-educated and living in the Boston

area apart from families of origin.

Three areas were

preparation for motherhood, especially through

probed:

fantasy and role models; transition to motherhood; needs
for female support in nurturance and autonomy during

the first two years of motherhood.
It was found that motherhood brought increased

sense of adulthood, also feelings of ontological isolation.

There was a felt conflict between nurturance and

autonomy:

motherhood, womanhood and professional roles.

Support, especially from women, was essential.

Friend-

ships with women were vital, replacing supportive, face-

to-face contact with female kin.

Old female friendships

supported autonomy; new friendships with new mothers
supported issues of nurturance.

Ways were found of

meeting and getting together with other mothers such as
ritual "visiting."

Motherhood brought a sense of bonding

and connection with women.

Closeness and identity with

subjects' own mothers was felt.

Intellectually prepared

beforehand, subjects felt unprepared for the immediate

emotional experience of motherhood.

Character traits that

helped their success in professional lives needed to be

altered or eased in mothering lives.
stimulus beyond the domestic realm.

Subjects sought

Subjects felt part of

a new generation of women like themselves.

Only the

support of women made their multiple roles and multiple
lives possible.

Material was presented in the context of anthropological literature, especially Mead's (1970) model of

postfiguration, cofiguration, and prefiguration; and

Bott's (1971) research on support available to participants
in close-knit and loose-knit social networks.
a];^a]_ytic

Psycho-

theories of Mahler (1970) about the mutuality

period
of mother and child in the separation/individuation

Benedek
of psychological development, and the theories of
(1959)

about the reproduction of mothering provided

context for discussion.
viii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT
OF THE PROBLEM
In the popular culture of mass-marketed American

society one of the surest indices of "arrival" upon the
scene is a story in Time or Newsweek magazines.

Within the

1981-1982 year, each of these trend-detecting magazines

carried major stories on the new American motherhood.

Each emphasized that the large birth cohort of people born
between 1945 and 1960, called "baby boom children", is now
increasingly and belatedly entering parenthood.

Expressed

in the inimitable style of up-scale journalism. Time

notes:

"Currently, gravidity is back in trendy grace.

(2/22/82, p.

57)

.

."

.

The world of motherhood, although hardly a new

phenomenon, has recently been gaining the attention of

popular writers as well as researchers and scholars.

Where

even seven years ago the "parents /children" sections of
bookstore shelves were lined with books about children and
child rearing, they now are being filled with books about

mothering and, most recently, fathering (e.g., Lazarre,
1976; McBride,
1978; Fraiberg,

1973; Barber and Skaggs,

1975; Heffner,

1977; Friedland and Kort, 1981; Colman and
1

2

Colman, 1981)

Titles no longer focus only on how to be a

.

good mother, but also on how to be good to oneself while

being a good mother.

Alongside books of experts' advice to

mothers are books by mothers to mothers about their own
experience as mothers.

Sections on child development

gradually are being augmented by
on adult female development..

a

growing number of works

Voices from the womens'

liberation movement are melding with those from the selfhelp movement to introduce new mothers of the "me generation"
to the realities of life and feeling as lived and expressed

by many a new American mother.
The scholarly literature is also beginning to address

issues in mothering and parenthood from a very different

perspective than earlier.

Researchers from such diverse

fields as anthropology, sociology, psychology, ethology,

education and nursing are beginning to join their perspectives to create an understanding of parenthood as

a

normal phase of human psychological and social development
and of primate development.

Studies range from how female

gorillas learn to mother (Schildkraut

,

reported in Boston

Zoological Society Newsletter, Winter, 1981)

,

to what the

emotional effects are on women of their first pregnancy
(Breen,

1975)

,

to what the importance is of the timing of

parenthood in the adult life span (Daniels and Weingarten,
1982)

.

Taken together, such studies cross disciplinary

3

boundaries and bring meaning to the applicability of the

new fields of psychobiology and sociobiology.

For,

it

seems clear that the capacity to be a parent is what

computer scientists term "hard-wired."

Succinctly put,

the capacity to be a parent seems built in to the species
as a mechanism for the continuing evolution of the species.

Alongside this type, of investigation of motherhood
and parenthood is emerging an even smaller number of

scholarly studies that specialize in investigating the

engagement of females in the female experience of mothering.
One example is the work at one of the Boston zoos on

"aunting" behavior in female colobus monkeys toward new-

borns other than their own (Akers, 1982; Emerson, 1973;
Oates, 1979)

Another is the recent scientific work of

.

Doctors Marshall Klaus and John Kennel, known for their

pioneering work on maternal/ inf ant bonding (Klaus and
Kennell, 1976)

,

suggesting that among other things, the

presence of a supportive woman during labor and delivery
increases the probability for a positive birthing and

parenting experience

(Klaus and Kennel, 1981,

Smith College School for Social Work, reported

lecture at
in

CSEC

Newsletter, Fall/Winter 1981-1982).
While scientific reports about mothering may seem at
a remove from Time
gj^a^vidity'

,

magazine's breezy approach to

trendy

both fit on a continuum of increased public

,
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interest in the normal social, cultural, psychological
and

biological experience of mothering.

The focus is shifting

to the normative experience.
It is important to realize that until approximately

ten years ago much of the popular and scholarly approach
to motherhood followed the pathological model where focus

lay on what could go wrong and what to do about it.

Much,

for instance, is known about the battered child syndrome
(Kempe,

et al.,

1962), anaclitic depression in hospitalized

infants

(Spitz,

1946), and the effects of maternal depriva-

tion (for example, Bowlby, 1973).

Volumes offer opinions

on what constitutes good and bad mothering or on the

deleterious effects on preschool age children of various
maternal practices or attitudes.

Insufficient mothering,

and styles of mothering that are withholding, have been

examined for their damaging effects on the psychological
and physical development of the child.

Our current under-

standing, for example, of the interactional dynamics of

mother's depression in the failure to thrive syndrome of
infants has benefited from this type of approach (see
Lomax, Kagan and Rosenkrantz,

1978).

Consistently, the focus in the literature on

mothering has been on the child (see Field and Widmayer
1982).

This may be seen as a legacy of Freud's impact

(Rossi,

1968)

.

The British anthropologist and childbirth

5

educator Sheila Kitzinger reflects this previous trend
when she notes that much previous psychological writing
about mothering "tends to include mothers only as

individuals who act on the child for good or ill, as

objects rather than subjects of study.

They are allowed

to enter on the unfolding drama of child development as

evil witches, or even occasionally as good fairies, but

these are bit parts and it is the child who is at the

center of the stage"

(1978, pp.

4-5).

Even the new wave

of childbirth literature, from approximately the past ten

years also (for example, Colman and Colman, 1972;

Kitzinger, 1967; Bing and Colman, 1977; Macfarlane, 1977;
Brook, 1976)

,

so sympathetic to and expressive of the

emotional experience of pregnancy and childbirth from the
point of view of women, does not reach beyond these events
to touch on the normal emotional experience of motherhood.

For the most part, our understanding about mother-

hood does not encompass the issues and effects of the first
few years of parenthood as felt by the mother in her

identity both as a mother and as a woman.

Almost nowhere

yet is it asked what issues are of importance to her as
a

mother and woman; what characterizes the quality of her

experience as a mother; what characterizes her relations
at this time of her life; what comfort or discomfort does

she experience both while mothering and while attempting to

6

fit mothering into the patterns of her individual life.

Almost nowhere is it asked how the psychosocial experience
of becoming and being a mother resonates in the far

reaches of a woman's life.

Kitzinger asks:

"What of

the woman herself and her psychological needs?

What of

her own feelings of identity and value as something other

than a mother?"

(1978, p.

10).

Until very recently, the

"woman herself" has been warned in pregnancy by medical

experts to take certain care and precautions (for example,

limiting sexual activity) for the sake of the unborn baby;
she has been urged in motherhood by child development

experts not to take certain actions (such as returning to
work) which might be psychologically damaging to her born
baby; but almost nowhere has she been taken into account
for herself:

as a woman who is becoming or has become a

mother and who has needs and feelings both in her new
role as mother and her continuing roles as woman.
These questions are most material to those members
of the baby boom birth cohort (see Easterlin, 1980) now

becoming mothers:

those members who sought and then

either found or created distinct roles for themselves in
society before they became mothers.

The phenomenon of

postponed motherhood until the late twenties through
thirties, and especially until the early thirties, is

validated by government statistics (Ventura, 1982) which

.
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show that the number of first births in 1979 to women in

their thirties increased 73 percent since 1975.

Twice

as many first births to women in their thirties took place
in 1979 compared to 1970.

The government figures strongly

suggest that level of educational attainment and desire
to establish a career are factors in the postponement
of motherhood.

Those women in their early thirties who

represented the largest increase in first births were
those of the "baby boom" years, which began immediately
after World War II and peaked in 1957.

The government

study notes that because of "the aging of the large number
of babies born in the years immediately following World

War II.

.

.

in the 1970s,

therefore.

.

.

more women in

their early thirties were more likely to be 'at risk'
of having their first birth than had been the case at any

other time"

(Ventura,

1982)

.

If a

significant segment of

these women, as the figures indicate, are only now entering

motherhood in large numbers, then until that time they
were engaged in whatever pursuits, activities, careers,
studies, droppings out, stayings in, that

jobs, travels,

helped them define themselves in the world.

By becoming

mothers in their adulthood, they encountered and engaged

themselves in

a

major role shift.

Whether the shift is

from waitress to mother or professor to mother, entering

motherhood represents a major role shift in
life

a

woman's

.
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It is into th© larger framework of recent studies

in the experience of mothering, prompted in part by the

population of baby boom birth cohorts now entering motherhood, and into the smaller framework of female-to-f emale

support in the mothering experience, that this dissertation
fits

The problem

.

This dissertation explores questions pertinent to
the emotional experience of mothering as felt and expressed

by representatives of one segment of the baby boom population in contemporary America.

The research population is

that of well-educated, professional women, who live apart

from and have established independent identities from
their families of origin, who postponed motherhood roles
until at least age twenty-six, and who are currently mothers
of two year olds.

The dissertation studies issues of

support, nurturance, and autonomy in their lives as women

and as mothers during the two years of their shifting
into the maternal role.
The dissertation studies several areas in particular.
It explores the emotional preparation for becoming mothers

of the professional women who postponed motherhood until

their late twenties through thirties

throughout their lives:

,

as experienced

in pregnancy, early adulthood,

adolescence, and childhood through such means as role

.
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models and fantasies.

It explores their perception of

the quality of their transition into motherhood, both

specifically in the early months with their newborns and
overall during the two years of motherhood.

The study

focuses on the nature and importance to the professional

women become mothers of

f emale-to-f emale

ship since motherhood.

It questions what their needs have

support and friend-

been for support, especially from other women, and seeks
to learn where and how the professional women have met

their needs for support since entering motherhood.
The experience of mothering

.

Investigating even select aspects of the experience
of women who mother, as does this dissertation, is a

complex undertaking:

the acts and nature of mothering

are multiplex, and motherhood as a time of life coincides

with and/or brings with it issues of emotional complexity
in women.

The degree to which women are oriented toward

becoming mothers, before motherhood

— the

degree to which

they are prepared for motherhood by the incorporation

within them of protoparental images (Daniels and Weingarten,
1982)

— that

degree may affect the "work of worry" of

becoming mothers (Levy and McGee, 1975)

The degree to

which they find support for themselves and their work of
mothering, after motherhood, may affect the quality of
their emotional experience of being mothers.

Neither

,
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situation at its best alters the inherent complexity of

becoming and being

a

mother

.

Only women can become mothers

biologically, and although men may and can mother, it is

mostly women who, in fact, do mother.

Daniels and

Weingarten (1982) note:

Parenthood is one of the major growth-promoting
experiences of adulthood. Yet the potential for
change and growth in parents (italics in original)
as we respond to the unfolding of our children's
lives, has been obscured in the recent studies of
adult development. Parenthood has largely been
left out of this literature because men's, not
women's, lives have been the focus of the inquiry,
and it is women, not men, who mind the children.
The patriarchal division of labor and lives assigns
women to the home and men to the worlcplace. Thus,
the impact of parenthood the transition to it
and the experience of it has been dramatically
different for women and for men. Regardless of
generation or politics, level of education or
career ambition, regardless of whether parenthood
comes "early" or "late" or "very late," women have
been and still are the primary caretakers of
children in our society.
(p. 5)

—
—

This reality in the lives of women over the genera-

tions and through the millenia is succinctly stated by
the sociologist Nancy Chodorow when she writes:

"Women

In our society, as in other societies, women not

mother.

only bear children.
for infant care,

They also take primary responsibility

spend more time with infants and children

than do men, and sustain primary emotional ties with

infants"

(1978, p.

3).

Such responsibility is awesome, especially when

considered from the global perspective of the species.
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that mothering is primarily a female function, born of

biological evolution and nurtured by cultural evolution.
The symbiotic relationship between nature and nurture is

perhaps nowhere as strongly evident as in the dynamics
of the responsibility of mothering.

Mothering carries both diachronic and synchronic
functions.

The diachronic function is that of caretaking

of babies and small children.

This is no small task.

Much is known, from common wisdom as well as research
studies, about the helpless nature of the human newborn,
a

primate more neotonized than any other and hence more

dependent in more areas of its existence for proportionately
longer periods of time than any other.

Differences in the

styles and particulars of child caretaking emerge in any

cross-cultural or historical survey of childrearing
practices.

However, there are certain tasks which no

matter how they are carried out remain as constant needs
among humans and other primates.

Such tasks are cleaning,

feeding, grooming, and communicating with infants and

young children.

The essential and vital nature of taking

care of human babies' needs cannot be trivialized.

Adding a weightiness to the awesome quality of the

responsibility is the synchronic function of mothering:
its moral and educational function.

It falls mostly to

women not only to give birth, nurture and emotionally
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sustain children, but also to introduce new human beings
to the universe of nature, culture, and humanity

(Dinnerstein,

1976; Rich,

1976).

Again, there is variation across time and cultures
as to the specifics of how long children remain in the

mostly exclusive care of women and hence learn from women
(Minturn and Lambert,

1964; Whiting and Whiting,

1975).

The synchronic element of basic human teaching, though,

holds universally.

As the humanist Dorothy Dinnerstein

states in her study of the asymmetry of human sexual arrange"The point of crucial consequences is that for

ments;

virtually every living person it is

a

woman--usually the

mother--who has provided the main initial contact with
humanity and nature" (1976, p. 26, italicized in the
original)

.

To the individual woman involved in mothering a

baby, the two main functions of mothering, those of care-

taking and of providing the ground for learning about
the human world, coincide in daily realities

Skaggs,

1975; Lazarre,

ae many.

1976).

(Barber and

The tasks of caretaking

They require from women some give and take as

human beings, and some knowledge of and confidence in the

mechanics,

if not also technology,

of basic child care.

There is no genetic programming by which women

instinctively

instance.
are provided with knowledge of how to diaper, for

13

In the occupational sense," write Daniels and
Weingarten,

parenting is difficult and delicate work about which we
know very little in advance" (1982, p. 6).
The job of mothering must be learned somewhere and

somehow.

Even where women have practiced before motherhood

the caretaking skills of mothering, the emotional impact
of mothering one's own child retains its immediacy.

Preparation in the caretaking function, in other words, is
tempered in the total experience of mothering.

For women

without prior practice or preparation, the job of mothering is often unfamiliar and fraught with previously un-

conceived of perils to identity and self-esteem.

This is

the case without yet addressing how women learn the job

requirements needed to fulfill the moral function of
mothering.

For, certainly it is onerous to help create

the human imago that an infant first feels, sees, and

assimilates into some core understanding of the definitions
of humanity.
In short,

it is while carrying out the sometimes

excruciating daily details of baby care that mothers present
infants with an introduction to human relationships.

Psychological dynamics

.

The time of first becoming a mother is a complex

one for women.

In part, the complexity arises in the in-

ternal life of women for whom the transition into mother-

14

hood is a life event involving emotional and
psychological

reorientation.

This basically is the view of motherhood

as a maturational event, as put forth by psychoanalyst

Therese Benedek (1959) and her followers.

In part,

too,

the complexity arises through mutuality in the relationship
of mother and child

(Mahler,

1959; Klaus and Kennell,

1975; Winicott,

1970; Benedek,

1976).

Mutuality of mother and child operates on many levels.
For instance, common wisdom recognizes the reciprocal

flow of mutuality, mother to child and child to mother,

with the truism that an "easy" baby is easy to mother
while taking care of a "difficult" baby proves to be a
more difficult task.

Another common example of mutuality

is that of the spiral of agitation generated by mother

and colicky baby.

Colic has several possible sources

ranging from gastric upset to emotional upset.

Whatever

the cause, the effect is to make a baby feel distressed,

cry incessantly, and be almost impossible to placate.

The

situation escalates because as the infant's discomfort
increases so does the mother's; as the noise level of
crying heightens so do the mother's feelings of tension,
frustration,

impotence, worry, and often anger; as her

tensions mount so in turn do the baby's tensions, and
the colic escalates.

An example such as this leads to

the conclusion that any element that acts to the overall

.
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benefit and well-being of mother--to increase her
general
optimism, confidence, sense of self-esteem, relaxation,

adaptability

acts also to the benefit of the child and

the well-being of the mother-child dyad.

Psychoanalyst

Frieda Fromm-Riechman is quoted as saying;

"We know

from psychoanalysis that there are few sacrifices made

without resentment.

Therefore, we do not think that a

mother should give up her own happiness for the sake of
the child.

The happier the mother can be, the more she

will be able to secure happiness and freedom of growth
for her child; the more happiness she sacrifices for the
sake of her child, the more she will resent the child for

whom she did so, thus diminishing her capability to deal
with him without hostility and resentment" (quoted in
Breen, 1975, p.

149)

Scientific studies, as well, measure mutuality in

mothering behaviors.

In the late 1970s such studies came

to public attention through the works of Kennel
(1976), of Stern
(1977)

(1977), of Schaffer

respectively.

(1977)

and Klaus

and of Dunn

Each reported on different aspects

of the ways in which mothers and infants interact and

mutually affect the responses of the other.

Kennel and

Klaus, as mentioned abouve (Klaus and Kennell, 1976),

reported on the importance and mechanisms of maternalinfant bonding especially for the mother; while Stern (1977)

.

.
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and Schaffer

(1977)

each reported aspects of the complexly

orchestrated "dance" of intercommunication between mother
and infant.

The scientific studies of mutuality shed

on evolutionary mechanisms of primary human education
(Wilson,

1975; Klaus and Kennell,

1976;

Stern,

1977;

Schaffer, 1977; Dunn, 1977)
The seminal work of psychoanalyst Margaret Mahler

describes another level of mutuality (1944 on, for example,
Mahler, 1968; Mahler, 1979; Mahler, Pine and Bergman, 1970;
Mahler, Pine and Bergman, 1975).

It delineates stages of

what is now considered normal psychological development of
infants and toddlers.

In the process of separation and

individuation by which the infant moves away from its
earlier symbiosis of total dependence on mother

—a

process

which Mahler calls the psychological birth of the human
infant (Mahler, et al, 1975)

— the

inf ant/ toddler moves

through the subphases of differentiation, practicing,
and rapprochement.

What emerges is that these are stages

of mutuality which mother and child pass through together.

Separation and individuation, one from the other, represents
another level of mutuality at work.

Where the mutuality

of the separation/individuation process happens in the

mother while she is mothering her child, there lie adult
female issues of nurturance and autonomy (Flax, 1978)

Complicating the adult issues of nurturance and
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autonomy in mothering is an element of discrepancy.

The

discrepancy is in the timing of dependency needs of
infants
and toddlers and those of new mothers.
The needs of

little

children are many, and their ability to satisfy them

independently are minimal.

Human babies are very dependent.

The mother's dependency needs, normally, are different

from those of her baby, and, normally, are not satisfied

exclusively by her relationship with her baby.

The mother's

needs as a woman, as well as her needs as a new mother,
are not necessarily in total synchronization with those
of her child.

A child's needs, in short, are absolute

while a mother's needs are relative (Benedek, 1959; Mahler,
Pine and Berman, 1970; Rossi, 1968).
The complexity in the internal lives of women who

mother is reflected in an insight of Benedek (1959) and
others (Chodorow, 1978)

:

as a woman mothers her own child,

she is also re-experiencing and working through primary

conflicts she experienced with her own mother when she was
an infant herself being mothered.
a

Thus, as she mothers,

woman's trace memories of having been emmeshed as an

infant in states of symbiosis and rapprochement are

reanimated.

This unconscious material may or may not be-

come accessible to her, but, either way, will bear affect
on her behavior, feelings and relationships both as a

mother and as

a

woman.

Clearly, this is especially

——
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apropos to the experience a woman goes through with
first child (Breen, 1975)

.

a

Benedek calls this particular

form of mutuality "emotional symbiosis" (1959).

Emotional

symbiosis serves to bond mother and child and thereby

enables a woman to carry out her mothering as successfully
as she is able.

Benedek addresses this element of empathy

when she writes:

"The empathy of the mother for her

child originates in the experiences of her early infancy

which are reanimated by the emotions of the current

experience of her motherhood"

(1959, p.

395).

"reproduction of mothering" (Chodorow, 1978)

The term
is used to

describe this form of mutuality through the generations.
The psychological processes at work in the reproduction of

mothering are basically integrative processes and are
part of the normal maturation of women who become mothers.
Thus, a new mother is expected to conduct the care-

taking and moral functions of mothering as successfully
as she can at a time when she herself is going through

phases of psychological growth that are partly new to her
as a developmentally adult woman and are partly very old,

as her earliest memories of having experienced life as an

infant and toddler and having been mothered herself

memories not usually available to conscious retrieval
become reanimated.
In sum,

the phase of new motherhood is a time of

,
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enormous psychological complexity for women.
^®^^irfisted material

Added to

from their own early childhood are

the womens' issues of nurturance and autonomy, as filtered

through their normal issues of adult female development

which they experience as they interact in mutuality with
their infants and young children.
The emotional complexity of becoming
in at least the case of natural,

a

mother comes,

i.e., non-adoptive

mothers, on the heels of the completion of the psychological
tasks of pregnancy
and separation.

— those

Becoming

of incorporation, differentiation,
a

mother follows the pregnancy

period where, often, much personal and public attention
is lavished on the pregnant woman.

In early motherhood,

by contrast, the attention of others often shifts away

from the woman and is directed toward the charms and

delights of her new baby.

The feelings generated in

women by the emotional complexity of new motherhood run
the emotional spectrum from joy and happiness to bewilder-

ment, confusion, and isolation.

The time of transition

to motherhood, with its growth and change, is well served
by support and nurturance of the new mother.

support is important to

a

Indeed,

woman especially at the time of

transition to motherhood when the baby, who had been active
in its growing within her for three-quarters of a year,

becomes external by its birth, leaving her without some-

.
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thing

growing palpably within her for the first time in

many months.

In short,

along with the gain of a baby

and motherhood is the loss of pregnancy and a preparental
self

Support networks

.

There is, at best, a certain irony to the realization
that for many professional women in modern society

— women

who postponed their motherhood while developing their

professional autonomy

— the

time of their first becoming

mothers, with its complexity and perplexity, often coincides

with their being removed from family supports and other
familiar sources of support such as provided in work
environment.

On the whole, the middle-class family system

is not that of extended family but of geographically mobile

nuclear or separated family.

Female relatives are generally

not available, therefore, either to help a new mother at
a time

when her needs and the child's are greatest or

to ease her transition to her mothering role.

It is worth

repeating that there is no genetic program by which

a

woman instinctively knows how to conduct much of the tasks
of mothering.

She must learn.

The time-honored way of learning

— evident

in tribal

and close-knit societies, and in what Margaret Mead (1970)
calls

"postfigurative" cultures, as also in pockets of

ethnic and/or cultural stability in modern societies
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(Bott,

1957) -is the information, support, confidence,
and

advice passed from one woman to another across and
within

generations.

The situation now, however, is different.

Sociologist Alice Rossi, in discussing the transition
to parenthood in modern American society, describes part

of the situation:

holds,

"our family system of isolated house-

increasingly distant from kinswomen to assist in

mothering, requires that new mothers shoulder total

responsibility for the infant precisely at that stage of
the child's life when his need for mothering is far in

excess of the mother's need for the child"

(1968, p.

27).

Where once the instruction and support of females
from the extended family and neighborhood helped to teach
a

woman about new mothering and to provide her with

rituals of belonging and inclusion into a womanly world
and a woman-dominated realm (Kitzinger, 1978)

,

this form

of education of women in motherhood and this ritualistic

way of acknowledging new status and entry into
group no longer flourishes.

a

new

As last the the nineteenth

century in America, according to historian Carol Smith-

Rosenberg (1975), womens' rituals, such as extended
visiting, around the evens and experiences of childbearing

were significant elements in womens' lives.
It is hardly surprising if new mothers

— especially

professional women who live apart from their families of
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and whose orientation was other than mothering until

their late twenties through thirties

— feel

isolated and

removed from the ontological comfort and support found in
primary groups (Jacobson, 1980).

These feelings do not

necessarily represent individual pathology.

These feelings

are grounded in the realities of nucleated, middle-class

American urban/ suburban life where new mothers often do
not have easy access to ocher women such as relatives,

peer friends or other new mothers for nurturance and
support.

As an anthropological sociologist has noted,

because of the complexity of American society, its level of
technology, and its acceptance of geographic mobility,
"the neighborhood as a primary group must exist with high

membership turnover, and the kinship structures must
frequently exist without face-to-face contact, while

friendship structures may exist with only moderate degrees
of either"

(Litwak,

1969, p. 470).

It is significant that

the medical work of Gordon, Kapostins, and Gordon

(1965)

on

the factors which underlie the emotional difficulty of post-

partum women lists the first two, among fourteen, factors
of stress as;
2.

1.

primipara (woman having first baby), and

no relatives available for help.

Most of all, it is

hardly surprising if new mothers feel isolated from natural

affiliative networks and from relationships with women
peers, younger women, and older women.

If new mothers

.
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M00 ting up now with th 0 psychological complexity
and sociological perplexity of becoming a mother are those

women of the baby boom birth cohort who delayed their
entrance into motherhood while they spent their twenties
and possibly thirties in other pursuits.

These women, now

in their late twenties through thirties, postponed mother-

hood to develop their personal and professional lives.

A

1982 government study indicates that, as a group, the

decision to postpone motherhood hinges in part on level of

educational attainment and career ambitions.

Ventura

states that the "desire of many women to complete their

education and become established in

a

career appears to be

an important factor in accounting for the high levels of

postponed childbearing" (1982,

p.

1).

The number of first

births to women in their thirties of high educational

attainment (four years of college)
during the 1970s.

increased dramatically

The study points out that "the steady

increase in first-birth rates for women in their thirties
has occurred at a time when birth rates for women of other

ages and higher birth orders have generally fallen"
(Ventura,

1982, p.

1).

However, the largest number of,

as opposed to increase in,

first births is still to women

,
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aged twenty to twenty-four years (Ventura, 1982).

There-

fore, those professional women becoming mothers
in roughly

their thirties, are part of a large group because there

numbers of women in similar situations of a

comparable age.

Yet, they still are entering motherhood

beyond the age when a larger number of their age-mates
sintered motherhood.

mothers.

They are late— timing, not early— timing

As such, in becoming mothers when they do, they

are engaged in an off-time event (Neugarten, 1968a).. The

timing that they follow for life events is out of step

with the timing used by the majority of their age-mates.
Thus, they at age thirty-four may be tending their newborn

children, while others at age thirty-four may be tending
their teenaged children.
The phenomenon of professional women, who postponed

motherhood while developing personal or professional
autonomy, now moving into the roles of motherhood, poses

questions about how they handle their shift into parenthood and the maternal role, and how society helps or
hinders them as they move into the role of population
providers.

What is not yet clearly understood, or for

that matter studied, is their degree of preparation for

parenthood; their handling of the transition to parenthood; and their needs for support after becoming parents,

both as parents and as people.

Given the constellation of
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emotional and psychological complexity, a social environ-

ment that tends to isolate, and a job that often is
difficult, this is a time of intricacy for the women
involved.

Where these women feel that their preparental

expectations meet their mothering realities is one of
this dissertation's basic questions.

Where these women

meet their needs for support and nurturance from other

women who can view them both as new mothers and also as
women going through an intricate time of life, is another
of this dissertation's basic questions.

Where nurturance

and autonomy meet, and what balance they strike, in the
lives of professional women in the first two years of

motherhood, is the subject of this study.

Research questions

.

This dissertation is a descriptive, exploratory

study of representatives of a particular population of

contemporary American women:
urban/ suburban

,

well-educated, professional,

middle-class women who live apart from

and identify themselves as independent from their families
of origin, and who delayed childbearing until their late

twenties through thirties while developing their personal
and/or professional autonomy.

The dissertation studies

aspects of their emotional experience during the first
two years of entering motherhood.

:
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Questions of importance, broadly stated, are:
what characterizes the quality of these womens' experience
as new mothers; what characterizes relationships with

women at this time of their life; how do they create

a

balance of their own needs for autonomy and nurturance at
a time

when they are oriented toward nurturing their
Specifically, this dissertation asks the following

babies.

questions
-before motherhood, what was the emotional preparation of professional women for becoming mothers?

-what was their transition like into the roles of
motherhood?
-what have been their needs for support and
nurturance since becoming mothers?
-where have they met these needs?

-how have they met their needs for support from
other women?

.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Many disciplines have been brought to bear on

problems surrounding the issues of motherhood.

However,

it would appear that there is of yet no study that deals

specifically with issues of autonomy, nurturance and support

among contemporary American professional women who become
late-timing mothers, particularly regarding their needs
for friendship and support from other women.
As noted in Chapter I, other issues of motherhood

have not been ignored by scholars, researchers, or
theorists.

There is, for instance, a large body of medical

and psychological literature on the mother/child relationship.

Similarly, there is a considerable body of literature

on pathological ramifications of neglectful or abusive

mothering, such as the literature on the battered child
syndrome or the

f ailure-to-thrive

syndrome

in inf ants

A sufficient number of scientific studies of certain
effects of mothering have been conducted to warrant review

articles and books (for example, Lomax, Kagan, and
Rosenkrantz, 1978).

An article analyzing the effects of

such scientific and/or social scientific research on

mothers themselves (Wortis, 1971) finds a welcome place
27
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in the literature.

Within the last several years, parenthood has come
to be seen by human development academicians as a distinct

part of the life cycle for men as well as women.

Thus,

tsxtbooks in human development and adult development have

recently begun to include sections on parenting (for
example, Craig, 1980). Literature is proliferating on the

subject of fatherhood and male involvement in the child-

bearing and childbirthing process (for example, Fein, 1976;
Fein, 1978; Green, 1977; Hale,

Colman, 1981)

1979; Lamb,

1976; Colman and

.

Books in the "child development" sections of popular

bookstores oriented to the mass market now abound with
titles about motherhood.
topical.

Mother development has become

Popular books on the subject of mother develop-

ment tend to divide into three categories:

serious analyses

that in their style of writing and presentation and in

their mostly paperback format are geared to a general

reading public; personal accounts of motherhood including

analyses filtered through direct personal experience; and
self-help, preparation, or survival oriented books

specifically about postpartum life.
Examples of personal accounts include:

Rich, 1976;

Lazarre, 1976; McBride, 1973; Friedland and Kort, 1981.

Serious analyses aimed at the general public as opposed

.
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to a more purely scholarly readership
include:

1976; Barber and Skaggs,
1981; Kitzinger,

1975; Brazelton,

1978; Fraiberg,

Rapoport, Rapoport and Strelitz,

1981; Galinsky,

1977; Heffner,
1980.

Rich,

1978;

Those dealing

specifically with postpartum life include:

Rozdilsky and

Banet, 1975; Wolf son and Deluca, 1981; Pizer and Garfink,
1979; DelliQuadri and Breckenr idge

Viertel, 1979.

,

1978; Jaffe and

Further specialization within the topic of

mother development exists, as in popular books on decision
making regarding parenthood (e.g., Whelan, 1975), the timing
of parenthood

garten, 1982)

(Fabe and Wikler,
,

1979; Daniels and Wein-

or motherhood after the age of thirty-five

(e.g., McCauley,

1976).

Issues dealt with within the

popular literature may be sampled in several chapter titles:
"staying in charge," and "mad is not bad"
or,

"being in control," "coming to terms with yourself,"

and "the anger-depression-guilt-go-around"
or,

(Heffner, 1978);

"more than just a mother:

and your baby:
and Breckenr idge

(McBride, 1973);

who are you now?," and "you

fulfilling both your needs" (DelliQuadri
,

1978)

At the same time that there has been a rise in

popular interest in the topic of motherhood, several serious

research and/or scholarly studies have emerged.
include:

These

Daniels and Weingarten, 1982; Rapoport, Rapoport

and Strelitz, 1980; Breen, 1975; Grossman, Eichler and
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Winickoff, 1980; Kitzinger, 1978; Oakley, 1974, 1974a, 1979
1980;

Bernard,

1974.

A particularly striking commonality in both popular
and scholarly works on motherhood is their recent vintage.

None is older than a publishing date of 1973.

It is

tempting to speculate that this recent upsurge reflects
the rising numbers of late-timing mothers,

themselves

children of the baby boom now beginning to bear children.
It is also tempting to suggest a correlation between an

increasing motherhood among the general reading, i.e.,

moderately well-educated, population and the cultural
value placed on self development as it evolved in the
1960s and 1970s;

what Lasch refers to as "the culture of

narcissism” (Lasch, 1979).

Within that cultural value is

embedded a variation on the maternal role that expands
it to include a woman's personhood along with her mother-

hood.

Kitzinger states:

"Women are reaching out to help

others approach motherhood realistically and to be people
as well as mothers"

(1978, p.

34).

None of the above cited recent literature on mother

hood deals in a specific way with issues of autonomy,

nurturance

,

and support in the lives of professional women

who become late— timing mothers.

Therefore, what follows

does not deal with that literature specifically.

Instead,

three areas pertinent to the hypotheses and research of
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this dissertation are handled.

For ease, the three areas

might be called anthropological, sociological, and psychological perspectives.

The first comes out of social

anthropological literature and describes aspects of
cultural stability and discontinuity as they interface with
the lives of individuals.

It deals in particular with the

effects on women of female social and kinship networks
of support.

The second comes out of sociological literature

and describes research on the transition to parenthood
and the nature of support.

The third is psychoanalytic

literature that deals with the reproduction of mothering
and the separation/ individuation phase of mutual mother/

child development.

Anthropological perspectives

.

It is perhaps a truism of contemporary American life

that many aspects of living seem different in quality or

description than they did even

a

generation ago.

Arguments

that point to the amount of technological change and the

speed of such change (e.g., McLuhan, 1964)

convincing notes.
to motherhood.

If,

strike

This truism, by extension, might apply
to a contemporary well-educated,

profesionally oriented woman who becomes

a

mother in her

late twenties through thirties, her motherhood seems

different than that of her own mother or her grandmother,
perhaps it is.

The social expectations of what women do as

,
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mothers reflect cultural values which, in turn, are subject
to processes of cultural change.

The problems faced in mothering in today's society

may differ from those of yesterday's society.

Similarly,

problems or issues faced among one segment of today's

mothers

— the

research population, for example

— may

differ

from problems and issues perceived and faced by mothers in

other segments of American society.

The factors that

account for such possible differences are multidimensional.

They include:

social class; educational background;

economic status; urban, suburban, or rural locale;

generation within this country; ethnic heritage; degree of
assimilation, repudiation of or tenacity to ethnicity;

religious and/or cultural values; inclusion within or

exclusion from

a

community of people with shared values;

degree of geographic mobility; and so on.

As these factors

bear on the preparation of well-educated professionally

oriented women for motherhood, they become less abstract
and more concrete.
In much of the recent motherhood literature it is

generally recognized that many contemporary American women
enter motherhood less than ideally prepared for the

realities that will face them (Kitzinger, 1978; Daniels
and Weingarten, 1982; Barber and Skaggs, 1975; Heffner,
1978; Rozdilsky and Banet,

1975; DelliQuadri and Breckenr idge

:

:
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1978;

Breen,

1975)

.

This lack of preparation is seen not

only as a generational issue but as one affected by the

differing realities of life in post-industrial and preindustrial societies.

Thus,

social anthropologist Sheila

Kitzinger writes in Women As Mothers

(1978)

For women are not only less prepared for motherhood than were their own mothers and grandmothers,
but they are also less prepared in the West than
in many pre-industrial societies which live much
closer to survival level and which do not possess
the elaborate and sophisticated technology of
advanced industrial societies. (1978, p. 16).
She defines the lack of preparation not only in the care-

taking realm of motherhood, but in the emotional realm as
well
Not only are they less aware of the reality of
motherhood and what a baby is like, but they are
less inclined to resign themselves dutifully to
the inevitable when they discover that their
fantasies have deceived them or that they have
been presented with a picture far removed from
the facts. (1978, p. 16)

Preparation for motherhood, in her anthropological view,
must begin in childhood and continue through adolescence
into adulthood:

Part of the problem is that we have far too
little education for parenthood, for either
expectant mother or father, but this is not
just a question of classes in the weeks before
To be effective, preparation
the baby comes.
for the major life crisis of becoming a parent
has to take place both in adolescence, as part
of learning about adult roles, and even earlier,
For
in the prospective parents' own childhood.
however
parenthood,
many of today's mothers
(1978, p. 16)
welcome, comes as a surprise.
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The lack of preparation for motherhood,
experienced by

women in Western society, means that the woman "often
does
not know that even more important than the technical
knowhow is some understanding of the emotional, relational,
and self-image changes inevitably involved with rearing
a child"

(Kitzinger, 1978, p.

171).

Often unfamiliar with such changes, confronted with
the emotional processes of caring for a child, and needing
to come to terms with the dramatic changes pregnancy and

postpartum bring to the body, the contemporary Western
mother, according to Kitzinger, is eager to return her body
and her life to "normal."
seen as an interruption"

"Childbearing," she writes, "is
(1978, p.

22).

This state Of affairs is in marked contrast to that

experienced in pre- industrial societies:
There are great contrasts between this experience
and that which the new mother passes through and
her self-image in a pre-industrial society.
Information she may need about the changes involved
in having a baby is there built in to her personal
life experience, and she is the center of a group
of women all of whom are concerned to ensure that
everything goes as it should and that no harm
should befall either mother or child. Far from
seeking a return to normal, she knows that by
having a child she has raised her social status
in her community and is now on an equal footing
with other matrons. Child-rearing is not an
interval in her life but its raison d'etre
.

(1978, p.

23)

That central core of having an unquestioned maternal role

built into the fibres of personal life experience is
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missing in Western cultures not only through post-

industrialization but also through the cultural discontinuities brought about by rapid technological transformation.

The continuity of a maternal tradition,

enriched by the support of

a

surrounding female community,

is a hallmark of pre-industrial society, as Kitzinger

describes it.

Such a pattern may be interpreted as

existing in contemporary Western society but only in the
sectors that are at the lower end of the socioeconomic

Kitzinger writes that mothers from that sector, by

scale.

contrast with a middle-class lifestyle, live in an

environment of:

maintaining the more basic conditions of
existence, and where rural community life is
strong and childbearing customs are passed down
from mother to daughter almost unchanged. As in
peasant communities, the norms of mothering go
unquestioned and women do not feel open to
criticism, because they are doing more or less
what every other woman in the same village is
doing.
(1978, p. 12).
.

.

.

There is the element of emotional safety, and lack of acute

vulnerability to criticism from other women, which is bound
into the endless passing down of, and accepting of,

maternal tradition.
Without the element of fear of, or vulnerability to,
female criticism, female cooperation flourishes.

New

mothers in pre-industrial groups or the socioeconomic groups

described by Kitzinger live in a world where women share
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with one another.

Female traditions, including those of

mothering, pass in a continuous way from mother to daughter

through the generations.

Pregnancy, and subsequent

motherhood, become primary female links through generations:

"Pregnancy links the generations as the expectant

mother starts to relive through her body an experience

which is universal and shared by most women, and the older
woman lives through the recollected emotions of childbearing"

(Kitzinger,

1979, p.

80).

Female members of

extended family as well as neighbors participate in the
timeless sharing of female traditions.

"Just as members

of the extended family and neighbors together form a work

force in the fields, to fish, hunt, or cook, or to dance
to make the rains fall, so the successful outcome of

pregnancy depends on the combined good wishes and right
actions of everyone, including dead as well as living

members of the society"

(1978, p.

81).

In the patriarchal West, where, as has been amply

documented (Arms, 1975; Oakley, 1980; Kitzinger, 1978;
Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1971)
is

,

childbirth

managed by medical technology, dominated by male

physicians, and treated as pathology, the role of women

sharing with women in childbirth and mothering has been

pre-empted and neglected.

Kitzinger writes:

"In our own

culture we have almost forgotten the part which other women
through
can play in sharing with the mother the experiences

.
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which she is passing and in helping her to feel
safe
and cherished" (1978, p. 81).
it is to the detriment

of

women in middle-class American society that the type of
female networking and protection which exists in other

cultures or pockets of American society, is given neither

permission nor room to be.

For, most of all, female

networking in childbearing, as in other female points of
life transition, provides a major source of succor,

comfort, and support not just to the individual receiving
the support but to those who are giving.

Kitzinger states

the situation this way:
In most cultures women in their protective and
supporting roles are at the centre of this net-

work of people working, feeling and acting together
to help towards a safe coming to birth of a new
member of society. It may be just as important
a contribution to society as the more commonly
recognized political functions usually performed
by men. (1978, p. 81)
When the element of "feeling cherished" is added to the

weight of such support, it becomes clear why female

participation in the childbearing and mothering carried
out by other females is such a powerful force for emotional

well-being
The late anthropologist Margaret Mead has written

extensively on dynamics of cultural change through
generations within society (Mead, 1928; Mead, 1930; Mead,
1935; Mead,

1949; Mead,

1970; Mead and Newton,

1967)

.

Her
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many works in general describe mechanisms by which values,
mores, and traditions for being and doing are learned by

younger generations through contact with the experience
of older generations, and by which adults, conversely,

learn values and mores from children, and, finally, by

which entire cultures undergo cultural transformation in
the process of coming in contact with the experience of

other cultures.
In Mead's work Culture and Commitment

posits the model of postf igurative

,

(1970),

cof igurative

,

she

and pre-

figurative cultures, which describe three different modes
of individuals' learning from their culture a sense of

identity and the art of living.

postf igurative

Her descriptions of the

and cofigurative cultures correspond to

what Kitzinger refers to as preindustrial and Western
cultures.

In what Mead terms postf igurative culture,

which consists of family units of three generations,
stability and continuity are achieved through tradition
and identification with the ever present past.

The modeling

through which culture is transmitted is that of sameness

with previous generations with individuals of previous
generations.

Thus, young mothers in postf igurative culture

mother their babies as did their own mothers and grandmothers before them, and hold expectations for their
lives similar to the expectations of their own mothers
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and mothers' mothers.

There is "no break between the

experience of the old and the experience of the young"
(1970,

p.

9)

.

In what she terms cofigurative culture,

learning of roles and identity takes place from peers
and represents a break in continuity from previous

generations.

Thus, young mothers in a cofigurative

culture do not have

a

precise template of how to mother and

how to be women who are mothering, available from their
own mothers and/or acceptable to them from their own
mothers. They are pioneers.

It is worth examining Mead's

models in closer detail.

Mead defines a postf igurative culture as:
One in which change is so slow and imperceptible
that grandparents, holding newborn grandchildren
in their arms, cannot conceive of any other future
for the children than their own past lives.
The
past of the adults is the future of each new
generation; their lives provide the ground plan.
The children's future is shaped in such a way
that what has come after childhood for their
forbears is what they, too, will experience after
they are grown. (1970, p. 1)

Characteristic of postf igurative culture is the melding
of past, present, and future time.

Past models are in the

present what present models will be in the future.

How

great-grandmother took care of herself while tending her
babies is how great-grandaughter does and how her own

great-grandaughter will, too, someday.

Traditions

surrounding birth and death take on shades of meanings
suggsstive of continuity and timelessness, as in

a

culture
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like the pre-World War II Balinese where infants were

believed to be reincarnated into their own families.

Mead

describes this shade of meaning;

—

When the end of life is already known when the
song that will be sung at death, the offerings
that will be made, the spot of earth where one's
bones will rest are already designated each
person, according to age and sex, intelligence
and temperment, embodies the whole culture. (1970,

—

p.

2)

It is perhaps in simple cultures which have remained

isolated that postf igurative elements are most readily
seen, where a single gesture or tone of voice contains a

whole way of life.

with simple.

However, postf igurative is not synonomous

Mead says that "cultures that are very complex

may yet be postf igurative in style, and so may display all
the characteristics of other postf igurative cultures:

the

absence of a realization of change and the successful
printing, indelibly, upon each child of the cultural form"
3).

(1970, p.

Membership in

a

postf igurative culture,

she writes,

"is a matter of total and unquestioning

commitment"

(p.

4).

Parenthood

is the cornerstone of such a culture

and the primary means for its unending transmission.

co-mingling of three generations is

a

The

necessity; through

the multigenerational presence "the whole system is there"
(p.

5)

.

The continuity of tradition, imprinted since

childhood,

"depends upon the adults being able to see the

.
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parents who reared them, as they rear their children in
the way they themselves were reared."

To individuals,

there is always leeway for individual temperment,

intelligence, and inclination.
the questions;

'Who am I?

However, the "answers

What is the nature of my

life as a member of my culture; how do

I

speak and move,

and sleep, make love, make a living, become a parent,

meet my death?' are experienced as predetermined"

(p.

5).

Mead reiterates that the "only essential and

defining characteristic of

a

postf igurative culture, or

of those aspects of a culture that remain postf igurative
.

.

.

is that a group of people consisting of at least

three generations take the culture for granted, so that
the child as he grows accepts unquestioningly whatever
is

unquestioned by those around him"

(p.

21)

.

Many of

those unquestioned facts of a culture lie below conscious
and public awareness and remain unverbalized.
this

"It is

unlabeled, unverbalized, and non-conscious quality

that gives to the postf igurative culture, and to the post-

figurative aspects of all cultures, great stability"
(p.

22)

It is vital to bear in mind that motherhood,

with its element of reproducing the biological and

possibly emotional motherhood experience of earlier
ancestral mothers, is such a "postf igurative aspect" in

whatever the culture.

.
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Mead states explicitly

that the postf igurative

type of generational identity and stability of tradition
is not limited to simple cultures or tribal cultures but

can exist within complex cultures as well:

"The persistent,

unquestioning sense of identity and of the pervasive rightness of each known aspect of life, characteristic

postf igurative cultures, can occur

— at

— and

every level of cultural complexity"

of

can be reconstituted
(p.

Thus,

18).

postf igurative "aspects" can co-exist with pref igurative

elements in a society such as that of contemporary America.
Thus, too, it is not surprising to find pockets of post-

figurative modes of transmitting and receiving culture
that provide models for learning, and for giving support
to members.

Pockets of multigenerational ethnic popula-

tions living in close proximity, pockets of what Kitzinger
calls communities of lower socioeconomic status, pockets
of immigrants from the same mother culture, possibly

pockets of extended working class families (indicated
by the research of Bott,

1971)— all might serve

as

examples of pockets of postfiguration within a society
that is not generally postf igurative

Unlike a postf igurative culture where things are
taken for granted and acceptable ways of doing things
^j-0

accepted, a cofigurative culture is marked by

difference between the generations.

Mead defines

a co-

.
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figurative culture as "one in which the prevailing mode
for members of the society is the behavior of their

contemporaries"

(p.

25).

She expands:

In a society in which the only model was a
cofigurative one, old and young alike would
assume it was "natural" for the behavior of
each new generation to differ from that of
the preceding generation.
But at the same
time, where there is a shared expectation that
members of a generation will model their behavior
on that of their contemporaries.
and that
their behavior will differ from that of their
parents and grandparents, each individual, as
he successfully embodies a new style, becomes
to some extent a model for others of his
generation.
(p. 25)
.

.

.

.

.

There is a self-perpetuating element to cofiguration, for
as each individual creates her own model,

she simultaneously

becomes available as a model for her peers to emulate
if they choose.

for granted.

Change, and speed of change, is taken

This is in marked contrast to the post-

figurative assumption that present life is as past life,
that one's grandmother is as oneself.
culture,

In a cofigurative

"looking at their grandparents, the children see

men and women whose footsteps they will never follow, but
who are, by virtue of the tie through the parents, the

people they would have become in another setting"

(p.

But they do live in a different setting, and their

experience is such that their "peers present them with
more practical models than those of their elders.
(p.

31)

.

.

."

28)
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Mead provides a concise history of cofiguration in
the United States which is edifying:
In the United States, the culture-wide effects
of cofiguration began to be felt by the beginning
of the twentieth century.
The nuclear family was
established, a cllse relationship to the grandparents was no longer expected of grandchildren,
and parents, as they lost their position of
dominance, handed over to children the task of
setting their own standards. By 1920, style
setting was beginning to pass to the mass media,
in the name of each successive adolescent group,
and parental discipline was passing to an increasingly unsympathetic and embattled community.
One effect of this change, by the 1960s, was the
transformation of some portion of the new generation of middle-class young people into a semblance
of the ethnic gangs that, in an earlier period,
had battled each other and the police in our big
cities.
Culturally, cofiguration had become
the dominant, prevailing mode.
Few of the elderly
pretended to have any relationship to the contemporary culture. Parents, however grudgingly,
expected to accede to the urgent demands their
children were taught to make, not by the school
or by other, more acculturated children, but by
the mass media.
(p. 45)

Give this configuration of elements that make a cofigurative
culture, those people born after World War II experience
"the sense of living in an ever-changing world"

(p.

46)

with an increasing sense of differentiation among the
generations.

The tangible reality of the

rapidity of

technological and cultural change intensifies the cofigurative experience.
In fact,

as Mead expounds,

the amount and speed

of technological and cultural change thrusts present and

new generations beyond a cofigurative model into pre-

:
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figurative culture.

Prefigurative .culture is one in which

the future is "so deeply unknown"

(p.

48)

that neither

elders nor peers can serve as appropriate guides or models.
The "electronically based, intercommunicating network"
(p.

of today's and tomorrow's world means that:

50)

young people everywhere share a kind
of experience that none of the elders ever
have had or will have. Conversely, the older
generation will never see repeated in the lives
of young people their own unprecedented experience
of sequentially emerging change.
This break
between generations is wholly new:
it is
planetary and universal.
(p. 50)
.

.

.

One of the first tangible tokens of the prefigurative

culture into which Mead states humankind is emerging is
the change brought to the lives of women by the medical

revolution
The medical revolution by reducing the pressure
for population increase has begun, in turn,
to release women from the age-old necessity of
devoting themselves almost completely to reproductivity and, thus, will profoundly alter
women's future and the future rearing of
children, (p. 56)

Whether or not to become mothers; how to mother; how to
combine motherhood with other needs from other aspects of
self

— these

become options for the cofigurative women

verging on the brink of prefigurative culture.

Choice in

motherhood and womanhood marks the lives of contemporary
women in this culture.
Social anthropologist and psychoanalyst Elizabeth
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Bott in 1957 published Family and Social Network
in which
she detailed the results of her study of twenty
ordinary

English urban families.

in the 1971 second edition to

her classic work she explained that the study had looked
at the way "in which networks

('groupings') articulate the

family into the larger society"

(1971, p.

248).

Bott's

ps^^ticular interest in the study was the conjugal role

and its relation to social network.

She found, through

extensive interviews with twenty families, that the sort
of network surrounding a nuclear family correlates with

the degree of role segregation between husband and wife.

Networks, she found, are of two basic sorts:

knit and loose-knit.

close-

A close-knit network is one "in

which there are many relationships among the component
units"

(p.

59).

That means that members of a close-knit

social network have multiple 'connectedness' with one
another:

they know one another above and beyond their

connection with the research family or member of the
research family.
neighbors.

They themselves tend to be family and

The close-knit networks of Bott's study tended

to be working class families of long established geo-

graphic proximity to one another and long standing geographic
stability.

In nuclear families with close-knit social

networks, where network members know and interact with
one another and share common values and experiences, the
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roles of husband and wife

— in

such areas as childrearing,

child care, division of household labor, sharing
of
friends

tend to be segregated, i.e., separate.

In those

families, men tend to have their support and friendship

groups within the network that are male.

Women, even

more so than the men, tend toward a sex segregated support
net, and tend to belong to a circle of female kin and

their children from within the close-knit network.

Mothers,

in this sort of tight-knit female network, with role

segregation with husband, experience sharing of child care

with other female members, including the "borrowing" of
children, and tend to regard their lives as mothers as

natural and rewarding.

A loose-knit network, by contrast, is one in which

members are not linked except indirectly through knowing
the target family.

The research families of Bott's 1957

study that belonged to loose-knit networks tended to be

middle class.

Those families with loose-knit social net-

works, in which members do not know one another, experience

joint roles in marriage and less segregation between wife
and husband.

The conjugal relationship tends to be

'companionate,' and the conjugal role, in areas including
the sharing of household and child care tasks and the

use of leisure time, tends to be joint.

Friendships in

loose-knit networks tend also to be joint, that is shared

.
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between husband and wife, rather than sex
segregated as
in close-knit networks.

Loose-knit networks are

characeristically found among families that move frequently.
Geographic mobility is an important factor in a family's
belonging to a loose-knit, rather than close-knit, network.

Face-to-face contact with kin tends to be infrequent.

Support is less forthcoming and dependence in marriage tends
to increase.

Max Gluckman, in his preface to the second

®^ition of Bott

'

s

study, illustrates the connection between

geographic mobility, loose-knit network, and the element of
support, when he writes:
if we think of a family moving from the
country to the town, away from their relatives
and long-term neighbors, husband and wife are
likely to be isolated from those who formerly
helped them and provided friendship from day to
day, and they will be under pressure to depend
on each other more and more. (1971, xvii)
.

.

.

Mothers who belong to loose-knit social networks and who
share joint responsibilities with husband in a largely

companionate marriage, tend to experience their child care

responsibilities as more burdensome than mothers in tightknit networks.

Their husbands, along with paid babysitters,

tend to be the sole form of relief from child care

responsibilities.

Social scientist Virginia Abernathy

expresses the situation of mothers in loose-knit social
networks, based on Bott's study, in the following way:

mothers in loose social networks felt
that childcare was onerous and imposed an
.

.

.

,
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unfairly large burden on them; they had either
arranged babysitters in order to continue outside jobs, or were anticipating offspring's
reaching school age at which time the mothers
expected to return to former occupations.
In
such families, a great deal of participation in
child care was expected from the husband/ father
who typically was the only person besides the
mother and paid baby-sitters available to assume
this responsibility.
(Abernathy, 1973, p. 87)
In part this situation is the product of the various factors

that make for a loose-knit network, or, at Bott writes:
if husband and wife come to marriage
with loose-knit networks, or if their networks
become loose-knit after marriage, they must seek
in each other some of the emotional satisfaction
and help with familial tasks that couples in
close-knit networks can get from outsiders. Joint
organization becomes more necessary for the
success of the family as an enterprise.
(1971,
.

.

p.

.

218)

Wife and husband seek emotional satisfaction and mutual help

from one another; the mother turns more to her husband for
help and support than to kin and neighbors.

In part,

too,

though, this emotional dependence, for the mother, reflects
the lack of an all-female, sex segregated, close-knit,

and caring support network.
In the

"Reconsiderations" section of the second

edition of her 1957 study, Bott reviews and summarizes
relevant studies which have followed hers, in both related
and peripheral areas.

She notes that based on other

studies as well:
It now appears to be widely accepted that in

tribal, rural, and long-established workingclass situations there are close-knit networks
and marked conjugal segregation. Further, it is

.
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generally reported that geographical mobility
makes a close-knit network more loose-knit,
that comparatively loose-knit networks are
usually found in the middle class. But degree of
conjugal segregation is found to be variable
among families in loose-knit networks. Some
studies also report that many couples, especially
husbands, live in comparative social isolation,
though the data are tantalizingly incomplete.
Many recent kinship studies show that ties with
parents and siblings remain strong in all social
classes even in cases of geographical dispersal.
(p.

251)

.

While stating that "so far as

I

know there are no studies

that specifically devote themselves to analysis of social

networks and conjugal roles in middle class families"
(p.

258), Bott yet cites a study (Willmott and Young,

1960)

that stresses the importance in middle class nuclear

families of "the role of women and relationships through

women"

(p.

Bott herself does not emphasize the

259).

connections between the apparently important role of female
networks and transitions within a nuclear family, such as
that of parenthood.

However, she does point to such a

transition as parenthood as being a fruitful area for
further research:
It would be instructive to examine transitions
from one phase to another, particularly that
brought about by the birth of the first child,
which transforms the family from a conjugal pair
into a three-person group and entails radical
changes of external relationships and internal
organization, (p. 225)

Bott cites the existence of two studies (Babchuk and Bates,
1963; Fallding,

1961)

that deal with friendships within
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the networks of middle class families.

Both make the

point that old friends, even where there has been no face-

to-face contact for years, are very important to middle
class, loose-knit network couples, especially as the old

friendships validate a continuity in sense of identity.
Bott notes that the role of friendship as opposed
to kinship has been generally neglected in the literature,

especially that dealing with the middle class;

".

.

.no

one appears to have done a study of phase changes in friendship, and so far as

I

could find, no one has linked up

all the findings about friendship into a comprehensive

sociological analysis"

(p.

298).

In addition, she refers

to the need in the literature to investigate the phenomenon

of female bonding, which she considers parallel to that

described by Tiger (Tiger, 1969) as male bonding:
".

.

.

one must be prepared to analyse the social conditions

in which

'female bonding' occurs, that is, solidary female

groups as distinct from female pair relationships of
the mother /child

variety"

(p.

,

sibling/sibling, and 'best friend'

281, n)

.

She writes that she has a hunch about

female friendships among females in close-knit networks
and what happens to those friendships during phase changes
in the life span:

... I suspect
her friends are
with
relationships
that a girl's
her first child.
has
she
until
of great importance
.

.

in close-knit networks.

s

s
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after which she will probably turn more and more
to her kin.
If she lives in a homogeneous neighborhood, she will probably turn also to neighbors,
who can provide her with short-term minor services
that she did not need before.
So far as I know,
no detailed study of this phase change has been
P^^lished. ... To my knowledge, the circumstances
in which a wife's independent relationships with
her female friends are continued or dropped have
not been studied, (p. 299)

What the situation is with women who belong to loose-knit
networks, regarding the importance and fate of their

independent female friendships after they become mothers,
Bott says, has not yet been studied.

Perhaps, to women

who belong to loose-knit networks, in lieu of kin, friendships assume greater importance.

Bott terms the area of

studying friendships for families of both loose-knit and

close-knit networks to be "a vast and incompletely known
territory"

(p.

301)

.

It is into that unknown territory

that this dissertation goes to explore.

Social scientist Virginia Abernathy took some of
the implications of Bott

'

classic study and in an article

published in 1973, "Social Network and Response to the
Maternal Role", tested the hypothesis "that tight networks
are supportive to a woman in her performance of the

maternal role"

(p.

87).

Her hypothesis grew from Bott

'

findings, reported above, that women in tight-knit net-

works receive network help in motherhood and view motherhood as natural and rewarding whereas women in loose-knit

networks do not receive such help except from spouse and

.
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paid persons and express lesser satisfaction with
their

maternal role.

Specifically, Abernathy's study looked at

the correlations between networks,

levels of maternal

satisfaction, and personal sense of competence as a mother.
It was pointed out that sense of competence does not

necessarily correspond to actual, verifiable competence.
She writes of her study:
It was hypothesized that tight networks are
supportive with regard to child-rearing and
that therefore mothers with tighter social networks would score high on sense of competence
and that those in loose social networks would
tend toward the lower end of the competence
continuum, (p. 88)
In interviews with forty-one women of beyond high

school education and belonging to the middle class as

indicated by their own or their husband's professional
positions, she found that social network is indeed

associated with sense of competence in motherhood.
a

woman existing within the arms of

a

For

tight-knit network,

her sense of competence as a mother will seem sure.

If,

on the other hand, a woman "maintains loose network

connections, she is more likely to be frustrated by

motherhood and to feel unsure of how to relate to her
children"

(p.

88)

The strongest indicator within social

network that influences sense of competence is frequency
of contact with a woman's own mother.

Beyond that, "the

dimensions of social network relevant for predicting

.

. .
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sens e of itiaternal competence are those inherent in neighbor-

hood associations"

(p.

89).

Abernathy writes that:

The data suggest that emotional support increases as neighborhood associations crystallize into a tight network in which members
expend sociability on each other almost to
the exclusion of outside interaction. Common
experience leads to consensus on meaning and
on appropriate action. The tighter the network,
the fewer the interpretations of any event which
are available, and the fewer the alternative
courses of behavior, (p. 89)

The consensus available in a tight network about values
in childrearing and about ways of evaluating how a woman
is

doing and/or faring as a mother lends weight to the

individual's sense of competence in motherhood.

agreement on what constitutes good mothering.
of contact among members, Abernathy found,

of tight networks.

There is

Frequency

is a hallmark

Frequency of contact is another strong

factor in making tight networks a source of support for a

mother

Loose-knit networks, according to Abernathy's
findings, do not provide a consensual base of shared values

and shared experience.

Women whose lives lead them to

loose networks, where members are unlikely to know each

other or interact independently, seem to "need more feed-

back than they are getting"

(p.

90)

They are likely to

encounter as many variations on values about mothering as
there are members of their loose network.

There is no

single authority resting in a group on how to behave or

.
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feel as a mother.
study,

As

a

result, according to Abernathy's

"her interactions with children are characterized

by uncertainty, which increases the probability of

frustration of her goals"

(p.

90), which,

in

Abernathy's

scale, reflects a lower sense of competence in the maternal
role.

Because there is no group model for appropriate or

inapprorpiate mothering,

"a

woman is not provided with

a

clear model for child-rearing, and maternal behavior

reinforced by some friends may be met with reservation by
others"

(p.

The mother in the loose-knit network

90)

may encounter

a

barrage of messages about her motherhood.

The implication, though not underlined in Abernathy's study,
is that the onus rests with her and her nuclear family,

i.e., her husband,
of mothering.

to create comfort with appropriate ways

Because geographic mobility is

a

likely

condition for the existence of loose-knit networks,

a

woman

in such a network is unlikely to have kin or old friends

nearby to give assistance with childcare.

If friends do

babysit, according to Abernathy, she is likely to feel

pressure to reciprocate and "a woman who already feels

overwhelmed by children does not like to incur obligations
to look after another's offspring"

(p.

90).

In her conclusions Abernathy reiterates that social

network does correlate with sense of maternal competence
the
and that loose-knit networks do not give the support in
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'^^ternal role that do tight-knit networks.

She notes that;

the dimensions of network relevant for predicting
sense of competence in the maternal role are those
inherent in neighborhood associations. Mechanisms
by which a tight network enhances a woman's
satisfaction with day-to-day child care range
from an* actual sharing of responsibilities, to,
on an emotional level, the support derived from
consensual validation of childrearing practices
and the reinforcement of social identity, (p. 91)

Her concern for the emotional well-being in motherhood of
the women who, for perhaps reasons of geographic mobility,

belong to a loose-knit network is such that she includes
the following in her conclusions:

Turning to the welfare of the individual woman,
one observes the irony that the highest rates
of geographic mobility are associated with young
adults in their first decade of marriage (Blau,
Many women find themselves in loose net1967)
works during the period when they are most likely
to be bound by small children and when, as these
data suggest, tighter networks might be of great
value in enhancing the quality of their maternal
experience, (pp. 91-92)
.

Sociological perspectives;
If the

Transition and support.

popular effect of Freud's teachings was to

focus attention on the importance of early childhood

development on later adolescent and adult life, it is
equally true that the works of the ego psychologists
(Hermann, Kris, et al.), and of Erik Erikson in particular,

have focused popular attention on the legitimacy of adult

development.

Growth does not end with childhood; rather

biological and psychological growth continues throughout

adulthood even in to old age.

This longer perspective has

.
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promoted the conceptual approach of human development and
has boosted studies of stages and demarcations in the

human life cycle.
Over the past two decades many reports have emerged,

mostly in the sociological literature, describing the in-

ception of parenthood as

a life

transition or life crisis.

These studies have focused on elements on what couples

experience on entering parenthood, rather than specifically
on womens' experience of becoming mothers.

All these

studies, despite their many differences, acknowledge that

the inception of parenthood is a transition from one phase
of life to another, demanding changes in attitude, behavior,

and expectation which couples meet with varying degrees of

stress or difficulty.

Parenthood, in these studies, is

seen as an entry or place of passage into a more mature

phase of adulthood.

Parenthood, the studies suggest, has

usurped the place formerly held by marriage as marking the
fully entry of a young couple into adult status and

responsibility
The first of the transition to parenthood studies

was published in 1957 by E. E. LeMasters and laid the

foundation for a continuing emphasis on measuring the
degree of difficulty reported by couples in the transition.
LeMasters, following the theories of Simmel, views the
family as a social system.

He questions what reorganization
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occurs when a third new member, a baby, is added to
the
family dyad.

The maior question he addresses is whether

the arrival of a first child can be construed as a crisis,
i.e., a critical event.

The answer, clearly, is yes.

He

used unstructured interviews with forty-six couples who
fit the following criteria:

aged 25-35, middle class

occupation, urban or suburban, wife unemployed after the

child's birth, husband college educated, and new parents

within five years.

He found that 83% reported "extensive"

or "severe" crisis in adjusting to the changes in their

lives brought on by a first child.

Because couples reported

their babies as having been planned, the marriages were

considered "good", and no psychiatric disabilities were
evident, LeMasters interpreted the "severity^'

of difficulty

in adjusting to parenthood as painful but not pathological.
In concluding, LeMasters places his findings in a cultural

context.

Citing the high degree of romanticism attached

to notions of parenthood

(he

quotes one mother as saying:

'We knew where babies came from, but we didn't know what

they were like '), he postulates parenthood to be "the real
'romantic complex' in our culture"

(1957, p.

354).

So

that new parents need not be the victims of what Ruth

Benedict calls "discontinuity of cultural conditioning,"

LeMasters urges more adequate preparation of young people
for the realities of parenthood.
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In 1963,

Everett Dyer continued the thrust of

LeMasters' study, again with an orientation to the effects
of the

crisis" of adding a third member to a dyadic family

structure.

Using a questionnaire. Dyer conducted his

research on 32 couples who fit the following criteria:
aged 35 or younger, urban or suburban, of middle class

occupation, wife not employed after the child's birth,
husband and/or wife college educated, new parents within
two years of the study. While LeMasters included only the

husband's educational level in his criteria. Dyer included
the wife's as well.

child into
crisis;

a

Dyer's findings show that adding a

dyadic family constitutes some degree of

38% of his respondents reported "moderate" crisis

in adjusting to the transition to parenthood.

New mothers

reported more difficulty than new fathers in the following
areas:

tiredness, loss of sleep, feelings of neglecting

spouse, feelings of inadequacy and uncertainty about the

parenting role, inability to keep up housework, difficulty
at being tied down at home.

Dyer extended his findings

with a discussion of the strength of marriage, and noted
that "couples whose marriage is stronger and who have more

resources to draw on tend to experience less crisis when
their first child is born"

(1963, p.

198).

This represents

the first mention of support in easing the transition
to parenthood.

Unfortunately, Dyer does not specify what
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type of resources couples draw on, whether it is material,

emotional, or social.

He notes also that couples who had

been married more than three years reported less crisis.
On the whole, his findings show that there seems to be

greatest crisis in the first six months of the baby's life.

Regarding the relationship to education, he notes a greater
crisis in couples where the husband was not
graduate.

a

college

Unfortunately, he does not specify if that

means the wife's educational level was higher than the
husband's.

In concluding. Dyer strongly recommends more

adequate preparation for parenthood.
Daniel Hobbs, in 1965, undertook comparable research
in which he used a 23 item checklist of possible areas of

difficulty (e.g., fatigue, changes in physical appearance,
amount of social contacts) on a randomly selected sample
of 53 urban white couples.

While his overall assessment

holds parenthood to be a transition, his measurements

show that couples reported only "slight" difficulty in
adjustment.

This result stands in contrast to those of

Dyer and LeMasters.

He reports, however, that women

experience a more difficult adjustment to parenthood than
do men.
In 1968 Hobbs published a replication of his 1965

on 27
study in which he interviewed and used his checklist

white urban couples, also randomly chosen.

The replication
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study, like the original, finds the transition to parent-

hood to be

a

"somewhat stressful" event rather than a

"crisis experience."

Hobbs'

looks at the help and support

given to new parents very soon after the birth of the child.
The findings suggest that help which is demanding of the

new parents was not seen by them as being truly helpful.
However, some "couples mentioned the positive contributions

which parents and in-laws made to their initial adjustment
to parenthood, particularly if they were non-intrusive or

supportive and non- judgmental as the new parents began to

perform their new roles" (1968,

p.

416).

While Hobbs does

not systematically explore the role of help, he nonetheless
finds that help which is non-intrustive of the couple's

privacy is appreciated:

A few couples had extra help in the form of a
maid or a practical nurse, and this they
appreciated; parents or in-laws who performed
some of the housekeeping chores and did not
intrude into the new parents' privacy or judge
It
them as parents were also viewed as helpful.
which
appears that couples value extra help
reduces their routine household work load,
provides more freedom to concentrate on their
new role as parents, and which does not intrude
or critically judge them as they begin to perform
The important feature would appear
the new role.
to be the kind of "help" available, and not who
(1968, p. 417).
provides it.
In 1976,

Hobbs and Cole published a decade replica-

tion of Hobb's original study.
is,

Results are similar; that

or
Hobbs consistently has found couples to have slight

to the
moderate, but not extensive, difficulty adjusting
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transition to parenthood.
Finally, in 1977, Hobbs and Wimbish published a

replication study using a random sample of
couples.

38

urban black

This research suggests similar conclusions as

the earlier studies, but finds that black couples reported

slightly more overall difficulty than white parents did
earlier.

Hobbs' and Wimbish 's concluding recommendations

for changes in future research are instructive.

They point

to the need to delve into the experience as felt by the

new parents:

"Shifting from a crisis orientation to a more

comprehensive approach, to the investiation of parents'
experience with their first child is clearly necessary,

especially in view of the research findings of various
investigators over the past decade which showed only
minor amounts of difficulty with the first child"
p.

730)

(1977,

.

Following the shift in the literature away from

measuring degree of crisis in beginning parenthood,
Candyce Russell in 1974 published her study of the
graf it ications as well as problems in the transition.
For her study she composed a "gratification checklist"
(e.g., pride in baby's development, more things to talk

to spouse about,

feeling of "fulfillment") which she

used with Hobbs'

"difficulty" checklist on a randomly

chosen sample of 271 urban couples.

Her results lead her
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to conclude that "highly-educated people do seem to
report

fewer gratifications stemming from their roles as parents
than those with a high school education or less.

But it

is possible that the rewards seem fewer only because

the 'comparison level'

educated people"

is so much higher for successful,

(1974, p.

300).

Russell interprets her

results in the light of the earlier parenthood studies and

notes two salient points:

that studies with new parents

of babies under one year report lower crisis scores than

those conducted with parents of children of up to five
years; and that studies which select for middle class

respondents report higher crisis scores than more

representative samples.

In concluding, Russell draws

attention to two sets of relationships:

between the age

of the child and the reported adjustment of the parents,

and between the role of social class and the parents'

reported perception of their transition to parenthood.
Russell's conclusions were pursuant to Jacoby's

assessment of the transition of parenthood literature,

published in 1969.

In critiquing the literature as a

whole, he notes that "it would seem that 'parenthood as
a crisis'

research has allowed little opportunity or

stimulus for the reporting of affectively positive or
neutral attitudes toward the adjustment required by

parenthood"

(1969,

p.

722).

In trying to account for the
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discrepancy between earlier studies which showed the
transition to be difficult and the later studies of
Hobbs

which showed it to be only slightly bothersome, Jacoby
picks out two important variables:

social class of the parents.

age of the child and

As Russell noted

5

years

l^ter, the crisis scores reported were higher with parents

of children over one year and under five years.

This,

Jacoby finds, is supportive of the notion of a "baby
honeymoon" period, although he does not specify that period
to last a full year

.

Jacoby includes detailed remarks

about social class as a significant variable in the

transition to parenthood studies.

Jacoby proposes that

aside from differences accounted for methodologically such
as differing depths of results obtained from interviews and

questionnaires, the data may reflect the real possibility
that the transition to parenthood is, in fact, more

difficult for middle class parents than for working class
parents.

He proceeds to draw on social class variations

in family life for theoretical justification.

He makes

the following points:
.Without
Middle-class standards may be higher
doubt, the duties and responsibilities of parenthood
are viewed very differently in the two classes.
Prospective working-class parents may see themselves as required to make fewer adjustments on
becoming parents. Or, perhaps accommodations they
do make are not as readily perceived and reported
as problems.
.

.

.

^

.
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The working-class woman places a greater intrinsic
valuation on having children. ... To marry and to
have children is the only way the working-class
woman can acquire the outward signs of adulthood,
in contrast to the middle-class woman who may be
able to validate her status more easily via the
occupational structure.
The principal sources of gratification for the
working-class woman are located within the family
rather than outside
.The middle-class wife,
however, thinks of herself as an iiidependent
person having an existence outside the family
context;
the presence of young children may be
viewed as a frustration of, rather than fulfillment
.

.

.

of, her role.

Parenthood is far more likely to interfere with
career aspirations for middle-class mothers
Working-class mothers are more likely to want to
work for financial reasons, whereas middle-class
women more frequently seek psychic satisfaction.
.

.

.

.

Working-class respondents may be less honest in
middle-class respondents.
their responses.
may be more inclined to admit to being bothered
by one or more items related to the role of parent.
Furthermore, to the extent that to have troubles
with the parental role is seen as failing in that
role, the lower-class respondent may often fail to
admit troubles because his self-esteem is more fully
dependent on successful performance of the parenthood role than is the case for middle-class
respondents
.

.

.

.

.

Middle-class mothers are less experienced in the
Since middle-class women come
care of children.
from significantly smaller families, they might be
expected to have had, on the average, less experience
with babies.
The middle-class husband-wife relationship is more
strongly established as affectively positive at the
Even casual reading of the
time of birth.
literature on marriage in the lower class indicates
than
a weaker and less affectionate conjugal tie
represents
child
a
of
arrival
The
the middle class.
because
less of a threat to the marital relationship
italicized
725-726,
(pp.
there is less to threaten.
in original)
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It is important to add to Jacoby's analysis that
there also

are issues of cultural and/or ethnic values involved in
niiddle— c lass and lower-class distinctions.

Examples

include values regarding what "face" one presents to

strangers (such as interviewers)

,

what degree of sophistica-

tion is encouraged about the process of self-analysis,

what room exists for failure and doubt in the mothering
role and the human role, how much voice is given to one's

true and personal feelings, etc.
An overall assessment of the transition to parenthood
studies indicate they are not oriented toward investigating
the quality and the feeling of the experience of the trans-

ition to parenthood from the point of view of the woman/

mother.

Results such as Dyer's or Russell's which outline

areas of greatest difficulty for mothers (loss of sleep,

changes in body, etc.) or Dyer's inclusion of the woman's

educational level among criteria for selection, are
encouraging.

There nonetheless remains a gap in female

perspective on the transition to parenting.
Sociologist Alice Rossi, in her 1968 article
"Transition to Parenthood", brings to bear on the problem
of the transition to parenthood both a cultural and an

individual perspective.

She places her remarks in the

context of the confluence of culture and personality:
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The question of how culture is transmitted across
the generations and finds its manifestations in
the personality structure and social roles of the
individual has brought renewed research attention
to the primary institutions of the family and the
schools, which provide the intermediary contexts
through which culture is transmitted and built into
personality structure.
(1968, p. 27)
She questions whether society is providing adequate

"institutionalized substitutes for the extended kin"

(p.

27)

who do not exist as available help for many mobile new
mothers.

Focusing on the well-being of such new mothers

without extended kin or societal substitutions to assist
them, she writes:
It may be that the role requirements of maternity
in the American family system extract too high
a price of deprivation for young adult women

reared with highly diversified interests and
social expectations concerning adult life. (1968,
p.

27)

For purposes of analysis, Rossi proposes a life

cycle for roles assumed throughout one's life, such as
the marriage role or an occupational role, or the maternal
role, with distinct tasks peculiar to each stage of the

life cycle of the role.

stages into:

Thus, she divides role cycle

anticipatory, honeymoon, plateau, and

disengagement-termination.

The stages on which she

concentrates are anticipatory and honeymoon.

The antici-

it is
patory stage of the parent role is pregnancy, as

marital role.
the engagement period in the case of the
role Rossi sees
The honeymoon stage, which in the marital
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as bGing brought to an end by the onset of pregnancy,

occurs postpartum during an extended period of parental

bonding with

a

new infant.

Rossi does not specify the

length of this stage, but it may be surmised as extending
at least as far as roughly the first twelve weeks, or

three months, after birth.

After noting recent aspects of social change that

affect the inception of parenthood, such as prolonged
schooling, Rossi discusses the element of irrevocability
in parenthood.

She states;

If marriages do not work out, there is now
widespread acceptance of divorce and remarriage
as a solution.
The same point applies to the
work world; we are free to leave an unsatisfactory
job and seek another.
But once a pregnancy occurs,
there is little possibility of undoing the commitment to parenthood implicit in conception except
in the rare instance of placing children for
adoption.
We can have ex-spouses and ex- jobs,
but not ex-children.
(1968, p. 32).

Rossi was writing before the various court decisions about
the legality of abortion, which is presently an option to

the irrevocability of pregnancy;

an option acceptable

to some and unacceptable to others.

Once pregnancy is

accepted, the responsibility is irrevocable.

That

irrevocability, she notes, in some mothers leads to an
increase in sense of adulthood and maturity, while it
leads in others to a regression from maturity.
the point that;

She makes
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The possibility must be faced, and at some point
researched, that women lose ground in personal
development and self-esteem during the early and
middle years of adulthood, whereas men gain ground
in these respects during the same years.
The
retention of a high level of self-esteem may
depend upon the adequacy of earlier preparation
for major adult roles:
men's training adequately
prepares them for their primary adult roles in
the occupational system, as it does for those
women who opt to participate significantly in the
work world.
Training in the qualities and skills
needed for family roles in contemporary society
may be inadequate for both sexes but the lowering
of self-esteem occurs only among women because
their primary adult roles are within the family
system.
(1968, pp. 34-35)
She picks

up her own theme of the inadequacy of "training

in the qualities and skills needed for family roles in

contemporary society"

(p.

35)

.

Preparation for parenthood,

Rossi contends, is sorely lacking at several levels.
is an

There

overall paucity of preparation before pregnancy,

reflected in;

lack of schooling in such areas as sex,

home maintenance, interpersonal competence and empathy;
lack of significant exposure to or experience with child

care except for sporadic babysitting or an occasional

course in child psychology or the occasional care of

younger siblings.

In addition,

she sees limited learning

about parenthood taking place during pregnancy.

She points

out that preparation during pregnancy consists mostly of

readings and discussion.

The transition to parenthood

itself is abrupt and birth does not permit

a

period of gradually taking on responsibility.

subsequent
"The new

,
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mother," Rossi writes,

"starts out immediately on 24-hour

duty, with responsibility for a fragile and mysterious

infant totally dependent on her care"

(1968, p.

35).

Finally, Rossi points to the lack of guidelines to successful parenting, not in the context of taking care of a

child such as clothing, feeding, or grooming, but in the
larger context of introducing a child to the world of

humanity and culture and of helping to create

a

person

who will be valued and will value herself in society.
With few exceptions, the literature on the transition
to and beginning of parenthood does not mention the nature

of support given to or sought by new parents or new mothers.

Works that deal more specifically with the birth of a first

child (Rapoport, 1963; Breen, 1976; Fein, 1976) touch on
the positive effects of nonintrusive support in the first

weeks of new parenthood, but they neither extend beyond
that initial period nor examine the meaning and mobilization of support.

There is, however, a body of literature

on the subject of social support and social networks
(Sussman and Burchinal,

1962;

Rapoport, 1963; Litwak and

Szelenyi, 1969; McKinley, 1973; Tolsdorf,
1976; Weiss,
1978)

.

1976; Caplan and Killilea,

1976; Cobb,

1976; Horwitz,

In addition there is one significant work on social

network and response to the maternal role (Abernathy,
1973)

as noted above.

.
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Issues about support include its meaning, its

availability, its sources, and the process of mobilization.
The sources of support may be particular to the situation.
(1973)

,

for instance, reports that women preferred

support around the issues of pregnancy and childbirth
not from their husbands and mothers (who were most
f^^squently cited for other problems)

women friends and relatives.

but from contemporary

The meaning of support, in

the literature, ranges from a cognitive approach of

guidance and information (Cobb, 1976) to
(Sussman and Burchinal,

1962)

a

material approach

and finally to an approach

that admits an emotional element (Finlayson, 1976)

Support may exist as something tangible, hence
measurable.

However, it is important to note that at least

two researchers

1976; Cobb,

(Weiss,

as something intangible

.

1976)

consider support

Intangible support does not

necessarily include an active element.

It can,

therefore,

mean the mere presence of others who by their very

existence represent potential help.
is

Potential help, then,

equivalent to actual help; all that is needed is the

recipient's belief in, and perception of, its availability.
While tangible, measurable support can be viewed from
anyone's perspective, it is the perspective of the
recipient of help that is critical in viewing intangible
support.

Added to that is the element of the perception

.
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of proportion

.

One hundred dollars worth of help, for

instance, can represent either a lot or a little help to

either the giver or receiver (Jacobson, 1980) in the
subjective interpretation of support.

Psychoanalytic perspectives

.

In the field of developmental psychology there is

an impressive literature on adult development,

family life,

and parent-child socialization (for review, see Doherty
and Jacobson, 1982; Field and Widmayer, 1982).

However,

the literature gives little attention to the individual

and his or her experience in these areas.

Thus, Doherty

and Jacobson write regarding literature in the marriage

relationship aspect of family life:

"most of this

psychological research, however, has focused on some
aspect of the marriage relationship (e.g., stability,
satisfaction, conflict resolution) rather than on the

development or mental health of the individual adult"
(1982, p.

667)

Regarding motherhood, psychologists

Field and Widmayer argue that the psychological research

approach has consistently focused on the effects of

mothering on the child.

They note:

We rarely ask the mother how motherhood feels,
how it affects her life and personality, and
So we know very
just what motherhood means.
on mothers
motherhood
little about the impact of
are
behaviors
their
except for the ways in which
hurdles
The
modified by this experience.
developmental milestones of motherhood are child-

.
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related.
There is pregnancy, followed by
delivery, followed by feeding and the first
smile, then crawling, weaning, walking, talking,
terrible twos.
(1982, p. 685)
.

.

They note optimistically, though, that "the study of the

effects of motherhood on mothers is just in its infancy in
the field of developmental psychology"

(1982, p.

685).

In one area from the field of psychology at large

can be found literature that deals with individual adult

development and motherhood as it affects the adult woman.
That literature is from the psychoanalytic tradition.
Doherty and Jacobson note:

"Indeed the only established

psychological theories on adult development in marriage
and family derive from the psychoanalytic tradition.
(1982, p. 667).

.

."

Therefore, what follows is a selected

review of psychoanalytic literature on motherhood and
adult female development.

Following psychoanalyst Helene Deutsch's publication in 1945 of her classic two volume work on the

psychology of women, including
(Deutsch,

a

volume on motherhood

1945), motherhood has been treated in the

psychoanalytic literature.
1959; Bibring,

1961)

Bibring’s works (Bibring,

on the psychological processes at

work in pregnancy further expanded the field.

Virtually

all the theoretical articles contained in Anthony and

Benedek's 1970 Parenthood, Its Psychology and Psychopathology bear value on parenthood from its psychological

perspectives

.
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In the area which has come to be known as
the

reproduction of mothering (Chodorow, 1978)

,

the work of

psychoanalyst Therese Benedek remains outstanding (Benedek,
1959; Benedek,

1970 in Anthony and Benedek, 1970).

1959 article "Parenthood as a Developmental Phase:

Her

A

Contribution to the Libido Theory" is discussed.
Benedek (1959) discusses the internal "integrative
processes which make motherhood a phase of normal development"

(p.

397)

The basic mechanism involved is that of

empathy through which the mother, in mothering her child,
relives at conscious or unconsious levels, her experiences

having been mothered by her own mother when she was a
child. Benedek writes:
The empathy of the mother for her child originates
in the experiences of her early infancy which
are reanimated by the emotions of the current
experience of her motherhood, (p. 395)

The resolutions brought about during the course of mothering
and the reanimation of having been mothered promote health
and well being in the woman:
Since motherliness involves the repetition and
working through of primary, oral conflicts with
the mother's own mother, the healthy, normal
process of mothering allows for resolution of
those conflicts, i.e., for intrapsychic 'reconcilThus motherhood
iation' with the mother.
development toward
psychosexual
facilitates the
completion.
(p. 396).
One might wonder how memories of having been an infant,

with its attendant activities such as feeding, remain as
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memories.

The mechanisms involved, according to Benedek,

are those of intro jection and identification, which, she
says,

"are primary structures by which mental structures

develop"

(p.

These, she writes, "are terms which

391).

refer to processes by which memory traces of drive-motivated

interpersonal relationship are stored during the entire
course of life"

(p.

391)

It is through the emotions

.

triggered in mothering that the trace memories become
accessible.

In infancy,

she explains,

"the introjected

object is merged with the introjected self in the drive
experience and thereby object representations and self-

representations are established in inseparable connection

with each other"

(p.

391)

.

This means that the intro-

jected object, i.e., the mother, merges with the intro-

jected self, i.e., the child, in the infant's mind.

To

the mother, as well, there is identification with the

infant, based not only on her own reanimated memories but

on the immediate experience of gratification she derives
in giving to and receiving from her child.

Where some

theorists refer to this process as mutuality (e.g.,
Winicott, 1970; Mahler, 1970), Benedek calls it emotional
symbiosis.

About emotional symbiosis, she says:

The mother's gratification in satisfying her
infant's needs as well as her frustration
when she is unable to do so affect her emotional
life and again reciprocally that of the child.
Thus there develops a spiral of interpersonal
processes which I refer to as emotional symbiosis.

.
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The term 'emotional symbiosis' describes a
reciprocal interaction between mother and child
which, through the processes of intro jectionidentification'
creates structural change in each
of the participants.
(p. 392)
(last sentence
italicized in original.)
'

,

As the baby builds its sense of confidence and security

and incorporates images that are precursors to self-esteem,
so too does the mother;

these processes apply also to the mother.
Parallel with the experiences which lead to
confidence in the infant, the mother, through
introjecting the gratifying experience of successful mothering, establishes self-confidence in
her motherliness.
The mother's confidence in her
motherliness is not just a 'reflection' of the
child's gratification, a 'mirror image' of the
smile of her thriving child, (p. 393)
.

.

.

This process of emotional symbiosis allows the mother to

express the tendency to give and to nurture as well as to
receive

:

Thus the mother's object relationship with the
child is motivated by psychic energies originating
in two levels of her psychosexual organization.
One is the primary reproductive drive; the other
is a secondary organization, derived from the
oral phase of development. The first is expressed
by the adult tendency to give, to nurture, to
succor; the other by manifestations of receptive
This facilitates the mother's
tendencies.
(p. 394)
identification with her child.

The mother's ability to receive from her child reflects

back to her having received from her own mother.

This

applies also to her ability to give;
'giving' her patience and motherliness are
derived from the developmental vicissitudes of
These
pr’iniary identifications with her mother.
were fantasies before; now with the actuality of
motherhood they are tested in reality.

Her

.

.
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The entire reciprocal process may move the mother in one
of two directions:

manifestations

'in

it may bring about pathological

her or,

"by resolution of the conflict

it achieves a new level of integration in the parent"
(p.

397)

Benedek further proposes that as the child develops
through each developmental phase, or 'critical period,'
it revives related developmental conflicts in the parent.

Thus, as the child moves beyond infancy, stretches its

ego boundaries and sometimes acts negat ivistically

— perhaps

during the second and third years, although Benedek does
not specify

— developmentally

reanimated in the mother.

appropriate conflicts are

She writes that;

"the healthy,

adaptive response to the negativistic behavior of the child

strengthens the ego boundaries of the parent, making him

conscious of his role as educator"

(p.

402)

The process

of emotional symbiosis, which she describes, works beyond

infancy:

"...

each child in a different way and in a

different measure stirs up through his own phasic development the correspondingly unconscious developmental conflict
of the parent"

(pp.

404-405).

As the child grows,

it idealizes the parent and

attributes magical omnipotence to the parent.

In the

parent, as the child creates its omnipotent images, this

revives her own omnipotent fantasies from her own child-

,
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hood.

By thus identifying with her child's fantasies she

"accepts the role of omnipotence attributed" to her
409)

.

This,

in turn,

(p.

induces the parent "to identify with

his own parent now in reality as he anticipated being

able to do in his childhood fantasies"

(p.

409)

.

Benede)c

concludes by reiterating that:
The conflicts which were incorporated in the
superego when the parent was a child are "worked
over" through the experiences of parenthood;
this accounts for a new phase of maturation in the
parent.
(p. 415)
The pioneering work of psychoanalyst Margaret Mahler

and her associates (Mahler, 1944 on; especially, Mahler,
1979; Mahler, Pine, and Bergman,

of Spitz

(e.g.,

1945;

1965)

1975)

following the work

opened the way to an under-

standing of the normal psychological processes that take
place in the first three years of a child's development.
The title of Mahler, Pine, and Bergman's 1975 book

characterizes the nature of those psychological processes:
The Psychological Birth of the Human Infant:

Individuation

.

Symbiosis and

During the first few weeks of life, when,

as Benedek writes "birth interrupts intrauterine existence"

(Benedek, 1959, p.

389)

and the newborn works to recover

homeostasis or physiological equilibrium, the newborn
exists in a state Mahler calls "autism."

During these

weeks the mother too may be in a comparable state of

recovering homeostasis from the birth and both her fatigue

.
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and the hormone prolactin may serve to keep her in

comparable sleeplike states that outweigh states of arousal.

From the second until the fifth to seventh month, approximagely, the infant enters the period called "symbiosis."
Symbiosis, which Mahler emphasizes is a metaphoric term
without' the precise conotations of the symbiosis concept
in biology

(Mahler, et al.,

1975, p.

44);

describes that state of undif f erentation of fusion
with mother, in which the "I" is not yet
differentiated from the "not-I" and in which
inside and outside are only gradually coming to
be sense as different.
(1975, p. 44).
,

Like Benedek, Mahler points out that the "infant's need
for the mother is absolute; the mother's need for the

infant is relative"

(1975, p.

44)

Thus,

"symbiosis has

quite a different meaning for the adult partner of the
dual unity"

(1975, p.

44).

It is during this phase that

much of the reanimation process Benedek describes (Benedek,
1950)

takes place in the mother. It is important that the

mother, during the symbiotic period, be emotionally available
to the infant.

The symbiotic period, with its attendant

grounding in what Flax (1978) calls "the sense of ontological
security" and its working through of what Erikson (1959)

calls basic trust vs. basic mistrust, moves the child

toward the period Mahler terms separation- individuation.
The separation-individuation process "moves along
two separate but intertwining tracks:

the one of separa-
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tion,

leading to intrapsychic awareness of separateness,

and the other of individuation, leading to the acquisition

of a distinct and unique individuality"
1975, p.

292).

(Mahler, et al.,

Mahler divides the separation- individuation

process into four subphases.

The entire process begins

around four months, overlapping with symbiosis, and lasts
until approximately 30-36 months.

The first subphase is

that of differentiation, lasting from approximately six to
ten months.

During that subphase the child begins to

understand that it is somehow separate from the mother
and begins to explore ways to be separate such as those

brought about by its increased mobility.

The second sub-

phase of the separation-individuation process is the

practicing phase, from about ten to sixteen or eighteen
During this subphase, the child becomes in-

months.

dependently mobile and increases its locomotor skills

while developing an autonomous ego.

It is in this subphase

that the child often explores and quickly returns to

mother as a home base, which Mahler calls "emotional refueling."

The third subphase is that of rapprochement.

During rapprochement, Mahler writes:
while individuation proceeds very rapidly and
the child exercises it to the limit, he also
becomes more and more aware of his separateness
and employs all kinds of mechanisms in order
from
to resist and undo his actual separateness
how
matter
The fact is, however, that no
mother.
insistently the toddler tries to coerce the
mother, she and he can no longer function

.
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—

effectively as a dual unit that is to say, the
child can no longer maintain his delusion of
parental omnipotence, which he still at times
expects will restore the symbiotic status quo.
(1975, p.

79)

Rapprochement, according to Flax (1978)
all by ambivalence"

(p.

177)

.

is "marked above

The child exhibits its

ambivalence about becoming a separate person and fears
losing the love of, and union with, mother.

The avail-

ability of mother during this subphase is critical.
However, Flax points out, that "the mother's own ambivalence

about being an adult may be intensely reexperienced during
this period.

.

."

(Flax,

1978, p.

177).

The fourth

subphase of the separation- individuation process is that
of consolidation of individuality and emotional object

constancy.

"During this period," Mahler writes, "a degree

of object constancy is achieved, and the separation of

self and object representations is sufficiently established"
(1975, p.

289)

To the child, mother now has a separate

existence while also existing "in the internal representational world of the child"

(Mahler, et al.,

1975, p.

289).

During the entire process of "the psychological

birth of the human infant," the mother also experiences

maturational changes, including those brought by the
reanimation of conflicts within her of having been
mothered.

Mahler, Pine, and Bergman devote an entire

article to the maturational process in mothers while the
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children are in the separation-individuation period of
roughly six to thirty months (Mahler, Pine, and Bergman,
1970;

in Anthony and Benedek,

1970).

The 1970 article

is discussed.

Mahler points out that the separation-individuation

process is double-edged for the mother, representing on
the one hand the "impending (symbiotic) object-loss.

.

.

and on the other, the promise of and actual gain in object

relationship to an individuating love object
child"

(1970, p.

259).

— the

growing

The mother may respond to her

child's increasing awareness of its separatness and its

increasing mastery of ego and mobility as either a loss or
a gain.

In part she responds according to other perceptions

in her life of loss and gain.

Pregnancy, for example,

may be seen as a gain in terms of "the attainment of

diverse wishes"

(p.

261), while birth, in that case,

would herald the process of loss.

Mahler writes:

"following the long period of gestation, the infant
ceases to be part of the mother's body"

(p.

261).

As the

child's maturation unfolds and "autonomy carries him out
of the mother's lap"

(p.

261), the mother "loses her

symbiotic union with the child in spite of any wishes
or fantasies she may have of retaining it"

(p.

261)

.

The

child's maturation, in short, cannot be halted, at least
by fantasy or wish.

:.
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Mahler highlights what happens to the child in the

unfolding of the maturational period of separation and
individuation

... we are referring to those intrapsychic
advances that mark the child's development of
skills, styles, and individual characteristics.
The child begins to have more specific preferences;
he can make them known more clearly; and later,
he can, on his own, find routes to their satisfaction.
The horizons of his world widen as his
increasing perceptual acuity, intellectual grasp,
and motor skills enable him to record, in memory,
experiences of a wide variety of persons and
things
It is often at this stage, approximately eighteen to twenty-

four months, that mothers comment:

"my child is such a

person now." The mother may view the child's autonomy

with pleasure in the complexity evidenced.

The child,

reaching toward richer communication, provides the mother

— mothers often say, "my
now" — and a new basis for her

with a new object relationship
child's such good company

identification with her child.

Since the mother/child

interactional system is one of mutuality, the mother's
response to the child's individuation affects the child's

experience of its individuation and the child's under-

standing of the mother's emotions.

During separation-

individuation, when the child, in full toddlerhood,

begins to test limits strongly, the mother
may suffer feelings of loss of the previous
symbiotic oneness and completeness, as well as
feelings of relief from the demands of the
previous symbiotic— parasitic relationships. She
.

.

.
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may find pleasure in the new object relationship
and in the child's "choice" of relationship to
his mother, while finding that his concentration
upon her and unwillingness to accept substitute
mothering objects are new and possibly threatening
kinds of demands.
(p. 263)
Mahler emphasizes both the universality and

particularity of the mother's response of loss or of

gam

to the child's separation-individuation;

»

To say that the child's maturation may confront
a mother with the experience of loss (or of gain)-even if we then speak more precisely of loss of
symbiotic union (or gain of object relationship) -is to make only the most universal of statements.
What is lost (in the mother's fantasy) or what
the mother hopes to find in the object relationship
to the child must be spelled out differently
for each individual.
(pp. 263-264)

The particulars of what is lost or gained varies from mother
to mother.

"The only universal element," Mahler writes,

"is the fact of some impact upon the mother of the child's

maturational advances toward separateness and individuation"
(p.

264).

Other variables are:

"the extent of the impact,

as well as the content of the mother's experience of it
.

.

.

and equally specific is the kind and degree of

intrapsychic conflict in the mother"

(p.

264)

.

As an

example, she writes:

A mother may be torn between her wishes for
the infantile, symbiotic child and for the
fantasied autonomous and powerfully complementing object. She may struggle between her
desire to retain the symbiosis by inf antlization
and her shame and/or guilt over doing so, or she
may be in conflict between her wish for the child
as the sadomasochistically cathected sibling and
(p. 264)
guilt over that wish.

I

.
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Whatever the individual variation, the universal is that
mothers experience their child's separation-individuation
as a loss or a gain, and that "a mother's unique response

to these events depends upon her specific wishes,

and anxieties"

(p.

273

fantasies,

)

Summary of review of the literature

.

A research or theoretical approach to motherhood,
from various disciplines, has largely failed to take into

account the effects of motherhood on mothers.

While

different disciplines offer large amounts of literature in
areas that deal with motherhood

socialization

— each

— for

example, mother-child

discipline has, for the most part,

focused on aspects other than that of the experience of

women who mother.

The popular literature, rather than

the scholarly, has more kept pace with an increased public

recognition of the field of "mother development."

Popular

bookstores now shelve books, of very recent vintage, which
either offer support or advice to mothers from mothers,
or share information in a popular and informal way about

specialized aspects of motherhood.

There is little, and

perhaps no, literature from the scholarly or popular realms
that deals specifically with the emotional lives of

professional women who postpone motherhood until approxi-

mately their thirties and their needs for friendship and
support from other women.

Therefore, highly selected
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material from three disciplines that bear directly on
the research questions of this dissertation were discussed.
The review drew, from social anthropology, on the works
of Mead, Kitzinger, Bott, and Abernathy; from sociology,
on the studies of the transition to parenthood and the

meaning of support; and from the psychoanalytic tradition
of psychology, on the works of Benedek and Mahler.

The social anthropological literature speaks of
the importance to females of females in the pregnancy,

birthing, and mothering process.

More than at a technical

level of teaching women how to take care of babies, it
is pointed out in' the literature,

is the importance of

women in helping new mothers understand the emotional and
relational changes in their lives as mothers and adult
women.

This is accomplished through helping the new mother

feel cherished and secure in a maternal tradition.

It is

suggested that the transmission of female caring and support
of other females in motherhood is an accepted part of the

fibre of life in most pre-industrial, non-Western societies.

The continuity of a maternal tradition, supported by the

attitude of love and the availability for support of other
women, link females through and across the generations.

Mead (1970) refers to this model of cultural transmission
as postf igurat ive

.

Hallmarks of a postf igurative culture,

are
or postf igurat ive aspects of a highly complex culture,

stability and continuity of cultural tradition.

In a
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postf igurative culture, mothers mother as did their
mothers, their grandmothers, and their great-grandmothers.

Mead writes:

"there is no break between the experience

of the old and the experience of the young"

(1970, p.

9).

However, contemporary American society, for the most part,
is not postf igurative or pre- industrial but what Mead calls

cof igurative

.

In a cof igurative society, the learning of

roles, identity, values, and ways of living takes place

not primarily from elders but from peers.

People raised

cof iguratively expect their lives to be different from

those of their parents.

their experience as

Cof igurative mothers expect that

mothers will differ to some degree

from that of their mothers and certainly from that of
their grandmothers.

Their attention is on the motherhood

of age-mates not of elders.

Within a complex, cof igurative society such as

contemporary America, however, there are pockets of postfiguration such as among lower socioeconomic communities,
rural communities, tight ethnic communities, or geo-

graphically stable working class communities.

The type

of social network, or system of social support, that an

individual family in contemporary Western society creates,
or accepts for itself is tied, the literature suggests,

which
to the degree of postfiguration or cofiguration by
that individual family lives.

A postf igurative-like model
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of social

network.

network is what Bott (1957) calls a tight-knit
In it, members noted for their geographic

stability, know each other, relate independently to one
another, and tend to be neighbors and kin.

Affirmation

and validation are given by the consensual base of tradition and stability.

Women, in particular, link up with

other women and their children in tight-knit networks.

Mothers receive ample support, help, and validation in
their lives as mothers from other females in the closeknit network.

By contrast, a cof igurative-like model of

social network is what Bott* (1957) calls a loose-knit

Members of a loose-knit network are noted for

network.

their geographic mobility.

They tend not to know each

other or to interact independently.

Support may be forth-

coming from any individual member, but there is no group
to create group consensus or, as a group, to validate

values and ways of living.

Women who belong to loose-knit

networks depend more on their husbands for help and
3 'Qpport

,

especially in motherhood, than do women of close

networks.

They engage more in companionate rather

than role-segregated marriage.

Support in motherhood

takes place more in the context of the marriage dyad
than the embrace of a group from a close-knit network.
The sociological literature acknowledges that
life.
becoming a parent is indeed a major transition in

•
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at least for middle class American parents.

Studies

indicate various times during the transition to parent-

hood when the transition is more stressful than others.
The literature suggests that parenthood, rather than
,

marks the entry into adulthood.

Studies suggest

that the passage into parenthood/adulthood may be far

more difficult for middle class parents than for working
class parents.

It is hinted that support systems may be

different for middle class than working class new parents,
and that the type of support may affect the degree of

difficulty in the transitioa to parenthood.
The psychoanalytic literature theorizes that parent-

hood is a stage of normal adult psychological development.
It is basically held that psychological development in

parenthood parallels that which the parent's child is
experiencing.

At each stage of a child's development, the

mother deals, usually unconsciously, with similar issues
filtered through her adulthood but also reanimated from
her own childhood.

Thus,

issues or conflicts which a

toddler confronts in the separation- individuation phase
and resolves in a manner appropriate to the apparatus of

an eighteen month old, are reanimated in the child's

mother, so that there is mutuality taking place at an

intrapsychic level.

In the stage of separation-

individuation, the mother's interpretation and perception
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of what is gain and what is loss plays a large part in the

mutuality of the stage.

The entirety of this process

is termed the reproduction of mothering.

The basic

mechanism is that of empathy by which the mother, in
mothering her child, relives having been mothered by her
own mother and identifies with her own child.

The processes

at work are those of intro jection and identification.

Through the continuing reworking of her infantile and

childhood experience having been mothered, the mother is
able, in parenthood, to achieve further personal integration

and intrapsychic reconciliation.

,

CHAPTER III
THESIS
This dissertation looks at the needs for support
of professional women who become mothers in their late

twenties through thirties during their overall transition
to parenthood.

The period of "overall transition" is here

defined as the first two years of motherhood.

This study

postulates that their overall preparation for, fantasies of,
and expectations about the lives of women who mother,

which professional women have incorporated throughout
their lifetimes from such diverse sources as role models,

cultural attitudes, and imagination; combined with those

character traits that enabled their independence and
autonomy during early adulthood; taken together with their

segregation and isolation in early motherhood within

marriage dyads rather than extended family social networks

with female orientation; filtered through their ongoing
intrapsychic experience in motherhood of reanimated issues
of nurturance and autonomy

— that

this constellation

intensifies their need for support and nurturance from

women during the first two years of entering motherhood.

Arguments cited in chapter two from Mead (1970)
Bott

(1957)

and Abernathy

(1973)
91

suggest that professional
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women who live apart from families of origin forswear the
possibility of the type of continuity and stability in

mothering traditions, when they become mothers, that are
found in postf igurative cultures or pockets of post-

figurative— like tight social networks.

For professional

parents, most of the care and nurturance of baby and

themselves take place in the marriage dyad because professional parents tend to live outside of an extended
family network.

In itself, this is a form of isolation in

new parenthood which support from outside sources can ease.

Contemporary professional parents tend to be members of
cofigurative culture in that they expect their lives and
experiences to differ from those of their parents and
do not experience an unbroken rope of identity and tradition

with their forebears.

They and their peers, not their

ancestors, create their present.

However, as late-timing

parents, they are out of step with the majority of their

age-mates who became parents in their early twenties,

although the baby boom phenomenon means that there is

a

large number of them in the same situation.

Forsworn, too, by geographic and/or emotional

distance, is the support of the professional new mother

found in the female orientation of family and social networks.

Part of that female support is approval and

affirmation for the job of mothering.

The importance to

.

,
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women of women in the childbearing process seems universal.
It is,

therefore, ironic that the reality in contemporary

United States places the management of childbirth mostly in
the hands of males

and English, 1978)

actually there is

(see Suzanne Arms,

1975 and Ehrenreich

Despite this current practice (and

.

a

countering upsurge in the use of female

midwives by well-educated pregnant women in this country)
the anthropological and historical records speak clearly
to the almost total female orientation of childbearing.

Childbearing is a primary female event, attended by women
and involving women in o,ften exclusively female rituals.

Childbearing, seen in this context, is
for women

a rite of

passage

(see Van Gennep, 1909/1960)

For those professional women who lack a pre-existing

female support system in this transitional event, the

needs for support from women can only increase.

In their

efforts, even if halting, to seek and find support from

women at the time of new motherhood, they are attempting
to engage in a form of female bonding.

Because childbearing,

with the ensuing transition to motherhood, is a primary
female event, it permits the bonding of women to women in

ways the intensity of which parallel male bonding rites.
This dissertation seeks to understand more about the nature

of this bonding.

The dissertation suggests that modern

American professional women who become mothers in their
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late twenties through thirties seek the support, help,

and approval of other women, including female peers such
as friends, and their own mothers,

in order to experience,

in the fibres of their being, the feelings of females

bonding to females.

Professional women who become first-time mothers
in their late twenties through thirties enter motherhood

with several advantages but also encounter difficulties
in the overall transition to parenthood.

Many of these

women have had time to work through some of the issues of

maturity in their adult female development.

They have had

the time to have opportunities to experience themselves
as autonomous people, and to learn how to nourish them-

selves in their autonomy.

They have had time to develop

adult styles of coping with such emotions as anger,

frustration, and resentment.

In their work lives, they have

perhaps had time to amass financial resources.

In their

marriage dyad or relationships, they have had time to
create nurturance patterns and to learn how to replenish

emotional resources.

In their friendships,

they have had

time to develop patterns of gratifying mutualiLy or to learn

about their own needs in relation to others.

They have

had time, as adults, to look at their lives, in the ups

which
and downs, and they are likely to have had experiences
aid self-understanding and self-perception.
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Organized, competent, and highly motivated as

professionals, they often, in pregnancy, have treated

upcoming motherhood as a work project to research thoroughly.
As a result, they are often educated in the literature of

childbirth and childrearing.

in pregnancy, they have

talked with other women and/or new mothers, strangers
or acquaintances, and have sought out sources of enlighten-

ment about their upcoming experience as mothers.
to taking control in or of their lives,

Accustomed

it is unthinkable

to them to go into the birth experience in ignorance and

submission.

It is as if they realize the validity of Dr.

Leon Chertok's statement, stemming from his medical/

psychoanalytic study of pain in childbirth:

"Inasmuch as

childbirth is a primordial emotional experience for

a woman,

the fact that she experiences it in full consciousness and

without undue suffering cannot but have favourable psychological consequences for the mother herself and for the

establishment of the mother-child relationship"
p.

200).

(1969,

These women have, after all, either consciously

or through the circumstances of their lives, delayed

their childbearing.

Thus, whether their pregnancy was

planned or allowed to continue although unplanned, they are

welcoming of the opportunity to experience motherhood.
They enter motherhood believing themselves prepared for
what will greet them.
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However meticulously prepared they think they are,

through planning, talking, or reading, for what they think
having a baby is going to be like, professional women often

^^P^spared for the degree of disorganization
baby brings to the lives of parents.

a new

They often are

unprepared for the high degree of adult flexibility, the

yielding of control, the need for give and take, and the
requirement of patience, that having a new baby necessitates.
For professional women used to having control over their

environment and to having people and situations respond

appropriately to them, the lack of control in relationship
%

with a baby is often disconcerting.

For women who might

be accustomed to being personally meticulous and well-

groomed, the personal dishevelment often found in new

motherhood and the changes in their postpartum bodies often
are dismaying.

For task-oriented women in fast-track

careers where acuity and tension are helpful traits to have
cultivated, it can be difficult simply to relax with a baby.
For those used to highly structured time, the constantly

changing flow of time with a baby and toddler may take
adjustment.

For those whose careers allowed them flexible

use of their time at their own choosing, such as artists

or freelancers, the rigors of keeping time with baby's

changing rhythms may pose difficulty.
If,

before motherhood, professional women were
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accustomed to having time to pursue those activities that
refreshed them as autonomous people, they are often

distressed at their inability, as new mothers, to find or
create time for themselves.

Exhaustion and the rigors of

taking care of a totally dependent infant often interfere

with a sense of spaciousness for self-development.

Internal

conflicts over leaving the baby and fluctuations in maternal
self-confidence also interfere.

In their training as

professionals, they may have cultivated their ability to be

analytical about their lives.

This trait, used in new

motherhood, may place them at odds with an attitude of
simple acceptance

o*f

the changes in their lives since

Their needs for

becoming nurturers of their babies.

stimulus, developed as autonomous adults, may not be

satisfied by the stimulus of their relationship with their
baby.

In sum, their expectations and felt needs, developed

through adulthood, may present

a gap

with the realities

they face on becoming mothers.

Accustomed to demanding standards for themselves in
their professional lives, they are likely to bear demanding

expectations and demanding standards of excellence for
their job performance as mothers.
the same from their babies.

Possibly, they expect

The wider the gap between

their expectations and fantasies for themselves and baby on
other
the one hand, and the reality that they face on the
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hand, the greater the potential for difficulty in their

overall transition to parenthood.

The greater their

faculty, the greater their need for support xn their

new role, not just as professional women with the autonomy
and responsibility which that role entails, but also now
as new mother, with the nurturance and responsibility

which that role demands.

Reiter and Cox

(1978),

in

discussing how professional women who become new mothers
add mothering as "another role to an already complex set
of interlocking roles"

(p.

232)

in their lives, note:

these women try to reach a compromise
between multiple* and sometimes conflicting role
demands. Their lives are hectic and fraught with
concerns about themselves, their marriages,
their children, and their futures as professional
women.
They receive little help from friends,
relatives, husbands, or health professionals, who
apparently anticipate that such highly competent
people have the capability to manage almost anything and therefore do not need outside support.
Ironically, these professional women, perhaps
more than other women, need assistance in sorting
through their very complicated, demanding lives
and specific guidance in learning child care
techniques.
(1978, p. 233)
.

.

.

This dissertation contends that it is especially

because they are highly competent, professionally developed

women with certain demanding expectations for internal and
interpersonal dynamics, that they need support and nurturance for themselves in learning how to balance their lives
as women and as mothers and in coping during that learning

process.

Certainly it is ironic, as Reiter and Cox

(1978)
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note, that, because they are perceived as able to manage
so much so well, many sources of support are never offered

sufficiently to them.

As independent people, it is

especially difficult to ask for and to accept help and
support.

Yet it is especially because of those images,

fantasies, and expectations about whau mothers do and

who mothers are, which have been incorporated from earliest

childhood on through adulthood, that these women, in part,
have been able to postpone childbearing while successfully

developing other aspects of themselves.

It is specifically

because of the abilities and character traits that enabled
%

them to have been successful as autonomous people, that
they also are especially vulnerable in their new roles as

new mothers.
Their needs for support in new motherhood are great,

yet their ability to ask for, find, and accept sufficient

qualitative support is tenuous.

By becoming new mothers

in mid-adulthood, they are engaged in an "off-time event"

(Neugarten,

1968).

The norm in American society is for

women to become mothers between the ages of twenty and
twenty-five.

They are, in fact, out of step with their

age-mates, although the baby boom phenomenon allows them
not to be an entirely odd statistic.

While the popular

strong
culture of the Fifties and early Sixties conveyed

motherhood,
messages for a certain timing for marriage and
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these women as adolescent girls somehow had in mind
the

possibility of a different path and
timing for their life events.

a

different sense of

Somewhere in the values of

their backgrounds they culled the strength to conduct their
lives independently from the childbearing norms.

Somewhere

in their backgrounds was fertile ground, nourishing them

with sources of permission not to become mothers in their
early twenties but to pursue paths of professional
ment.

develop-

This dissertation contends that at least part of that

"fertile ground" was the patterns of nurturance and

autonomy they saw or interpreted in the lives of their
own mothers, of mothers who were role models for them,

and of peers who became mothers before they did.
Thus, while they spent their twenties developing

professional lives, many of their age-mates were becoming
parents.

So, while they are mothering their infants,

their age-mates may be mothering adolescents.

They are

beginning active parenting while their age cohorts may be
ending acting parenting.

They are engaging in nesting

activities and starting to fill their nests at

a time

when

their age-mates may be starting to deal with the issues of

empty nest.

Age-mates encountered in new mothering, in

short, may be at a different stage of parenting (Galinsky,
1981

)

and that discrepancy in the stage of parenting may

interfere with the availability or relevance of their support.
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Professional women as new mothers often do not
have
a pre-existing support network of women
who are mothers

with whom to share experience, strength, and hope.
Friendships made before motherhood were developed not on
the
basis of mutual motherhood but perhaps on shared or

complimentary aspects of selves.

As autonomous women,

they were accustomed to recognition of their autonomy within

supportive relationships.
in their new roles.

As new mothers they need support

They also need continuing support

for and affirmation of themselves

as autonomous women.

These are women whose lives have followed a pattern:

they

have been frontrunners in terms of being raised on cultural

change and choosing to act on the basis of changing cultural
values; they have themselves chosen the timing of their

adult life events.

Their lives may highlight personal

transitions in times of cultural change.
articulate.

They are highly

Perhaps part of their success in autonomy rests

in their ability at articulation and rational argumentation,

and in their analytic skills.
in motherhood may,

in fact,

Their needs and experiences
not differ from those of

other women with other traits, skills, and backgrounds.
However, because they articulate and analyze themselves

with vigor, they bring an intensity to a grasp of what is
happening to them. The conflicts, feelings, and needs they
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experience in motherhood may be present for most women

entering motherhood.

Yet, the same issues,

in the articula-

tion of professional women who delay motherhood, are

highlighted and intensified.
It is

especially difficult to break the isolation

of new motherhood without friendship peers who also are new
niothers

.

The professional women are in a situation opposite

to that described in Abernathy's (1973) hypothesis that

tight social networks of kinship, friendship, or neighborhood,

with linkages between members, are supportive to women in
childbearing.

These women are, by their sociological

circumstances, without pre-existing tight social networks
that include them as new mothers.

Their situation in

seeking and finding support is complicated because rhe

standards held by professional women in friendship, as in

other areas, may be demanding.

Thus,

it may not be dif-

ficult to locate other mothers in a similar stage of

parenting to talk with and from whom potentially to gain
support.

What

difficult may be finding the particular

quality and depth of interchange and engagement that is
perceived as meaningful and helpful to these women of

demanding standards.

In short,

it may be difficult to

find mothers whom they want to talk with and who are

willing to share with them concerns, information, emotions
at levels that are seen as meaningful.

.
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In their own childhood,

they developed images and

fantasies of what mothers do and who mothers are as people.
In early adulthood,

age-mates

,

as they undoubtedly encountered their

whether acquaintance or stranger

,

engaged in

mothering, they formed images, fantasies, and opinions
about the lives of mothers.

As women pursuing professional

development, the imagined lives of age-mate mothers whom
they encountered may have seemed at a remove from the

realities of their own lives.

As professional women and

not mothers at the time, their feeling different from women

they saw being mothers was grounded in reality.

This

sense of difference is a precursor to the sense of isolation

experienced by professional women when they do become
mothers
Their sense of isolation is exemplified in the

difficulty professional women experience in seeking and
finding meaningful support from other women and mothers

during early motherhood.

If the currency among other new

mothers whom they may meet casually concerns the specifics
of childcare techniques or comparisons of children's sizes

and developmental achievements, they may feel such "shop
talk" does not go far enough to fulfill their needs for

meaningful exchange or support.

In part,

that may be

because their definition of what is meaningful was developed
over time through the filter of their adulthood.

The

.
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expectation of intimacy is the other side, for them, of
isolation.

The potential for intimacy is what defines

meaning.
This dissertation postulates that the wish for

intimacy and/or caring relationships with women is enfolded
in the emotional lives of professional women in new

motherhood.

It is, at base,

a

wish simultaneously for

nurturance and for support of their autonomous selves.
The longing for intimate relationships with women during

new motherhood suggests the depth of vulnerability which

new mothers feel in relation to other women.

Their

vulnerability is expressed, among other ways, in their
special sensitivity to the real or imagined reactions of

other women toward them and/or toward their babies.

Their

increased vulnerability is born of their longings for
intimacy.

These longings

are wishes for a return to a

state of unqualified acceptance by mother;

a statement of

their need to be nurtured, and to receive unqualified

approval for the autonomy of their selves.

theories of feminist psychology, it

is

Yet,

in the

postulated that

as baby girls they did not receive unqualified approval

reward for moving toward autonomy in toddlerhood, due
individual xon
to mother's inability to handle baby girl's
As adult women, who are mothering and nurturing their

infants and toddlers through symbiosis and separation/
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individuation and who are experiencing the mutuality of
those stages, their memories of having been mothered are

reanimated.

Re-experienced are feelings of difference

between having been nurtured in intimate fusion with

mother,

and of having displeased mother and having displaced self

from the ontological security of mother's approval by

having moved toward autonomy.

It is, therefore, especially

in new motherhood that, as Jane Flax writes,

"the depth

and intensity of these longings fill intimate female

relationships with extraordinary powers to damage and
gratify"

(1978, p.

179).

New mothers who are experiencing

t

vulnerability and possibly fragmentation in their lives,
can re-experience a sense of wholeness through relationships

with women.

"Only women can enable us to experience

ourselves as whole and to overcome the fear of punishment
for the expression of autonomous selves.

Our sense of

self is bound up with other women in an intensity and depth

simply not present in relations with men"
p.

179)

.

This dissertation postulates

(Flax,

1978,

that this constellation

of intrapsychic dynamics taken with the impulse to create

female bonding in childbearing underlie the need for

female-to-female nurturance and support in new motherhood.

.

CHAPTER

IV

METHODS

Design

.

This dissertation is a descriptive, exploratory
study of professional women coping with the experience
of becoming first-time mothers in modern American society.

Qualitative research methods were used to research
aspects of the personal experience of professional women

during the fir^t two years of new motherhood.
were three-fold;

Those aspects

the preparation earlier in life for the

experience of being a mother; the quality of the transition into the maternal role in the first three months
of motherhood; and the needs of professional women for

female support and friendship in the first two years of

motherhood
The methodological focus was on the personal

experience of the subjects;

what was particular to each

individual, and what was common to all.
(1975)

Bogdan and Taylor

note;

Qualitative methods allow us to know people
personally and to see them as they are dedeveloping their own definitions of the world.
We experience what they experience in their
(pp. 4-5)
daily struggles with their society.
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The research approach of the study was phenomenological
in
that it was "concerned with understanding (italics, original)

human behavior from the actor's own frame of reference"
(Bogdan and Taylor, 1975, p.

2).

Qualitative methods, as

noted by Patton (1980), yield descriptive data that are

rich in depth and detail:
Qualitative measures describe the experiences
of people in depth.
The data are open-ended
in order to find out what people's lives,
experiences, and interactions mean to them in
their own terms and in their natural settings.
Qualitative measures permit the evaluation
researcher to record and understand people in
their own terms.
(Patton, 1980, p. 22)
This study consisted of extended semi-structured

interviews with eight professional women toward the end
of their first two years of being new mothers.

Four women

were selected who had participated in a formalized mother's
support group offered by a Boston area organization called
(Coping with the Overall Pregnancy/Parenting

C.O.P.E.

Experience)

.

Four women had not participated in a

formalized support group.
Subjects

.

The primary concern of this dissertation was rhe

experience in the first two years of motherhood of professional women who postponed motherhood until their late

twenties through thirties.

Subjects, therefore, needed to

have been born after World War II, to be well educated.
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geographically mobile, and professional involved.
Date for this dissertation were collected from

extensive interviews with eight professional women who

became first-time mothers within approximately two years
of being interviewed.

Criteria for selection

.

Subjects met with following criteria:
1.

They became first-time mothers between the ages of
26 and 37.

2.

Their only or eldest child was approximately two years
old at the time of the interview.
*

3.

They were well-educated with at least a B.A. degree.

4.

Prior to their motherhood, they established a pro-

fessional identity, as individually defined.
5.

They were residents of the greater Boston area.

6.

They lived

geographically removed from their families

of origin.
7.

They identified themselves as independent from, and

functioned independently from their families of origin.
8.

They expressed a willingness, on initial contact, to
speak frankly, personally, and at length about their

experiences as new mothers.
9.

Half were members of separate mothers' support groups
(C.O.P.E. groups) during early mothering.
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Rationale and definitions for criteria.
The study used the term "new" mother to mean first-

time mother.

Limiting the definition of new to first— time

meant rejecting a definition oriented more toward inherent
qualities of newness.
a

For example, one potential subject,

mother of an eleven year old and a two year old, could

not be considered for this study although she argued her

eligibility by emphasizing that the nine year gap in early

mothering increased the qualities of newness in her second

mothering experience.
The equatipn of the terms "new" and first-time avoided

confusion in issues of life cycles, stages of parenthood,
and age.

Psychoanalyst Therese Benedek explains:

In discussing the manifestations of recurring
psychologic conflicts during the life cycle of
parents, it is helpful to consider parenthood as
a
a process which has an early, a middle, and
It would seem less clumsy to speak
late phase.
of young, middle-aged, and old parents, yet this
would not be quite correct, since young parents
can be and often are persons who are middle-aged.

(1970, p.

188)

The term used in common parlance,

"young" mother, usually

refers either to the above mentioned qualities of newness
of the mothering experience or to first-time motherhood,

but not to the age of the "young" mother.

The "new" or

"young" or first-time mothers of this study were between
the ages of 26 and 37 at the time of the birth of their

first child.

Born themselves after World War II they were

.
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children of the baby boom, now become baby boom parents.

According to Daniels and Weingarten's (1982) definitions
of age of entering parenthood, they were "late- timing"

parents.

By their definition and Benedelc's, the subjects

of this study were new, middle-aged, late-timing

young

parents
This study interviewed women at the two year mark of

new mothering.

The first two year period was chosen

because it represented what psychoanalyst Judith Kestenberg
terms "total parenthood."

Benedek (1970) explains thar

*

parenthood "as an experience is more in focus during the
period of total parenthood

.

This term of Kestenberg.

.

.

refers to the parents* involvement with and responsibility
for the child from his birth ro school age.

During this

time parents have their children most completely as their
own"

(Benedek,

1970, p.

188).

Subjects, in short, at the

two year mark were in a phase of being most involved with

their children, and, by extension, with parenting.
The two year mark represented a time when subjects
and their children were well into the separation/individua-

tion phase of development as detailed in the many works
of Margaret Mahler.

This phase is heralded by the onset

in mothers of new issues in mothering and new ways of

negotiating their own needs along with those of their
children.

Several of the sociological studies of the

Ill

transition to parenthood reported parents saying that they

experienced greater difficulty in adjusting to their lives
as parents after their children were one year old than

when they were newborns.

Finally, subjects interviewed

at the two year mark of mothering brought the element of

two year's worth of perspective to bear on their experience
as new mothers.

This study used the definition of "profession" found
in the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language

Profession is there defined as "an occupation or vocation
requiring training in the liberal arts or the sciences
and advanced study in a specialized field."

The study,

therefore, broke with the common usage of "professional"
as someone practicing particular professions only, e.g.,

medicine, law, academic teaching.

The importance of the

individual subjects' definitions of themselves as pro-

fessionals overrode preconceived limitations of the

eligibility of particular professions.

The subjects'

self-perceptions of the degree of their involvement in
their professional identities took precedence over pre-

conceived objective measures of involvement (e.g., number
of hours spent practicing the profession, attendance at

professional meetings). Self-perception and subjects' own
sense of identity in the area of profession were paramount
The criterion of subjects'

geographic remoteness
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from their families of origin insured their being at a
remove from ongoing, face-to-face, family nurturance
systems.

Subjects'

self-identified independence was seen

as a measure of adult development since one task of adult-

hood is emotional separation from parents.

Subjects' sense

of independence from families of origin was reflected in

geographic remoteness, financial independence, and
independent social functioning.

Subjects' self-perceptions

of their independence from families of origin took precedence

over objective measures of independence.
Half of the subjects participated in a C.O.P.E.

mothers' support group during pregnancy and/or early
mothering.
C.O.P.E.

Each subject had been in

a

different group.

(Coping with Overall Pregnancy /Parenting Experience)

is a non-profit Boston area organization founded in 1972

and licensed as a mental health clinic.

Among its services

it offers long-term support groups to pregnant and post-

partum women and to mothers of toddlers.

Groups consist

of no more than eight members who are grouped by geographic

proximity and comparable stage of pregnancy or motherhood
within

a six

month range.

Groups are led by a trained

group facilitator and meet once
hours.

a

week for one and a half

Groups last approximately one year.

Among issues

commonly discussed are childcare, mothercare, emotional
responses to being

a

mother, physical and technical aspects
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of mothsring

changing rslationships.

,

groups is support.

Tha aim of the

Relationships and bonding among group

members is encouraged.
Identification of subjects

.

The eight subjects were solicited through word of
mouth.

Referrals were sought from and made by friends

and colleagues of this researcher.

None of the subjects

knew each other.
Selection of sub^jects

.

Subjects were selected on the basis of their appropriate fit with the criteria for selection.

Efforts were

made not to exclude adoptive mothers, single mothers, or
lesbian mothers.
subject.

An adoptive mother was selected as a

However, no single or lesbian mother emerged

who fit all the criteria for selection.

Ethnic, racial,

cultural or religious backgrounds played no part in
consideration for selection.

Demographics

.

The actual eight subjects ranged in age from 28 to
36 at the time of the

interview.

Age at the birth of

their first child ranged between 26 and 34 years.

All were

married and age at marriage varied from 20 to 30 years.
Famly income levels placed them in the middle class or upper
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middle class.

All were Caucasian.

Catholic, and Protestant.
mothers.

Religions were Jewish,

All but one were natural

One was an adoptive mother.

All subjects were educated beyond the Bachelors
degree.

Six of the subjects held Masters level degrees:

three were Masters of Arts (M.A.), one was

Education (M.Ed.)

,

a

Master of

one a Master of Business Administration

(M.B.A.), and one a Master of Social Work (M.S.W.).

One subject was a Doctor of Jurisprudence (J.D.)

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.).

middle class or above.

and one a

By financial level, all were

All were articulate.

All professed a strong professional identity prior
to becoming mothers.

None, however,

identified herself in

the common parlance term of "career woman 1"'

One subject

was a psychologist, two were teachers, one a higher educa-

tion administrator, one a psychiatric social worker, one
an artist, one an attorney, and one a business consultant.

All professed a continuing dedication to a professional

identity since entering motherhood.

Three subjects, however,

expressed an openness to changing the specific direction
of their professional lives.

subjects varied.
to some degree.

Present work status of the

All subjects reported that they worked
One worked full time.

approximately 20 hours per week.

Four worked

Three subjects stated

that they worked a "little part time."

The common defini-

.
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tion of that was a regular work commitment under 10
hours
a

week, or an irregularly scheduled work commitment such

as occasional consulting.

The greater Boston area was the present home for

sll sight subjects.

Greater Boston is here defined as the

hub of the twin cities of Boston /Cambridge with towns

radiating outwards to approximately twelve miles enclosed

within the belt parkway. Route 128.
referred to as "inside 128."

This is commonly

Three subjects lived in

decidedly suburban areas inside 128, three in decidedly
urban areas.

Two lived in areas that are semi-urban and

semi - suburban

All subjects lived apart from their families of

origin.

All reported that they started to live apart from

their families of origin when they went to college.

At

the time of the interview, families of origin lived in New
York, New Jersey, Maine, Connecticut, South Carolina,

Florida, California and South Africa.

Frequency of visits

with the families of origin ranged from once

a

year with

the subject's family in South Carolina, to eight or nine

times a year with the subject's family in Maine.

Location of spouse's family was not
selection of subjects.

It was found,

a

criterion for

however, that four

in-law families lived in the greater Boston/Cambridge area.
One subject lived within the same family compound as her
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iri—law family^

although in

a sspairats hous©.

Frsguancy

of visits with ths Boston airsa in~law fainiliss was rspor'csd
to be at least once a week, and,

including extended phone

visits, up to several times a week.

Two subjects expressed

happiness at the proximity of the in-law families and
frequency of visits; one expressed dissatisfaction
the intrusion; and one expressed

at

resentment that although

there was great proximity, there was not great intimacy.
All subjects expressed their feelings of independence
*

from their families of origin in terms of personal and

professional identity, economic status, and social life.
Those with in-law families in the greater Boston area

expressed less strong social, than financial or identity,
independence from their in-law families.
Except for one subject who was an adoptive mother,
all subjects breastfed their babies.

from one month to eighteen months.
problems:

Weaning age varied
Three reported eating

two claimed to have become compulsive over-

eaters since becoming mothers, and one claimed difficulty

remembering to eat.

All reported varying degrees of use

of childcare during the two years of being mothers.
at the time of the interview varied:

Use

two subjects used

four hours each of childcare a week, two used eight hours

each week, one used ten hours, one used twenty hours, one
used twenty-five hours a week, and one subject used forty

.
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hours of childcare a week.

The gamut of types of child-

care providers was represented.

Research instrument

.

The research instr\ament was a lengthy semi-structured
interview.

It was what Patton (1980)

terms a standardized

open-ended interview in that it consisted of "a set of
questions carefully worded and arranged with the intention
of taking each respondent through the same sequence and

asking each respo'hdent the same questions with essentially
the same words"

(p.

198)

.

The design of the instrument

was flexible to allow a phenomenological approach in the

interviewing process.

Patton (1980) notes that the strength

gained in
the phenomenological approach to interviewing is that it allows the interviewer/
evaluator to be highly responsive to individual
differences and situational changes. Questions
can be individualized to establish in-depth
communication with the person being interviewed
and to make use of the immediate surroundings
and situation to increase the concreteness and
immediacy of the intervie questions and
responses, (p. 199)
.

.

.

The interview schedule elicited information from

subjects in four major areas:
1.

Self characterization.

2.

Preparation for and expectations about being
a

3.

mother

Transition into the role of mother.

.
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4.

Support and friendship needs from women after

motherhood
Each area was covered in a section of the interview schedule.
Individual questions representative of each area and
section, appeared interspersed throughout the interview.

This was done to validate responses given in the concentrated sections, and to elicit full responses to the basic

underlying questions of the interview.

Redundancy was

intentional in questions aimed at:
1.

The need for and meaning of support since

motherhood.
2.

The importance of or wish for relationships

with women since motherhood.
The fantasies and feelings about motherhood

3.

before motherhood.

Questions ranged from generalized and open-ended
(e.g.,

"What do you want from women?") to detailed and

precise (e.g.,
mothers?")

.

"How often do you visit with other new

Length and detail of response did not

necessarily correspond to whether the question was openended or precise.

For example, the question "how do you

think your children will describe their cultural/ethnic
heritage" elicited clear-cut responses from some subjects
cultural/
and in others led to detailed self analyses of

ethnic factors involved in their choice of marriage

;
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partners and their decision to bear children with those

particular partners.

The interview schedule included

probe questions and follow-through questions.

The format

permitted use of spontaneously appropriate probe questions.
In each of the four areas and sections of the inter-

view, questions elicited certain types of information.

The

section on self characterization, dealing throughout the

subjects life spans, elicited subjects' self-descriptions
in terms of:
1.

descriptions of their lives

in

their own terms;

t

2.

feelings about themselves and the course of
their lives;

3.

social awareness;

4.

relationship between self and larger world;

5.

identification with their generation;

6.

sense of well-being.

The section on preparation, prior to motherhood, established

information about:
1.

attitudes established prior to motherhood
about the nature of mothering, taking care
of children, working,

the nature of adult

women's lives, the correspondence of mothering
and autonomous womanhood;
2.

fantasies prior to motherhood about being a
their
mother, what mothers do, how mothers live

lives

.
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3.

role models of mothering, of living lives

apart from mothering, of having friendships
ans supports;
4.

patterns of relating to girls and women in
friendship

The section on transition to motherhood dealt with
the first approximately twelve weeks of new motherhood.

The medical definition of

postpartum runs until the end

of the sixth week after birth when the uterus returns to a

prepregnant stat^.

That is the time of the "six week

check-up" by midwife or obstetrician and the time in

modern American society when

a

woman is expected to be

returning to her old self, old body shape, old sexual
desires, etc.

By that definition, by the end of the sixth

week after birth a woman is expected to have recovered
from her experience of birth and have made appropriate

adjustments to a new baby.

In the world of new mothers,

the six week postpartum period is generally considered an

invention of medical science.

A more realistic time

division of the "early period" of mothering is toward the
end of the third month when the mother is in fact usually

well-recovered physically and accustomed to the demands
of being a new mother, and when the baby is moving toward

the end of what Mahler calls the symbiotic stage of an

infant's intrapsychic development.

The section on transition

:

;

;

;

;
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to motherhood elicited information on:

feelings in early weeks (up to 12 weeks

1.

after birth)
ease or difficulty in the transition to

2.

motherhood
3.

who and what were supportive;

4.

prior expectations and images of life at
first with the baby;

5.

realities of early months;

6.

mechanics of meeting or visiting women in
similar life situations;

7.

feelings about interacting with other new

mothers
8.

feelings about self during time of role shift.

The section on support and friendship, dealing with

the two years of new motherhood, elicited information

about
1.

overall meaning, nature of, need for,
utilization, acceptance, and mobilization of
support and nurturance from other women;

2.

ontology:

feelings of isolation, needs for

connection, intimacy, commonality;
3.

intimacy and vulnerability in relationships with

women
4

.

changes in old friendships and old relationships

with women, including with subjects' mothers
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qualities of and meaning attached to new

5.

friendships with women;
ways of learning how to be and be comfortable

6.

in being mothers

Procedures

.

Prior to conducting the eight interviews, pilot

interviews were conducted with two women who fit the

criteria for selection.

They were solicited through word

of mouth.

The two pilot tests refined the research

instrument

ancj

the interviewing process.

The pilot tests honed the length of time of the
interviews.

The first pilot tests took six hours of

interview time with an additional two hours needed for
introductions, pleasantries, arrangements, and short

breaks during the interviewing.

That eight hour total

interview took place in two sessions.
interview became standard.

The two session

The second pilot took five

hours of interview time with one hour needed for intro-

ductions, arrangements, and breaks.

As a result of the

pilot interviews, the duration of interviewing time for
the eight regular subjects was reduced to four to five

hours.

The amount of peripheral time also was reduced

by the pilot interviews.

The pilot interviews established

a fluid sequence of sections of the interview schedule.
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The eight subjects, as noted, were referred by word

of mouth.

To select the eight subjects, nine needed to be

approached.

The approach was by telephone.

After the

researcher identified herself and the name of the
referral source and stated the reason for the study, the
subjects were informed that this was a study of professional

women who had been new mothers for about two years.

After

confirming that they did fit each of the criteria for
selection, they were asked if they would be willing to
talk at lengtH and personlly about aspects of their

experience.

All agreed.

One woman, however, after having

first agreed to be a subject later reneged when she

learned the length of the interview.

The eight subjects

were informed at the first telephone contact that they

could expect:
-to remain anonymous in the study
-to have their confidentiality respected

-not to be subjected to anything abusive in
the course of the interview

-not to be paid
It was stated that the interview would require about four

hours of talking time and would probably require two
sessio6s, to be scheduled no more than one week apart.

After the initial contact, interview apointments were
set up.
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All subjects had at least one child; five subjects

had two children, aged two and under.

in order to prevent

frequent interruptions during the interview process and
in an effort to free each subject's attention away from

the care of her child (ren) during the interview process,
a

mature and experienced college student babysitter

known to the researcher personally was on call to care
for subjects' children.

Each subject was offered the use

of this babysitter at the researcher's expense.

The

9

advantages in expediting the interview process were

explained and the babysitter's qualifications were detailed.
The response of the subjects to the idea of a

babysitter varied.

Three subjects declined to provide

or accept any child care arrangements during the interview.

Three women preferred to provide their own child

care that is, three subjects purposefully scheduled the

interview sessions during times of pre-arranged child care.
Of those three subjects, two were using day care centers

for their children and one had a regular daily sitter in

her own home.

One subject accepted the offer of the

babysitter, and after cuing the sitter about the childrens'

needs and schedules, let the sitter take total re-

sponsibility for the children.

One subject accepted che

offer of the babysitter but did n2t allow the sitter to
take full responsibility.

Rather, as each need of the
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two children arose, the subject left the interview to attend
to the children as if the sitter were not there.

The

response to the idea or reality of the babysitter was
the subjects' first presentations of themselves vis a vis

the material probed at in the interview schedule.
All interviews took place in the subjects' homes,
in an environment intended to be as relaxed as possible.
In the case of one subject whose home proved unrelaxing,

the second session was scheduled in her office.

Good

f

rapport existed between interviewer and subjects.

The

interviews were tape recorded and shorthand notes were also
taken.

The sequence of events was:

introductions, reading

and signing the consent form, filling out the demographic

Research was conducted

data, conducting the interview.

in the Boston/Cambridge area in the Spring of 1981.

After the interviews, tapes were transcribed.
copies were made of the transcriptions.

were read and themes were coded.

coded into sub-themes.

Four

Transcriptions

Themes were further

Cutting and pasting onto cards

organized by theme and subject facilitated the process.
A thematic analysis of the data ensued.

Limitations

.

This dissertation was exploratory and descriptive.
Data were collected from eight subjects limited to the

Boston area of the Northeast.

Results, therefore, cannot
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be generalized.

However, results might be suggestive

to the experience of other women in other areas of the

country.
view.

The research instrument was an in-depth inter-

As such its results do not have the statistical

precision of a quantitatively measured survey.

A degree

of generalizability was sacrificed in the interest of an

in-depth examination of the interrelated aspects of
the experience of professional women in new motherhood.

.
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Table
I

.

1;

Interview Schedule

Preparation
1.
Who did you tell first about your pregnancy?
2a. Whose reaction did you enjoy the most?
(after
b.
c.
3

.

4.

5a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

spouse)
Was there a reaction that surprised you?
Was there a reaction that disappointed you?
Who did you go maternity shopping with?
Was there one person who was especially helpful
in your mental preparation for motherhood? (other
than spouse)
If no:
Was anyone helpful?
Did you always assume you would be a mother?
When you were a child did you think you would
someday be a mother?
As a child did you take care of children or
siblings?
Do you remember playing at being mother?
When you were in junior high (early adolescence)
did you think about being a mother?
What did you think about being a mother?
When you were in high school did you think you
would someday be a mother?
When did you think that someday would be?
In high school, did you think about getting

pregnant?
Did
you take care of children or babysit in high
j
school?
k. When was your puberty?
6a. Was there a time when you assumed you would not
be a mother?
When was that?
What was your life situation then?
7a. Did you ever discuss motherhood with your mother?
b. Did she ever encourage you to become a mother?
c. Did you ever discuss motherhood with your female
relatives? Who?
d. Can you describe the emotional atmosphere in your
home growing up about talking about motherhood?
Probe: was it easy, commonplace, sensitive, taboo...
e. Was there a time when your mother urged you to
make her a grandmother?
8a. Did you have a timetable for parenting?
b. Was this a planned pregnancy?
I
would like to ask you questions about your ideas when
Now
growing up about what mothers do and how they handle their
lives as adult people (9-11)
9a. What did your mother do when you were growing up?
If not covered, ask:
.
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Did she take care of the children?
Was she the one who did daily routine?
Did she handle the finances?
Did she plan trips or use of leisure time?
b. What activities did she pursue outside the home?
c. Did
she work?
If yes: Who took care of the children?
Probe:
volunteer work
d. Did she have household help?
e. Do you think of her as having had a life apart
from being a mother?
f. What importance do you think she attached to
being a mother?
g. Do you remember any special friends of your
mother's? If yes: What sorts of things did they
do together?
h. What did* your mother's friends do?
10a. Did you have any particular ideal of a mother?
If yes:
Was she a friend of your mother's?
Was she one of your friend's mothers?
b. Could you paint a verbal picture of her and what
was so ideal about her?
Probe: Was it who she was or what she did?
11.
What sorts of things did you and your mother do
together?
12a. On the whole how would you characterize your relationship with your mother?
Probe: Was it good, bad, friendly, tense, close,
distant.
b. Please describe the degree to which you think
your mother was valued in your family?
13a. Now that you are a mother, do you feel you have
more in common with your mother?
b. Do you feel closer to her now?
c. Do you feel closer to female relatives now?
d. On the whole, has your relationship with your
mother change? How?
I would like to ask you about your view of your mother now
compared with your view of your mother when you were
.

.

growing up.
14a. Would you compare your view, now with then, of
what your mother did as a mother?
b. Would you compare, now with then, your view of
who your mother was as a person, an autonomous
person?
15a. Was there anyone you knew in high school who became
pregnant?
Did she have the baby?
If yes:
b. Did you have friends in college or after who
became mothers?
Please describe your relationship with
If yes:
them.
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c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.

l.

16a.
b.
c.
17.

18a.

b.

19a.
b.

c.

Did your relationship with them undergo changes
after they became mothers?
If yes;
In what ways?
Did you spend more or less time with them?
Did you continue to do the same things together?
Were your interests still similar?
What did you think of them after they became
mothers?
What did you think about the course of their
lives?
Can you remember any of your fantasies and
feelings about their lives as mothers?
Did their lives as mothers influence your plans
for your own parenthood?
As an adult woman, but before you became a
mother*, how did you view other women (strangers
as well as friends) who were mothers?
In your own mind did you make comparisons
between yourself and them?
If yes;
Please describe the comparisons.
Before you were a mother, who were your role
models as mothers?
Who were your role models as autonomous women?
What women did you admire most?
Are any of those role models significant in your
life now that you are a mother?
Would you please pinpoint specific personal
qualities or accomplishments you thought you
needed to become a mother?
Why did you become a mother when you did?
Probe; Were there traits of maturity you
thought you needed?
Did you attend childbirth education classes"
Did you feel they helped you prepare for
motherhood?
Which of the below helped you feel prepared
for motherhood; please comment;
your education
institutions
role models
female family members
your mother
friends
new mothers
books
MDs
Midwives, La Leche leaders, etc.
support groups
other
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20^. On th© whole, did you feel you were prepared
for being a mother?

Do you think you could have been better prepared?
If yes:
How?
c. Would you have wanted to be better prepared?

b.

II

•

Self Characterization

Please describe your cultural/ethnic heritage
Please describe your spouse's
c. How do you think your children will describe
their cultural/ethnic heritage?
The next several questions relate mostly to the time
of your life between leaving college and entering
motherhood. ,
2.
Would you please give a brief thumbnail sketch
of what you were doing and where you lived
during those years.
3a. When did you start to live apart from your
family of origin?
b. Since that time, have you lived at your family's
home?
c. Have you ever wished to go home and live with
them?
4a. Do you consider yourself to have had an extended
adolescence?
If yes:
When did it end?
5a. Between college and motherhood did you participate
in any women's groups?
If yes
Which were they?
Why did you join?
Please describe your experience,
b. Do you participate now in any women's groups?
6a. Did you participate in other groups?
t-groups, encounter groups, support groups.,
Probe:
b. Do you now?
7a. Between college and motherhood did you identify
yourself along any political or philosophical
lines?
Which were they?
If yes:
b. Do you now?
Do you feel that your personal life has been
8.
affected by the climate of our culture and times?
9a. Where were you in 1968?
b. What were you doing?
c. Were you happy in your life?
10a. Where were you in 1975?
b. What were you doing?
c. Were you happy in your life then?
la.
b.

:
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11a. Between college and motherhood was your life

fulfilling?
Did you derive gratification from what you
were doing?
c. Did you experience depressions?
d. Were you lonely?
e. Were there times when you regretted the course
of your life?
f. Were you pleased with the course of your life?
g. Did you have a sense that those were the "best
of times" or the "worst of times"?
h. Were you satisfied in your relationships with men?
i. Were you satisfied in your relationships with women?
12a. Between college and motherhood did you have many
women friends?
b. Were these close friendships?
c. Are there qualities you can identify which
characterize those friendships to you?
I would like to backtrack in time and ask you some
questions about friends earlier in your life.
13a. Did you have many girlfriends while growing up?
b. Were you friends with many boys?
14a. Please describe the friendships you had with
girls in elementary school.
What did you do together?
Probe:
What did you talk about?
Were you a group?
Did you shart intimacies?
Were you physical in your relationships?
b. As you see it now, why were you friends with
those girls?
15a. What was your social life like in junior high?
b. Were you popular?
c. How did you feel about that?
d. Were you part of a group?
16a. What was your social life like with girls in
high school?
b. Were you friends with different people than
in earlier years?
c. Were you popular with girls?
d. Did you have a group?
e. Were you popular with boys?
f. How did you feel about that?
17a. Did you have many women friends in college?
b. Did you form close friendships with women during
college?
c. Did these friendships feel different than
earlier ones?
How?
If yes:
b.

.
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Did you feel intimate with your college friends?
If yes:
What enabled you to feel intimate with
them?
e. When you needed help, did you turn to women
friends?
If yes:
Please give an example.
18.
In the time between college and motherhood, did
you ever turn to your mother for help?
If yes:
What kind of help did you need?
What kind of help did she give?
Were you satisfied with the help?
19.
On the whole, would you characterize your mother
as a giving person?
20.
On the^whole, would you characterize yourself
as a giving person?
21.
On the whole, do you feel comfortable asking
people for help?
What kinds of help (emotional help,
Probe:
car lifts.
.)
d.

.

III.

Transitions
1.

2.

3a.

b.
4a.

b.
c.
d.
5.

Based on your experience with your child as a
newborn would you say that becoming a parent
Explain.
is a transition in life?
Based on your experience with your baby, would
you say that becoming a parent is a life crisis?
Explain
What was your life like in the early weeks with
your newborn?
feelings
Probe:
feeling special
bewildered
tired
overwhelmed
elated
altered
coping with the unfamiliar
feeding schedules
adults' needs
coping with a helper, if any
What were your gratifications then?
Did you breastfeed?
Until what age?
If yes:
Who was instructive to you in breastfeeding?
Is that a continuing relationship?
Who was supportive to you in breastfeeding?
On a scale of very easy to very difficult, how
would you rate your shift into parenthood?
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6.
7.

8.
9.

What made that period easy or difficult for
you?
Was that period similar to how you imagined
it would be?
Probe:
How had you imagined it to be?
Did you enjoy the sensual aspects of taking
care of your baby?
Looking backward on that period now, from
today's perspective, how do you regard it?
Probe:
the same as you experienced it then?
emotions (nostalgia, regret, fondiness.
.)
Did anyone help you after your baby was born?
If Yes:
Who?
Did they stay?
Where did they stay?
Were you satisfied with that arrangement?
How did you know to get someone to help you?
How did you choose or decide who would come
help and on what terms?
What was the helper like?
What kind of help did they give?
Was that the kind of help you wanted?
What kinds of help might you have wanted instead?
What did you talk about with the helpers?
Were you glad when the helper left?
Aside from that helper, did people near to you
such as friends, neighbors, relatives or
acquaintances do things to be supportive zo you?
Who were they?
If yes
What did they do?
Was there anyone especially helpful in taking
care of you ?
Were you yourself?
Please list and talk about a few of the things
you viewed as most supportive in that early
period.
Was your spouse supportive of you then?
in what ways?
If yes:
Why not, do you think?
If no:
What would you have wanted instead?
Were you satisfied with the way things
were?
In the past two years of being a mother, have
friendships with women been important to you?
How important?
If yes:
In what ways?
child was an infant what was the
your
When
days like?
your
shape of
of your days like at one year?
shape
the
What was
now?
like
day
What is your
.

10a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
11.

:

12a.
b.
13.

14.

15.

16a.
b.
c.
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17a.
b.
c.
d.

Probe: What activities did/do you do?
Did/do you get out a lot?
What do you do when you are out?
With whom do you go out?
Do you visit with people?
Are they other new(ish) mothers?
How often?
Please describe typical circumstances around
visiting with people.
Probe
Who invites whom?
Formal / inf ormal
How long a stay?
Is it mother focused or child focused?
Is it on an even exchange basis?
Are there rituals attached?
How important to you is visiting with other mothers?
Did you meet other new mothers at first?
Did you meet them at one year?
Do you meet other new mothers now?
Where did/do you meet orher new mothers?
Probe:
park, market, street, clubs, friends'
house s .
Did/do you go to parks?
Did/do you go on aregular basis?
Is there a special place that you make an
effort to go to in order to meet other mothers?
Is meeting other morhers a criterion of yours in
choosing whether or not to go certain places?
What are the signs of recognition that pass
between you and another mother when you want
to meet and approach each other?
How do you approach others?
How have you been approached?
How do you feel when you are just in che company
of other mothers, for instance, at a park among
strangers?
Do you feel good, alienated, comforted
Probe:
secure, frightened. .
What do you want from women?
Do you want to connect with women in general?
Have you wanted to connect with other mothers
in particular?
How much time do you spend with women?
How much time do you spend with men?
Did you spend more time with men or with women
before you were a mother?
Why do you think you now spend more time with
men or women?
Do you feel satisfied with that?
:

e.
f.

18a.
b.
c.

19a.

.

b.
c.
20.

21.

22a.

b.
c.
24.

.

.

25.
26.
27.

28a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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IV

.

Support and Nur t ura nce
I^ th© questions which follow please bear in mind
and feel free to use the time divisions of:
at first with baby
at three months
at nine months
at eighteen months
1.
2.

3.

4

.

5.
6.
7.

8a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

now
On the whole, how would you describe this time?
Have you felt isolated?
If yes:
Have you felt physically isolated
from people?
From
people in a similar life situation?
,
Isolation from adult company?
From adult female company?
Have you felt any of the below, please comment:
Felt your life is different than others/
Felt you are different from other people
Felt "out of step" with other people and their
lives
Felt if difficult to communicate with others
about your feelings
Felt it difficult to communicate with others
about what you do in your life
If someone meets you at a party and asks what
do you do, how do you usually' ^respond?
Have you felt depressed at all during this time?
Have you felt lonely?
Have you felt a desire for solitude?
Have you taken time alone?
Have you taken time entirely for yourself?
Have you and spouse taken time by yourselves
without your baby?
How have you arranged taking time by
If yes:
yourself and/or with spouse?
Please describe your feelings about taking
time for yourself.
Please describe your feelings on returning to
your child.
Who suggested you take time for yourself?
What were your feelings initially about doing
this?
Were you eager, resistant, ambivalent.
Probe:
Would you like to take time for yourself?
If no:
Please respond extensively and describe your needs
for companionship from other women.
.

h.
9.

.

.

.
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10a. Were there times during the past two years when
you felt overwhelmed by daily tasks?

When was that?
Were there several periods?
b. What did you do to help you cope with feeling
overwhelmed by daily tasks?
c. Have you employed household help?
11a. Were there times when you felt overwhelmed
inside?
If yes;
When were those times?
b. Did you turn to people for help, support or
advice during those times when you felt
overwhelmed?
1.
by daily tasks
2..
inside
c. Who did you turn to (besides spouse)?
d. How did they help you?
e. Was that what you wanted?
f. Were there people who you chose especially not
to turn to?
If yes;
Who? Why?
12a. Have you felt connected to other women during
this time?
b. Have you felt connected to some community?
Describe
If no;
Have you felt a desire to be connected
to some community during this time?
13.
Do you ever wish your female relatives, including
your mother, lived nearby?
14.
How often do you visit with your family?
How often do you see kinswomen other than your
15.
immediate nuclear family?
16.
Do you think things might have been different
for you in these two years if your female
relatives (especially mother) lived nearby?
In what ways?
If yes:
Probe; Would things have been easier, more
difficult.
In the next questions I would like you to look back
at your feelings of self-confidence over the past two
years
17a. Have there been times when you felt you were
doing a great job as a mother?
b. What made you feel that?
your own feelings, baby's behavior,
Probe:
feedback of other people.
On the whole, do you characterize yourself as
18.
a self-confident person?
If yes:

.

.

.

.
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Throughout your life how easy has it been for
you to praise yourself sincerely and believe it?
b. Are you very critical of yourself?
c. When you were growing up was your mother very
critical of you?
If yes:
Please give an example.

19a.

d.

20.

Is she now?
Have there been times when you felt you were
doing a poor job as a mother?
If yes;
What signified that to you?
Probe; baby's behavior, inner feelings,
feedback of others.
Have you felt that your self-confidence has
gone through ups and downs since becoming a
.

21.

.

ntother?
22.
23.
24.

What makes you feel a sense of pride?
What makes you feel positive self-esteem?
Please describe what, if any, changes in your
body you have experienced since becoming a
mother?
Probe;
feelings about your body, changes in
body image
Have you experienced any eating problems since
entering motherhood (for yourself, not babyl)
If yes: Are you willing to talk with me about
.

25.

.

.

it now?
What sort of eating problem?
Have you talked with people about it?
Have you done things about it (e.g., diet,
therapy, support groups, self-help groups)?
Does your mother have an eating problem?
What sort?
Did you have any menstrual difficulties before
26.
becoming a mother? Since becoming a mother?
There is a lot of debate among researchers about how
people learn to parent. There seems to be no single
right answer.
How do you feel you learned how to be a mother?
27.
28a. Has your life as a mother these two years been
in conflict with your life as a person?
b. Has your mother role been harmonious with your
person role?
c. Please describe the mesh of yourself as a mother
and yourself as a person.
The following are somewhat open-ended questions.
Please describe the needs you have felt for
29.
support since becoming a mother in these past
two years.
Specialy different time periods and needs..
Probe:

.

.
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What hav© you wantsd from women these two years?
What have you wanted in relationships with
women?
32.
How do you describe your needs reqardina other
women ?
33a. Have you felt a need for intimacy with women
since motherhood? Please expand.
b. Do you think your needs for intimacy with women
have increased since you became a mother?
c. Do you think your needs for intimacy with women
have decreased?
34a. Have your feelings about women changed since
your became a mother?
If yes:
How?
b..Have your feelings about men changed in these
two years?
If yes:
How?
35.
In these two years who have been your most
important sources of personal support?
36a. Please describe the type and quality of support
you are referring to.
b. How did you mobilize that support?
c. What does it take for you to ask for support?
d. What does it take for you to ask for help?
e. How do you accept help when it is offered and
you do not need it?
f. How often, in getting valuable support, did you
initiate it?
g. Do you think that your initiating the support
made a difference in how helpful you thought
it was?
h. Was it difficult or easy for you to express to
other people your needs for support?
Support can mean lots of different things to different
people
37a. Will you clarify the meanings of support for you
during these two years?
give examples of support, e.g., emotional
Probe:
support, specify time periods.
Please comment on the type of support you received
38.
from women (mother, friends, strangers, relatives)
Probe: were there elements of exchange, mutuality;
was support given freely, grudgingly.
39a. Please give an example of support you received
from women friends.
b. Please give an example of support you gave to
women friends.

30
31.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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40a. Did you feel during this time that you would
like nurturance for yourself? Please describe

your feelings.

b. Who and what were nurturing to you?
c. What did you do to nurture yourself?

41a. During these two years were there particular
times when you felt most in need of support?
When were they?
b. Did you turn to someone for their support?
c. Were there times
d.
42a_^.

b.
c.
d.
43.

44a.
b.
c.
d.

45.

46.
47a.
b.
c.

48.

49.

50a.

when you were particularly in
need of nurturance?
Were there times when you were particularly in
need of friendship?
Why
did you seek a C.O.P.E. group?
Was it a fulfilling experience for you?
Do you still meet with the women from the group?
Are these important relationships to you?
Did it occur to you to seek a mothers' support
group?
If yes:
Was there a particular reason why you
did not pursue that?
If No:
Looking back, do you think it would
have been helpful?
Who was most instructive to you in learning to
be a mother?
Who was most supportive?
Are any of these continuing relationships?
Do you have especially strong feelings about
these people?
When things were difficult, who did you turn to
for help and reassurance?
in general, at first with baby, at one
Probe:
year, now.
When did you feel comfortable with your baby?
Do you feel comfortable being a mother?
When did you start feeling comfortable being a
mother
Was anyone or anything particularly helpful to
you in becoming comfortable?
Was there anyone whose instruction and philosophy
about children was most helpful to you?
If there were conflicting opinions about something (for example, from an expert, a relative,
a peer friend, your intuitions) how would you
mediate the schedule between them?
Who did you seek out for information about being
a mother?

.
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Who did you seek out for information on how
they handle multiple roles in their lives?
c. Who did you seek out for information on how
they handle their lives both as mothers and
as autonomous women?
51a. Who did you seek out for their approval?
b. Who did you seek out for their reassurance?
52a. Were there specific instances of disapproval
you recall?
b. Were there people whose disapproval you felt
especially sensitive to?
c. How did you feel about attitudes exhibited
to you by strangers?
d. How did you feel about attitudes
exhibited to
your baby by strangers?
I would like you to comment extensively on the next
b.

question
53.
Have you felt during these two years that you
have been especially vulnerable?
Probe:
emotionally vulnerable?
compare with pregnancy
54.
Have there been incidents with women in the past
two years that you experienced as disappointments?
Please describe?
Some women, when they are with their babies and young
children, feel they can almosr remember being babies
themselves.
Others seem not to have this feeling.
54a. Do you?
Probe;
Does being with your baby make you aware
of when you were a baby?
b. Have you had any dream you recall about this?
How?
c. Do you feel fused with your child?
55a. As you see your child going through his/her
normal development of becoming more and more
separate and individuated from you, what feelings
are aroused in you?
b. If you think about it, do you think you are
going through the same sorts of things in an
adult version as your child is going through?
separation, anger.
Probe:
c. Do you feel conflicted about leaving him/her
at child care?
Do you feel you are separate and individuated?
56.
Are there people who have helped you be or become
57.
a separate and individuated person during this
.

58.

.

time?
Where do you gain support for yourself as an
autonomous person?
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Let's talk about relationships with women which you
have formed in the past two years since being a mother.
59a. Have you formed new friendships in these two
years? With whom?
b. What qualities characterize those friendships?
Probe: Are they intimate, close, distant,
open, guarded, mutual, individual, group.
60.
Do you consider new mothers whom you might meet
casually to be new friends?
Probe: What distinctions do you make between
friends and acquanintances now?
How great are your needs to make an acquaintance
into a friend?
61.
What kinds you and your new friends?
62a. What qualities do you like about your new
friendships?
b. Is your anonymity to each other before these
two years a positive or negative quality?
c. Are there qualities you generally do not like
in your new friendships?
What, in your estimation, solidifies these
63.
friendships into longterm, meaningful, intimate
friendships?
64.
What types of things or feelings do you share
with your new friends?
65a. Are there women friends with whom you feel you
can share pain in your life?
b. Share joy in your life?
66a. What areas of disclosure do you feel most
trusting about with your new friends?
b. What areas do you feel most guarded about with
them?
Are exchanges to and fro important in these new
67.
friendships?
68a. Did you have a group of peer friends before you
were a mother?
b. Were any of them mothers?
69a. Now do you have a group of mother friends?
b. Or do you have independent mother friends?
Who do you enjoy spending time with?
70.
Who do you enjoy talking with?
71.
Who do you talk to about yourself
72.
73a. Who do you talk to about your child?
b. What kinds of things do you talk to with people
about your child?
c. Are there people you feel most comfortable
with talking about your child?
d. Are there people you feel east comfortable
with talking about your child?
talking
e. Do you feel particularly vulnerable in
about yourself and your child?
.

.

.

.
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I'd like us to talk about some of your other
friendships
74a. How many current friends are not mothers?
b. Are they new friends?
c. Are they old friends?
75.
Please talk about the differences you see in
your friendships with women who are mothers
and women who are not mothers.
Probe: Variations, e.g., women who are mothers
of grown children rather than young children.
Do you make special efforts to become friends
76.
with women who are not mothers?
Do you make special efforts to become friends
77..
with women who are mothers of more grown-up
children than yours?
78.
Please discuss any changes in your old friendships.
Probe: Have old friendships with mothers
changed?
Old friendships with women who are not mothers?
79a. Do you imagine in your years to come that you
will still be friends with your current friends?
Who?
b. Why?
c. New /or old friends?
d. Mothers or not mothers?
80a. Please comment on those friends who relate to
you as an autonomous person.
b. Please comment on those friends who relate to
you as a mother.
c. Please comment on those who relate to you
through your child.
d. Please compare the above categories, and comment
on your sense of gratification from, and feelings
about each.
.

V.

.

Closing Questions
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Do you feel that your friendships with women
in these two years have nurtured your sense of
yourself as an autonomous person? Please comment.
Do you feel that your relationships with women
have helped you cope with the experience of
becoming a mother? Please comment on your response.
Where are your gratifications now?
What is the most important thing in your life

today without exception?
Do you feel fundamentally changed since becoming
a mother?
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6.
7.
8.

Have you ever regretted becoming a mother?
Is there anything else you want to tell me?
Please comment, if you choose, on this
interview.

CHAPTER

V

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
The material found in this chapter was gathered

through a process of in depth interviews with
in the Boston and Cambridge area.

All

8

8

women

were at the two

year mark of being new mothers, and had entered motherhood,
in their late twenties through thirties.

They were well

educated, professional women who lived apart from and

identified themselves as independent from their families
of origin.

The material gathered from those interviews

is divided into three sections:

preparation for motherhood;

transition to motherhood, the first three months; and,
support, nurturance, and autonomy in the first two years
of motherhood.

Each of the three sections of data is followed by
a summary.

The three sections are divided into subsections,

each of which is followed by a summary of the subsection.
For the sake of clarity, the secions and subsection

which follow in this chapter are enumerated below:
Preparation for motherhood
Overall adjustment and preparation
Timing of motherhood
Role models and other mothers
Overall summary of preparation for motherhood

Transition to motherhood:
Expectations of Self
144

the first three months
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Descriptions of transition to parenthood
Descriptions of early months as mother
Support in the early transition to motherhood
Overall summary of transition to motherhood
Support, nurturance and autonomy in the first
two years of motherhood
Identification and validation
Ontology
Changes in self-esteem and needs for support
Balance of mothering and non-mothering selves
* Connection
with women
Friendships with women
New female friendships
Rituals and doubts
Types of support
Dif f erences
Community/family /friends
Overall summary of support, nurturance
and autonomy in the first two years of
motherhood
For ease of comprehension, basic information about
the eight women is presented before the thematic analysis
of the material which they generated in the interviews.

.
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Holly

i

Born in 1953 and raised in South Africa, Jewish,

Holly became a mother at age twenty-six.

At the time of

the interview, aged twenty-eight, she was the mother of
of two girls,

and lived in the suburbs of Boston.

Married

at the age of twenty-five to a Jewish M.D. who was a

postdoctoral research pediatrician, her educational level
was an M.A.

A practicing artist and Waldorf art teacher

before motherhood. Holly worked part time since motherhood
and did no volunteer work.

Her income level was $0-10,000

and her spouse's, still in his training, was $10,00015,000.

Holly breastfed her eldest child until age fifteen

months.

She used childcare approximately eight hours per

week, starting from age eight months, by a sitter in her
home.

Holly was a member of

a

C.O.P.E. mothers' support

group
Holly had experienced no previous psychotherapy and
no current therapy.

motherhood, i.e.

,

She reported eating problems since

forgetting to eat. Holly reported a self

identification of "spiritual."

Holly had three sisters,

and in birth order was the third of four children.

were no deceased members in her immediate family.

There
Her

family of origin was located in South Africa, and her

spouse's family was in Israel.

She began to live apart

from her family when she went to college.
a B.A.

and was a business woman.

Her mother had

Her father had an M.D.
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and his field was medicine.

Since motherhood, the

frequency of visits with her family was two times a
year.
Lydi^;

Born in 1949 and raised in Philadelphia, Jewish,

Lydia became a mother at age thirty.

At the time of the

interview, aged thirty-two, she was the mother of one child,
a boy,

and lived in the suburbs of greater Boston.

Married

at the age of twenty-four to a Jewish man with a B.A. who

was a businessman, her educational level was a Ph.D.

A

psychologist by profession, Lydia worked part time since
motherhood and did volunteer work.
$ 0 - 10,000

and her spouse's was

$

Her income level was

40 , 000 - 50 , 000

Lydia

.

breastfed her child until age eighteen months.

She used

childcare twenty hours a week, starting from age eighteen
months, at a day care center; she used childcare ten hours

from age six to eighteen months, with

a week,

a

combina-

tion of a sitter in her home and family day care.

Lydia

was a member of a C.O.P.E. mothers' support group.

Lydia had experienced two previous psychotherapies,
and one current therapy.

She reported eating problems

Lydia

since motherhood, i.e., compulsive overeating.

reported

a

self identification of "feminist."

Lydia had

two brothers, and in birth order was the eldest of three

children.

There were no deceased members in her

immediate family.

Her family of origin was located in

Philadelphia, and her spouse's family was in New York.

She
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began to live apart from her family of origin
when she
went to college.

professor.
medicine.

Her mother had an M.A., and was

Her father had an M.D. and his field was
Since motherhood, the frequency of her visits

with her family was six times
Sally

;

a

a year.

Born in 1945 and raised in New Jersey, Catholic,

Sally became a mother at age thirty-four.

At the time

of the interview, aged thirty-six, she was the mother of

two children, one boy and one girl, and lived in urban

greater Boston.

Married at the age of thirty to

practicing Catholic man with a B.S. who was

a non-

a real

estate

developer, her educational level wasa'J.D. A practicing
attorney, Sally worked part time since motherhood, and

did volunteer work.

Her income level was $10,000-15,000,

and her spouse's was $25,000-40,000.

Sally breastfed

her eldest child until age six months.

She used child

care approximately twenty-five hours a week, starting

from age zero, by a sitter in her home.

Sally was a

member of a C.O.P.E. mother's support group.
Sally had experienced no previous psychotherapy
and no current therapy.

since motherhood.
tion.

She reported no eating problems

Sally did not report a self identifica-

Sally had three sisters and one brother, and in

borth order was the second of five children.

There were

no deceased members in her immediate family.

Her family
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Sh© b©gan to liv© apart

from h©r family wh©n sh© w©nt to coll©g©.
an A. A. d©gr©©, and was a hom©mak©r.

H©r moth©r had

H©r fath©r had an

M.A. and his fi©ld was ©ngin©©ring.

Sine© moth©rhood,

th© fr©qu©ncy of h©r visits with h©r family was six tim©s
a y©ar.

Kathl©©n

;

Born in 1947 and rais©d in Conn©cticut,

Episcopalian, Kathl©©n b©cam© a moth©r at ag© thirty-on©.
At th© tim© of th© int©rvi©w, ag©d thirty-four, sh© was
th© moth©r of on© child, a boy, and lived in th© suburbs
of greater Boston.
a

Married at th© ag© of twenty-seven to

non-practicing Catholic man with an M.A. who was a

teacher and businessman, her educational level was an
A psychiatric social worker before motherhood,

M.S.W.

Kathleen worked a "little part time" since motherhood
and did no volunteer work.

Her income level was $0-10,000,

and her spouse's was $25,000-40,000.
her child until age one month.

Kathleen breastfed

She used child care

approximately four hours a week, starting from age
eighteen months, through friends and her in-law family as
sitters.

Kathleen was a member of

a

C.O.P.E. mother's

support group.

Kathleen had experienced one previous psychotherapy
and one current therapy.

She reported eating problems
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since motherhood, i.e., compulsive overeating.

did not report a self identification.

Kathleen

Kathleen had one

brother, and in birth order was the elder of two children.

Ther were no deceased members in her immediate family.
Her father had an alcohol problem.

Her parents divorced

when Kathleen was in her twenties, and each remarried.
Her family of origin was located in Florida and Connecticut,
and her spouse's family was in the Boston area.

She began

to live apart from her family when she went to college.

Her mother attended two and a half years of college and
was a homemaker.

engineering.

Her father had a B.A. and his field was

Since motherhood, the frequency of her visits

with her family was three times a year per parent, or
six times a year total.

Wilma

;

Born in 1946 and raised in Massachusetts, Unitarian,

Wilma became an adoptive mother at the age of thirty-two.
At the time of the interview, aged thirty-five, she was
the mother of two boys, and lived in urban greater Boston.

Married at the age of twenty-five to a non-practicing
Catholic man with an M.B.A. who was an investment banker,
A teacher before

her educational level was an M.Ed.

motherhood, Wilma worked a "little part time" since motherhood, and did volunteer work.

Her income level was

$0-10,000, and her spouse's was $70 000-over
,

not breastfeed her adoptive children.

.

She did

She used childcare
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t©n hours a w©©}C/ starting from age zero^ by
a sitter in her home.

Wilma did not belong to

a

C.O.P.E.

mother's support group.
Wilma had experienced one previous psychotherapy
and one current therapy.

since motherhood.
of "Yankee."

She reported no eating problems

Wilma reported

a self

identification

Wilma had an identical twin sister, and in

birth order she was the elder of the two.

There were no

deceased members of her immediate family.

Her father

had an alcohol problem.

Her family of origin was located

in Maine, and her spouse's family was in the Boston area.

She began to live apart from her family when she went to

college.

Her mother had a B.A. and worked in media.

father had a B.A. and his field was sales.

Her

Since mother-

hood, the frequency of her visits with her family was

9

times a year.

Connie

:

Born in 1949 and raised in New Jersey, Episcopelian,

Connie became

a

mother at age thirty.

At the time of the

interview, aged thirty-two, she was the mother of two

children, a girl and a boy, and lived in the suburbs of

greater Boston.

Married at the age of twenty-five to

a

non-practicing Catholic man with a D.D.S. who was a
resident in periodontics, her educational level was an M.A.
A higher education administrator by profession, Connie

worked a "little part time" since motherhood and did no
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volunteer work.
spouse'

s,

Her income level was $0-10,000, and her

still in his training, was $10,000-15,000.

breastfed her eldest child until age ten months.
childcare approximately four hours

a week,

Connie

She used

starting from

age eight months, through a local babysitting cooperative.

Connie was not a member of a C.O.P.E. mother's support
group.

Connie had experienced no previous psychotherapy
and no current therapy.
since motherhood.
"conservative."'
in

She reported no eating problems

She reported a self identification of

Connie had one sister and one brother, and

birth order was the youngest of three children.

Her

father was deceased, having died when Connie was seven.
She was raised in a single parent family.

Her family of

origin was located in New Jersey, and her spouse's fmaily
was in the Boston area.

She began to live apart from her

family when she went to college.

Her mother had an R.N.

and a B.A. and was a practicing nurse.

Her father's

education was unknown and his field had been insurance.
Since motherhood, the frequency of her visits with her

family was five times a year.

Clara

:

Born in 1946 and raised in the Washington, D.C.

area, Jewish by conversion in adulthood, Clara became a

mother at age thirty-three.

At the time of the interview,

aged thirty-five, she was the mother of two children, two
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boys, and lived in the suburbs of greater Boston.

Married

at the age of twenty-seven to a Jewish man with a Ph.D.

who was a psychologist in training, her educational level
was an M.A.

A teacher before motherhood, Clara worked

part time since motherhood and did no volunteer work.

Her

income level was $0-10,000, and her spouse's, still in his

training, was $10,000-15,000.

Clara breastfed her eldest

child until age seventeen months.

She used childcare

approximately eight hours a week, starting from age seven
months, by family day care.

Clara was not a member of a

C.O.P.E. mother's support group.

Clara had experienced one previous psychotherapy
and one current therapy.
since motherhood.

She reported no eating problems

She did not report a self identification.

Clara had one brother, and in birth order she was the
elder of two children.
in her immediate family.

There were no deceased

members

Her mother had an alcohol problem.

Her family of origin was located in South Carolina, and
her spouse's family was in New York.

She began to live

apart from her family when she went to college.

mother graduated high school and was a homemaker.
father had a B.A. and was in the military.

Her
Her

Since mother-

hood, the frequency of her visits with her family was one

time a year.

,
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Martha

t

Born in 1949 and raised in California, Episcopelian

Martha became a mother at the age of thirty.

At the time

of the interview, aged thirty-two, she was the mother one

one child, a boy, and lived in urban greater Boston.

Married at the age of twenty to
man with a

Ph.T).

a

non-practicing Catholic

who was a professor, her educational level

A practicing business consultant, Martha

was an M.B.A.

worked fulltime after six months of motherhood and part
time during the first six months.

She did volunteer work.

Her income level was $15,000-25,000 and her spouse's was
$40,000-50,000.
months.

Martha breastfed her child until age six

She used childcare approximately forty hours a

week, starting from age six months, through a combination
She used

of sitter in her home and day care center.

childcare at approximately ten hours

a week,

from age zero

to six months, through a combination of sitter in her home

and spouse.

Martha was not a member of

a

C.O.P.E. mother's

support group.

Martha had experienced no previous psychotherapy
and no current therapy.
since motherhood.
of "feminist."

She reported no eating problems

Martha reported a self identification

Martha had three sisters, and in birth

order was the eldest of four children.

There were no

deceased members in her immediate family.

Her family of

family
origin was located in California, and her spouse's
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was in England.

She began to live apart from her family

when she went to college.
a homemaker.
iri?

•

Her mother had a B.A. and was

Her father had a B.S. and his field was
Since motherhood^ the freguency of her visits

with her family was two times a year.
#

Preparation for Motherhood

Overall adjustment and preparation

.

On the whole, subjects presented themselves as well

prepared for motherhood.

Motherhood was a conscious and

welcome decison for all.

All expressed positive feelings

about their achievements prior to motherhood.

There were no

regrets expressed for having become mothers.

During pregnancy, subjects had attended birth classes
of various sorts, and had also sought other means of

information about motherhood.

All had had some experience

with friends, no longer living nearby, who had become
mothers before they.

All spoke of having had adult

fantasies about becoming mothers.

As teenagers, half the

subjects had had babysitting experience and half had had

either totally or almost none.

The four subjects who had

none or almost no babysitting experience were the same
four subjects who belonged to C.O.P.E. mothers' support

groups.

As children, all professed to have played at

boing a mother, and, in one case,

a

nursing mother, either
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in dramatic play or with dolls.

Finally, all subjects

were raised by their own mothers, and felt they had, in
childhood, appropriate role models of motherhood through
their own mothers or other adult women.

Despite all appearance of premotherhood preparation,
all subjects strongly expressed feeling unprepared for the

changes, especially emotional, brought into their lives
by motherhood.

The period of pregnancy was viewed by the subjects
as a time to begin to acclimate themselves to the idea of

parenthood, which, having been told by various sources, all

knew would bring some change into their lives.

For the

adoptive mother, the period of deciding to adopt and going

through the adoption agency screening process, served the
same purpose.

All subjects felt that to a limited extent

they were prepared for what becoming a parent would bring
to their lives.

Birth instructors, obstetricians, midwives,

their own readings, new mothers whom they knew previously
or sought out as strangers, their own mothers

— all

were

sources of the information that their lives would be

different once they became parents.

Knowledge represented

the limited extent of their preparation.

retrospectively, that to

-a

All felt,

significant extent they were

not prepared for motherhood.

All voiced the idea that their

knowledge never moved into the realm of emotional reality.
In fact, all felt unprepared for becoming mothers.
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When asked who was most helpful to them in preparation for motherhood, the responses varied.

Only one

subject reported that a new mother, her own sister, was

most helpful.

It was not as a role model,

however, that

the sister was helpful, but the very fact that she had

become a mother convinced the subject that she could too.

Another subject felt that her twin sister, who was married
without children, was most helpful in her preparation by
her general support and understanding.

To another subject,

as well, the overall support and understanding of her

sister, single and without children, was of greatest

preparatory help.

One subject felt that during her pregnancy

she was "part of a whole nurturing system" of friends
in the same graduate program as she, some of whom were

also becoming first-time parents.

Another subject ex-

pressed regret that it was neither her husband nor mother
but her psychiatrist who was most helpful in her preparation.

Two subjects felt most prepared by their own

research, undertaken during pregnancy, which consisted

primarily of readings and of persisting in talking to
strangers who obviously were pregnant or new mothers.
Finally, one subject had a best friend living in another

city who was six months ahead of her in the pregnancy/

parenting process, whose shared experience she felt was
of greatest help in her preparation.
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Clara expressed, in a representative way, the

admixture of preparedness and total unpreparedness for

parenting felt by the subjects:
I really didn't, think about the changes in my
life that having a baby would bring. Not in a
realistic way. And I thought I was totally
prepared for it!
In fact, I see that I was
totally unprepared for it.
I was really anxious
to stop working and I wanted to stay home and
take care of a baby.
I thought I had asked all
the right questions about having a baby and what
being a mother would be like. But, I can only
see in retrospect, looking back for two years, how
different things have turned out than I had
expected.
It's been basically a very positive
experience. Very intense, totally exhausting,
and basically very good.
I really love children
and I really liked taking care of the baby. But
it's been more of an emotional drain than physical,
and I hadn't banked on that.

For her, the unpreparedness was emotional.

For Sally, there

was a large physical element to her overall adjustment to

parenting.

She explained;

How have these two years been? Hectic, to
It's just trying to juggle with
say the least!
I never thought that having a child
the family.
When I went to Law School,
difficult.
would be so
about sixty hours a
worked
I
I went at night.
studies, and I figured
all
my
plus
week at my job,
handle. But I
couldn't
I
anything
there wasn't
It was really
child.
having
a
was bowled over by
the biggest
that
Think
experience.
an incredible
24
job
on
the
to
be
having
is
thing about it
up
stay
can't
that
you
know
and
hours a day,
late tonight reading a book because tomorrow
you'll go to bed early--because you just can't
You can't count on it. You're the one
do that.
that's being counted on.
The juggling of her busy life, required by her new motherhood, meant that her time became very limited:
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My time is limited.
I don't have any time, and
I have a babysitter;
I work.
When I don't have
a
babysitter I have children all the time or
people over to dinner, so I'm trying to cook,
watch kids, and I can't talk to people. Then,
when my kid want^ other kids to come over, you
know, they tend to show off, and want more
attention time, so it gets impossible. But I
do it.
So, the only time I get to talk to anybody is if I get a babysitter and go out.

That one's time would become so limited by having a baby was
an element that subjects, though told of in advance, were

unprepared for in motherhood.

It represented a crossing

of boundaries from physical to emotional areas for which

subjects felt unprepared.
Other basic changes, too, brought on in motherhood,
subjects had been told of during their pregnancies, yet

were unprepared for when faced with

in reality.

Clearly,

the process of "being told" about changes did not equate

with the internal process of incorporating the reality of
what people said to the as-yet-unimagined condition of
Perhaps, the condition of parenthood was simply

parenthood.

unimaginable.
to subjects'

The amount of change brought by parenthood
lives, and the speed of such change

pregnancy to parenthood within hours

beforehand

of what they were, in

for, impossible.

— made

— from

acceptance

knowledge, prepared

Clara's statement exemplified this

general inability to incorporate the amount of change

parenthood could bring in such basic areas as self-image,
relationship with spouse, and friendships;
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It never occurred to me that there would
really
be any kind of adjustment.
Everyone told me,
but I never quite believed it. You know, stopping
a career.
l don't think I thought about it in
terms of the changing relationship with my husband.
It never occurred to me.
Also, I never realized
my relationships with friends would change.

Martha noted, with some surprise, that the amount of change

brought by her motherhood pervaded all aspects of her life;
You can mention every topic and every area in
your life and it would be affected by becoming
a mother.
Friendships, and what friendships
mean, and how friendships are:
I mean, you can
do a whole dissertation on that.

Kathleen's perception was different from the others'.
She commented that what she was most unprepared for about

motherhood was the degree to which she herself felt funda-

mentally altered by the experience of motherhood;
I feel fundamentally changed.
It's been a
challenge, but I have developed strengths,
abilities and talents that come from within.
I no longer have to hook them to any outside
label or status.
Just to begin to appreciate
myself more for what I am as a person, as
opposed to whether I'm somebody's mother, wife,
or social worker.
Becoming a mother has given
me a lot of inner strength and resources.

The alteration of her self through motherhood was

a gain

for her, as becoming a mother brought her the benefits of

developing inner strengths and inner direction.

Wilma,

too, felt an upsurge of inner strength and calmness with

her motherhood, traits that surprised her;
I think I
I was surprised, but it was true.
I see this era of my
have never been happier.
Calm because my days
life as a very calm one.
manner that I feel is
predictable
very
in
a
go by

i
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very settling.
l really enjoy that aspect of
being largely at home.
I thought I would be
bored; I haven't been.
I thought I would be
frustrated a lot of the time with little
children's demands; but I haven't found it that
way at all. Cettainly, there are moments that
are momentarily distressing, but I did expect
that.
So, for me, it's been a very positive
experience. Almost the fulfillment of a fantasy,
I would say.
If motherhood seemed the

"fulfilmment of a fantasy" to one

subject, to another. Holly, it held a similar power in

seeming to be the birth of reality in her life.

She spoke

of the new life that began for her with motherhood;
It's as if my life began two years ago.
My
life seems vague before then. A new life began
two years ago.
I've changed a lot.
I'm more
responsible.
I care about small things (even
dusting the house)
I do things
to create a
special environment for my two children.
It
takes a lot of time and my thinking energy.
I've
kept up with my music.
I had thought I'd have
all the time in the world to do crafts, but of
course, that's not the way it is. They've been
I feel more
two good years full of warmth.
In
whole and integrated than I did before.
nurturing these two children I have found a
new part of myself to nurture. It's been a
It's good to be on the
centering experience.
I always
giving , not receiving, end of things.
wanted to give. People would take from me, but
The mutuality, the giving
I never felt I gave.
and the taking, has been the nicest part. Giving
fulfills a new function in my life. Old friends
They, on their own, say I've
see it in me.
become such a giving soul.
.

By nurturing others. Holly, like the other subjects,

nurtured herself.

The unexpected benefits of motherhood

were bountiful when applied to self development.

The lack

of preparation for such changes of self in motherhood
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seemed to heighten their impact on the subjects.

Summary of overall adjustment and preparation.

Although motheirhood was anticipated and prepared
for in numerous ways during pregnancy and earlier in life,
its emotional impact was unanticipated.

It was impossible

to make the transference to oneself of even a familiar

and appropriate role model of mtherhood such as one's own
mother.

Knowledge before motherhood that motherhood would

bring encompassing changes to one's life did not pierce
the armour of self-defense.

Having knowledge bore little

relation to the internal process of emotionally incorporating
that knowledge and projecting it onto one's own life.

In

short, it was impossible, before the fact of motherhood

changed the shape of reality, to believe that it would
really bring far-reaching changes in life.

The velocity

and amount of change, in part, accounted for the disbelief,
in advance, of the reality of such change.

In part,

motherhood simply presented too large a gap between the
imaginable and the unimaginable.

As one subject said;

"I couldn't believe such a tiny baby could turn my world

upside down so thoroughly for so longl"

Preparation during pregnancy included taking birth
classes, doing research, and talking with new mothers.

Preparation before pregnancy included experience with

,
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f^isnds who bscain©
nKDther

,

inothsirs,

adult fantasias of being a

childhood role and doll plays, and being raised

by one's own mother as role model.

Babysitting and

familiarity with children figured in some backgrounds.
However, the subjects who were participants in C.O.P.E.

mothers' support groups had had no or very little baby-

sitting experience.

Alongside the admixture of being prepared yet
feeling unprepared for motherhood, was both surprise and

pleasure at the unexpected amount of change in areas such
as self-image, relationship with spouse, relationship

with friends, and self-perception.

The changes in the

quality of life in motherhood, including an altered view
of self, were viewed as a gain rather than a loss.

Motherhood brought bountiful benefits to self -development
including the capacity to nurture oneself while nurturing
a baby.

Being unprepared for such emotional and personal

change in motherhood seemed to add to the perception of

motherhood as an overall gain.
Timing of motherhood

.

In the lives of the professional women subjects,

motherhood was a conscious decision.

The

upbringing

of all the subjects had suggested to them early in life

that they would, at some point, become mothers.

assumed that they would become mothers.

All had

As one subject

.

,
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expressed it:
Of course I assumed I'd be a mother.
My mother
was a mother, (ha ha
my grandmother was a
mother, all of my friends' mothers were mothers.
Growing up I thought that's just something women
did: be mothers.
I knew quite a few women,
mostly colleagues of my parents, who weren't
mothers.
I didn't think you had to be a mother,
but my main image of adult women was that they
were mothers
)

Concomitantly, however, at at least one point in their
lives, all had also assumed that they would not become

mothers.

This non-assumption was due in part to the

vagaries of their lives, a sense of contentment with their
lives, and an almost magical fear that something so desired

need remain unfulfilled.

For some subjects the timing

of parenthood was carefully planned.

Others fit parent-

hood into a loosely conceived timetable.

However individual their rationales for their timing
of parenthood, all held the view that they were part of
a larger,

identifiable sociological group or generation

of women like themselves who assumed they would become

mothers relatively late in life.

Confirmation of belonging

to a professionally oriented "generation" of women who

were postponing motherhood was easy to obtain.

As one

subject put it:

definitely feel I'm a part of a large defined
I think there are a lot of us doing it
group.
I mean, all I have to do is meet
this way.
my alumni group!
I

:
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Another subject, Connie, also felt

a

strong sense of

conviction that her life timing and life situation was
common to a large group of women.

She expressed surprise

that as yet there was no name or label for her and her

cohorts
I'm surprised that some sociologist hasn't
yet come up with a name for women like myself
who worked for a number of years and now don't
work full time and are mother^, and find themselves
kind of lonely. People like myself, in fact.
I know there are lots of us.

This unlabelled group of women like themselves were, in
fact, the women who populated the world the subjects

inhabited before their motherhood:

their friends,

colleagues and acquaintances.
Lydia was the first of her network of friends and

acquaintances to undergo a motherhood experience.

She

noted, as proof of a generational group:

Thirty women came to my baby shower before
We all were about thirty
my son was born.
years old. Nobody there had ever been to a
baby shower before! Babies and motherhood
weren't part of us.

Lydia attempted an explanation for why "babies and motherhood weren't part of us," based on upbringing, social
class, and expectations of accomplishment and success
in the world at large:

One of the things that's interesting about me
and my friends is that we didn't have children
right away. Only one of us did, at twenty- two.
We
We weren't raised to expect that we would.
and
things
thought we would go out and accomplish
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we would make our mark on the world. We'd have
jobs or careers and somehow impact the future.
We came from families that had some power and
sometimes money and influence. This wasn't pipe
dreams.
I think we accepted mobility
people
went all over for high school, college, graduate
school, even internationally.
So, not many of
my friends, or me, thought we'd become mothers
right away. There were too many other things
we had to do in our life. And, for me, the idea
of becoming a mother meant that there would be
less things I would do, in terms of impacting the
world.

—

Motherhood, in this sociocultural view, restricted personal

achievement and wordly accomplishment.
The need to achieve, as expressed in the career

ambitions of the subjects and their realization, took

precedence over early-timing motherhood.

Part of the

subjects' understanding of motherhood was that it would

restrict their time to devote to themselves.

All subjects

reported that they understood this idea, in part, from
indirect evidence and direct statements from their own
mothers.

This understanding of the restrictions of mother-

hood also arose from their opinions of what restrictions
took place in the lives of those few friends who became

mothers early, that is, in their early to mid twenties.
All felt alienated from the concerns and child-oriented

lifestyles of those friends.

Motherhood, they felt, while

they too were in their early to mid twenties, hampered
the autonomy of those friends and interfered with their

ability to be spontaneous in their lifestyles.

They felt

:
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that those friends who were mothers in their twenties

belonged to

a

different world than they did.

No subject, when in her twenties, wanted her path
of self development interrupted.

Sally representatively

expressed that thought:
Even when I was in high school, and certainly
in college, I knew I wanted to have some time
before becoming a mother.
I know that that
idea was partly put into my head by my mother:
that you want to have some time that is your
own. That there has to be a time in your life
when you can be totally selfish, before you
start devoting time to your family. Not totally
selfish, but I mean time when you are earning
your own money, when you only have to depend on
yourself, you don't have to worry about anyone
else, and you can pursue your own life.
To pursue one's own life before motherhood was an important

Martha elaborated a theory of the early to mid

value.

twenties as being

a

time of self exploration as well

as doubt, and the early thirties as a time of more solid

identity
think thirty is a really nice time. My
mother always said that too, she loved being
When you are in your twenties
in her thirties.
things that you are having
many
so
there are
have to take certain views
You
out.
to figure
you're going, and that
direction
which
about
that part of the unthink
I
thing.
sort of
whole mother thing
this
starting
certainty of
that
I needed to establish
was
being a parent
things that I like
other
the
in my mind some of
I'm
I like to be.
person
the
of
to do and some
I
work
what
and
values,
my
of
speaking in terms
had
I
about.
cared
I
liked, and what things
some of this sorted out by the time I was thirty.
You can have a more solid sense of who you are
when you're thirty than when you're twenty-three or
I

—

—
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even twenty-six. So that's why I think it's
good to postpone your motherhood until you're
about thirty. .

Consequently, she had intended, although not rigorously
planned, motherhood for approximately the age of thirty:
Oh, what an ideal timetable we hadl
I think one
of the things was that when we were growing up,

people didn't wait ten years after their marriage
to have children, they didn't have their first
child when they were thirty. That wasn't a
conscious choice.
Some people did it, of course,
but it wasn't a common choice for a lot of people
then.
I think its' an excellent choice.
I think
it's a wonderful time to have your first child.
But there wasn't that role model of how to do
things:
that you can wait ten years, get ten
years of your life out of the way, and then go
Maybe now it will be
into this next ten years.
easier for other people to begin to see that as
I fell into that timetable,
a conscious timetable.
and it was right, and it worked out. But, to
be honest, it wasn't something that I carefully
planned out ahead of time.
She felt like a pioneer in that earlier generations had

given no role models for large numbers of women to become

late-timing mothers.

She suggested that the model of

pursuing self-development in the twenties and motherhood
in the thirties,

adopted by herself and her peers, would

spearhead the way for other women.

Martha's grasp of time

in parenting was aided by a career workshop she attended
in 1973 where a values clarification exercise helped her

understand the strength of her desire for eventual motherhood

:

can remember once being in one of those
career type workshops where you are asked to
write down the things you would regret not
I
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having done if you were to die at this point.
This was back in 1973.
I immediately, without
even thinking, put down that not being pregnant
was something that I would really miss having
done in my life.
It helped me understand a lot.

A key to accepting her systematic, although not rigorously
planned, postponement of motherhood was her sense of

certainty that she would eventually achieve motherhood.
In her twenties,

she,

like the other subjects, rested

content with a lifestyle which did not include children.
Comfort with a fulfilling lifestyle without children
served as a prod to Wilma and her husband in their

decision to adopt a child.

Their contentment with their

lives was jarred by the metaphoric reality presented to

them on a daily basis by the empty bedrooms in their house.
She described:
We had been married for four or five years,
and we have a rather comfortable lifestyle.
By this time, my husband was making enough
money so that we could really travel anywhere.
We already owned a house. Now, those empty
bedrooms nagged at me sometimes. They were a
reminder that I had some unfinished business I
had to decide about.
In discussing their "unfinished business",

specifically

not being parents, Wilma and her husband examined

need for giving.

With sophistication, she explained

that they felt that their capacity for giving was greater
than they had been allowing:

think for us, we led a very comfortable
We were really quite spoiled in
lifestyle.
many ways. We gave just to each other. That
I

^

s

.
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fine, but I really thought we had a lot to
give that wasn't being given.
In both of our
upbringings, giving to people has always been
stressed.
There was always a high value on giving
to people.
We began to feel that that was something missing in our lives.

Lack of parenthood, for Wilma, was stunting her self
development and limiting her capacities to give deeply to
others
The decision making process was a strengthening one.

For Wilma, it strengthened her sense of her self, her

relationship with her husband, and her compassion for and

understanding of her own parents.

That becoming a parent

was a decision consciously shared with her husband was
itself supportive:

wanted to make sure that becoming a parent
wasn't just a fantasy that had to be acted out,
but more a decision that was really the right
thing for us. One of the things that really
helped was for me to understand that my husband
and I made this decision together and I wasn't
going to be the only parent. It was so much more
supportive realizing that I was not the only
person involved. Also, I wanted to make sure
that I didn't have too many unresolved conflicts
from the past that would interfere with my being
the best possible parent.
I

The process of decision making and timing about parenthood, whether deliberate or capricious, was growth

promoting and led, in the subjects, to a sense of greater
maturity.

This new sense of maturity permitted them a

revised view of their own parents.

Wilma stated:

:

;
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I needed to be able to accept that I was not
going to be the perfect parent at all times,
and that it was perfectly permissable for my
own parents to have failed in some areas and
succeeded in -others.
I came out of the decision
making process with much more compassion for my
parents in the hard roles that they had chosen.
I learned a greater willingness to accept the
possibility that I would make as many or even
more mistakes. And my children would still be
all right.
Probably, I would make different
mistakes. And it wasn't even a good thing that
I should try to be the perfect parent.

Before parenthood, Wilma allowed herself room to be human
in the eventual context of motherhood.

All subjects held preconceptions about qualities of

maturing, or character traits, that they felt they needed
to develop or possess before becoming mothers.

Wilma

cited an impressive list:
Patience, self knowledge, a strong and loving
relationship with your husband, somewhat a
knowledge of child development so that you don't
have unrealistic expectations of what your child
should be doing.
I think you have to be secure
in your family's love and in your husband's love
Maturity
so that you can get love and give love.
Maturity involves a sense of
is very important.
direction and a sense of your own values.

Martha added
It has to do with warmth and a certain quality
of givingness.

For Kathleen, the personal qualities desirable in becoming
a

mother were those she felt she was still working to

acquire
It's all the things I'm still working on to
manage to accomplish, it seems. Like, not
losing my temper. Being very attentive to my
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child.
Just being highly aware of what he's
feeling, or what 'he's trying to express, or
what he's unhappy about.

Spiritual qualities, and an overall greater maturity,

animated Holly's understanding of what she needed to become
a mother:
I thought I needed to be more mature, basically.
More tolerant, loving. But most of all, I
thought I needed to let go of expectations in
order to be able to relax and be in the present
moment with my baby and myself. I felt I needed
to be more spiritually developed than I was.
I
needed to be able to meditate, to be at peace,
to be able to find the central silence within
myself and hold myself in that silence.
I felt
that becoming a mother was a spiritual journey
on which I felt privileged to be a novice.

Subjects made conscious decisions to become mothers at a
time in their lives when they felt capable of fully or

partially realizing those character traits of maturity
or spirituality which they held as dear to their image
of ideal motherhood.

Summary of timing of motherhood

.

The timing of motherhood was a conscious decision

that either was carefully planned or was fit into a loosely

conceived timetable for life events.

There was belief in

the existence of a generational group of women who were

also postponing motherhood until their late twenties

through thirties.
a

Confirmation of the existence of such

group abounded in friends, colleagues, and acquaintances.

A hallmark of this perceived generational group was its

I
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having been raised with the expectation that members
would
impact the future" and achieve in the world.
I't'otherhood,

Early

that is in the early to mid twenties, was

seen as restricting personal achievement and individual

accomplishment.

The need to achieve took precedence

over early motherhood.

Early motherhood was seen as

hampering personal development and restricting the ability
to "pursue your own life."

Friends who had become early-

timing mothers were held as negative examples, indicating
a loss of autnonomy and spontaneity of lifestyle in

motherhood.

Sentiment was expressed that the twenties

were the ideal time for self exploration, identity seeking,
and a comfortable lifestyle without children.

were seen as

The thirties

heralding a more solid sense of identity

and a growing sense of maturity.

Qualities of patience

and tolerance, the capacity for giving love, the ability
to let go of expectations, and other character traits

associated with maturity were felt to be needed before
the advent of motherhood.

thirties were seen as

a

The late twenties through

time to develop that potential.

Role models and other mothers

.

Two sources were cited by subjects as important role

models for their motherhood.
their own mothers.

The primary role model was

All subjects reported that throughout

their lives their own mothers had been respected role
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models for them both in their motherhood and their
womanhood.
a task

I

children!

As one subject expressed it:

"My mother did

find totally amazing looking back:

she had four

The two subjects who were less enthusiastic

in their pronouncement of their mothers as role models

them both came from families with one alcoholic parent.
The second source was certain select friends who
became mothers sooner than they and whom subjects perceived

as having successfully preserved their autonomy while

being mothers.

Subjects were referring back to the time

in their lives when they were in their early twenties

through the age at which they became mothers.

One subject

described such a friend:
was twenty-seven and we were graduate school
I got very involved with her being a
She really helped me understand that
you can be a mother and do important things in
your life.
So, her life as a mother influenced
my plans because through her I learned I could
still do things and learn things and grow and
also be a mother.
She helped me understand that
I would have a relationship with my child.
That
being a mother meant having relationships. In
She said:
fact, she said that once.
it's all
relationship.
So, she made me see that being a
mother wouldn't box me in.
I

friends.
mother.

Another subject ascribed part of her fear of becoming a
mother to her not having had such

a

positive role model

friend become mother in her life:
As I look back on my mother and the women who
were her friends, they had other things in
It
common besides having children the same age.
may have been political values, other interests.
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choice of books.
It was these other things
in common that made their talking about their
children worthwhile. So, for me, I think that
some of my panic about being a mother is not
having been able to see that many people that I
knew as friends in high school or college or from
working or from the other walks of my life, see
them become pregnant and be mothers and still have
their own lives.

Much value was placed on preserving the fruits of the self
development and self exploration, the autonomy in short,

which took place during the subjects' twenties.
Strong feelings, perhaps reflective of ambivalence
about motherhood, were engendered in the subjects as they

saw other women, but not themselves, become mothers.

One

feeling was that of exclusion from a club with sets of
rituals and identifying badges or gestures.

Lydia de-

scribed the sense of ambivalence she had about wanting to

belong to the mothering "club" yet feeling alienated from
it,

as if she and the club members were different species;
In grad school I saw mostly graduate wives
pushing their strollers and their baby carriages
altogether, in groups, going places, walking to
I'd
I felt so remote from them.
the playground.
look at them like gaggles of geese. Herds of
I felt no connection
mommy animals with baby young.
I felt intimidated by their groupness.
to them.
I'd look at them with envy at the same time,
because what they were doing was so removed from
that I was doing and yet I knew I wanted to have
I
And, I didn't know any of them.
children.
knew their husbands. Their husbands were my
I was living in a male world.
colleagues.
I didn't know what
They weren't my co-workers.
now I know
course
Of
about.
them
to
talk
to
what to talk to them about, but not then.
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Connie, too, before her motherhood, felt alienated from
the world of mothers she saw certain friends entering.

She likened her sense of distance from them and their

babies to her feelings about animals;
took an attitude toward them that some people
rather take towards other peoples' animals.
I always liked my own animals, but I never
gravitated toward a stranger's animals. So
it was with babies.

I

For two subjects to have expressed their ambivalent pre-

motherhood feelings about the motherhood of others in terms
evocative of animals, suggested the depth of their under-

standing of motherhood as a primal condition.

It suggested

further that not only were they not yet ready to become

mothers for all the reasons which they cited

wanting

jto

— especially,

have time to develop themselves and their

professional lives

— but

also they were unready to enter

an evolutionary stream of reproduction.

The animal

evocations, by emphasizing the distance between them and
the mothers, hinted at their grasp, however, dim, that

between the world of motherhood and themselves lay

a

barrier which, once crossed, could not be recrossed.
Motherhood, it was hinted from observation of friends,

would bring irrevocable change and a condition of no
turning back.
Martha sensed that the gap she felt between herself
and a high school friend who had become a mother right

after college was almost a generational gap;
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There she was, raising her children.
it was
as if she were a generation apart from me.
There was this gulf of motherhood between us.
Her identification with her old friend was minimal.

Feelings aroused in Clara by the pregnancy and

motherhood of friends were those of envy mixed with sadness
at her own felt failure at not achieving motherhood:
I was envious.
I felt that anytime a friend
became pregnant and a mother that they had
achieved something that I wanted and I couldn't
have it, and I felt envious. Unfortunately,
they were pretty close friends so I had to maintain
a relationship with them.
But, interestingly,
most of them moved away so I didn't have to be
face to face with them, going through the pregnancy
with them.
I could afford to be generous and
loving and genuinely happy for them at a distance.
Had they lived closer, I think it would have been
quite difficult for me.

The subjects, though content in their lives without children,
and secure in the knowledge that in their own time they

would eventually become mothers, nonetheless felt conflicted
about the motherhood of other women.
Their own eventual motherhood was a topic they

occasionally discussed with their own mothers, usually at
the instigation of their mothers.

All subjects reported

that their mothers, on occasion, urged their daughters
to make them grandmothers.

Martha gave a representative

example of such a discussion:
My mother would sometimes bring it up in
I can remember one Christmas
funny ways.
"Well, I've
My mother said:
time, at dinner.
have
should
husband
your
and
You
decided
as
people
intelligent
smart,
Such
children.
is
do
you
what
So,
children.
you should have
1
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you have the ch'ild and I'll raise it for you!"
But, my father came in and said, "Oh no, you
won 1 "
'

1

None reported feeling resentment at comparable prodding

from their mothers but expressed that they were, nonetheless, painfully aware of each time their mothers would

raise the issue.
All painted pictures of their mothers in hues

conveyed strong feeling.

.

that

When asked how they characterized

their relationships with their mothers, before they became

mothers, the subjects gave varied responses.

Two subjects

reported "very close" relationships with their mothers.
Two reported a close and trusting relationship.

To one

subject, her relationship with her mother was distant

yet filled with mutual love and admiration.

Another

subject expressed having always felt afraid of her mother.

Two subjects felt an ambivalent mix of embarrassment
and sadness that they did not have closer relationships

with their mothers.
All but two of the subjects' mothers took care of

household responsibilities, including child care.

One had

live-in help and the other, living in South Africa, had

servants in her home.

Working outside the home was varied for the subjects
mothers.

One subject's mother worked full time at a high-

powered business career and also carried out religiocultural
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t ivi ti© s

full tim© as w©ll.

.

'Anoth©ir inoth©ir,

a widow,

work©d

Both subj©cts said that th©ir moth©rs

w©r© th© only full tim© working moth©rs th©y kn©w whil©

growing up.

Thr©© subj©cts r©port©d that th©ir moth©rs

did not work outsid© th©

horn©

in paid positions, but two

of thos© thr©© r©port©d th©ir moth©rs' involv©m©nt in

activiti©s such as art class©s and oth©r av©nu©s of s©lf
improv©m©nt.

Two subj©cts' moth©rs work©d part tim© out-

sid© th© horn© and also practic©d volunt©©r work.

Anoth©r

subj©ct's moth©r was a full tim© hom©mak©r with r©ligious
and civic volunteer work until th© subject was fourteen
at which point th© mother began to work full time.

When asked what importance th© subjects thought
their mothers attached to motherhood, all responded

resoundingly.

All subjects said their mothers regarded

being a mother as the most important thing in their lives.
It was Holly's mother who worked full time at her business

career and whose relationship Holly characterized as

distant but loving.

Of her Holly said:

"She was caring,

concerned, warm, loving, and emotionally involved though
not physically."

Six of the eight subjects, when asked,

reported that they felt their mothers had been highly

valued in their families both as mothers and as women.
Holly felt that her mother had been "extremely highly
valued."

One subject, whose mother, was an alcoholic.
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reported that her mother definitely was not valued even
by herself.
The question of whether the subjects, before their

motherhood, thought of their mothers as having a life
apart from being mothers, brought mixed responses.

Wilma,

who was fourteen when her mother began to work full time,

responded affirmatively, as did Martha and Lydia both of
whose mothers worked part time and did volunteer work in
addition.

Kathleen, who reported her mother to have been

definitely not valued in the family and who expressed
ambivalence about ther mother-daughter relationship, also

responded affirmatively.

What she saw, as she told it,

was her mother living a very active, stimulated and enriched
life outside the domestic environment.

Holly, whose

mother was a business woman, felt her morher enjoyed an
extremely autonomous life apart from both her motherhood
and her grandmotherhood.

Clara, who reported an ambivalent

relationship with mother and who stated that her mother
was under-valued in the home, felt that her mother had
no life apart from being a mother.
in the same way.

Sally saw her mother

Connie, whose widowed mother worked

full time, reported that her mother had no life apart

from being a mother.

Connie clarified that to mean that

she felt her mother had no social life with men.

Subjects seemed to measure their autonomy against

that of their own mothers.

Lydia reported that her mother

—
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seemed to live an autonomous life but within the context
of

remaining a dedicated mother:
My mother presnted to me the image of somebody
who had a life apart from being a mother. Very
much so. But/ in facdt/ her life as a mother so
permeated her and infused her, that I always
thought of her just as a mother. I always
thought that that's what mothers did:
that they
were just these warm, giving, loving, caretaking people who also took care of themselves
and did things for themselves.
I'd say that my
mother was highly valued as an independent
autonomous person as long as she never forgot or
never neglected to be our mother.

Her model was that of a mother taking care of her children

but also taking care of herself.

The "extreme autonomy"

that Holly saw in her mother gave her a model against

which to measure herself, but in reverse.
I really didn't resent my mother not being there
for me when I was growing up, but I am forced
to think about why I am to go out and leave my
children at a day care center.
I want to be a
person who drives the benefits of child rearing.
I think it is through my mother's teaching me
what it's like that I have chosen to see the
importance of being mostly home with my children.
As far as her being an autonomous person, she
Again, it's
is an extremely autonomous person.
not the kind of lifestyle I choose for myself
because hers is rushed and busy, and I tend
I am not likely
to be more calm and relaxed.
to follow in her footsteps, although my three
sisters aspire to be as she.

She described her mother as being highly valued and respected

but unable to alight on and rest in the moment:
She was valued as a mother and a woman to a
She excelled in everything
very high degree.
golden touch. She was the
had
a
She
did.
she
in most peoples' eyes
person
most perfect
respected and well liked.
well
is
She
mine too.
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But she didn't have much time to bask in admiration.
She was always busy running to the next
place and doing the next thing.

As a result of what she saw as her mother's physical

remoteness she felt her own mothering job to be all the
difficult.

She felt she lacked a role model near to

what she aspired to be as a mother to her own children:
It's hard for me to know what this is really
all about: what I would do as a mother. My
mother wasn't there much.
It's hard for me to
know what a mother is.
I saw friends' mothers
bake cakes and take them shopping. My mother
never did that.
So, I had a lot of different
views of what a mother is, rather than just one.
In fact, I rather liked the independence of not
having her around!

Holly felt privileged to have seen several different role

models of motherhood.
Martha, who worked full time starting six months

after becoming a mother, feared losing her autonomy by

getting trapped, as she felt her mother had, in activities
that were socially expected of mothers, especially certain
types of volunteer activities:
My mother is a mother that would get trapped
But that
into things she didn't want to do.
was part of the vision of what it is like to be
a mother and what your obligations are to people
having to do all of
who ask you to do things:
You lose that something when you
these things.
are a mother you lose being an autonomous
person with choice.

—

Social pressures around motherhood, she felt from her

mother's model, held the potential to overwhelm individual
autonomy and choice.

Wilma expressed her dismay when

.
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her mother exercised her autonomous choice and began to
full time when Wilma was fourteen:
My mother went to work when I was fourteen
and I remember resenting it.
I think it was
because my image of what a mother should be is
that she should be the servant of the home.
I'm sure of it.
I remember being angry because
I had to fix dinner one night a week and my sister
another.
I felt somewhat betrayed.

Her idealized image was of the mother as servant of the

home

When asked who was their ideal of a mother, six of the
eight subjects responded by saying their own mothers.
One subject, Clara, idealized a woman friend of her mother's

whom she characterized in terms unlike those she used for
her mother;

supportive, nice, relaxing, with an air of

permanence.

Another subject. Holly, revealed the degree

to which she felt a need to be unlike the model presented

by her own mother.

She reported that her ideal was to

do things differently than her mother had.

All subjects,

but Clara, reported that their mothers had many female

acquaintances and close friends.

Some subjects' mothers

conducted autonomous lives with these friends by going
on trips together, taking excursions, talking on the

phone and working at projects together.

Subjects described

their mothers as having developed friendships with women
of similar backgrounds to their mothers' and in similar
life circumstances.

To some subjects, women friends of

their mothers' became important female role models in their
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search/ on becoming mothers, for autonomy and female

friendships and support in motherhood.
When they became mothers, subjects felt that their

relationships with their own mothers changed in positive
ways.

All reported feeling closer to their mothers and

thinking that their mothers also felt closer to them.
The mutuality was heartening.

Subjects felt they had more

in common with their mothers now in motherhood.

They

expressed feeling a deeper compassion for and understanding
of their mothers in the roles of parent and person.

Lydia emphasized the degree of acceptance that

existed between herself and her mother since she became
a mother;

From the moment I became pregnant our relationship changed.
I feel closer to her now.
I
value her opinions about things more.
She’s
the only person I can call up and just say silly
things about what my baby did and not worry
about what it sounds like. She's interested.
And she's accepting of me now.
I'm older and
more mature, and I can see some of the things
that aren't so wonderful about her. But I don't
I
have to be cowed by them and afraid of them.
can trust my own reactions to her now.
She felt free and mature enough to see her mother as a

human being with foibles, and not fear that vision.

Connie felt she had more in common with her mother now
that she was one too:

Now I can know more of the pitfalls of being a
Now I can appreciate more of that my
mother.
If I have problems now,
mother went through.
I don't like
it's nice to be able to tell her.
to worry her or burden her if I have deep
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problems from time to time. Not that she's not
receptive but I feel she's got enough to worry
about.
But what I talk to her all the time
about are all the little things that are so
important in my life now as a mother. Child care
things.
My daughter did this, or that, or what
shall I do.
Then, if l have a problem, at some
level I'll still think she never had the same
problem, but then she'll say:
"Of course
Everyone has that problem! Everyone goes through
that!" We do have commonality. And it feels
1

good.

Commonality of feeling and experience linked the generations.
Holly expressed a deeper understanding of her

mother's goals and dreams:
I can really understand my mother more:
her
special affection for us, her dreams, desires
and hopes.
Mine don't correspond with hers.
But that's surface difference only. We're one
and the same:
women and mothers.

Martha had come to understand her mother, too, as a grown

woman with needs for time of her own:
It occurred to me relatively recently that my
mother always put us to bed early, when we were
children, I always thought it was because she
thought it was good for us to get lots of sleep.
Now I see that it was probably that she wanted
us in bed so she could have some peace and quiet
I am much more aware of my mother as
and read.
this grown up woman who had the same needs in life
that I do.

Clara had expressed the difficulties in her relationship with her alcoholic mother before motherhood.

Since

motherhood she too felt closer to her mother but not close
enough to erase her feelings of sadness at the imperfections of their relationship:

:
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Since I've had a child I really miss not having
relationship with my mother.
It's
taken on a real significant. Part of it is that
I'd love to have her as a babysitter! But really
what it is is that I would like to have that
special someone that I can count on. And I
don't.
I could count on her, I suppose.
She'd
really come if I said you have to. She would
it.
But it's not easy for me to ask because
I know it's so hard for her to do it.
She just
doesn't have a lot of emotional resources and
doesn't have that much to give.
a close

Nonetheless, her view of her mother had changed since

motherhood
I used to see her as dependent and clinging
and unable to function and angry and hysterical.
Now I see her as having been dependent and
hysterical. But also I now can see that she just
didn't have confidence. Now I can begin to
understand and sympathize with her, which I
couldn't do before. Before it made me furious,
and now I'm not furious anymore.

Her own emotions responded favorably to her motherhood and

permitted her a more compassionate view of her mother.
She came to realize that during her pregnancy and early

motherhood her mother was "basically reliving her own
past as opposed to really enjoying my present."

As an

adult woman and now a mother, she felt compassion and not

resentment

at her mother's shortcomings.

Disappointment

did not rule her life.

Motherhood granted clarity to the subjects in
sseing their own mothers as they felt their mothers really
were:

human beings with foibles, grown women with needs,

emotions, and hopes that life either fulfilled or dashed

.
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for them.

Wilma, like Clara, saw her mother differently

since motherhood:
As I've become older and become a mother I've
really become more compassionate about my
mother's role as a mother.
I think she enjoyed
motherhood but she did not enjoy the drudgery
of keeping a house.
She is a very social person,
she loves interaction with other people.
I think
tht interaction with small babies did not supply
the satisfaction that she really needed and should
ha.ve had.
I think on the whole she really enjoyed
the experience.
But it was physically demanding
for her.

Mothers, too, seemed to see their daughters, the

subjects, with greater clarity due, perhaps, to increased

commonality.

Hblly seemed delighted at the parity her

mother showed to her: "I think that my becoming a married

mother is what made my mother change in her attitude of
respect and regard for me." Wilma, too, enjoyed the parity

which her mother showed toward her since motherhood.
Her mother's openness and frankness was rewarding to her:
I look forward to the next few years because
my mother and I have a really good understanding now. Now we share our motherhood,
I mean
and she has been very open with me.
she's brought up subjects that I don't think we
Such as her sexual
ever talked about before.
I think she
relationship with her husband.
didn't feel she could discuss this with me when
I was single, but, of course, being married,
naturally now we can discuss this because now
she accepts the fact that I would have sexual
The rest of the time
relations with my husband.
she could blind her eyes to it or not give it
credence

Mutual respect and

a

new sense of parity and commonality

with their mothers animated the feelings of the subjects.
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and aided their belief that motherhood was increasing
their sense of adulthood.

Summary of role models and other mothers.
Primary role models for motherhood were found in the

mothers of the professional women and in certain friends
who became early-timing mothers.

Powerfully ambivalent

feelings were evoked in seeing other women become mothers

while in their early to mid twenties.

This was a time

when the professionally oriented women were devoting to
career and self development, yet even then there was a

yearning for the eventuality of motherhood.

A gap, as if

generational or between animal species, was perceived as

existing between young mothers and the professional women
who were not mothers.

Eventual motherhood was a not taboo

topic of conversation with their own mothers.

Relation-

ships with mother generally were described as close.

Mothers' work life outside the home varied yet all the

professional womens' mothers seemed to feel that motherhood was the most important thing in their lives.

Most

of the mothers were viewed as having been valued as mothers

and as women.

The perception of mothers' autonomy was

an issue for the professional women who seemed to measure

their own autonomy in motherhood against that of their

mothers.

Most saw their own mothers as having been their

ideal of a mother.

—
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Since motherhood, relationships with mother changed
in positive ways.

Greater compassion, understanding,

closeness, and feeling of commonality existed.

Most of

all, their own mothers were seen not as idealized images

but as real human beings with foibles and as grown up

women with the same needs as their daughters.

There was

gratifying mutuality in that mothers showed new respect
for and displayed a sense of parity with their daughters.

Overall summary of preparation for motherhood.

Motherhood presented the paradox of an even highly
prepared for yet unprepared for in advance.
emotional condition, it was unpreparable.

As an
Role models of

mothers, research and interpersonal contacts during

pregnancy, fantasies about motherhood, and, for some,

familiarity with children mostly through babysitting

helped prepare the professional women and gave them some

understanding of what their lives might be like when they
became mothers.

Their own mothers, especially, were held

as valued role models.

Despite knowledge of changes which motherhood

would bring to their lives, both by having been told of
such changes and by having seen them in others, the

transference of abstract knowledge to emotional reality
did not take place in advance of motherhood.

Only when

the fact of motherhood changed the shape of reality did

I
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fore-knowledge move' from the abstract to the concrete.
Fore— knowledge did not relate to the internal process of

emotional incorporation.

Many areas of the lives of the

professional women were affected by the changes brought
about in themselves by motherhood:

self-image, relation-

ship with spouse, relationships with friends, and relationship with mother.

Changes in such areas, on the whole,

were regarded as a benefit of motherhood.

Motherhood,

on the whole, was interpreted as a gain.

The timing of parenthood, specifically postponing

motherhood until the late twenties through thirties
(late-timing motherhood)

,

was a conscious decision for

the professional women, which either was planned carefully

or fit into a loosely conceived timetable for life events.
The early to mid twenties, if not also beyond, were seen
as the appropriate time to develop self and/or profession.

Early-timing motherhood, which began before the late
twenties, was seen as hampering a lifestyle focused on
self and professional development.

Motherhood in the

early to mid twenties was seen as a restriction on

spontaneity in lifestyle and was viewed as representing
a loss of autonomy.

In short,

early-timing motherhood

was seen as being at odds with the personal and professional

goals of the professional women.
The perception existed of an entire generational

L

.
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group of women pursuing a comparable timetable for

scheduling life events.

This generational group, it was

felt, was imbued with a need to achieve in the world at

large, and early motherhood was seen as anathema to ful-

filling that need.

There was felt to be an almost

generational gap between early-timing mothers and the
professional women of postponed motherhood. That gap was
also expressed in terms evocative of different animal

Before motherhood, the professional women

species.

experienced feelings of alienation from the early-timing

mothers they saw.

However, they also experienced other

emotions of envy, sadness and longing at

a

motherhood

they had not yet achieved.
The mothers of the professional women were held
up as primary role models of motherhood.

The autonomy

that they felt their own mothers had achieved in their

motherhood, was held as a measure for the professional
women.

Since motherhood, relationships with mother

changed in

positive ways.

Greater compassion, closeness,

understanding, and feelings of commonality came to play.

Mother was seen as "that special someone

I

can count on."

Mother was taken off a pedestal of idealization and was
seen as a real woman with needs similar to those of the

daughter.

Motherhood linked the female generations in

identification

Transition to Parenthood;
Expectations of self

The First Three Months

.

All subjects presented themselves throughout the

interviews as women of demanding self expectations: in
their personal lives, their work, and their mothering.

Their high expectations of themselves in general became
a

framework for their transition to motherhood during

the first three months of new motherhood, and a standard
for assessing how they fared in making the transition
into motherhood.

Sally, an attorney, was explicit in stating her

understanding of what motivated her, whose approval she
sought, and whose expectations she tried to meet;

in all

cases the answer was herself:
That's my motivation path which I've discovered
in one of these management courses I took.
Some
Some people compete with other people.
people set their own goals and compete to meet
That's the type of person I
their own goals.
I compete with whatever I expect of myself.
am:
And I always expect a lot of myself.

Regarding her children, Sally repeated her theme of her
high expectations by saying:
I have this problem with thinking that I can
My children are like my
do things very well.
I mean, once you've had them, you
project.
can't ignore them. They are going to be around
for the rest of your life and you're going to
have to deal with them for the rest of your
life, so you want to have a relationship that
is satisfactory to everybody.
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Her children were "as if" they were a long-cerm work,

project which demanded not only the most but also the best
of her.

Wilma also stated her high expectations of herself
and her performance as a mother.

However, she tempered

her position with the expectation that she be able to fail

and to show her human foibles to her children:
I think in the beginning of being a mother you
want instant answers because you don't want
to fail.
But as one is a mother for two years
you learn that failure is a part of it: you're
not going to always succeed in every step and
every thing you do with your child. Your child
is not going to be the model child and shouldn't
be, and neither are you going to be the model
parent and shouldn't be. Your child should see
you angry, should see you out of control once
Otherwise how can he ever deal with
in a while.
these things in himself?

By allowing herself room to fall short of the pinnacles
of self expectation she seemed to ensure a continuation of

demanding standards and positive self-esteem.

She gave

herself per emission to fail, and, in showing human

emotions such as anger, she could feel positively about
herself.

She created an internal mechanism by which she

did not need to chastise herself for falling short of

impossibly high self expectations.
Connie, on the other hand, did not give herself

permission to deviate from her very demanding self
expectations.

She experienced decreased self-esteem and

annoyance at herself for falling short of her standards.

:.
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Her statement was opposite that of Wilma;
I expect too much of peers but I think I
have
more patience with kids. But my patience is
not flawless, and that's one of the reasons that
when I do find myself losing my temper and yelling
at my children, I don't cope very well afterwards.
1
much too upset with myself.
I expect too
much of myself.

The high self expectations of Clara were her self-

admitted tool for being different from her own mother whose
feelings about motherhood had been seen by Clara as
negative.

If her mother, who is alcoholic, had been an

imperfect mother, in Clara's view, then she felt she could

compensate by having expectations of herself as a perfect
mother
Rather than work from my mother's experience,
I re-invented the wheel.
I wanted so much to
compensate for the negative feelings about
mothering from my own mother. I was going to be
this pefect mother and, therefore, raise this
perfect child who was totally emotionally adjusted
There was this wonderful pie in the
and happy.
It was so and so unrealistic, really quite
sky.
an unrealistic expectation about motherhood and
what it was going to be like.

Along with demanding expectations for herself, Clara had
high expectations for her baby whom she expected to be a

perfect baby.

Her expectations further extended to her

relationship with her baby which she expected to be a
perfect one.
she remarked:

With insight into intergenerational dynamics
"I

think

I

was trying to have the perfect

relationship with my child that
mother

I

didn't have with my
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In falling short of her demanding standards
and

expectations of herself as a mother Clara felt dismayed:
To feel that I was not doing a good job, it
was just unbelievable.
I thought I should be
happy with children and having a great time,
and I wasn't.
I just couldn't understand what
was wrong with me that here I had achieved what
I was supposed to have and it was like the big
letdown.

Clara's impossibly high standards for both her

performance and her feelings as a mother interfered with
her willingness and ability to accept help, even from
her husband, in her first three months with her baby son.

Perhaps more than the other subjects, Clara's actual needs
for help were acute as she was also recovering from major

surgery because her baby had been born by Caesarean
section.

Her sense of perfectionism,.

.

and

self-described

"guilt over the Caesarean," as she later saw, overwhelmed

her being able to acknowledge her legitimate needs for
help.

Her perfectionism was one manifestation of her

highly charged emotional state postpartum of feeling
"totally ecstatic."

She described her feelings:

Even my husband tried to help, and I would
I knew the
not accept help from anybody!
right way to diaper, I knew the right way to
You could never let the baby cry for
change.
I
I was a fanatic.
one second in the cradle.
I
crazy.
I was
was also totally ecstatic.
I couldn't allow myself
thought I was perfect.
to admit that this mothering business was not
Isn't that incredible?
as it was cracked up to be.
that it
harder,
I couldn't admit that it was
perfect.
wasn't perfect. That I wasn't

1

"
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The source of her self expectation of perfection, as she

saw it, lay in her strong desire to become a mother,
a desire she had systematicaly postponed until her thirites.

She said:
so much.

problems

"It's hard, because this was something

Parenthood:

I

wanted

it's hard to recognize there are

I

The equation of having high standards of oneself
as a mother, both in performance and in feeling, with the

conscious choice earlier in life systematically to postpone motherhood and to concentrate on professional and

personal development during one's twenties, was a theme
echoed by Connie.
I have severe feelings for not being perfectly
happy in my life as a mother, since this is what
I feel that I should
I have wanted for so long.
I think
be perfectly happy with the situation.
that possibly I have not sought as much help
because that would be an admission that I am not
perfectly happy and doing a perfectly wonderful

job.

Finally, the expectation that motherhood conferred

adulthood allowed at least one subject to overlook her
own needs to be taken care of during the period of early

transition into motherhood:
At first I was so caught up in mothering
that I don't think I recognized the need
and help
that somebody should take care of
failure,
a
as
that
seen
have
would
I
me.
I was
if something were wrong with me.
to
supposed
was
who
woman
grown
mature
not a
baby.
this
take care of

^
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Summary of expectations of self

.

All subjects held demanding expectations for them-

selves as mothers as they did also in their professional
and personal lives.

As mothers, their high standards

extended not only to their performance of mothering

responsibilities but also to their emotional contentment
with themselves and their life situation.

Some also held

very high standards for their babies performance as
babies, and for the mother/child relationship as well.
Some understood their new role as mother to be an extension
of a more familiar professional role, in that way helping

themselves to bridge the gap between a familiar world
of oneself as a professional and an unfamiliar world of

oneself as a mother.

Those who incorporated the possi-

bility of not being perfect and of occasionally failing
in their new role as mother created a positive internal

mechanism for maintaining self esteem and emotional
equilibrium when they fell short of their demanding self
expectations.

Those who did not give themselves per-

mission to fall short of their high standards experienced
dismay and anger at themselves and subsequent denial of
their needs for help and nurturance.

Two subjects, who

not members of a mothers' support group, expressed

strong correlation between their expectations of per-

fection with subsequent inability to acknowledge their
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need for help, and their systematic postponement of

motherhood until their late twenties and early thirties.
To have admitted to lack of perfection and perfect

happiness in a situation, motherhood, so strongly desired
and patiently awaited would have been a blow to their

somewhat inflexible sense of self esteem.

For some,

there was a belief that motherhood, unlike other life
events, conferred maturity and adulthood in ways unrelated
to other tokens and traits of adulthood acquired in their

professional lives.

This, too, raised self expectations.

For others, motherhood was seen as part of a continuum
of adulthood related to their professional selves.

Descriptions of transition to parenthood.
When asked to rate their initial transition into

parenthood on a continuum of very easy to very difficult,
the subjects had varied responses.

One rated her

transition to motherhood during the first three months
as very difficult based on her acute

and isolation from other new mothers.

sense of loneliness

Two rated their

transition as difficult, one basing the difficulty on the
hard and unfamiliar work in taking care of a newborn,
the other basing it on her previously held unrealistic

fantasies of what life would be like with a newborn.
Five described their transition to parenthood as "pretty
easy".
easy

.

One said that she felt very ready, in a total life
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sense, to become a mother.

Another said she had waited

so long and felt very ready to become a mother, while a

third explained that she had so much wanted to become
a mother.

Another ascribed the ease of her transition

to her feeling that becoming a mother was the fulfillment

of a fantasy.

Another based the ease of her transition

to motherhood of having had a good and cooperative baby.

Each subject emphasized a different aspect of

meaning in describing her transition to motherhood.
agreed that becoming

a

All

mother was, in fact, a major

transition in their lives.

Connie expressed that sentiment

in saying;

For me, becoming a mother was a momentous
life event.
My daughter's birth was a more
important life situation than my marriage.
I
love my husband and we had a wonderful wedding
ceremony, but birth just changed my life.

Lydia also emphasized the momentousness of change in her
life in becoming a mother, but dwelled on feeling unprepared

for the specific changes of motherhood:
It has been a time of enormous changes in my
life.
Starting purely with myself, it's been
a time when I've needed to retreat from some
previous activities, commitments and friendships,
and move into other areas that really had to do
with nurturing another human being and myself.
My relationship with my husband underwent
enormous and stressful change. It's been a
period when I have felt myself on the brink of
being a new person and felt myself being
terrified of taking a step over that brink. I
never thought I would be a mother, but I wanted
I wanted to connect with a
to be one so much.
pregnancy, and
experience
to
wanted
I
child.
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yet all my life, I was not prepared for it. I
never babysat, I didn't take care of children,
I didn't think children were cute, I didn't
gravitate toward friends who had children.
But there I was.
It was a big transition.
The feeling that motherhood brought one to the "brink of

being a new person" found its opposite in Martha's
experience.

She marveled at the continuity of self which

she experienced even while aware that she was also

experiencing a life transition;
It was a transition but I haven't been able
yet to see what it's a transition to and from.
In some ways the thing that amazes me most, as
I look at the whole motherhood thing at this
point, is that I am still the same person as I
was.
Or at least I think I am.
I'm sure that
it's transitioning into something, but who knows
what. ... It was also a transition because it
was very hard work first of all, and it was
I think
something you had to learn right away.
becoming a mother tends to bring up a lot of
other issues too. Like work issues, friendship
issues, who am I issues.

Sally described her transition into her morhering

role as being a transition in lifestyle.

Her transition

out of being a full time professional woman paralleled
her transition into being a mother.

Both presented her

with unfamiliar selves:
think the transition might be much easier
for somebody who didn't have any kind of
career beforehand, in comparison to other
people I know who have careers. I suspect it
might be easier if you didn't have that kind
of change in lifestyle to go along with the
fact that you're having a child.
I

Kathleen's experience echoed that of Sally.

Her
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identity was tied to her independent life in her career.

Becoming a mother jarred that identity.

The issue of no

longer having her own money was an important manifestation
of her newly felt dependence in being a mother.

She

described her transition to motherhood:
In the beginning it was a big adjustment.
I
had been working seven years full time and I
had not really anticipated how much of a load
it would be not working full time.
I think a
great deal of my identity was tied up with the
job.
In some way I expected that the place was
going to come to a halt when I first stopped
working there. I was in for a big reawakening
when I went back to visit, with or without my
son.
The place was doing quite well without me!
I found out how expendable I was, and that's where
it hurt me.
So really the whole identity thing
was who was I? Not having my own money anymore,
feeling as if it were my husband's money I was
spending, sometimes not feeling as if there were
anything to get up and get dressed for in the
But I would always make myself do it.
morning.

For Wilma, an adoptive mother, the transition was

relatively easy.

Because of the speed of the adoption

process she felt she did not have the usual
of preparation but also of denial.

nine months

For her, the arrival

of her adopted son and her until recently unexpected entry

into motherhood were the fulfillment of a fantasy:
It was the unfolding of a fantasy, a child
just coming into our lives in a very quick,

unexpected way. We never expected the adoption
I had no time to prepare or
to go so quickly.
to consider whether I was rushing into something
There was something a little
that was foolish.
mystical about it, I mean to suddenly have this
I
one child. And now he s a part of our life.
devoted
was
I
sure.
was the typical mother to be
Just dressing him in
to every aspect of his care.
'
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these little outfits and showing him off to
my relatives and really just reveling in the
feeling of being a mother! My husband, I know,
was just like this too. Pictures all over the
office, people whom he had never met had to see
his baby son.
We were obnoxious!

Wilma continued in describing her sense of inner content-

ment in the period of first becoming

a

mother:

I'must have had a fantasy that is now being
fulfilled, because that's the feeling I had,
like the pieces are now in order.
I just have
this wonderful feeling of peace. You would think
it would be exactly the opposite because of the
chaos that reigns here at certain times.
I
really do have this inner feeling that everything
is as it should be.

Connie amplified Wilma's sense that now that she had
become a mother everything was as it should be.

Connie

requested time to savor the fullness of this period of
early mothering:
I really do enjoy this phase of my life
regardless of all the emotional turmoil I
might be going through. This really is a
time of my life that I don't want to speed
by too quickly.

Feeling ready and prepared in a general sense for
motherhood helped ease the transition experienced by Holly:

Becoming a mother was a major transition but
also a natural development that grew out of
I had done a lot in my life.
my experiences.
It seemed natural to engage in active mothering.
I was quite ready.
A sense of general preparation for motherhood

pervaded the statements of Sally and Lydia as well.
General preparation consisted not of realities or fantasies
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of life with a newborn but of overall character
preparation
in Sally s case that meant the achievement of certain

selfish goals before becoming a mother, and in Lydia's
case it meant the ability to let go of selfish goals

before motherhood.
Sally described her prepration;
My mother always said that you should have
some time in your life when you can be a little
bit selfish. Certainly if you have children you
don't have any time to be selfish. That
opportunity goes out the window.
If you go to
school and then have children, then there is no
time for you to be your own person and do what
you want. You're just somebody taking care
of somebody else.
I think my mother was right.
It was nice to have some time to be selfish,
when I didn't have to feel that I had a responsibility to my parents or to my own children.

Lydia's description of feeling generally prepared
for motherhood, which she termed a letting go of selfish
goals, was couched in the metaphor of being a gardener:

Between college and motherhood for a few years
It was extremely
I did organic gardening.
gratifying. Gardening was my first large-scale
experience with nurtur ing and I truly feel it
prepared me for wanting to become a mother and
nurture a child. It required me to learn a sense
of patience and love. A lack of judgment about
how I was doing my involuted systems of criticism
and judgment about myself were necessarily
I became a willing participant in
suspended.
the miracle of growing and nurturing in the
I learned to let go of my
body of the earth.
for judging success
notions
many preconceived
joy can be very
that
learned
I
and failure.
my own feelings
mediate
to
how
I earned
simple.
When
I do.
what
people
other
in describing to
I'm
replied,
I
and
do,
you
people said, what do
pretty
was
value
status
an organic gardener, the
The competition element was virtually nil.
low.

—
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that was soinathing I began to feel proud
about.
That I can operate lovingly, and successfully, in a world of cooperation rather than
competition. That, you see, is being like a
i^other
Low status, but loving and cooperative.
.

In contrast with the expansive sense of general

character preparation for the transition to motherhood,
none of the subjects felt prepared in a specific sense for
the realities' of the early months of motherhood.

Kathleen

described her feelings of not having been prepared for
the transition:
I don't think I sat down and thought much about
what it was going to be like, I honestly don't.
As much as I see myself as somebody who tries
to research things and be prepared about things,
I think 1 was just so taken up with getting his
room ready and doing those kinds of readiness
things, getting myself ready physically, taking
good care of myself and preparing my nipples,
doing a lot of reading an awful lot of reading
on everything, natural childbhirth, nursing. Dr.
Spock.
But somehow on an emotional level
I think I was more concerned with getting through
the birth.
I don't think my experience is unusual.
.

.

.

Kathleen emphasized the research she had done during
pregnancy, as if her upcoming motherhood were a work

project to be researched in a familiar way.

Her professional

mode of preparation, doing research, was insufficient for
the job at hand.

Clara corroborated Kathleen's thought

that she was not unusual when she believed that she was

preparing herself for the transition to motherhood, when,
in fact,

she was not:

My life wasn't prepared for what really having
a baby and taking care of a baby and the change
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of stopping work would be like.
I didn't
think it would be a large change.
I thought
about having a baby and being a mother.
I think
I thought about being a mother as opposed to
having a baby.
I think it was really lack of
foresight on my part.

Clara reiterated the theme of not seeing beyond the end
of the pregnancy:
I really couldn't see beyond the pregnancy.
My fantasies of being a mother were really
being a mother and not having a baby. It was
very unrealistic. There were not role models
around so I didn't have any real sense of what
it was going to be like.

Summary of descriptions of transition to parenthood.
All subjects felt that becoming a mother was a major
life transition, a "momentous life event" as one expressed
it.

Their response to its difficulty or ease varied:

one rated her transition as very difficult based on her

sense of loneliness and isolation from other new mothers;
two rated it as difficult; and five rated it as "pretty

easy."

Changes in perception of self were evident;

either

as the continuity of self before, during, and after the

transition to motherhood, or as discontinuity of self.
Strong sentiment was expressed that motherhood affected
other issues in their lives, specifically
v/ork,

friendship, and identity.

issues of

Part of the transition

to parenthood involved a transition out of the previous

lifestyle of full time professional woman.

change in lifestyle.

It was a

For some, this raised issues of
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self-worth based on the transition from full time
independence to the dependence generated by motherhood in
the first three months.

For others, the transition to

P^i^snthood heralded a period of peace and serenity in

their inner lives which told them that parenthood must
have fulfilled dearly held fantasies.

None of the subjects

felt prepared for the realities which they faced in the

early months with their newborns.

It was not unusual to be

unable to focus realistically beyond the end of the

pregnancy.

Concomitantly, it was common to focus only

on oneself and not admit to the expansion of self brought

about by a baby.

Thus, fantasies of being a mother but

not of having a baby were common.

However, several subjects

felt they were prepared for the transition to motherhood
in a general sense.

That meant that they had undergone,

before motherhood, experiences which they felt were ‘ful-

filling to selfish goals or were building of their

character in ways which later became appropriate in
their motherhood. Examples were pre-motherhood dedication
to self, and pre-motherhood acceptance of self in situations

involving noncompetitivenesis

,

patience, and low status.

Description of early months as mother

.

In the process of becoming mothers,

two subjects had

experienced difficult labors that ended in Caesarean
birth, which is major adbominal surgery.

The adoptive
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mother had no direct birth experience.

The other five

subjects described their vaginal births as relatively
easy.

The two who had had surgical births reported

that their first three months as mothers were spent not

only adjusting to motherhood but also recuperating from

surgery and recovering energy from the bodily insult
of invasive surgery.

In short, their energy was limited

by the recuperative process.

The others reported feeling

the aftereffects of their births for only a few weeks.

All subjects described their first three months
of transition into motherhood as a very special time in

their lives.

Some loved, and others merely enjoyed, the

sensual aspects of taking care of their newborns.

Lydia

described the early weeks of motherhood as "magical" while
Connie stated:

"I

almost felt with my daughter the first

few weeks that time was suspended."
In that

'magical suspension of time' of the first

few weeks, which correspond to what Margaret Mahler terms

the baby's period of autism, maternal emotions seemd to

Holly captured that feeling of inflatable emotion

float.

when she said:
i
felt elated, special, and privileged.
being.
little
felt blessed with such a sweet
I
I was very happy.
I still feel that way.
what
for
felt I didn't have to search anymore
I want to do.
I

Clara carried that description of elation even further by
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making the analogy of having been "high" as if on

a drug;

The early period was very intense and wonderful
and exhausting.
Totally overwhelming.
100%
of my mind was taken up with caring for the baby.
I was truly ecstatic.
It was just like being
high.
It was a '"high" level of functioning.
Yet,
functioning was very difficult, and every fibre of
my being was turned toward functioning and staying
on top of it, although I thought I was on top of
it
It was an amazing combination of being totally
happy and totally miserable.
It was a totally
unique period. There has never been anything like
it before or after.
1

Subjects were asked how they presently, at the two
year mark of being mothers, regarded that early period
of transition into motherhood.
a

All responded by expressing

current sense of nostalgia for that "unique period."

Wilma noted:
Even now, I have a strong, wonderful, overwhelming feeling of just how absolutely thrilled
I was then.
To me, the ultimate feeling of being
bonded to my infant is when you look at your
child and you just burst into tears because
you are just so thrilled at what life has brought
you.

Martha's memory, however, of the early months with her
son was dim;

The main thing was to
It's a blur, that time.
get through the day.
to
house,
get out of the
There
is a sense of
remember.
It's hard to
struggling to
am
I
it.
in
grayness with dips
like!
was
remember what it

Included among the special feelings of these pro-

fessional women was a sense of accomplishment and pride.
This sentiment was expressed by the two subjects who had

had Caesarean births, perhaps because of the difficulty of

.
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the work they had put into actually producing their

babies,

Clara noted:

Becoming a parent for me was an incredible
accomplishment, and taking care of the baby
was totally involving.
I was very proud, and
I was very happy.

Lydia echoed Clara's statement:

"My husband and

were

I

very proud of our work."

All subjects felt unprepared for the specific

realities they faced in the new roles as mother.
in their professional lives to demanding work,

Accustomed

they none-

theless were taken aback at both the difficulty and the

triviality of working to take care of the needs of
baby.

a

Martha's description of the realities of her life

and the tasks which confronted her at first was repre-

sentative

.

I was amazed
I was really tired.
was tired.
I was unprepared for that
at how tired I was.
because I had felt great when I was pregnant
and the birth wasn't that hard. Then to feel
I'd feed him
as totally wiped out as I felt!
were tired
and
were
it was 4:00 in the morning
to cope with
going
and he was crying. How are we
something!
be
must
There
this? What can we do?
what they
on
based
is
babies
of
I guess your image
when
and
older
little
a
are like when they are
We
do.
can
you
things
there really are some
If we
answer.
magical
some
expected there to be
It
crying.
stop
he'll
then
change his diaper,
overwhelming
an
was
it
So,
way.
that
doesn't work
how are we going to cope? Then, when he
thing:
miraculously stopped waking up all night and we
could sleep through the night, then I felt: yes,
we can cope
I

Martha
Like all the subjects in their professional lives,
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had b©Gn accustoinsd to having diract affsct on har world.
Har notion that thara must ba somathing to do to aasa
har baby's, and har own, way raflactad har optimism about

sbla to affact har world.

In fact, as sha surmisad,

thara wara no magical answers, and sha was lucky to hava
had a baby who "miraculously" slept through the night by

three months.
Lydia seemed to speak for the other subjects when
she voiced her amazement at both the triviality of her

work with her baby and also the importance of such "trivial"
work.

She described the nothingness

of her days at first:

I felt it was very difficult to communicate
to other people what I did at first.
I
needed to overcome my sense of embarassment
about what I did with my day with my child
at first.
That what I did was change his diaper
and take him for a walk and nurse, and change,
and sing, and walk, and nurse. And then nurse
And it seemed
It was such a new routine.
again.
Later
important.
yet
it
was
so
And
so trivial.
wasn't
and
that
a
little
older,
on, when he was
quite the routine, I'd have to say to people
that what I did was clean up, make him lunch,
nurse, clean up more, nurse, then his nap and
maybe then I could get some rest. That doesn't
sound like much bit it wasl

—

All subjects expressed their anxiety in the first

three months lest their babies stop breathing and succumb
to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

"I'd keep checking him:

(SIDS)

.

Kathleen said:

was he still breathing?"

Wilma

reiterated Martha's concern that there be something she
could do for her baby:

'
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Every ten minutes, I just had this terrible
feeling that there was nothing that I could
to make him happy
What if he stopped
breathing? I really felt like I was a firsttime mother.
I was.
I felt that there was no
amount of all my experience that could help
me with this child.
It was exhausting.
.

Wilma's experience in other areas of her life, however,
came to her aid in allowing her a perspective of maturity

over her lack of affect on her baby's well-being:
He was a baby.
He didn't behave like I wanted
him to behave. I had to realize, then and there,
that I didn't have control.
In the same way that subjects had held high expecta

tions of themselves as mothers, expressed by Clara'
in the sky" expectations,

"pie

s

they also held romantic and

unrealistic fantasies, produced in adulthood, about what
life would be like as a new mother with a newborn.

The

fantasies might have served them well pre-motherhood, but
in early motherhood were at odds with the new responsi-

bilities and limitations in their lives.

Martha voiced

her fantasies:
I think that the early period was so difficult
because it was so overwhelming and I didn't
really know what to expect or what to do. It
was all so hard. But, I knew it could be like
I had been told by enough people that it
that.
could be like that. But, I really didn't believe
And, I had had several
it until it happened.
In
fantasies that were a little bit different.
amount
old
have
my
my favorite fantasy, I would
of energy, or at least the amount of energy that
I would just hold
I had when I was pregnant.
this baby and this baby would be so pleased to
I
be home with me that it wouldn't even cry.
totally
^ould feed him, and that would make him
It would be just like out of the fantasies
happy.

.

.
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Sally, who had felt prepared for motherhood in a general

sense because she had pursued selfish goals during her

twenties and early thirties, elaborated on the themes
of Martha's fantasy.

She recounted her fantasy of having

endless time, as a new mother, for herself, in which she
could do things she had always wanted to do;
My feelings in the early period were similar
to what I had imagined.
But the realities of
my life I never imagined!
I read all the books
which said 'plan to rest' and all that bur I
just never had experience with anything like that!
I had pictured this little baby who slept most
of the day. What was I going to do with my time?
All the work I was going to do, and I was going
to catch up on my reading, and all that while the
So that was completely off (ha ha)
kid slept.
Little dreamland, you know? I saved a whole lot
of stuff I was going to do when I was a mother.
I'm still trying to get to it! All these
This was when I was going to learn about
things.
"Oh great. I'll take piano lessons
music.
I said:
I thought it was
and it will be such a breeze."
going to be really easy compared to my other roles.
I would just have to run around and smile at my
especially when they are
little sleeping baby.
Then, of course, when they got older
an infant.
I thought
I thought it was going to get easier.
Things
if you are nice to them, they won't cry.
(haha)
like that.
.

.

All but one subject focused on her self alone and
her baby during the period of early transition to motherhood.

Martha, however, voiced what became

the others later in their motherhood:

a

a

theme for

need for companion-

ship from other adults, specifically women.

During her

first three months, Martha, who styled her transition as

difficult and whose fantasy had been of an adultomorphized
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baby so pleased to be at home with her, sought the company
of peers;
I wanted to have people easily accessible,
people I could run in to at the slightest
excuse. Like people at work who you would see
every day. People who could share your life
and your mothering life.

The desire to have people accessible who could share both
the life and the mothering life of these professional

women-become-mothers became a theme echoed by all subjects
at various points of inquiry.

Martha was unique in her

desire only because she felt it, recognized it, and stated
it toward the onset of her motherhood.

Summary of description of early months as mother.
For all subjects the period of early transition to

motherhood marked a very special time in their lives.
enjoyed taking care of their newborns.
with intensity:
ecstasy.

All

Emotions ran high

elation, feelings of being privileged,

Time seemed suspended.

The feelings of that

"unique period" were readily accessible and vivid to the

memories of all but one subject.

Among the feelings of

specialness were those of pride and accomplishment for

a

job well done.

None felt prepared for the realities of the hard
and demanding work that confronted them in taking care of

their babies, although they had been accustomed to demanding

work in their professional lives.

The triviality of the

.

.
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hard work—rthe tasks of tending, feeding, cleaning, and

paying due attention to a new baby

— in

itself was demanding

and required adjustment if not also self- justification

Accustomed in their professional lives, also, to affecting
the world around them, they experienced difficulty in

understanding that there was not much affect they could
have on much of their babies" behavior.

It took maturity

to relinquish that sense of control over the uncontrollable.

Similarly, all reported that they were affected by anxiety
in the first three months lest their babies die of Sudden

Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)

Feelings of lack of preparedness for the realities
posed by the limitations and tasks of the new roles as

mother found sources in highly unrealistic fantasies

about being a new mother and having a new baby.

The

fantasies, created during adulthood, seemed to reflect a

wish for blissful autism in the mother and the fantasy

expectation that baby would cooperate in aiding mother's
attainment and sustaining of a state of blissful serenity.
Finally, one subject heralded a theme voiced later in

motherhood by the other subjects:

her need for peer

companionship to give recognition to her life as
and also to other continuing aspects of her life.

a

mother
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S^upport and help in the early transition to
motherhood.

All subjects reported that the person most helpful

and supportive of them during the first three months
of

new motherhood were their spouses.

All spouses, as reported

the subjects, were highly involved in the pregnancy,

and in being fathers.

This was perhaps reflective

of the husbands' feeling similar pressures and desires

stemming from having systematically postponed parenthood.
If the subjects felt generally ready,

in terms of the scope

of their lives, to have a child, perhaps their spouses felt

the same way.

In addition,

spouse involvement was perhaps

reflective of the social movement toward greater male

participation in birth and parenting.
Beyond the help of the spouses, the subjects reported
their own mothers to have been of great help at the outset
of their becoming new mothers.

All had their own mothers

come visit and help for at least one week, after the lapse
of one week alone with husband and baby or in the hospital

The mothers-in-law

in the case of the Caesarean mothers.

also helped for approximately one week after the mothers
left.

Some had their mothers stay with them in their

homes, which, all reported, ultimately became cozy.

Others had their mothers stay elsewhere, and reported

feeling sufficient privacy to bond as
father, and new baby.

a

family of mother,

:
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For Connie, her mother's early help was perfect:

All through my pregnancy I knew I wanted my
mother to come help. There was no choice.
I mean we couldn't afford a nurse, I didn't have
friends who weren't working. My mother is
wonderful with babies. My mother was there,
whenever I sat down, with a glass of juice or
water. Always the liquids, the liquids. Because
of the nursing, of course. My mother did everything.
She cooked, she cleaned.
She made sure
that I was eating or drinking, and she would make
me rest.
She was perfectly helpful.

Connie's mother acted as an appropriate helper, as did the
mothers of the other subjects.

That meant that instead

of taking care of the newborns, they tried to take care
of their daughters, the new mothers.

Additionally, they

gave help in household areas such as cooking and cleaning
and thereby helped their daughters conserve and rebuild

their energy.

The mothers, as reported by the subjects,

showed sensitivity to their daughters' needs and gave

generously of their time.

Sally expressed that sensitivity

My mother was here for about a week. She was
"Hey
going to leave earlier but I just said:
Mom, I don't think I can do it without you.
You're going to have to stayl" So she said OK.

Kathleen voiced the common theme of wondering how she
could possibly manage on her own, being

a

mother to her

newborn and maintaining a household, without her mother's
help
When my mother left after a week, I felt a
On the one hand, I
big mixture of feelings.
was glad because my husband and I would have more
time and privacy to get to know each other as a
But on the other hand, I panicked about
family.
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how I would be able to accomplish everything in
one day. Be able to do the laundry and make
diriner and be a mother,
I could not conceive
of getting through a whole day and getting
things done without my mother's help. Even
after two weeks I was worried about that.

Kathleen

s

statement was representative, and raised issues

of dependence and independence as felt by a professionally

independent woman.
Help came in several different forms.

For Wilma,

the lavish attention of her very large in-law family living
in the Boston area helped her morale and sense of pride.

Their attention helped her make public what/ for the other
subjects, was a very private time.

Martha's parents

happened to be in the Boston area for an altogether different
reason at the time Martha entered motherhood.

Their

support came in the form of "popping in" on her frequently

every day for a week and bringing short bursts of good cheer.
Holly and Lydia, both Jewish, felt that their

mothers

'

greatest help took the form of intergenerational

sharing of positive experience.

Holly stated:

She did cooking
My mother was very helpful.
the
baby to feed.
brought
me
and cleaning and
for us.
time
a
close
But most of all it was
feelings
her
of
a
baby,
was
We talked of when I
mother,
new
a
she
was
and attitudes of when

Lydia contrasted the warmth in that sort of

positive sharing of experience in new motherhood with
the disheartening tales offered by her mother-in-law of her

insecurity and confusion when she was first

a

mother.
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The help I got from my mother in. learning to be
a mother was great.
It was she who first cut
my baby's nails!
She would talk to me warmly
and would make me feel secure in whatever I was
doing.
She was my role model really.
Of overwhelming love and caring and wellbeing. I think
I must have felt the kind of closeness that she
and I had when I was born.
She made me feel that
I was doing fine with my baby.
My mother helped
me in that way two years ago when I didn't even
know how to be a mother.
I had an oceanic feeling
that's difficult to describe.
I felt it emanating
from my mother to me to my son and back again. It
was definitely a female thing, and very strong.
It was between me and my mother, and also my
grandmother who died when I was little. The
feeling did not happen like that at all with my
mother-in-law.
She came and tried to be helpful.
She told me tales of her new motherhood.
But her
tales were about how insecure and confused she
had been. With my own mother, it was pure love and
confidence and a sense of being golden and blessed.
The security generated in her by feeling the continuity of

her own and her mother's experience brought about an

"oceanic feeling" of well-being and a sense of connection

through the generations.

For both Jewish subjects, feelings

of closeness with their own mothers were a hallmark of

their early transition to motherhood.
All but one subject was willing to accept the help

offered by their own mothers, whatever form the help took.
One subject, however, was unwilling to accept help offered
by mother and mother-in-law, both of whom did come to stay

and did, in fact, help.

She described:

honestly can say that I don't know what kind
I don't
of help I wanted in the early months.
I
because
helped
have
could
anyone
think that
was
it
think
I
inadequate.
and
felt so guilty
because of the Caesarean. I thought that at the
I

.

.
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time, but now I think it might have been more
than that.
I don't think anyone could really
have been supportive in the way I wanted.

By approximately the third week after the birth of

their babies, all subjects were receptive to support

offered by friends.

Visits from families and in-law

families were waning by that time and the subjects felt

sufficient return of energy to be able to cope on their
own yet still need available help.

The help given by

friends and neighbors took many forms, but the one which

subjects reported they appreciated most was cooking or the

bringing of cooked food.

The task of nurturing a newborn

left little room for the new mothers to put energy into

nurturing their family through the production of food.
Connie expressed the happiness of friends in being
able to help her and their sense of participation in her

becoming

a

mother:

Everybody was supportive, everybody was really
happy for me. Possibly because I had waited
so long and I had been working for so long.
So everybody was happy because they knew it
So,
was something that I had waited for.
wanted
everybody
family,
friends, colleagues, my
to he Ip me

Clearly, receiving became an act

of giving for the new

mother
For Martha, the mutuality of giving and receiving

was eclipsed by her own pressing needs to recover from
the exhaustion of new motherhood:

:
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I

didn't reach out for what

could have
I was so
exhausted. One of my fears was of getting
more tired, and so I put the phone machine on
the phone.
To a certain extent I warded people
off at a time when I could have gotten small
doses of people or booked people up for a week
later.
I could have gotten some real support,
snd that would have been nice.
I can remember
a few times when friends came over for a relatively
short period of time and it just totally wiped
me out.
I

in the way of help at first because

For her, friends who came to visit were not as much help,

because she was not receptive to it, as friends who
offered, for instance, to take her visiting mother-in-law
out.

For the other subjects, home visits by friends were

very supportive.

As in Wilma's case very early in mother-

hood, the visits brought the private realm of family

bonding into a less intensely enclosed, and more public,
realm.

The visits served as an excuse for the giving and

receiving of admiration for baby and for mother's job well
done.

Clara reported that visits helped return her "to

normal "
The people that I had worked with, many of whom
were my close friends and had not had babies
at that point, had a late baby shower for me
It was really
when my son was two months old.
had babies
who
friends
of
I had a couple
nice.
were
they
and
mine,
than
a few months older
We
visited.
and
over
came
They
supportive.
back
getting
like
was
It
did stuff together.
They helped me adjust to it, to
to normal.
getting my life back to normal.

Kathleen felt that friends who helped her literally get out

.
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of her new domestic enclosure were the most
supportive;

We got out together with the babies and it
helped me an awful lot to get back to living.
I think in the beginning I wasn't living.
l*
didn't get out of the house at all those first
four or five weeks.
And of course, I kept doing
all the usual stuff to hear if my baby was still

breathing

The description of being offered and receiving help
in the early months of becoming a mother, as reported by

Kathleen, proved a contrast to the other subjects.

Kathleen

presented her situation as lacking in any previously

constructed support system for her early motherhood, such
as Wilma's extended in-law family or Martha's large network

of friends albeit not mothers.

In actuality, Kathleen lived

amidst a large Boston-based in-law family and seemed to
have numerous acquaintances and friends.

However, her

perception of their ability and/or availability to help
her in early motherhood was lacking.

She also questioned

the value to her of the quality of their help.

She viewed

support, when offered, as negative;

Most of my friends at that time who were mothers
had kids who were two or three years old. I
had nobody who had recently been through a newborn
experience.
So I didn't get a lot of visits from
people.
had
some visits from some single friends
I
I found
didn't
have children.
who
couples
or
the
day
It
was
upsetting.
very
visits
their
felt as
and
I
hospital
from
the
home
I
got
after
what
was
not
That
company.
deluged
by
if I were
run
to
mother
looked
to
my
really
I
I wanted.
interference for me. Support from people was
more a negative thing than supportive.

kl
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The view of offered support as negative forced Kathleen to

reach out and find help which she could accept.

Through

that internal mechanism by which she needed to feel her

situation bleak in order to reach out for help, she
came to join a mothers* support group.

The need in early motherhood of affirmation of

oneself both as a new mother and as a woman with

a

continuing life and identity was a theme strongly noted by
two subjects.

Martha stated that the most helpful thing

in her early motherhood was being kept abreast of what

was happening at her work and being asked to consult

even in the early weeks after the birth of her son.

echoed that need for affirmation of oneself in

Connie

a larger

work world and lauded those friends who "kept me in touch

with what was happening."

Even while absorbed in concerns

of their babies' and their own states of well-being, the

need for connection with a larger than domestic world
was apparent.
All reported that the person most instructive to

them in learning to be a mother during the early transition
to motherhood was their own mother.

However, when asked

how they learned to be a mother, the responses varied:
"trial and error," "trial and error," "doing it," "just

doing it and thinking I’ll do ok," "my mother," "my mother,"
"my mother."

•

Martha amplified;
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I think I mainly learned by doing it.
It
helped that I had seen my mother and I had seen
^^others.
I think in a sense my husband
and I learned together.
If i had to do it on
my own it would have been overwhelming, but we
are learning the same skills at the same time.

Connie stressed the importance of role models, especially
of one's own mother:
I feel very strongly about how I learned.
It's role models growing up.
I think your
relationship with your mother can work both
ways.
Some people who have a less than satisfactory relationship with their mothers turn out
to be very good mothers because they know what they
want to avoid. By the same token, those who have
positive mother relationships want to repeat
that. That's me.

Holly offered a novel perspective:
My children taught me.
You just have to be open
to children they'll state their needs.
Children
are teachers as well as students.

—

Her perspective that she followed the lead of her child and

learned how to be a mother from her child showed her

personal commitment to mutuality.
Summary of support in the early transition to motherhood.
Help and support were desired and necessary in the

early weeks especially, but also early months of the

transition to motherhood.

Life with a newborn presented

unfamiliar obstacles such as exhaustion and

— especially

difficult for women accustomed to operating in a professional
arena

— feeling

encased in a small domestic world.

Husbands unanimously were seen as most helpful and
supportive, with the subjects' own mothers as unanimous
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seconds.

All new mothers felt that their own mothers were

most instructive to them in learning how to be mothers.
The help of friends and neighbors was not accepted as

significant until after the end of the first month of
motherhood.

Mothers came to stay for the duration of

approximately one week, approximately one week after the
birth.

A stay from mother-in-law followed.

There was

awareness of the needs of the families to participate in
the birth event.
a clear

Alongside the need for help, there was

need for privacy from mother and mother-in-law

for the new family to bond.

The demands of being a mother

and caring for a household were sufficiently great as
to induce all subjects to wonder how they could possibly

fare when their mothers left them on their own.

Help took many forms.

Central to the issue of help

was the ability of the new mother to accept the help
offered.

The giving and receiving of help was an example

of mutuality.

The most appropriate help from mother

and mother-in-law was taking care of household tasks and
the needs of the new mother;

not taking care of the

newborn, which was considered the new mother's domain.

Tales told by the mother of her own positive experience

when she herself was a new mother created security in
the new mothers and a bond mother to daughter.

However,

tales told by mother of her own insecurity and confusion

.
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as a new mother were seen as hostile.

Visits from friends

the world of the new mothers and helped to make

more public the domestically enclosed world of the newborn
family.

Visits helped return the new mothers to feeling

"normal" and "in touch."

The need to feel reconnected

to a larger world was strong and paralleled the need to
sffi^rm identity as a new mother and also as a woman aside

from being a mother.
The new mothers tended to focus on themselves and

their babies during the first three months of motherhood,

reflecting the time of autism and symbiosis which their
babies were undergoing in their normal development.

with the focus on self was

a

Parallel

strong closeness with mother.

One subject likened that sense of closeness with her own

mother to what she imagined it was like when she was born.
Strong female intergenerational ties, and a sense of

connection and continuity mother to daughter, were felt
and expressed by the two Jewish subjects.

The sense of

intergenerational connection was supportive because it

created feelings of confidence and love in the new

mothers
Overall summary of the transition to parenthood.
The period of early transition to motherhood was a

special one for the

new mothers, during which they

experienced a strong focus on themselves and

a

strong sense
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of clos©n©ss with th©ir inoth©rs as w©ll as th©ir n©wborns.

Husbands w©r© s©©n as v©ry h©lpful and supportiv©.

Ex-

pr©ssion of th© n©©d for f©inal© companionship and p©©r

r©cognition was b©gun to b© f©lt.
Th© prof©ssional wom©n who b©cam© n©w moth©rs h©ld

high ©xp©ctations for th©ms©lv©s in th©ir p©rformanc©
as moth©rs and in th©ir f©©lings of happin©ss in th© n©w

rol© as moth©r.

Th©ir prop©nsity for high s©lf ©xp©ctations

l©an©d th©m toward ©xp©cting a p©rf©ction difficult to
maintain.

As wom©n accustomed to anticipating problems

in their lives,

some foresaw that they might get in their

own way, and thus gave themselves permission either to
fail somewhat or to fall short of perfection.

This

mechanism allowed greater self esteem and emotional
equilibrium in the face of learning an unfamiliar job and
responding to unequivocal demands for nurturance.
Some saw their new job as mother as being continuous

with how they handled themselves in their professional
lives, which helped them bridge the gap between the

familiar and the unfamiliar.
as mother as discontinuous.

Others saw their new jobs
Similarly, some marvelled at

the continuity of self during a period of great change,

while others experienced a discontinuity of self.

Be-

coming a mother was seen as a major life transition that

affected other life issues of work, friendship, and
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identity.

Becoming a mother represented

a

major change

in lifestyle and strongly raised issues of independence

and dependence.
Fantasies, expectations, and research type prepara-

tion did not prepare these professional women for the

realities they faced on becoming new mothers.

While some

felt prepared for their postpartum emotions, none felt

that she was prepared for the difficult job of being a

mother both in terms of the tasks and the responsibilities.
Specifically unprepared, all nonetheless felt prepared
and ready in a general life sense to become mothers.
All had systematically postponed their motherhoods.

It

was common in fantasy to focus on oneself as a mother
but not allow room for the existence of baby.
The period of transition to motherhood was per-

ceived as a very special one, filled with high emotion
and strong sense of pride and accomplishment for a job

well done.

However, the realities of the hard and

demanding work of taking care of a baby took adjustment.
Also needed was acceptance that the work was both highly
trivial and highly important.

For women accustomed to

affecting the world around them, adjustment was also
required in letting go of the feeling of control over

much of baby's behavior.

The unpreparedness for the

limitations and tasks of new motherhood found parallel in
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fantasies that reflected a wish on the part of the new

mothers for a state of blissful autism for themselves.
The need for female peer recognition of both the changes

and the continuities in the lives of the new mothers
was noted.

Help and support were significant in the first
three months of the transition to motherhood.

Alongside

the need for help, however, stood the need for privacy
to allow bonding of the newborn family.

The early weeks,

especially, of new motherhood were a period of intense

closeness of new mother and her own mother, which was
perhaps tied to the sense of blissful autism wished for
in the fantasies of the new mothers.

In addition,

there

was experience of strong feelings of female intergenerational
ties and connection through the generations.
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Support, Nurturance, and Autonomy in the
First Two Years of Motherhood

Identif icaton and Validation

.

The first area of potential conflict of identity

which the subjects needed to come

to

grips with was the

importance of the job of mothering which they were

committed to doing.

All subjects had either worked or

undergone advanced professional training while working,
prior to motherhood.

motherhood.

All worked to some extent since

All worked at their non-mothering careers

at least part-time.

The importance of work in their lives

could not be minimized.
All saw their lives as mothers while taking care
of their children as work, not only in the sense of the

hard work involved but in a vocational sense.

herself as "doing nothing."
parallel with their careers.

None saw

Mothering was a career
They were dual-career women

by virtue of the way they interpreted their motherhood.
As women well-trained in having insights into their

own behavior and needs, analysis of the pitfalls of the
career of mothering did not escape their notice.

Thus,

Wilma could state candidaly:
really share my mother's view about work: I
I consider what
can never be without a job.
the physical
When
job.
my
as
now
I am doing
are in
children
and
my
over
is
job
part of my
will
I
think
I
day,
the
of
most
school for
begin to feel bored.
I

.
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don't think I could be so much at home
for the rest of my life.
I

Wilma recognized the potential boredom in what was still,

with two children under two years old, a very lively
occupation
Connie acknowledged the pressures coming from

within herself to be a "successful" mother and have a
successful career.

The two careers, however, were not totally

on a par in her value system;

felt a lot of pressure within me to be both
very successful mother in all the traditional
ways. By traditional, I mean the way I was
reaised;
the 1950s variety of apple pie, homemade clothing, and bread baking. So, these old
fashioned notions of motherhood are strong.
But also within me is a lot of value on being
successful at my career. To have a career is
very important to me. But, in my gut, being
terrific at my career is not the same as being
a terrific mother.
I

a

Lydia also placed high value on her career as mother, but
seemed to feel her path was different from that of fulltime working professional mothers whom she knew:
feel I'm in a strange place that not many
other women are in who I know. Many women
like me who are so highly trained to be out
there, are actually out there and have hired
housekeepers and so on to take care of their
I don't want
I'm not doing that.
children.
Here.
job.
important
I'm doing an
to.
I

—

It was as if Lydia needed to justify her choice of mothering

and working part time outside the home.

She expressed her

quandry at whether she had chosen the right path in terms
of her mixture of motherhood and professional life.

She
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found it difficult, in an era that extols

"

Super Mom,

”

to

find support for her path;

Since becoming a mother I've had to go
through a total shift over of roles. Now I
take care of a baby, a child, a house, the
work of the house, food, etc. Now I feel I
am more like my own mother. Yet I have to work
hard and look hard for others who support what
I'm doing.
I still work part time, but it feels
like my primary job is being a mother. Maybe
that's because it is still rewarding for me and
still challenging. At large in the society I
don't find a lot of validation for just being a
mother, as opposed to being a full time working
mother.

Connie, who had raised the cultural spectre of the 1950s

definitions of successful motherhood, agreed in sentiment
and said;
I really feel that there is a lot of social
pressure now not to be at home with your
children.
It doesn't make me uptight at all,
but it makes a lot of the other women I know
uptight.
I think fewer women are remaining
at home perhaps for all the wrong reasons.
Of
course there are also economic situations;
fewer women are able to stay at home. Familyhood is a little tougher right now.

Familyhood may have seemed tougher to professional

women for whom the image of "SuperMom" was hardly alien.
The subjects were women, as they protrayed themselves, who

were used to doing many things simultaneously in their
lives and doing them well.

Having successful careers,

satisfactory social lives, intellectual stimulus, they
were busy, on-the-go women, although there was variation
in their personal styles of being more or less relaxed or

stressed in their lives.

Sally helped define "SuperMom"

.
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as the addition of mothering and household responsibilities,

with high expectations of doing them to relative perfection, added to the pre-existing multiple elements in

their lives:
We're in the era now of "supermom," and 1
think that it is really dumb.
I don't want
to try and be supermom I don't want to be!
Women are dying younger and they are killing
themselves.
They are doing four times as much
as men with the idea that they are liberating
themselves. All they are doing really is putting
themselves in this terrible bondage where they
become automatons. They are working sixteen to
twenty hours a day trying to take care of their
house, work their job, raise their children
correctly, be conversant on all the current affairs
and books, and make the social scene. They are
killing themselves, and I think it's insane. I
think people have to get a little bit smarter.
I don't want to fall into that trap, and I see
myself getting into it and a lot of my friends,
too

—

On the other hand, for those wishing to exit from the

"SuperMom" loop, Sally delineated an important trade-off

which required a certain maturity of character to accept:
How to not be Supermom? I don't want to cut
back on my children too much because I have to
put them as top priority. But I have to cut
back on social activities, I have to cut back
on charity things that I'm doing, I have to cut
I have to
back on my law practice, I guess.
And
I have to
vacation.
a
force myself to take
are just
that
things
some
"Hey, there are
say:
it.
That's
not going to get done!"
Lydia picked up the sociocultural theme of there
being, in the 1980s, little validation for women who choose

not to be "SuperMom" and choose not to work full-time,
be

a

mother, and maintain all previous commitments and roles

:
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Her perception of the situation was illuminating.

She

stressed that what validation for her job as a mother did
come her way, was not the sophisticated validation of self
that she needed to hear and that her level of professional

training led her to want to hear
Being a mother is even harder than most jobs,
I think.
No one who you just run into goes
out of their way to validate you or your
occupation. The most you get from people, not
close family and friends, is positive remarks
about the good looks or good behavior of your
baby.
So you are left extrapolating from a
remark like: "He's such a big boy and a good
eater!" to mean, maybe, "You're doing a good job
nourishing this baby and because he's thriving
it means you're taking good care of him in
superlative ways that certainly aren.'t easy,
and for which you sould be contraulated and should
congratulate youself." Maybe.
So, you see, it's
really an endless translation job: trying to
glean out remarks of praise and meaning from such
meaningless phrases as "he's such a big boy!"
To a perhaps unsophisticated give of such remarks, they

might have seemed entirely appropriate in the context
purely of motherhood and babyhood.

To the sophisticated

hearer of such remarks, they might have seemed entirely

inappropriate in the context of women struggling to create
a

balance

— both

internally and externally

— of

meaningful

motherhood and meaningful professional womanhood.

Lydia's

point that she was constantly translating meaning from non-

meaning seemed to be metaphoric of the special psychological
and emotional tasks facing professional women as they

become mothers.
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acknowledged the inner conflicts

and questions about what they were doing with their
lives
and how successful they were in creating a balance
of work
and mothering, they did not express these doubts to curious

strangers.

When asked how they responded when strangers

at a party asked them what they did, the answers suggested
a strong lack of public defensiveness about their lives

and a strong degree of comfort about their mothering

identities.

Few, however, responded to curious strangers

by mentioning the existence of their professional work
lives, which clearly was a reflection of their actual

states of ambivalence.

Connie stated;

Usually

I give a big smile.
That disarms
them.
People are so hyper about asking it.
I just say, well, I have to children and I'm
home now.
Sometimes I'll say I do part time
consulting, it depends on the situation. I'm
never apologetic about being home. Because I
want to be home. Also, I like people who areproud of what they do, whatever it is.

Sally discussed her professional life as well as her

mothering life, and created the illuminating distinction
between being and doing

;

what she is and what she does.

At the same time, she spoke of her ambiguity;
it's hard for me to
I don't
say to people that I'm just a mother.
that's
even like to say "just a mother" but
the way I feel, even though I think it's very
Being a mother is very very important,
important.
So I don't
its place is very high on my list.
In a party situation,

:

understand my ambivalence in saying to people
that I'm a mother.
I don't know why.
But if
they ask me what I do, I tell them I'm a lawyer.
If they ask me what I am, I tell them I'm a
mother.
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She amplifed her ownstatement
If I'm dealing with someone who's a mother,

then

probably won't tell them that I'm a lawyer. I
mean because that doesn't have anything to do
with being a mother, not ncessarily. So, it
depends on the context of what I'm talking to
somebody about and why I'm talking to them. For
instance, if you're doing domestic law and there's
a problem in the domestic nature and there are
children, then 'in that context I usually tell the
client that I have children. It's helpful to
them, and it develops more of a rapport if you
say "I also have children."
I

Clara's standard response neglected to mention her parttime work;
It's very hard for me to say I stay at home
with my children, but I always say it. It
took me a long time not to say, which I used
"used to be a teacher but not I take care
to
of my children."
:

Wilma, like Connie, held tenaciously to her right not to be

defensive about her life;
Being at home I think I have chosen what is
presently not a trendy occupation. When I'm
with a strange group of people, usually business
associates of my husband's, and they ask me what
And
I do, I say I stay home with my children.
But I feel sometimes,
I just stare them down.
why do I have to be defensive? It is this feeling
that I somehow am not being a self-actualizing
person or that I am missing out on something.
Actually, I think I had a chance to develop an
aspect of myself that would never have been
possible had I been working full time while still
being a mother. And I find it a very rewarding
My husband and
It's a role of nurturing.
role.
one of the things
I discussed it with each other;
we didn't like about our lifestyle was that we
thought it was selfish. It's not anymore.
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Summary of identification and validation.

Mothering was seen as work in a vocational sense.
Because all the subjects worked outside the home since

motherhood at least part time, this work-oriented interpretation of motherhood enabled them to be dual-career
women.

Issues and conflicts having to do with the quantity

and quality of work both inside and outside the home were

The precise mix of energy and time spent in

common.

motherhood and in professional lives was ever open to
question.

As women with high self expectations, there

was emphasis on being successful in both roles, whatever

the precise balance chosen.

Nonetheless, all subjects

tipped the balance in favor of their children as their top
priority.

None was publicly defensive about her mothering

when asked by curious strangers, for example at a party,

what she did.
Not only was there strong internal conflict about
the balance of professional work and mothering, but socio-

cultural pressures, as well, were keenly felt.

The social

expectations and definitions of successful mothering

presented to, and interpreted by, them in the 1950s when
they were being raised by their own role model mothers,

contrasted markedly with the image of "SuperMom
1970s and 1980s.

of the

These professional women, as they de-

in
scribed themselves, were prone to the "super" syndrome
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their pre—motherhood lives and needed mature acceptance
of their limitations in order not to run themselves ragged
as "SuperMoms" since becoming mothers.

There was felt to be little social validation for
not being "SuperMom" and this presented a dilemma to these

professional mothers.
hard physically

They portrayed themselves as working

to come to grips with their identity both

as mothers and as professional women.

They felt they

.

needed validation for the balance they were seeking to

establish in their lives.

The validation given to full-

time mothers, who presumably were not grappling with the

issue of balance, about the good looks or good health of

their babies was not heard by these subjects as being

validating of them and their issues.

One subject summarized

this gap in the giving and receiving of validation

mutuality

— with

— its

the metaphor that she was constantly

trying to translate meaningless statements about her baby's

well-being

intoi

meaningful statements about herself and the

job she was doing.

The focus remained on self.

Ontology
All subjects reported feeling pleased and generally

happy with their lives since becoming mothers.

expressed regret at having become
their lives had taken.

a

No one

mother or at the turns

At the same time, all reported

having experienced depression, loneliness, and isolation
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since becoming mothers.

In no case was the depression deep

enough to warrant psychiatric intervention or to qualify
as true clinical postpartum depression.
®^pi-*sssed

All subjects

both the lack of and the strong wish for friends

like themselves:

professional women who were new mothers,

and whose life experiences, values, and lifestyles were

similar to theirs, and whom, therefore, they could

immediately feel intimate with and trust.

A clear

correlation existed between feelings of ontological isolation and the lack of like-minded friends in a similar
life situation who could be a primary source of support.

Connie, who had drawn attention to the sociocultural

differences in acceptable mothering of the 1950s and the
1980s, stated her situation colorfully:

I'm such an old fashioned person.
I would
have been happier being a mother in the fifties.
I would have been happier if I lived in a little
neighborhood where the other women were at home
with their children, and where it was the kind
of thing where you could just walk two houses
down at ten in the morning and sit with a cup
of coffee in the backyard and watch the kids
You could just talk to the other women
play.
about what was happening in their lives and,
'oh, I've got so much laundry to do,' 'well let's
I find I
bag it and just sit here and talk.
I 'm an old
lead a very isolated existence now.
I don't choose to put my kids
fashioned mother.
I waited long
in daycare on a regular basis.
I
I like to be with them.
enough to be a mother:
lived
and
fifties
the
in
were
I
if
ideally
guess
in a real neighborhood, I could say to Betty down
"can you take my children tomorrow
the street:
because I want to go into town and get my hair
done and have lunch?" instead of this ridiculous
point-system babysitting cooperative. There just
aren't enough people like me around.
'

—

:
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Connie's fantasy of wanting to be

a 1950s mother,

in terms

of sharing her life casually with women doing their

mothering in the same way as she, included her wish to
iri

a

different neighborhood that promoted closeness.

Her actual neighborhood was a prestigious estate section
of a Boston suburb which, by the remoteness of the houses,

was designed to promote privacy and interpersonal distance.
If she felt physically isolated,

it was based in reality.

Her physical isolation heightened her ontological

isolation
I wish we lived in a nice neighborhood but one
where the houses were pretty close together
and there were more young people so that I could
see them on a regular basis and become more
closely involved in their lives.
I no longer
feel as if I am in the mainstream of life.

Having moved to a new city in pregnancy, Lydia felt,
influenced her feelings of isolation and loneliness after

becoming a mother.

She echoed Connie's desire to have

friends with whom to share and involve in her life:
I've felt like there
I've felt very lonely.
are few friends who I can really, really share
I've felt dreadfully lonely and
my life with.
dreadfully isolated. That may have to do with
not having many old friends here in a city I just
moved to a few years ago, but I think it really
has to do with who I am and what my situation is
someone who's choosing to be a mother, and is
seeking support and friendship, but it's hard to
It takes a long time to build trust
come by.
and intimate relationships.

With insight, Lydia recognized that her newness was not
the total answer.

Becoming

a

mother increased her desire to

:
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have intimate friends, and the process of creating
intimacy

could be slow.

Holly moved half-way around the world

shortly before she began her pregnancy; then, when her
baby was four months old, she moved to Boston.

Her

experience differed from Lydia's in that she took initiative
to create support for herself in new motherhood:
I moved to Boston when my daughter was four
months old and I realized that I actually did
have needs that weren't really met.
I wanted
women to talk to, share ideas with, and have and
give support to.
So, after a few months I started
a playgroup.
My needs for companionship were
social, emotional, and spiritual.
I hadn't yet
joined the structured COPE group.
I'd go to
parks, on walks, alone or with others.
I liked
doing things on my own, but it is easier with
other people.

The ease of being with other new mothers, however

mildly supportive it might be, did not supply sufficient
intimate support to break Clara's sense of isolation.
She led a very active social life with other new mothers,

but it did not tap to the roots of her loneliness:
I felt really lonely.
I felt unsettled
because I'd become this supermother that
relates so intensely to her child that she
has no space left for anyone else including her
husband.
That became a real problem. I missed
having my mother here to take care of me /us. I
missed my long-distance close friends who had
I have a lot of friends who have babies
babies.
I'm very social but
and I see a lot of people.
I still felt lonely.

Wilma, while also professing loneliness, emphasized
the happiness and contentment in her life since becoming
a

mother

.
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r©ally f6©l that I hav© n©v©r b©©n happi©r.
f©©l that I hav© n©v©r f©lt so fulfill©d and
at p©ac© with mys©lf.
Again, I vi©w this stag©
of my lif© as a kind of a littl© br©ak, a chapt©r.
I r©ally lik© what I'm doing.
I n©v©r took th©
ins©curiti©s of th© working world and all th©
criticism v©ry w©ll.
I lik© my lif©.
^
I

By contrast, both Kathl©©n and Conni© ©xp©ri©nc©d

uncomf ortabl©

f ©©lings

of stagnation and tr©ading wat©r.

Kathl©©n r©port©d;
B©for© my moth©rhood, my lif© was lik© th© movi©
in which Robert Redford says something lik© h©
wore an all American smile and things cam© easy.
I always felt that that has described m© in some
way.
I'm a WASP and things hav© com© easy to me.
I've felt pretty sure of where I'm going and what
Things just seemed to fall in
I wanted to do.
place.
But I don't feel much that way right now.
Since becoming a mother, and even more recently,
there's a feeling of stagnation and feeling as
if my life isn't moving forward as much as I want
it to or as fast as I want it to, or something.
But up until now,
It's a recent kind of feeling.
I sort of had 'a game plan and followed if through
in the way I wanted to

Feeling

a

lack of control over the course and tempo of her

life gave her a sense of paralysis.

Connie was struck

low by feeling both a blank quality and an emptiness in

her life:
One time at one of the babysitting coop
coffees a woman I like very much asked me what
She
I've been doing since she saw me last.
I couldn't think of anything
seemed to probe.
interesting to tell her about what I've been
She is pretty active, and anything I
doing.
That was the only time
said sounded meaningless.
I can remember so clearly feeling like I was
treading water. What am I doing? All I could
think of is Monday's play group, Thursday's
the grocery store.

a
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Clara expressed feeling ontologically trapped, tied down
by her life:

Nowadays, I fantasize abour driving down on my
way to the shrink's and driving to the airport
and getting on a plane and going to Club Med.
In
the old days I used to really do it. By the old
days, I mean pre-motherhood.
That was a very heavy
thing for me to get used to in motherhood the
fact that I couldn't do that.
I felt that as
really being tied down. Like my old avenues of
escape were not closed to me.

—

To all subjects, motherhood brought feelings of

maturity and responsibility in ways that were cogent and
new.

To all, the new sense of maturity brought pride.

Clara

discussed her sense of independence and ability to handle
problems since becoming a mother:
I've always thought of myself as a person who
is very independent and I've led a very
independent life. I've done a lot of things
and I've traveled and I've lived alone, and I
I feel very competent.
feel like I've done a lot.
On the other hand, I feel incompetent and
dependent. There's always been this combination
of me which is just like two voices, or the two
Since I've had a child,
masks in the theatre.
Partly, it's the fact that
it's been different.
I've been aware that this child is not totally
dependent on me, my husband's clearly there. But
it's the first time I've been responsible for
another human being in a way that two adults
hopefully are not responsible for each other
I took
It's been a good feeling.
and can't be.
thing
same
the
wasn't
it
but
once
a
dog
of
care
It's really given me
child!
as taking care of'
independence and
and
maturity
own
of
my
a sense
problems.
with
deal
ability to

The ambivalence of both wanting and resenting the

weight

of the mothering responsibility was expressed by Kathleen

.
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for whom the thought of the responsibility
was heftier

than the reality:

When I first was "away" from my son I had the
feeling that I wasn't away from him at all.
i
was still wondering how he was doing.
its the
issue of being totally responsible for someone.
You can t shake that even if you're physically
apart.
It's been the most overwhelming part of
becoming a mother.
l never felt that total sense
of responsibility for someone before, except for
myself. And, at times, at least in the past, it
was such a burden, yet I wouldn't have wanted it
any other way. The thought of the responsibility
was a burden much more than my son himself.

Becoming a mother signalled entry into adulthood.
Clara succinctly stated:

"I

consider myself to have had

an extended adolescence which ended when

I

had a baby."

Kathleen amplied that change-ver from "extended adolescence"
to adulthood in discussing her acknowledgement that she

could not be the child any longer:
I did have an extended adolescence.
A big
thing in my therapy was talking about my need
to still be a child.
What having a child would
mean.
One issue was having to put someone else's
needs first, in other words, saying you're
not and can't be a kid anymore.
Someone else
is going to be the child, and not you.
That was
hard for me to relinquish. I was able to relinquish
it only when I actually had a child, i; think I
had chipped away at it before, but becoming a
mother was certainly the biggest push toward
helping me relinquish needing to be the child
myself

Motherhood brought adulthood in several ways.

As Kathleen

explained, it heralded the end of childhood/non-adulthood.

Unlike the sense of "magically" conferred adulthood felt
by some subjects in the first twelve weeks of the trans-
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to luothorhood.

,

it

©ngagod

th©in in

sober and well”

defined realities of authority and feedback.

It did so,

in part, by engaging the new mothers in a ritual world

of tending and taking care.

Lydia stated:

At one time, simply getting married would have
made me an adult. But my life wasn't like that
at all.
Only after I had my child did I begin
to feel like an adult.
It sounds corny, but
it's true.
During pregnancy, all sorts of
maturing thoughts and feelings happened to me.
After my son's birth, my responsibilities were
clear and defined; so was my authority. My role
was clear, at least to me. And, most of all, I
loved what I was doing.
I felt I was doing it
very very well, and I was getting immediate feedback as reward.
Her sense of growth extended to letting go of needing to

control her baby's life. In addition, her new-found maturity

enabled her, she felt, to express love freely:
There were times of dreadful loneliness and
depression. One of the things I'm so grateful
for now that I am a mother, is that I will never
be lonely or alone again, because of my child.
Because, if I continue to learn how not to try
to control his life and how to be a loving person
to him and maybe other children, then hopefully
he and I will continue to have the relationship
of love and trust we've had since he was born
two years ago.
Sally summarized the sense of ontological growth

experienced by all subjects when she said:
This feels like the completion of a developmental cycle and the final maturity and growth
The going from being nurtured
into adulthood.
and taken care of, into nurturing and taking care
of somebody and being responsible for somebody
It's just the completion of your life.
forever.
I didn't realize it until right now, but now
I've finally grown upl
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The first two years of new motherhood evoked strong

feelings of loneliness and isolation.

The need for

intimate friends who shared life experiences, values, and
lifestyles, as well as sharing the immediate life situation
of being professional women become mothers, was acutely
felt.

It was hoped that these imaginary friends could

provide a primary source of support.
One subject elaborated a fantasy of her being a

mother in the 1950s, in which she casually shared intimacy
and closeness with like-minded mothers at a similar stage
of parenting.

The desire, among the subjects, to share

their lives with friends like themselves

,

and to involve

women in their lives, found strong expression.

While

there were some physical elements to the isolation, such
as unfriendly neighbrhood and being new in a new city,

primarily the isolation was ontological, and was recognized
as such.

It took initiative on the part of the new mothers

to create breaks in their isolation.

This was achieved

primarily through efforts to meet other mothers.

It was

their own responsibility to see that their needs were met.

Also expressed were feelings of having pre-motherhood
avenues of escape closed due to the responsibilities of

motherhood.

There was feeling of stagnation and of

treading water, which were paralleled by a sense of helpless-
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ness and a lack of control over the tempo and course of
one's life.

Motherhood brought an increased sense of maturity
and responsibility.

The ability to handle problems in

new ways, the feelings of independence, the strength to
let go of feeling oneself to be the child, and the ability
to express love freely, prompted the increased sense of

adulthood.

Nonetheless, there was ambivalence in accepting

the very existence of the burden of the motherhood

responsibility.

Motherhood brought

that of child to that of adult.

a

change of role from

Those who professed to

having experienced the psychosocial phenomenon of "extended
adolescence," felt that motherhood put an abrupt end to

extended adolescence.

Motherhood conferred adulthood in

ways that were sobering and welcome.

Changes in self-esteem and needs for support.

Motherhood brought many changes, both gross and
subtle,

in self-perception.

It brought to the subjects a

sense of their own responsibility for perceiving what

they needed and what was supportive to them.

All reported

feeling fluctuations in self-confidence during the first
two years of motherhood.

self-esteem.

All reported vicissitudes in

All characterized themselves as generally

self-confident people who had a relatively easy time
praising themselves.

At the same time, all felt themselves

.

.
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highly critical of themselves, and all but one subject

reported that their mothers were generally not critical of
them.

Some reported changes in their perceptions of

their bodies since motherhood, including the experience
of an unfamiliar personal dishevelment

The feeling of having

compartmentalized oneself

was representatively expressed by Martha:
I feel that in being a mother there are so
many parts of me.
I really don't know
anybody that has all the parts of me that
make up me.
I need people I can talk to about
all my parts:
my old parts and now my mothering
parts

Martha, in fact, returned to fulltime work when her son.
six months old in order to satisfy parts of her that were

not being expressed while she was tending her child:

Being with a small baby was so unstructured
that I needed the structure of my work. My
work took a different part of my being. That
sort of rational, analytical part of myself
wasn't called into use so much with a small baby
and I really wanted to use that part of me.
To find women with whom to share all one's parts of self

was a task requiring some prior delineation of criteria.
For Martha, that meant a search for non-mother friends

who could both bring out her non-mothering parts of self

and also understand her as a mother:

kept looking for people who had more in
common than just having a baby my son's age.
I've always sought this in other areas of my
The most crucial support to me in the
life.
"Martha, you
early months was people saying:
I

was
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still can think 1" I wanted my non— mother friends
to say that.
But also, I craved work friends
who would understand my life as a mother.
The emphasis in new motherhood on fostering the

non-mother parts of self found reflection in the oftenstated need for greater adult stimulation.

The subjects

were professional women whose lives had been richly filled

with significant amounts of adult stimulation.

While

reiterating how much they enjoyed taking care of their
children, they simultaneously stressed the gap in the

stimulus level in their lives before and after motherhood.

Lydia's statement stood for all:
I have felt isolated from people who are doing
the same thing I am doing.
There really is a
gap in the expectations of someone who's highly
trained to work and function out there. There's
a gap between their expectations and the expectations of people who aren't trained to do that.
People who just expect to spend their prime time
being mothers. Some of the friends I've made,
some of the new mother friends, are people whose
expectations and goals and education are like
But they are few and far between. The
mine.
majority of people who I see, I end up thinking:
"I wish I could be simpler, like they are."
I wish I could just take delight in wheeling
my baby through the aisles of Bloomingdales or
the supermarket. And that's ok, and when I do
But I can't do that too
that, I feel real good.
I
I
need other things.
can't.
just
I
often.
I'm too complex
need more stimulus from adults.
to be simple.

Connie seconded her statement:
I've been in the academic community all my life.
I really left just recently when my daughter was
I've always been
born, but now I work parttime.
that's been so
and
colleagues,
and
students
around
and
intellectual
of
kind
That
important to me.
important.
is
me
for
people stimulation
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One solution, which both Lydia and Connie adopted, to the

problem of insufficient adult stimulation was to treat their
children as if they were adult companions and friends:
I make great efforts to speak with and meet
adults. But I'm afraid that I must treat my
two year old like an adult, because I talk to
him and I seek company and love and friendship
and support from him.

Connie's experience in seeing her two year old daughter
as companion and friend was similar.

The perceived support in friends, whether real of

wished for, who could say "you can still think", overlapped

with an area, new to motherhood, that brought self-esteem:
proving to oneself that there indeed was continuity with
an old, pre-motherhood self even in the midst of the changes

and fluctuations in self perception brought about in be-

coming a mother.

Connie noted:

At this point in my life I know what makes
I feel good when lam talking
me feel good.
to people and feel like my old self, showing
I
confidence regardless of the situation.
feel good if I am having a good conversation
with someone, reinforceing that I still do have
a brain, that I still can converse, that I ;still
am really interested in what someone else is
talking about.

Martha stated that one of the most supportive things to
her had been "turning to people for help and reassurance

and having conversations with them where it was the same
old me talking."

Kathleen talked frankly about no longer

feeling the elements of self, such as being fun or

:
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spontaneous, which she used to know and hold dear:
I don't feel as if the things I do are all
that interesting to other people. So, I
don't feel I am as interesting a person. Also,
I'm not as much fun.
It's true:
I'm not as
much fun as I used to be.
I'm tired.
I'm not
spontaneous.
I've got a lot of things to worry
about.
I mean, motherhood is hard.

Connie spontaneously gave voice to a strong wish to recapture
her old self:

think my old personality would come back if
had an affair, if I was a totally new person
and divorced myself from my husband and child
and my home situation and the bills and all that.
I think I could once again be a fun person and
say witty things and feel like I wasn't bored.
But, given the present circumstances, it's
difficult to be.
I
I

All subjects, except Martha who had been working

outside the home fulltime since her son was six months
old, expressed

a strong

dismay at what had happened to the

size and scope of their world.
As professional women,

Their worlds had shrunk.

in their own portrayal, they had

been accustomed to a large, if not expanding, world of
activity, stimulus, and diversity.

Kathleen succinctly

stated

often have this feeling of not knowing where
I often have the feeling
to go from here.
that my world is very small. And, of course,
it is me and my baby!
I

—

Lydia acknowledged that her world had shrunk since motherhood and emphasized the level of self-doubt therein:
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For me, I've chosen to sit home a lot and take
care of my child.
But I have a lot of conflict.
Should I be doing this? Is this really worthwhile?
Why am I not out there full time in the market—
place, competing? Am I just withdrawing into a
small more isolated world where the competition
takes place among the group of "moms" who meet?
There are very real questions for me.

Having lost

a

sense of feedback from other adults was

another characteristic of the shrunken world.

More

importantly, as Connie expressed it, was the sense of

having lost a power base in the world:
The power base is different now.
I don't
have a power base. For eight years I had a
really nice office and if I wanted something
done, I'd dictate literally.
I had a dictaphone.
I had a secretary.
I had people who were coming
to me for advice and consultation.
And now, it
feels like I have no power base whatsoever.

Clara added another characteristic of inhabiting a smaller
world:

the lack of diversity in the people she now met

in motherhood and the lack of randomness in whom she met.

She led an active social life with other mothers.

Despite

the commonly stated longing for friends like themselves

during new motherhood, there were drawbacks in primarily

meeting women whose lives were similar, at least in
outline, to their own.
One of the strongest themes to have emerged among

the subjects was the desire in new motherhood to have

women friends like themselves.
I

As Connie put it:

am lonely for someone more like me."

"I guess

Whether this re-

flected a narcissistic wish on the part of these women who
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gave evidence of readily focusing on themselves,
or
simply reflected a wish to break the ontological
isolation

by sharing all the compartmentalized

with someone, was an open question.

parts of their lives
The desire, whatever

its impulse, was strong.

Holly's statement was poetic in its simplicity:
I've wanted, these two years, to find women in
similar life circustances to mine. People to
share the coulds, woulds, ifs, and maybes of
my life with.

Martha was more prosaic;
I have always really valued my friendships with
women.
I could really have used a friend that
I could really trust who had a small baby at the
time my son was a baby.
Somebody who would have
been easy to get together with about all the other
things going on in me.
I think, though, that it's
probably rare to find that person who just clicks on
every level.

Simply being with other mothers, for example at a park, did

not prove sufficient to begin to create that desired

bond of shared experience and intimacy.

Martha suggested

that knowing women before motherhood as people first and

then as mothers second gave those relationships a greater

chance to incorporate knowledge and understanding of all
parts, mothering and non-mothering, of self:
My feeling is of total isolation among mothers
It feels like isolation to me bein the park.
If the groups of mothers
cause I feel isolated.
in the park were people that I already knew, in
Maybe that's
fact I would feel very different.
with
together
It's that I can get
what it is.
other
various
my friend Jane or my friend Cindy or
people who I know as people first and mothers
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SGCond.
Wg could havG a grand tiniG just watching
our kids play. Looks just the same as the
mothers in the park but it feels different to me.
And maybe it is: because we have this background
of knowing other parts of each other.
That makes
it different.
The desire was apparent to get beyond the motherhood

similarities to the personhood similarities.

When, even

with aggressive effort, that desire could not be met, the

growth and maturity brought about by motherhood created
the ability to accept , not reject, those women who did

emerge as sources of less-than-perfect support.

Holly

described her situation in terms of the value of acceptance:
Living in the city at first, I met lots of
women and I would aggressively talk to women
I saw with babies.
But I didn't want rhem
I wanted to know mothers who
just as mothers.
shared the type of space I had come from: who
had experience with drugs so they could relate
to that part of me; who were not so conservative
and conventionally materialistic. But what I've
learned is that I have to take what comes and be
accepting, not selective. Even this attitude is
To see
a growth thing for me these two years.
The only friends I
the good things in people.
have made these two years are adult females.
Her experience was reminiscent of those subjects who, in
the first twelve weeks of the transition to motherhood,

had accepted the possibility that they might fall short
of perfection as mothers.

disappointment

in

themselves

Those subjects had suffered least
.

Acknowledging needs but

accepting that they might not come to pass, seemed to
ease the expectations, and emotional lives, of the new

mothers in their desire to find friends like themselves.
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Like Holly, the other subjects acknowledged the need
that they take the initiative in seeking suppot and friends.

Kathleen stated:
Since my therapy, it's been a little easier
for me to ask for support.
Definitely, with
mothering, you are so much out of the mainstream of things, that you're really not out there.
There aren't half as many chances to get support
freely coming your way. You really have to take
the bull by the horns if you want more support.
She had joined a COPE mothers' support group when her son

was six months old.

She said that realizing the need for

initiative on her part had made her bold
even to the point of calling women I
might not have been in contact with for a long
time but who had children. Really, I didn't
feel at all chagrined about calling them after
a hiatus of two years and saying, "hey, I'm
going through this thing with my child; what do
you think? what did you do?" I didn't have to
let ceremonies get in the way.
.

.

.

Pre-motherhood friendships and sources

of support were

not entirely available to the subjects as their lives

shifted at least in part, toward a daytime domestic domain.

Few subjects had pre-motherhood friends who were mothers.
Most of their relationships with women, before motherhood,
took place during a commonly shared work day or at night.

Wilma bluntly stated:

"The first major adjustment

I

had

daytime
to make was not having adult companionship in the

and needing to make daytime friends."
The need to make daytime friends was paramount.

Connie put it:

As
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My two closest friends, who work and don't
have kids, are great. But I need someone
during the day. You don't just press a button
and find a best friend.

Hsre

,

the physical isolation felt by those subjects who

lived in the suburbs became a significant factor.

The

lack of an available pool of people to draw from, the

lack of meeting places and activities designed to bring

mothers together, were perceived as the lack of support
mechanisms.

Connie was clear on this subject, and rejected

the fantasy element of being a "1950s mom" in favor of
the sociological realities of her experience with suburban

parenthood in the 1980s:
My neighborhood's definitly a factor. But I
had been talking as if in the 1950s it were
different.
I think there certainly were more
support mechanisms then, although there were
many drawbacks. There was not the support of
the spouse, and the family even was different.
Now, the family unit is much stronger in terms
of husband and wife, child care is a shared
thing and that's a tremendous help to women now.
But, by the same token, out here in this area
It's
there just aren't the support mechanisms.
There just aren't many people.
the suburbs
1

Clara added the dimension of the lack of diversified

population in the suburb in which she lived:
My community, my neighborhood and therefore the
people I come in contact with are much different
than when I lived in the city among a more
diversified group than now. The' group of people
that I come in contact with now are much more
It is not that they are limited people,
limited.
It's that their lives are
quite the contrary.
I
quite homogeneous. I missed the diversity.
miss it a lot.
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The need to meet other womeii as daytime friends

created a willingness, or "boldness" as Kathleen put it,
to go to any lengths to do so.

shy women.

Obviously, these were not

It was this search for daytime friends with

whom to share at least portions of their lives that brought
three subjects to their C.O.P.E. mothers' support group,
the fourth having entered her mothers' support group during

pregnancy.

The same need drove Connie to adopt a suburban

persona which she had ridiculed earlier in her life:
When
It was a joke, the suburban mother.
I was in college, it was a joke about the
suburban mother who goes and plays tennis,
who drives a station wagon, and does volunteer
I'd never
To me, it's a bloody joke.
work.
I frankly don't
find myself doing that.
particularly see myself doing that now, but
if that's what it takes to be happy in the
suburbs I guess that's what I'm going to do.
So what am I saying? Am I giving up? No,
I'm being realistic.
To be able to adopt a previously incompatible persona in

order to create a life similar, at least in appearance, to
those of available daytime mother friends, bespoke the

intensity of the need for support anf friendship in new

motherhood.
Summary of self~esteem changes and needs for support.
There was awareness in the first two years of motherlife
hood of the need, brought about by the changes in

circumstance and in self-perception of motherhood,
acknowledging, deto take personal responsibility for
and friendship
claring, and satisfying needs for support
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and satisfying needs for support and friendship from
women.

Taking initiative, therefore, was important.

The feeling that motherhood had compartmentalized the

pre-and-post-motherhood parts of self was common.

There

was a strong desire to find women friends who could share
all elements of self, both the mothering and non-mothering

components.

Concomitant with that need to share whol-

istically was the need for greater daytime adult stimulation with the attendant need for reassurance about the

intactness of the new mothers' intellectual faculties.
The perception of continuity of self, in terms of

intellectual capacity, was needed as a mechanism of selfsupport

.

The size and scope of the world inhabited by new

mothers at home at least part-time, was smaller than the

world pre-motherhood.
participation in

a

To have moved from active

large world to a world of shrinking

dimension proved a blow to self-esteem.

Motherhood

presented a sense of loss of a power base in the larger
world.

One characteristic

of the shrunken world was lack

of diversity in people to be met, and lack of an element

of randomness.
The desire, even in a shrunken world, was strong
the
to find friends like themselves with whom "to share

coulds, woulds, ifs, and maybes" of their lives.

Reality
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intervened with its remote promise of finding friends
of such similarity, but reality did not alter the wish.

Living in an at least partial domestic realm brought the
need to make daytime friends.

Pre-motherhood, non-mother

friends tended not to be available when most needed by new

mothers due to the schedule of their lives.

The search

for compatible daytime friends by new mothers living in

the suburbs was hampered by the perceived lack of support

mechanisms in the suburbs.
and friendship was intense.

The need for daytime support
Its intensity was amplified

by the inability of these particular new mothers to de-

complexify themselves and their needs.

These were complex

people who had difficulty masking their complexity, even

when faced with the need to accept available if lessthan-perfect support.
Balance of mothering and non-mothering selves.
All subjects seemed to be engaged in a process of

creating and

maintaining a balance between their mothering

selves and their non-mothering selves.

In part, the

issue of balance turned on the amount of their use of

child care to relieve them of constant care of the physical
and emotional well-being of their children.

The quality

of the use of their time while their children were in the

care of others helped to establish the measurement of

balance between mothering and non-mothering lives.

That
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did not necessarily imply that their time without their

children needed to be professionally productive, although
for some subjects that was more the case than for others.

Rather, quality time apart from children was that time

devoted to nurturing the many parts of self that either
were neglected or not brought to the fore in the process
of mothering.

The definition of "nonmothering self"

ranged from Martha's "structured analytical parts of me"
to Kathleen's "not thinking about a soul

but me."

The

very process of seeking to create a balance between

mothering and nonmothering selves was in itself

a

thera-

peutic approach to reestablishing a sense of personal
autonomy.

The joy expressed by all subjects on each

reunion with their children

— whether

after a full day of

professional work or a day of leisure without baby

— balanced

any conflict felt on having left their children.

While work and professional identity remained very
important, if not slightly less than central, in their
lives, all subjects also seemed to recognize the need to

extend their definition of what nurtured their non-

mothering selves
work.

beyond the limits of their professional

The need to include leisure, extra-curricular,

or per sonally— or iented activities such as getting their

hair cut, was apparent to them.

Within that need lay their

acknowledgement that they, and only they now, were re-

;
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sponsible for their well-being.
sports

/

Going to movieS/ playing

roaming a museum, attending meetings for purposes

other than professional work, became important parts of

helping them feel that desired continuity of self.

Arrange-

ments for child care to carry out leisure activities were
harder to justify to some subjects than money spent for

professional work.

Elaborate arrangements were nonetheless

made, such as the spouse

babysitting while the new mother

attended a movie alone, while she, the following day, sat
while the spouse went to the same movie alone

— that

way, by

the end of the second day, they felt they had a shared

experience of the same film.

The one subject who reported

leaving her children in child care only for the purpose
of carrying out professional work commitments, rued her

apparent inability to act on her recognition of the
importance in her life of "hanging loose."
Central in the balance of mother ing

and-

autonomy

sought by the subjects was the continuing priority they

placed on the importance of "successful" motherhood in
Thus, Martha's direct statement was

their lives.

representative
give attention to my
self, it gives me calmness.
my mothering self more sure
When I have more freedom in
life, I have more enjoyment

When

I

non-mothering
Then I can go to
of myself generally.
my non-mothering
in my mothering life.

Attention to her non-mothering self,

a

term which Martha

.
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coined, was important in and of itself.

However, it

^Iso served the justifiable end of helping her feel she

was a better mother, through the increased self-assurance

and calmness which autonomy gave her.
Sally, also, was explicit in her recognition that

her sense of responsible mothering was the ultimate

beneficiary of the attention she paid to her professional
and personal needs:
It's a real pull with women, to get a balance.
It is with me.
To get a balance between my own
individual life and my own time for myself,
and how much I feel I have to put in with the
children to make their lives of the best quality
that I could possibly make.
So that, if nothing
else, I can say to myself later on:
"you did the
best you could, and that's that."
Yet,

there was, at base, a focus on self, and an anticipated

need to feel comfortable with one's early mothering self

.

so that later in life there be but few regrets.

The desire to resent neither one's children nor one's

motherhood for interfering in the resumption of an autonomouslife was strong.

It paralleled the desire not to

resent one's needs for autonomy for interfering with
mothering.

Sally succinctly expressed this constellation:

want to leave my children enough so I don't
feel that they did me wrong; that I've had
my change to be my own person. But, at the
same time, I don't want to leave them so much
that I feel that they were raised by somebody
else
I

In this statement were echoes of the often-expressed

sentiment of having waited so long to have had children.

.
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As much as the subjects emphasized the positive

value to their mothering of paying attention to their

non-mothering selves, they also expressed the value of having
no end product in mind.

Paying attention to their non-

mothering selves was important in and of itself.

Their

focus lay on themselves and their self development. This

focus seemed to reflect a continuing expression of their

own responsibility for their own emotional well-being.

Sally captured this complex of thoughts cogently:
I am working to keep me interested in what I
want to.
I don't want to lose track of that.
The primary reason I'm working is for my own
gratification and not to make a ton of money.
If I have to spend all my money to do what I
want to do, mainly on child care, as long as
I'm doing a little bit better than breaking even,
that's where I want to keep my head.
It doesn't
cost me money to work. But I'm not going to
work myself to death to make a lot of money.
I
have to make these trade-offs:
getting somebody
in to clean my house so that I don't have to do
it if I'm going to work and be a mother; getting
somebody in to take care of my children satisfactorily; buying food out, hitting the convenience
stores more than I would if I were at home;
and just saying, "ok, that all gets written off."
It costs me less to be that kind of mother than
I realize that, in
it would if I stayed home.
fact, it would cost me more in other emotional
ways if I were at home, and that I am doing
I hope
what I want to do when I want to do it.
for
to
be
This
has
that.
I can keep realizing
want
to
I
because
development,
my own personal

do it
To create the balance of non-mothering autonomy and mother-

hood was a matter of self gratification.

These were not

women sacrificing themselves for the sake of their children.

—
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Quite to the contrary, they felt themselves to be aiding
the growth of their children by aiding the growth of

themselves.

Lydia concurred:

If it weren't for taking time for myself, I
would just have no space in which to come to
terms with myself, gain serenity, learn what I
like and don't like now, re-feel what it's like
to have some freedom of movement, and freedom of
time, and freedom of choice.
I think it's vital
for the mental health of mothers to take time
for themselves.
But, I couldn't have done it if
I hadn't spoken to a woman who has two children
and lives in my town.
She said that she hires
a sitter and she doesn't even feel like she has
to be productive, which is my big conflict.
But
sometimes she just goes walking, or shopping
nothing.
It was wonderful, and I started to do
that from six months on.

The conflict in balancing productive and

time apart from the children was apparent.

recreational

Martha

attempted a resolution by seeking to have available to her
people who could bridge both her lives:
It's wanting to have people easily accessible.
People you would sort of just run into at the
slightest excuse. Like people at work who you
People who will share my political
see everyday.
and feminist stuff and also my mothering life.

Finding people, especially women, to help bridge the distance
between a mothering and non-mothering life was of para-

mount importance to all subjects, as they themselves

worked to create a balance of the various parts of their
selves and their lives.
The differentiation between being and doing, as
and doin £
first stated by Sally, was that of being a mother
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an autonomous life.

This distinction underlay the balance

of mothering and non-mothering selves which the subjects

sought to establish.

distinction clear

.

All subjects seemed to keep that

However

,

at the same time

,

they seemed

to engage in serious attempts to blur that distinction and
to create a harmony by meshing their mother lives and their

autonomous lives.
Holly described the mutuality involved in meshing
her motherhood and her personhood:
My motherhood and personhood have enhanced each
other.
It's been a favorable situation to let
them enhance. There hasn't been financial pressure
for instance, forcing a situation on me.
I center
myself through motherhood and have motherhood
be centered through me.
It's a mutual kind of
thing.

For her, the centering experience of motherhood was elevating.
For Martha, it took conflict to bring motherhood and

autonomous personhood into harmony, and, beneath the
conflict, it took acceptance of the reality of her mother-

hood

:

It's a lot of
At times there are conflicts.
balancing one role against the other. I don't
want to go out to evening meetings as much now.
But trying to make it a mesh is coming more and
more easily as more of my life is spent as a
I can accept and get used to being the
mother.
It's not an
It's real.
mother of my son.
imagined role you try on for a bit. You have to
hear it enough times so it's real.

Yet,

for Martha too, motherhood and personhood greatly

enriched each other;

1

.

.
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would like to be in there, being a woman who
takes actions that are important.
I would like
to learn.
Sometimes I see myself not doing
that at all, and I say;
"Hey, Martha, you are
not doing that at all!" My motherhood interferes
with that, and I knew it would! That was one thing
that scared me about becoming a mother. But it
also so much enriches me.
It's worth it because
it does two things:
it enriches that vision of
what you want to do and it brings a great joy
that enables you to do all sorts of great things.
I

The emotional and spiritual benefits of motherhood, in
short, enhanced the totality of the autonomy of their

lives

Wilma's perception spoke directly to both the

differentiation and the mesh of her mothering and non-

mothering selves;

"because motherhood may be taking up

90% of my time right now it does not mean that it is 90%

of me!"

The feeling of possessing multiple identities amidst

multiple roles led some subjects to establish as firm

a

split as they could between their private mothering and

public autonomous lives.

Sally spelled out this private/

public split in describing how she handled certain appointments in her work as an attorney:
I don't say to other lawyers that the reason
why I'm so hard to get hold of is because I
I don't say
have two kids under two years old.
I'm only working a couple of days a week, so
can you fit yourself into my schedule. Because
I feel guilty that I'm trying to make them fit
themselves into a schedule that I have imposed
on myself because of what I consider my private
In the same way I don't divulge
obligations.
far as how my personal life
as
other things
works
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The mesh, in other words, in her life of her mothering

and non-mothering selves was restricted to the arena of her

personal life.

In large part,

the nature of her professional

work seemed to dictate that restriction to her.
Wilma resolved the same issue by coming to grips

with letting go, for the moment, of her need for
individual achievement and recognition in a public realm:
I don't look upon this period of my life as
being one that has to involve individual
accomplishment.
I don't need a lot of reassurance from the professional community. I
knew that would be something I would be giving
up when I decided not to work full time and to
stay at home.
I mean, you can't have everything.

For Kathleen, the attempt to resolve the public vs. personal

identity issue, while seeking both a balance and a mesh of

mothering and non-mothering selves, presented an example
of her maturity and growth since entering motherhood:
In the past I pinned a lot of my identity on
Parenting has really made me stop
my career.
and take stock of my own abilities as a person
more than as a social worker or any other
just relying on myself. Hopefully,
identify:
out of all of this, will come some sense of my
identity that is more consistent and stable
and not fragile. Not something that is going to
rise and fall depending on whether I rise in
my career or not, or whether my youngster is
I think I've grown a lot
still at home or not.
and have been changing.

Clara's very .active neighborhood social life with
other mothers gave her insight that she was hardly alone
in dealing with how to balance and mesh various parts of

her self and her life.

The issue provided common discussion
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material when her mother friends met publicly at the
playground:
I see a lot of women around here who are
quite well educated and quite intelligent.
There is constant talk at the playground about
what the hell are we doing here. Why are we
doing it, and how long are we doing it for.
What I gather from that is that becoming mothers
seems to be a transition point for women.
Obviously, it's not a dead end. It helps me
understand that I don't have to feel guilty and
wonder what s wrong with me that I seem to have
other needs than just total care taking of my
child. All of us are taking care of our children
and also leading busy Boston lives.
'

Realizing the commonality of the experience of needing to
balance and also to mesh mothering and non-mothering selves,
was itself a source of support.

Commonality helped to

negate isolation.
Summary of balance of mothering and non-mothering selves.

Achieving

a

balance between nurturing and autono-

mous parts of self was vital to emotional well-being in

new motherhood and to satisfaction with life as a mother.
One subject coined the term "mothering and non-mothering

parts of self" while another referred to her "motherhood
and personhood."

The need to pay attention to the demands

of the autonomous self was central to carrying out success-

fully the nurturing parts of self, seen as mothering.

Nurturing, in this context, was viewed as the giving of

nurturance to another, specifically

a child.

The demands

of the autonomous self included not only professional pro-
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ductivity, but also the personal or leisure use of time.
The use of child care was a critical element in being able
to satisfy the needs of autonomy.

The very process of

seeking to create a balance between the mothering and

non-mothering parts of self helped, in itself, to reestablish a sense of personal autonomy by clarifying needs.
On the one hand, attending to the needs for autonomy

proved its own reward and was seen as gratification of
self.

On the other hand, autonomy was seen as enhancing

the ability to nurture a child because of the increased

self-assurance which it brought;

"when

freedom in my non-mothering life,

I

in my mothering life."

I

have more

have more enjoyment

The focus was on self, and the

priority in values was on mothering.

These were not women

who were sacrificing their interests or needs for the sake
of their children.

To the contrary, there was uniform

recognition that what enhanced the mother's well-being
aided her ability to mother successfully and thus enhanced
the child's well-being.

Finding women to help bridge the distance between
the mothering and non-mothering selves was of paramount

importance.

The realization that other professional women

become mothers faced the same search to balance the many
parts of their lives brought a sense of commonality that

pierced through

a

sense o f isolation.

There was a feeling

.
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of possessing multiple identities and living multiple

roles

Concomitant with balancing autonomous and nurturing
parts of self was the need to mesh the parts of self into
a

coherent whole.

simultaneously.

The meshing/balancing process took place
The mesh of motherhood and personhood

brought mutual enrichment to the lives of the professional

new mothers.
Connection with women

.

All subjects reported a strong sense of feeling

connected to women since becoming mothers.

For some, a

special sense of connection began in pregnancy.

The two

subjects who described themselves as feminists with

a

strong premotherhood sense of connection to women, felt
that connection grow with their motherhood.

The sense of

connection was not limited to women who were mothers, but
to women in general,

including women of the past and future.

A spiritual sense of connection to womankind,

brought about by the direct experience of motherhood,
found strong expression in the inner lives of two subjects.

Both spoke eloquently of a sense of spiritual bonding that

transcended time.

Holly shared:

have felt very connected to other women in
the sense of sharing the universal role of
To relate more, knowing what it
mothering.
It's a spiritual sense of
is to be a mother.
Reeling one with the vast known or unknown body
I

.
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of women in the universal sense, both forward
and backward in time.

Lydia reiterated her theme of the timelessness in the sense
connection, and emphasized womanhood as the bond uniting
all women, whether mothers or daughters:
I turn to women.
I need women.
l love women.
Even though I've been a feminist for years, it's
now because I'm a mother that I see how beautiful
women are.
I feel attracted to women.
I appreciate
women's strength.
I don't deal any more with
jealousies and competition with women.
I feel the
only people who I can share my life with are women.
Not just other mothers, but women. There's that
bond uniting all women: we're all daughters or
mothers.
In the last three years since I got
pregnant I've felt that I am part of that bond.
That my life is intimately connected to the lives
of women all over the world, and even in the past
and the future

Experiencing the "miracle" that is a child was sufficient
catalyst to launch Holly into a period of spirituality which

coincided with her motherhood and found expression in the
feeling and giving of love:
have had a feeling of selfless overwhelming
I feel at one with all the
love for all women.
other mothers of the world, past and future and
This has been a spiritual time for me.
present.
I think of before life, after death, during life.
The whole awakening a child can bring: where
does it come from, who is it, what is it?
I

There was a sociological component, for Lydia, in
her increased feelings of connection with all women.

The

shift in her life to a partially daytime domestic existence

put her in the situation of meeting women, mostly mothers,

whom she might otherwise never have met had they not
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shared the common circumstance of daytime motherhood.

Some

of these contacts were women who turned out to be
somewhat

similar to her, but most were dissimilar except in their

womanhood and motherhood.

Because of her increased contact

with women outside her previous social scope, she felt
connected to a new and expanded understanding of the scope
of womankind:

My world consists almost entirely of women now.
That's been unique because I've been trained
as a professional working person.
The people I
run into aren't the people of my choice.
I know
that I need to gather support and friendship for
myself.
But, the people available aren't those
who I'd normally go out of my way to seek. Many
of the people I would want to seek aren't available.
Maybe they are not mothers, or if they
are, maybe they've hired somebody to take care
of their children while they work.
I use day care
and I work part time, but I consider my most
important job right now raising my son. There
just aren't that many of us doing that who I can
relate to with respect and stimulation and shared
values and shared concerns about what we are doing
with our lives. And also with a sense of humor.
So, it's strange.
I haven't had my usual supports
but I have felt connected to women who I normally
I mean
would never meet and feel connected to.
who
ordinary
women
regular,
the vast stream of
live their lives, and raise their children, and go
I've felt lonely, but I've
walking in the park.
life strem that I never
larger
felt part of this
And
it feels wonderful.
felt part of before.

Her acknowledgement was profound that she now met and

interacted with women who were not necessarily of her
choice as a professional woman become mother needing to
share intellectual and aesthetic interests as well as

mothering interests.

They were simply other women, who.
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regardless of their premotherhood backgrounds, were
P^^sently mothers.

Whether they felt multiple identities

and juggled multiple roles, as did the subjects, was unknown.

The connective tissue was mutual womanhood and

the excuse for their meeting was mutual motherhood.

Coming

in contact with women not of their choosing at previously

unlikely times of the day in previously unlikely settings
was a hallmark of change in the lives of the subjects,

and one which increased their sense of connection to

womankind.

Clara summarized this reality in the lives of

these professional woman become mothers when she said:
"I

used to have colleagues; now

I

have neighbors."

When asked what they had wanted from women during
the two years of their motherhood, all subjects reported

having had specific desires which they had wanted addressed
Martha was most succinct in her reply:

by other women.

"I've wanted women just to be there for me; and they have

been."

Connie was equally concise:

friendship with

a

woman."

"I want a close

Wilma sought "companionship,

reassurance, feelings of connectiveness."

"Compassion

and empathy, in that order," was Clara's response to what
she had wanted from women during her motherhood.

Lydia's

list was longer:

Love, understanding, sharing, lack of judgment,
warmth, support, unqualified acceptance of me
Just by being a
and what makes my life tick.
from other
acceptance
want
I
woman, just by being,
others.
Mothers and
women.
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Connie expanded on her desire to have a close woman
friend
and refined her definition of that imaginary friend:
If I had one close buddy out here who was
at home to a comparable degree as me, that
would be nice.
I just want a close friend.
Someone I can be myself with. I want the
spontaneity of a close friendship.
l guess what
I'm looking for is someone who is at home and
is available because she is a mother but she
chooses to be mostly at home. Probably this
ideal person had worked and had a professional
career and had had that type of fulfillment.
Like me.

The wish was strong for a friend like herself.

Sharing of information about childraising and

receiving recognition for the job well done in mothering
were emphasized by Wilma:
I've wanted information about children, reassurance.
Every once in a while I want some
kind of reward from women. What I want is some
kind of recognition that I'm doing all right.
Like in any job. But once in a while it's helpful
to have somebody recognize the work you do, and
say something like:
"oh, your children are
lovely and your son says thank you without being
prompted, he's so well brought upl" Just little
things so that I know I'm doing a good job.
I've also wanted just friendship. Companionship,
just going out to dinner with women friends.
I actually haven't sought female companionship
per se but I get it in the bargain when I call
I'm
up and ask somebody to bring a child over.
also getting compansionship from the woman if she
She always does come, unless it's a
comes.
babysitting arrangement. So, it is a need thau
I definitely fill, when the mother comes with the
child.
I just want companionship, support,
reassurance and recognition.
,

Her need for companionship from women was a theme strongly

verbalized by all the subjects.
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Summary of connection with women

.

A special sense of connection with other women
in
general, and with mothers in particular, was felt during
the two years of new motherhood, with some origin in

pregnancy.

A definite spiritual quality pervaded some

of the feeling of connection to womankind.

The spirituality

of the sense of connection created a timelessness, so that

connection was felt with women of the past, present, and
future.

Womanhood itself was felt as creating a special

bond, uniting all women either in motherhood or daugherhood.
The shift into motherhood brought a reorientation

toward daytime hours and non-workplace locales in seeing
or interacting with other women.

introduced

a

The reorientation

sociological element in that the pool of

women available to the subjects for potential friendships
was limited to those women who were mothers and either

stayed at home full time or chose to stay at home
partially.

In other words,

subjects did not necessarily

have available to them women whom they might otherwise

have sought to befriend.

representative:

neighbors."

"I

One subject's statement was

used to have colleagues; now

I

have

Women encountered in daytime locales, such

as playgrounds or markets,

shared a similarity of mother-

hood and womanhood but were dissimilar enough in other ways
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not to provide the intimate friendships desired by the

professional women become mothers.

That there were

significant amounts of contact with "regular, ordinary
women," who might never have been met were it not for

mutual motherhood, was seen as part of the positive sense
of connection with womankind.

The professional women were

clear in knowing what they wanted from other women during
motherhood:

friendship, support, reassurance, recognition,

empathy, lack of judgement, acceptance.

Friendship with women

.

Of great importance to the subjects in their new

motherhood were friendships with women.

These included

old and new friendships with women who either were or were
not mothers.

All subjects expressed their desire to find

friends who were like themselves

— professional

women

become mothers with similar life experiences and shared
values

— but

that wish rarely was met in reality.

Heightened

need for intimacy with women and a heightened sense of

vulnerability around women were expressed.

Emotions

sometimes flared in friendships with women during motherhood.

All subjects related at least two elaborately

detailed stories of having felt "betrayed" by women friends
specifically in areas concerned with their motherhood.
The breaking of trust inevitably was involved and seemed

.
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to reveal a naive assumption of surprise that other women

might not perceive their increased vulnerability and
therefore might not treat them with gingerly respect.

Their

heightened vulnerability and surprise that they could not
automatically trust all women, seemed tied to their strong
feelings of connection with womankind.

Friendships with women were seen as a primary source
of support during the first two years of motherhood.

bluntly stated:
going."

'?Fr iendships

Martha

with women are what keep me

Clara described her almost frenetic efforts to

make friends, and correlated that intensity with her
intense need to have support:

At the six month mark we moved to a different
town so I was suddenly forced into a situation.
I made it my business to meet, like a maniac,
every person in my neighborhood that' had a young
I would say that within three months
baby.
I knew twenty to twenty-five people who lived
within walking distance from me that had babies
There was obviously this
the same age as mine.
real need to have support or friends.

Subjects were clear in recognizing their need to make new

daytime friends and the need that they take the initiative
to do so

Wilma, who earlier described motherhood as a

"chapter" in her life, brought a life cycle perspective
to her efforts to create support through friendship:

"This is a whole new era of my making friends."

Subjects

reported feeling that their needs for friendships with

A
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women had increased since motherhood over their
needs for
friendship before motherhood. Wilma characterized
this

in saying:
It seems to be that before you have children
somehow you rely mostly on your husband for
support.
I think that when you have children,
you are more apt to look to other women. I am.

Simply having the time to contemplate and carry out
the making of friends was seen as a luxury which was

nurturing to them.

Motherhood provided that luxurious

break in their pre-motherhood "busy Boston lives."

In

the reality of the subjects' lives, as they described them,

motherhood was hardly a luxury but a second career with a
second set of time and emotional demands.
in terms of creating friendships,

ness and sense of luxury.

Nonetheless,

it provided an expansive-

Wilma expressed her gratitude

that motherhood gave her the excuse to expand the friend-

ship-seeking parts of her self:
I wonder if some of this getting the children
together, which I engage in so much, is really
an excuse to get together when you really want
to get together with the mother.
Maybe because
women haven't always done this kind of thing,
In my family growing up,
you need an excuse.
happened.
My mother had a few friends
that never
with, but you were mainly
beach
who she went to the
your
husband and kids.
with
home
supposed to be
now give
children
But
maybe
my
And she was.
of myself:
other
side
this
expand
me an excuse to
friends
having
woman
is
a
which
myself
of
the side
who are women.

There had been, for Wilma, little role modeling from her
own mother of an adult woman having independent adult woman
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friends.

Some subjects saw little role modeling of adult

woman friendships from their own mothers.

Others, however,

described their own mothers' independent friendships

^ith women apart from

a

family context.

Wilma marveled

at her insight that her altruistic providing of playmates

for her child served also to provide her with adult female

companionship and friendship.

The children she selected

as playmates for her son hinged in part on the acceptability

and compatability of the mothers:

About this play time business: again, it's for
my children, but it's as much for me.
I don't
have my child play with just anybody's child.
If I don't like the mothers I just don't have
their children over, no matter how much I like
the children.
Selectivity, at that level, brought recognition that the

criteria for compatability in friendship changed in the
course of the life cycle.

Clara expounded:

think there is only so much energy in your
A lot of the energy I used to put into
friendships has now been directed toward my
It makes me wonder about
child, and my family.
the nature of some of those intense old relationships that I had with women and with men. There
is also, not as great a division in what I
think of as friends, now that I've had a child.
A friend used to have to be in capital letters
and have a golden neon sign that flashed on the
mountainside: FRIEND. Now the division between
friends and acquaintances has become less as
There's not
I've become more centered at home.
such separation of friendship and support.
I

life.

Wilma declared the importance, in the friendship born of
her motherhood, of mutuality of needs and expectations:
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I think the older one gets, the more one's
friendship are based on mutual needs, expectations, and understanding.
It's not just being
a good playmate that one looks for now.
There
is more that one looks for now in a friend.

Recognition of changing criteria for selection of friends
seemed to be part of the maturing process felt in the

course of becoming a mother.
The problem of finding daytime friends who were,
if not the desired intimate friends like themselves,

at

least compatable enough to satisfy some of the changing

demands of friendship, posed a challenge.

Three subjects

met this challenge by joining separate C.O.P.E. mothers'
support groups, which, under trained leadership, provided
support, discussion, and the opportunity to meet women in
a

comparable life circumstance.

Wilma joined an on-going

playgroup composed of professional women become mothers
whose life situations were remarkably similar to hers.
She described what that group provided her, aside from
the playmates it provided for her son:
My friendship needs were very strong, especially
toward the beginning when I had to find daytime
friends, people who would be around in the middle
That was why I joined the playof the day.
it was a good way of meeting other women.
group:
I think that friendships with women with children
provide important feedback. You're not alone.
Most of the crises I've been through I can usually
find a friend, especially from the playgroup,
who's been through it. There really is a special
sensitivity in the other mothers, where I haven't
They will just pick up on
really had to ask.
what is bothering me. Especially with my first son

:
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had a lot of insecurities and it was just
helpful to have other people's advice and
experiences. Playgroup gave me that.
I

By unburdening her of the need to ask for their help and

advice, her playgroup friends were acting with familiarity
if not intimacy.

The core of her playgroup was made of

women from her urban neighborhood.

According to Wilma's

description, the playgroup consciously made great efforts
to function as an adult womens /mothers
'

'

support and

discussion group simultaneous with its function as
for toddlers to play.

a

place

For Connie, who experienced and

lamented the dearth of available support resources in her

wealthy suburb, there was also a playgroup experience

which contrasted with that of Wilma.

She felt there to be

in her playgroup a lack of consciousness on the part of

the participating mothers that the group could, with

effort, serve their needs as women as well as the play

needs of their toddlers.
a result,

Her playgroup's orientation, as

was strictly toward the benefit of the children.

For Connie, her experience touched into the area of

'sacrificing for the children's sake' because her needs
for adult level interaction, though great, remained unmet.

The type of adult-oriented playgroup, such as Wilma
described, was put forth by Connie as an unattained
ideal
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I wish I had gotten involved in a group of
people who just sit around and talk.
Just to
share about anything, about child rearing,
trivial things, toilet training, things I might
not even need advice for.
For me it would be fun
just to sit around and hear people who are
going through it. Because other things can happen
in that sort of group.
I think when you're
talking about an article or a situation in that
kind of group, it forms a bond which is not born
on a casual basis getting together with other
women.
That's what my playgroup was not like.
We would sit there and watch the children play
and interrupt fights. And yes, we would talk
about things but for some reason our minds weren't
really focused on us but on the children.

Not just to provide adult support, stimulation, and friendship but also to provide a bond with women friends was a

goal shared by the other subjects.

Part of the overall emotional transition to mother-

hood was an increase in subjects' needs for intimacy with

Kathleen noted:

women.
of women

I

"Motherhood has expanded the number

want to get close to."

Wilma drew the

connection between her increased desire for intimacy with
women friends and the increased feelings of intimacy aroused
in her generally by motherhood;

Before becoming a mother I was much more
resistant about sharing information about
myself with friends. But since I've become
a mother, it's just part of the nature of the
feelings I have. I never thought of it until
I m sure
j^ight now, but I'm sure it's true.
intimate
more
a
of
are
generally
that my feelings
before.
were
nature than they
^

For all, there was an expressed longing for the

company of old, premotherhood friends:

old friends in

premotherhood
mutual autonomy, who could help revive

.
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feelings and could create security simply by virtue
of

familiarity and long-standing intimacy.

Connie found joy

in her friendships her two old friends, neither of
whom

were mothers, who knew her first as

a

person before she

added the role and identity of mother:
My two very close friends, who have known me
for years as a person before I was a mother,
bring out the fun qualities in me. They remind
me of who I was before I had the responsibility
of motherhood.
I like that because it makes me
momentarily fun.
It makes me forget my tiredness
and the other things that come with being a
mother.
So, I enjoy my two friends for those
qualities they bring out in me. They are who I
talk to about myself.

Clara, too, felt a renewed interst in keeping alive friend-

ships with women who did not have children and who knew

her before her life changed in motherhood:
I've wanted confirmation from women, as a mother
and as a woman.
I've wanted women friends who
don't have babies who I can escape to. And I
see it clearly as escape.
They have been old
friends who preceded pregnancy and childbirth and
babies, and I have felt a renewed interest in
keeping those friendships alive. They've helped
me by going back to my fantasies about having a
baby in the good old days when I was fancy free
and wasn't a mother. That may have been my motivation, selfish, in keeping up with those people.
But, in reality, those friendships have changed
and grown, and that's been a very positive
experience

Lydia added:
go out of my way to keep old friends who
Their perspective on things,
are not mothers.
keeps me sane.
life,
my
even about
I

The familiarity in old friendships brought, to Wilma, the

comfort of not having to take the initiative herself in
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asking for h©lp.

Her

old.

friends knew her idiosyncrasies

enough to know where to probe and what to ask;
The element of not having to ask is great with
my closest friends. People who really know
me well are able to make me get it off my
chest, so to speak, without having me feel
desperate to the point of wanting to unburden
them.

What was expressed was

having to ask.

a sense of

relief at not

Apparently, taking responsibility for

declaring and meeting one's own needs could be burdensome.

Kathleen voiced her fear that she might overload her
old friends who were not mothers with her many emotional
needs and identity issues brought about in her motherhood:
If my friends tended not to just take what I
say at face value but dig more at me, then I
could take that as a cue that they were very
interested and caring and supportive. That
would let me know that whatever I was going to
That I wasn't
say to them, they could handle it.
going to be overwhelming for them.

Feeling overwhelmed herself by the feelings and needs
of her motherhood,

she wanted old,

familiar friends to let

her know that they could handle her issues, and, therefore,
she could.

Reassurance was sought from old women friends.

The double need to make new daytime mother friends

and to maintain old friendships with women, most of whom

were not mothers, was felt as two divergent paths.
Qj-0Q-^ion of

The

new and the maintainance of old friends met

the common need in the subjects of finding sources of

approval, reassurance, recognition and support for their

.
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new nurturing selves and their old/continuing
autonomous
selves.

To all subjects the importance of maintaining

old friendships with women was paramount to
their emotional
Old female friendships were primary sources
of nurturing their sense of autonomy.

To Martha, it was the honesty of her old female

friends, secure in their familiar knowledge of her, that

gave her the basic feedback on whether her internally felt

changes were externally manifest:
The approval of friends from before was
especially valuable to me. Friends from before,
I knew, would tell me I wasn't going way off
the track.
Or maybe I was, and other people
weren't telling me.
I knew they would.

Kathleen also depended on her old close friend's sure
knowledge of her to give her the push toward autonomy,
which, to her, meant support;
My best friend supports my autonomy.
She
models autonomy for me and favors my autonomy.
She speaks a great deal to feeling that I need
to seek out ways to get nurturance for me other
than from my husband.
I put too much on him,
and make too many emotional demands on him. He's
going through his own stuff and is not as available to me as I'd like. My friend has really
planted in my brain over and over again the need
to go out and just be good to myself, either
through a network of frieds or by joining things,
or by doing whatever it takes to help me restore
my old sense of me as autonomous, capable, and
free
The only element which Martha reported regretting

during the entire two years of her motherhood was that the
demands on her time as

a

working mother limited the time

:
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she could spend with old female friends:
I guess the only thing I can say is that I
don't have enough time for my own friendships.
I haven't enough time to do something on a
Saturday afternoon, for instance. I'm sure that
they've changed! I'm sure they think they've
changed more than I think I have! After all, for
them it's their lives. For me, it's mine.

She showed her concern and friendship for them, displaying

mutuality in friendship, in caring about the changes they
might have experienced in themselves while she was going
through two years of motherhood.
in other words,

Her sense of friendship,

took her beyond the bounds of self.

She

stated
My old friends as support probably didn't quite
know what to expect from me when I became a
Some of the ways that people support
mother.
me is by pushing me and they didn't know how
much to push me. They didn't know how tired
I was going to be, whether I really wanted company
They didn't know whether
or some of those things.
I wasn't going
whether
or
change,
was
going
to
I
anymore.
them
about
tc care

Martha was able to turn herself around and ask what her
close old friends might have wanted in the way of help

from her in knowing how to help her.
Most of

Sally's experience was somewhat different.
her premotherhood friends were single women without

children but with definite, preconceptions about what
being

a

mother entailed.

Motherhood, they thought, as

Sally reported, was either drudgery or euphoria.

Neither

her
corresponded to the reality that Sally experienced in

life as a mother.

She said:

.

.
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All of them, all my friends around here were
single, so they really didn't understand.
They also had, and still have, this idea of a
mother.
They think the whole thing is drudgery,
and they can't understand why you are doing it
in the first place, or they have it as so
euphoric that they can't understand anything
about the drudgery part of it.
So, they're not
so much in contact with what's really happening
My single old friends are still into a lot of
things that I can't do. Like, spur of the moment
things
1

The situations made communication difficult, and it was

with rue that Sally expressed her inability to join in
their spur of the moment activities due to the responsibilities
of being a mother.

Nonetheless, the situation did not

dampen her feelings of the importance of her old women
friends
All subjects concurred that their old friendships

with women nurtured their sense of autonomy since becoming
mothers.

Sally ventured to define autonomy:

Somebody that's their own person and isn't
defined by a role. I don't think your role
makes you the 'person that you are. You're a
person, and then you have one or mcny roles
that you are performing. That's what I think
of as autonomous.

Perhaps this definition of autonomy as

a

quality residing

in personhood was what enabled her and the other subjects

multiple
to seek a renewed sense of their autonomy amid the
roles they performed on a daily basis.

version of the same thought:

Connie stated her
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from women.
I want somebody
who really wants to get to know me better
outside of my children, who will get to read
me
better so that they'll know me.
l want someone
to know me beyond my mother facade.

The idea of getting beyond the "mother facade"
reverberated

with the balance of motherhood and personhood which
each
subject sought to create.

Martha noted that she gained

support for herself as an autonomous person "primarily

through the women's movement" and
from all the individual people that
know who see me as an individual person
because that's their vision of the world.
.

.

.

I

To be treated as an individual, while those people whom
she might casually meet on a daily basis treated her as
a mother, was an important element in feeling her autonomy.

Lydia's statement served as

a

summary of the feeling voiced

by the other subjects:
It's in my old friendships with women, and
they aren't mothers, that I replenish myself.
They know me. They give me myself.

Summary of friendships with women

.

Friendships with women were

a

primary source of

support in the first two years of motherhood.

In this

area, as in others, initiative was needed to ensure the

support.

With old, close, premotherhood friendships,

there was relief from that need to take initiative and

from the need to ask for help.

Premotherhood friendships.

especially with women who were not mothers, were highly
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valued.

Premotherhood friendships, where the new mother

was known first as a person and secondarily as a mother,

provided oases of welcome intimacy with women.

New

motherhood brought an increased desire for initimacy with
women.

At the same time, it brought a heightened sense of

vulnerability in relationships with women.
The need to make daytime friends was pressing.

Despite feelings of connection to all women and to womankind, there were criteria for selectivity in choosing

daytime friends.

Access to a daytime population of

available women was important.

To this end, C.O.P.E.

mothers' support groups and various kinds of playgroups were
joined.

A playgroup oriented toward the benefit of the

children was seen as less successful than one where
conscious effort was made to keep the focus on the interactional needs of the mothers.

In addition to the need

for adult female suport, stimulation and friendship, there

was a common goal to create those female supports in ways
that stimulated a bond between the women involved.

That

desire for intimacy and bonding was seen as growing out
of the increased feelings of intimacy generally aroused

during the mothering process.
Paramount to the emotional well-being of the new

mothers was maintaining old female friendships.

Old

female friendships nurtured their sense of autonomy.
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Such friendships took the new mothers outside the bounds
of their selves.

This happened in part through the

mutuality of friendships and through the obvious needs
of the friends to understand where they stood in the

potentially changed priorities of the lives of the new
mothers.

The gratification through old female friendships

of the need to get beyond the "mother facade," to be

treated as persons and not only mothers, was the element
that seemed to replenish the sense of well-being and

autonomy of the professional women become new mothers.

New female friendships

.

All subjects reported the importance to them of

maintaining their old female friendships to nurture their
sense of autonomy.

Simultaneously, they emphasized the

importance of creating new friendships with mothers to

nurture their mothering selves.

The need was keen to

surround themselves with women capable of understanding
the daily realities and responsibilities of their lives
as mothers.

There was no hard rule by which the subjects sought

new friendships only with women who were mothers.

However,

it was mostly mothers who inhabited the same daytime

world to which the subjects had access.

Holly, as earlier

quoted, stated that the new friends she had made in her
two years of motherhood were exclusively adult females.

.
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i^sportsd that she joined activities specifically

aimed at mothers so that she would make new women

friends who were not mothers.

However, Clara was more

representative of the other subjects in stating:
The newer friendships I formed I would say
have been 99% with women who have young
children, so their lives are very similar to
mine.
In fact,
I can't think of any new
friend who isn't also a mother.

Subjects reported feeling drawn toward women who were

obviously mothers for several reasons:

partly, their desire

to share their mothering lives, partly the availability of

other women who were mothers, and partly an attraction
toward the whole realm of babies and toddlers.

Subjects,

had, after all, declared their mothering lives to be of

top priority.

Subjects paid attention to the babies

they met because as mothers they were oriented toward
babies.

Alongside earlier noted criteria for selecting

playmates for their children based on the appropriateness
of the mother, was the reverse of judging the appropriate-

ness of potential friendships with the mothers based on

certain qualities of the children.

This seemed to reflect

the identification of their personhood with their

motherhood
Holly voiced the reason why she felt drawn to make

new women friends:
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It was a transition pariod, bacoining a
mother.
I think that during transition
periods you find you are ready for friendships
with women. Especially this transition of
^ mother
The friendships that you form
can be lasting and you find people who are
important to you to find, to help you through,
or to be with during those times.
.

Recognition that motherhood was a period of transition
gave perspective to the process of making friends.

New

mother friendships, as subjects reported, varied from
casual to moderately close.

Clara clarified some of the

other qualities of such friendships:
They are close without being intense. They are
very open.
They are frequent. There's a lot
of frequency.
And they're daily, and often.
The relationships are daily, maybe not in the
sense of everyday, but it feels like every day.

Frequency of contact and openness to each others' mothering
lives were uniform qualities of new friendships with

mothers.

So,

too, as Kathleen expounded, was trust-

worthiness in areas concerned with mothering:
What binds me and my new friends is a sense
that they are going to be there, that they
are trustworthy. Also, with new friends,
it's the commonality of having children, that
we are all going through something together,
and we don't have all the answers. We're
also aware that everyone else has their problems.
They may not have my pain, but they have their
own pain.
Subjects felt that they were least likely to share with
their new mother friends, in depth, problems in their

non-mothering lives, but most likely to share problems
that arose in their mothering lives.

On the other hand,
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they reported feeling especially vulnerable in divulging

areas of themselves where they felt their motherhood

reflected on their personhood, for example, the philosophy

behind how they toilet trained their children.

On the

other hand, it was specifically in such areas that they

reported feeling most comfortable in sharing with their

new mother friends.

The bridge between that set of

contradictions seemed to be the degree to which they felt
their premotherhood selves and values to be open to

scrutiny and question by women who might share motherhood

concerns but might not share common ground in personhood.
There seemed to be fear of judgement.

mother

In short,

the

link, while strong for motherhood issues, was not

in itself sufficient to ensure trust and comfort in issues

that reached beyond those purely of motherhood.

Clear demarcations emerged, from the subjects'
reports, of distinct periods in new motherhood and correlate

needs in new friendships with other mothers.

Within the

first year of motherhood, focus and interest lay in baby-

hood and motherhood.

Needs were greatest for new mother

friends between five and twelve months of new motherhood.
In the second year of motherhood, new friendships with

other mothers revolved less around babyhood and motherhood
and more around the balance of motherhood and personhood
sought by the woman.

Friendships from the first year of

.
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motherhood, with their mother /chi Id orientation, did not

necessarily survive into the second year of motherhood

with its shift of focus to the mother /woman
Clara expressed such demarcations in her mothering

and in her new friendship needs:
I've made a lot of new friends, and they all
have babies.
Somewhere in the first nine months
I feel that my new friendships revolved around
babyhood and new motherhood. But beyond a
certain point in child development and mother
development, I didn't really feel that we had
enough in common to enable the friendships to
stay as close as they had been.
It was an
interesting phenomenon, because they went from
being very close to not having much to talk
Once we had gotten out of the thing of
about.
talking about diapers or breastfeeding or
problems and concerns around babies, we just
didn't have that much else to talk about.

However, while the first blush lasted on new friendships,

contact hinged on the realities of caring for children
such as breastfeeding, diapering, car seats, and other

vital trivia:

During the first year there was a lot of
talking about the practical details of taking
care of babies. Also, I talked a lot, as did
my friends, about relationships we had with
our parents, especially our mothers, and how
they were involved or not as grandparents.
There was recognition, as Clara noted, of intergenerational

continuity and of placing oneself in the context of
having been mothered as well as mothering.

The shared

bond of being both mother and daughter helped create
an atmosphere of casual intimacy.
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Lydia's statement concurred with Clara's.

Until

between six and nine months of motherhood, her primary
interest in new friendships with mothers was the common

bond of motherhood.

Simply having a baby and looking

roughly acceptable to her notions of compatability suggested,
to her, the possibility of new motherhood friendship:
In the beginning, any woman who looked a
little bit like me I'm being a snob, can't
help it who had a baby, I'd pursue. I'd call
and I'd say;
"I have a baby too; can we get

—

—

together and just take a walk someday? How
about tomorrow?" Just the baby connection was
enough.
People I'd meet at La Leche League
meetings about breastfeeding. There wasn't
much stuff there for friendship. But they were
women with little babies and doing something in
common with me: breastfeeding. So, they
couldn't be all bad. So what if we couldn't talk
about novels and ideas? So what if I couldn't
talk about what was really bothering me. All I
needed was to get together with them with our
babies.
That was in the beginning, until about
Some of the friends from my
six or nine months.
birth class and from my COPE group were helpful
Because we had a little history together
then.
before our babies were born and we were involved,
blow by blow, in each others' births. Se we
weren't new to each other from scratch.
All the subjects had stated that in their new friendships
their anonymity to each other before motherhood was not
a

hindrance in forming or maintainng the friendships.

Lydia's reference to new friends from her birth class and
C.O.P.E. group suggested that knowledge of each other
(Ju27ing

pregnancy actively helped promote those new

friendships which carried through into motherhood.

Of

mothers
the four subjects who were members of C.O.P.E.

.
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groups,

she alone had joined hers during her pregnancy.

The others had joined at approximately the six
month mark
of motherhood when they felt their needs for
support and

friendships to be keen.
The need to reach out to break isolation and to

share the babyhood/motherhood experience seemed most acute

around the five to six month mark of motherhood.

The

bloom of the first three months of early transition to
motherhood was past; baby was now

a

fully responding

being entering the first subphase of the separation/

individuation process of normal development; and mother
was beginning to return to a sense of autonomous self and

beginning to balance her nurturing and autonomous selves.
At this six month mark, the needs of the subjects were

great
Wilma described the period of motherhood starting

around five months as one where she started to feel trapped;
I felt trapped when the baby was about five
months old.
It was still winter, and he was
still sick.
I still couldn't go anywhere and I
still was afraid to have him exposed to other
I think
children because he would get sicker.
it was also adjusting, or not, to being alone
I'm basically a
in the house hour after hour.
I think that was when I started
social person.
to reach out to other people and make more
friends and make sure that I had people around me.

It was up to her to reach out. Much as Kathleen had,

she

turned first to premotherhood acquaintances who had children
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Those were old, but mostly casual friends,
with children.
I knew I could rely on their
advice.
In fact, I turned away from my single
friends.
It seemed to me that my relationships
with other people with children became much more
intense and I needed them most.
For Wilma, these old casual acquaintances who happened
to be mothers of babies became new mother friends.

Because

she had not experienced the nine months of pregnancy but

had become an adoptive mother virtually overnight, she

had not paid attention to the progressive motherhoods of
such casual friends.

Therefore they became to her, in

motherhood, as if they were new friendships.

She said;

My relationships with these old acquaintances
have a different side to them now that I never
explored before. We were all devoted to helping
other people, but I now see a whole new dimension
For example, one person I
in personality.
had always looked upon as rather cold when it
came to human relationships, I have learned,
because I see her interacting with her child,
that she has a great capacity for love and for
The same goes for me I find these things
giving.
in myself too, as if I had only been a casual
acquaintance to myself before I became a mother.

—

The benefits to her were great of being able to see

nurturing qualities in old acquaintances who filled the
role of new friends.

Reflected through them, she was able

to see those qualities in herself.

Connie, too, acknowledged

that her need to share her mothering life with new

friends who were mothers was greatest between six and

twelve months;
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I'm wondering where to fit that six to twelve
I think that during that time
I was not very receptive to friendships, although
that was when I needed them the most.
I needed
them the most, but I didn't do anything about it!

^orith period in.

Again, support was seen as a matter of initiative, and
lack of support was interpreted as lack of self initiative

After twelve

months and until twenty-four months,

when the subjects were interviewed, needs in new friendships shifted focus away from babyhood/motherhood and

onto issues of self and womanhood, but seen through the
filter of motherhood.

Clara provided a detailed de-

scription of that shift:

After the first year, the talk turned to
thinking about getting back into our careers,
thinking about changing. Most of the people
I know like myself were trained in esoteric
things, like art, history, classics, which were
not the most applicable things to have studied.
So, there was talk about how we had ended up in
our jobs.
There was talk about changing careers.
How possible was that? What would we like to do?
It was sort of an adult rehash of what you go
through in late adolescence when you're thinking
about what you're going to do in the world. There
were disappointments expressed in those conversations and although everyone had worked at least
ten years before being mothers, there were
other things we all wanted to do. We certainly
weren't blaming changes in our lives on having
children. Around the same time, after the first
year, we got back into talking about movies and
books and politics, relationships with spouse and
parents. Also, the same old good things of
talking about children, but not in the same
obsessive way as earlier.
Clara reiterated that new friendships made earlier in

motherhood during the first year, with their emphasis on
the mechanics of mothering, tended not to survive as long
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term friendships:
It was at the seventh and the eighteenth month

mark that I met people the most. The people
I met at the seventh mlnth mark tended not to
be long-term friendships.
The people I met at
the eighteenth month did, or at least are.
I
felt like I was getting myself back.
I looked
for friends then who complimented me as a person
or who I was attracted to as a person, as opposed
to only as a mother.
That was the earlier need.
Her personhood, in other words, felt more long-term and

certainly more familiar than her motherhood.
For Sally, it was the sure focus on motherhood
and the sure application of the filter of motherhood in

dealing with personhood issues that made her new friendships

with mothers satisfying:
If that's how the relationship starts, getting
together because you are all mothers, it's hard
to get into the whole rest of your personality
unless you have a whole lot of time. There is
a lot of immediate mother stuff to be dealt with,
and you have the feeling that everyone knows why
It's to help themselves and to
they are there.
help other people deal with being a mother while
being a person.

Efficiency in getting to the heart of the matter of "mother
stuff" with new mother friends was appealing.

Sally's

new mother friends came largely through the vehicle of
her C.O.P.E. mothers' support group.
Wilma, once she felt able at five months to reach

out and make new daytime friendships, felt little illusion

that her new mother friends need be her best friends:

.
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In th© beginning I had to make some daytime
friends.
It was then that I reached out
to the playgroup to be daytime friends.
My
children and I have played with their children
and them.
But I think I enjoyed it more than
some other people in playgroup because I did not
have expectations that these people were going
to be my best friends.
I already had my best
friends

The distinction between new mother friends to support

issues of motherhood and old, close friends to support

^^tonomous personhood, prevented a sense of disappointment
from developing from needs not met by those not able to
meet them.

Such was Clara's experience too:

My closest friend supported me as a person all
throughout these two years.
It was very nice,
because sometimes as a mother you lose your sense
of person and sometimes forget your self.
So,
it helps to have a boost from someone who really
knows you well. The people I know who are
mothers and who support me as a mother really
are not my best friends. And that just doesn't
help quite as much.
She acknowledged the importance of her new friendships

with mothers but accepted the limitation that they were
not sufficient to support her as a person.

Acceptance

helped lower expectations in new friendships.
During the two years of new motherhood the subjects

experienced a variation of their needs in friendships

with mothers.

Martha pointed out that the age of one's

baby and, therefore, the baby's range of compatability

with other children, determined the range of her new
mother's support network:
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I was much more isolated when he was first
born.
But one of the things that is true is that when*
a baby is real little you really need a baby
almost within a week of its age to be at
the same mental stage.
Now, I can get together
with people who have babies maybe a year old or a
few months older than my son or younger, but we
still have this common thing and our children now
can play.
I think your support network grows
just by definition as the children get older. I
see it even now, growing institutionally because
he's in day care.
I see a group of parents every
day now because of his day care.
I mean if l had
had a group of parents who I saw every day when
my son was a week old, it would have been incredibly
valuable
I

As baby grew older, mother's network of potential or
real new friends expanded.

network.

So,

therefore, did her support

In the first six months, Martha's needs were

difficult to pinpoint except that, in her mothering life,
like the other subjects, she wanted the ontological

comfort of being with women who were mothers.

The first

six months were difficult for her to get handles on because
of the rapidity of change in baby's, and, thus, mother's

life

:

We are changing so much. My son was changing
What I would need one day I wouldn't
so much.
need the next because the situation wouldn't
I'd start thinking about what I
be the same.
might need, and before I knew it the situation
It's a problem remembering back!
had changed!
If

life changed rapidly in the first six months,

it began to slow down thereafter,

so that by two years

subjects did not report feeling that their lives were

undergoing rapid change.

If anything,

some reported a

—

.
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sense of standing still, stagnating, and treading
water.

This shift in the speed of change in their lives
encouraged

reflection on variations in their needs from new friends.
Clara expounded:
At first there was the initial rush of meeting
^®^9^^ors and making few friends with children.
That was enough for a while
The child orientation
of it was enough. After a while, that was not
enough and I gained the need for people with
similar no, not even similar, just some
intellectual interests, some similar to mine,
and some different.
My IQ started coming back
after about a year after my son's birth. That
was important to me.
So, again:
it was that
kind of emotional support and the mutuality of
it.
But, the intellectual thing, too, was very
important
.

—

Alongside her statement about the shift in favor of
gratifying intellectual needs, was her recognition that

motherhood and personhood, while at first intertwined,
began to diverge as motherhood progressed:
Our new friendships were expressed in terms
of how we mothered.
As our mothering styles
began to diverge, as the kids got older, I
think the styles of mothering actually reflected
dissimilarities in our make up and outlook on
things.
We had tended to overlook those big
differences when we needed a different kind of
support and had the baby thing to focus on.

Ultimately, the shift in orientation in new friendships
was from the novelty of motherhood to a returned sense
of autonomous self.

Summary of new friendships

.

As much as old friendships were needed in the new

mothers' autonomous, non-mothering lives, new friendships
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were needed in their nurturing, mochering lives.

new friendships with women were with mothers.

Most

The new

friendships with mothers varied in intensity from casual
to moderately close.

They were noted for the freguency

of contact and openness to sharing details of problems

that centered in mothering.

Vulnerability was felt in

areas of personhood, and problems not tied to motherhood

tended not to be discussed in depth.

Demarcations in time periods of new motherhood

correlated with specific needs in new friendships with
mothers.

The need to reach out to other mothers was

most acutely felt by the sixth month of motherhood.

It

was then that playgroups and C.O.P.E. mothers' support
groups tended to be joined.

Focus in new friendships made in

the first twelve months centered on babyhood and motherhood.

Issues in the mechanics of mothering, such as

breastfeeding, assumed importance.

Friendships formed

in the first twelve months, which were grounded in issues

of mothering, did not necessarily survive into the second

year of mothering.

The commonality of being mothers

was not necessarily sufficient to meet the needs of the

new mothers as those needs were evolving over the two
year span.

As babies grew older and their worlds grew

less limited, the support network available to the mothers

expanded.

Friendships made in the second year of mother-

.
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hood reflected greater intellectual and personal needs on
the part of the new mothers.

Focus shifted to issues

in the balance of motherhood and personhood,

returning to work:

such as

personal issues of autonomy but as

seen through the filter of motherhood.

When new friendships were not invested with hopes
of turning into best friendships, disappointments were

minimal.

Acceptance of the limitations in intimacy of

new friendships with mothers lent trustworthiness to those
more limited areas of intimacy and support available in
those friendships, namely, in areas of mothering.

The

distinction between new friends' support in motherhood,
and old friends'

support in personhood, was helpful to

seeking validation for their lives as mothers and as

women
Rituals and doubts

.

Meeting other mothers who could become new friends
was an important part of life for the subjects.

The need

was great for adult female company to break the sense of

isolation and to share an understanding of the vital trivia
of their lives as mothers.

Subjects reported that they

sought to meet other new mothers, who were roughly

compatible with them, at all available locations: parks,
playgrounds, markets, streets, museums, toy stores,
childrens' clothing stores, sites for mother/tot activities.
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They were constantly on the lookout for other mothers

whose general appearance and demeanor suggested rough

compatability

.

All subjects engaged in at least one

structured activity or situation that brought them into

organized contact with other mothers.

Examples were

joining babysitting cooperatives, running a mother/tots
trips program, or getting involved in a child's day care

institution.

As subjects reported, the most satisfying method
of getting together with other mothers was through

"visiting."

Visiting

made acquaintance.

presumed already having met and

Visting was termed extremely important

to the lives of the subjects.

Even those subjects whose

time seemed most compressed made room in their schedules
to carry out visiting activities with other mothers.

Descriptions of visiting yielded

a

picture of ritual

and of ontological comfort.

Visiting was a series of get togethers between a
subject and her baby and a new mother friend, however
casual, and her baby in someone's home for the mutual

purpose of providing play for the babies and light discussion and mutual observation of mothering for the
mothers.

Normally, a visit was between only two women

and their children.
Y0i‘y

Visting occurred with different people

frequently, between three and five times a week.

The

i
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duration of visits was two to three hours.
homes, on an informal basis, was common.

Alternating
The ambiance

was either formal or informal depending on the personalities
of the people involved.

Clara provided a useful description of visiting;

Often informal, sometimes formal. Call up
in the morning and say what are you doing.
Then, you'd pack up your baby bags and go over.
There 'd always be a lot of movement around getting
the kids to relate to each other. As they got
older and more capable that brought some difficulties
if the kids didn't relate so well, which then
brought up our own feelings about the investments
we had in our children.
The relationships between
the women sometimes revolved around how well the
kids played together, especially as they started
That became increasingly a f actor
to get older.
Sometimes
in who you got together to visit with.
friends
my
visiting
I would get together with
socially with husbands, but not a lot. The visits
would be for a few hours at a stretch, revolving
around naps and childrens' schedules. Then, there
was food, of course.

Definite rituals were attached to visiting.

Food provided

one set of rituals, the making and serving of lunch for both

mothers and babies being the most common food form.

Scheduling around the childrens

'

needs for food and naps

was part of the ritual of making arrangements for visiting.

Elaborate reporting of babies' schedules was common,
and served as a system for validating the appropriateness
of babies'

schedules.

Visiting tended to be child focused, and the
gratifications in that were accepted in advance.

Talk

:
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between the two mothers tended to be light and subject
to frequent interruptions.

Clara described:

Early on, the separation between mother focus
and child focus was not too clear.
In the
visiting we would talk to each other and
inevitably be frustrated by the fact that we
couldn't pay total attention to each other. There
were numerous interruptions, etc.
It was child
focused, very much actually. For the first year
especially, it was definitely child focused.

Mutual tending of the needs of the children proved
gratifying.

Watching each other mother was part of the

satisfaction of visiting.

Role modeling and educational

purposes were thus served.

Kathleen spoke of the importance to her of visiting
It's so important for the sake of my sanity.
In
fact, in almost every way.
Sometimes visiting
just helps in getting through the day so that
you don't forget that there is an outside world.
It's lent meaning to my life; it's provided
structure; it's provided reasons for going and
I
doing; it's provided resources for my son.
other
woman.
watch
him
relate
to
the
love to
He can get a lot of appreciation
It's fantastic.
in
different things than I
recognition
and
recognize him for.

Clara countered the sense of the importance of visiting,

with a candid description of a drawback, to her, of

visiting
The problem with visiting is that it allowed
me to continue that ad nauseam obsession about
mothering and child rearing to the exclusion
of other intersts which I had let lie dormant
Those needs were obviously
for a long time.
Also, after about the first year,
there.
talking about the kids was really boring.
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— those of providing role
validation — were offset by the

The purposes served by visiting

modeling, comparisons, and

focus on mothering rather than on autonomy.

The importance,

nonetheless, was keenly felt.
In getting together with other mothers in public

places, not private as with visiting, other rituals were

observed.

The most common places, as subjects reported,

for mothers to meet were parks and playgrounds.

There,

the signs of recognition, means of approach, and topics

of conversation followed unspoken yet understood

procedures.

Clara explained:

How do we recognize at the park that we want
to meet each other? We're sweating bullets
We've probably had it up to here. We've been
with our kids maybe for 12 hours and it's only
We know that if we don't
3:00 in the afternoon.
talk to an adult we'll go bananas. Those are
the signs of recognition!
Then there are the
tentative feelers, like, "how old is your child?"
Brilliant. Then, there are the ones about what
I 'm interested in, where you can test out to see
Like, "I ,see you
if there's a mutual interest.
I agree that
bring a book to the playground.
kids are nice but kind of boring."
1

Wilma explained that the usual opening lines between

mothers at her local playground always had to do with the
children:

age, size, appearance, activity level.

Her

experience was that sometimes mothers were unable to speak
directly to other mothers, perhaps due to shyness or fear,
she thought.

Those mothers spoke instead exclusively to

the children, having with them the same conversations they
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might have had with the adult women.
occurrence was a clear sign of

a

To Wilma, such an

mother in great need of

breaking isolation and making new mother friends.

Wilma

felt that she usually responded to such women with

appropriate friendly gestures, but that they needed to
pull themselves together and take more initiative.

Martha pointed out the sense of near-panic and
isolation that she felt on entering her local playground
and seeing groups or clumps of other mothers who clearly

were already familiar to each other.

Martha hardly seemed

to be a shy or fearful person, yet the groups of mother

friends to which she did not belong reanimated pre-

motherhood feelings of exclusion from the world of mothers.
She explained:

After college, I had a well-paying babysitting
job.
I can remember taking this little girl
to the park and there were some women there who
were really into their children. They were women
who looked as if they might have graduated from
an Ivy League women's college a year before, I
And,
had.
But, they were so different than me.
It was as if my life
they totally ignored me.
It reinforced
was totally different from theirs.
my sense that this is not the person I am.
There is no way I can masquerade as a mother.
Now I am a mother. And I still sometimes panic
This isn't
a little bit in parks with mothers.
what I am, 1 think; I'm not like these women.
Though no longer "masquerading" as mother, there was
a continuing sense of questioning identity as both

mother and woman.
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While the private visiting and public meeting

^^th other mothers was important to the ongoing, daytime
social lives of the subjects, there was still the feeling
s^p^^sssed that the mother link was simply not enough to

g^^tify all their needs.

Their motherhood was their

self-stated top priority, yet the many complex parts of
their selves could not be satisfied through what satisfied

their motherhood needs.

Martha summarized this feeling, by saying:

Almost all the new people I have met since my
son was born, I have met just because of that
mother link. The mother link just doesn't
suffice.
There has to be some other link as
well between two people. What solidifies a
meaningful friendship is having some common
values. The friends who I feel really close to,
I have worked together with, maybe even in an
unstructured discussion group. But that extra
link is an important part of friendship.
Moreover, the motherhood link did not suffice to turn new

friendships into what felt like more meaningful, more
all-encompassing, long-term friendships which could expand
to areas outside of motherhood.

Connie stated simply:

I think if I saw my new mother friends more
on a fun basis outside of the motherhood, it
would strengthen our bonds.

Strengthening the bonds of new friendships outside the
context in which those friendships were first formed
was her wish.

Wilma felt able to strengthen the new

friendship bonds with one new friend in particular, based on
a

positive "chemistry" that helped create an unqualified
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feeling of intimacy between the two women;
It helps to have other interests in common
and a sense of intimacy.
There are other
things you can talk about besides children!
That is what has made my friendship with Mary
very rewarding. We are not wrapped up just
in our children playing.
We talk.
We are real
to each other.

Lydia noted her surprise when her new mother friendships

moved beyond the bases of their formation:
I'm always thrilled to find things in common
with new mother friends, like theatre, music,
or drugs.
Surprised, too.

Talk about children, which was the initial point of contact

and connection in making new mother friends, became boring

after the first year of motherhood.

Clara echoed what

the other subjects expressed, when she said:
I think a lot of the talk about babies is
boring.
I can't believe I've done it for as
When I became a mother I made
long as I have.
But after a while,
all sorts of mother friends.
I
knew
I needed
to attend
boring.
really
got
it
to me and get some more friends who would share
me and also talk about babies.

If the rituals of meeting and getting together with

mothers were vital links in the emotional well-being of
the new mothers, the doubts generated therein became

part of the emotional climate as well.

The desire both

to deal with motherhood and to get beyond motherhood in

order to "share me" were interwtined needs.
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Summary of rituals and doubts

.

Meeting and getting together with other mothers was
an important part of the female— or iented social lives
of

the new mothers.

"Visiting" was the common form of getting

together in private.

Visiting followed

a

certain set of

rituals, which included a child orientation, the giving
of food, arranging of schedules, and exchange of homes
as meeting places.

Visiting served an educational function.

Through visiting and watching how other women mothered
in their own homes, comparisons were made, role modeling

took place, and validation was given and received.

Visiting

was an important tool of the education of the mother.

Similar rituals existed for meeting mothers in

public places such as parks or playgrounds.

Prescribed

codes for recognition, approach, and topics of conversation,

were tacitly understood and followed.
The only drawback to these important get togethers

was their focus on issues of babyhood/motherhood, rather

than those of motherhood/per sonhood

.

The mother link

between new friends proved insufficient to meet all the
needs of the professional women become mothers.
Types of support

.

All subjects reported having difficulty asking for
help.

At the same time, all recognized the need that they

:
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take the initiative to get support.

Support meant

different things to the subjects.
Ontological support was primary, as Holly expressed:
I need support when I'm up and down and I
need recognition for both. I need to be
allowed to be both. Being able to be what
I am:
that's supportive.

Recognition for who she was and for the life choices she
had made served as Lydia's primary model of support as
well

That's been my need for support:
to be
recognized for this life which right now
I have chosen to live.

Ontological validation was highly supportive.
Next in importance to support for simply being was
an attitude of sharing and caring:

support.

the giving of emotional

Holly expressed it this way:

To me, support means caring, sharing,
affirmation of beliefs, recognition, understanding, listening, and just being together.

Ontological support crossed boundaries into emotional
support.

"Just being together" suggested that a high

level of unqualified acceptance provided strong support.
In Kathleen's interpretation acceptance was the desired

lack of judgment of her by supportive women:

There are two types of people who are
supportive to me. One is the person who
essentially gives me a kick in the ass and
Whether
says "get going" and mobilizes me.
go and do
to
or
it's to attend a diet program
to do someor
0xercises or to go out at night,
really -gets
person
thing just for myself. That

.
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me to do it. The other is the person who just
listens in a non- judgmental way.
For Kathleen, the non- judgmental qualities of support

embraced a shared sense of the commonality of experience.
It was supportive to her to know that other women

experienced the emotions and feelings that she had:
To me this is very supportive.
If somebody
says to me, "come on now, surely there is more
to it than just what your words are saying,"
then I feel that they are stepping closer to
me.
It's the listening and letting me know
that they've been there too that is so supportive.
It's a kind of commonality of our experiences.
That they've had feelings too about the same
sorts of experiences.

The emotional commonalities of motherhood provided a

supportive bond.

Emotional support was a basic need, often met
and often appearing in the disguise of tangible support.

Martha offered this insight:
Sometimes the emotional support comes
disguised as the tangible. For instance, a
friend has given me haild me down clothes for my
son.
It's like she was saying, "my children
made it through all the different stages of
these sizes; so will yours." That's been
critically supportive to me, to have her give
Now,
me those tangible hand me down clothes.
I don't have to think about what clothes my
I just say, "oh, ok, here they
son should war.
are, the clothes for the next day; these are
appropriate for him to wear; I'm clothing him in
the right thing." It takes on whole emotional
overtones

Other subjects, too, stressed the importance to them of

tangible support.

As in Martha's experience, the tangible

;
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encompassed the intangible.

Wilma shared that what support

meant to her, was;
Sharing similar incidents, practical suggestions
how to deal with the ups and downs of child
rearing, providing me with a place to take my
children, a change of scene, their house instead
of mine, planning acdtivities.
Doing, going, the world of action, mobilization of mother/

child resources;
support.

these were end products of tangible

Kathleen added "advice" to the list of tangible

supports
Sometimes, just straight old advice given has
been important to me
It could be something
like we once talked about in my COPE group about
just having a new "recipe" about how to get
confidence to finish that day.
.

Advice held most meaning in the emotional realm of promoting
confidence.

Lydia's statement suggested the intertwining

of support in the vital trivia of mothering with support

for her experience as a woman who was doing the mothering;

When my son was a little baby I wanted to know
just what the other mothers were doing. As he
started to get bigger and needed things like
shoes I wanted to know where the other mothers
I didn't
who I respected went to get shoes.
shoes I
good
If I got him
know where to go.
talking
hours
I spent
was doing a good job.
insharing
and
about child care arrangements
know
to
wanted
I
toys.
formation about books and
later
and
nursing,
about
what everyone was doing
I needed support
Food was a big one.
about food.
people handled
how
about
through sharing experience
the stuff
All
trips.
car
or
situations; crying,
with
life
of
my
area
one
Not
of new mothers!
it
share
to
wanting
my baby was immune from
I
who
mean,
I
Women,
with other new mothers.
and
values
their
of
could relate to in terms
It was so new
aesthetics of child raising.
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—

it still is somewhat
and exciting. All
uncharted water. Sharing is so supportive.

"Doing a good job" as a mother meant the identification of

mothering and womaning.

Ultimately, that which was

supportive of self as a woman person and a mother person
was deemed of great value.

Mutuality, or the potential for reciprocity, was
seen by all subjects as a critical ingredient in what

they interpreted as supportive.

Clara explained:

What's supportive is when somebody really
listens and either says "it's ok" or "it's
normal" or "it's not so bad." But just listens
and gives me the time. Not necessarily do anything.
But sometimes it's nice when they come
over and visit me. Make themselves available to
me.
I only begin to feel close to people when
they also express a mutual need for support.
I haven't ever talked about that before right
now, but it's true.
To know that women friends could themselves take initiative
to express their needs for support lent weight to the

subjects' ability to receive the support which they gave.

Wilma expressed the overall good feelings she had when
she was asked to help another mother, and could do so:

was away this weekend, we stopped in
to see a friend of my husband's who had
The woman was so needy.
just had a baby.
This woman was so full of questions to me,
and I felt that I could really be helpful.
I know she appreciatdd every little answer
that I have to her every question. And she
I knew that two
had a million questions
It was really great,
years ago, that was me
and a really good feeling that I could help

When

I

1

.

her.
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Th© hop© of giving as well as receiving support was so

important to Clara that she voiced it to friends:
It's very important to me to feel that I
give.
If I find that I have one person who
is being very supportive of me but I don't
get the opportunity to return that, then I feel
that I can't continue to ask for support from
that person beyond a certain amount. I
generally state that to the person, that hopefully they'll get a chance to need support.
If
they don't, it's ok. However, it does make me
feel a little less demanding if I can also
give something back.

Her perceptions of her right to get support from others

hinged on the mutuality of being asked to give in return.
As she described herself, her needs for tangible emotional

support from women friends was great.

Her very active

social life with other mothers attested to that need.

Her willingness to reciprocate equalled her need to ask
for support.

Another quality to the subjects' interpretation of
support was that of permission giving for self-acceptance.
For Holly, support was permission to have mildly de-

pressed feelings about being a mother;
needed people to remind me that it's not
People who
all awful, being a mother.
and caring.
sympathetic,
were empathic, and
I

Clara had experienced a number of negative fantasies

about disposing of her child and resuming
mous, premotherhood life.

a

fully autono-

Support, for her, was per-

mission given by caring friends to have such negative
feelings and fantasies:
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I really needed to be told it was normal.
That it was normal to feel that way.
That
is was ok.
It seemed really horrible to me.
Very scary.
l felt that if I had fantasies
of violence or out of controlness that I would
Ideally lose control.
And, of course, I didn't
but it was just very terrifying to me.

Not only did she need

permission to have her thoughts,

but she also needed the shared experience of other mothers

who had had comparable thoughts about their babies.

Knowing that fantasy did not necessitate action was
helpful and soothing to her anxiety.
Raised, also, as support, was the element of self

initiative.

The very act of reaching out and creating

support was in itself an act of support on the part of the

new mother on her own behalf.

Lydia described self-

support in this way:
It wasn't just the support of individuals
I wanted.
It was the fact of their involveIt was me telling them what
ment in my life.
was happening in my life. Me putting myself
out there and taking the risk to create some

sense of community and support for myself.

Although all subjects asked for help, it nonetheless
felt to them like taking a risk or exposing themselves
to the possibility of rejection, which would have been

Seeking support was itself

a

blow to their vulnerability.

a

form of self-support, yet asking for help was still

difficult task for all to do.

a

However, the difficulty

did not prevent them from seeking support.

They

nonetheless carried the awareness of its difficulty with

.
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thGin.

Clara trac©d har hesitancy to wanting to have

assurance that her requests would be met graciously:

i^out asking for help:
it depends on how
it is.
If I think I'm going to get it then
I can ask fine.
If it's someone who doesn't
always give help, then it's hard to ask.
Sometimes in real crisis situations it's easier for
me to ask women friends than to ask my husband.
Connie expanded on Clara's thought:
Sometimes I do, and sometimes I don't feel
comfortable asking for help. I think I can
ask for help more now than at first.
I think
all these things develop from a sense of
security you feel about yourself. When you're
feeling insecurity it's very hard to ask for
help, but that's when you need it the most.
I
also ask for help when I think I can reciprocate
later
That it was often most difficult to ask for help when the

need was greatest was an emotional fact echoed by the

other subjects.

them from asking.

Again, that did not actually prevent

Wilma cited her increased sense of

confidence as a mother with her concomitant acceptance
of her own limitations as lying behind her ability to
ask for help:
feel more and more free to ask for support
I think
now than when I was first a mother.
I think
limits.
admit
my
to
willing
I'm more
deal
can
mother
good
a
that
fantasy
I had a
think
I
alone.
herself
all
by
anything
with
and
in my
upbringing
in
our
encouraged
this is
England
New
The
particular.
in
upbringing
thing: you deal with it yourself, don't burden
I think my friends like ro be
other people.
that I like to be asked.
know
asked, and I
I

Wilma touched a deep chord of truth in equating her
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3-ttitude toward asking for help with the cultural

attitudes and values with which she grew up.
cultures provide

Different

different contexts for interpreting the

notion of emotional strength as cooperative or individualistiC/ reciprocal or self “contained.

Reciprocity, or

its potential, was a key element in the subjects'

feeling

that they had the right to ask for help.

Sally did not feel the pull of reciprocity as

keenly as other subjects, but felt a comparable sense of
trade-off with herself in asking for help:
To ask for help I really have to be fed up
with something. Or I have to be able to
justify it in some way that it is very j.a
important for some other reason. For instance,
I have to have somebody in to do the housework
otherwise I can't take care of my children and
work at the same time. I have to accept that
as the best way to do it.
And, for my own
personal thing, I don't do it very often. But,
there has to be a time when I can look and say,
"You really look crummy and if you don't go and
get your hair cut you're not going to feel good
about yourself, and therefore, you're not going
to be nice to the kids, and you're not going to
."
So, then, after
be nice to your husdand.
I go through all these justifications of why
I'm going to get help and take the time, an
hour, to get my hair cut, I will do it.
;

.

Sally returned to the premise that what was good and

helpful for her own well-being, affected the well-being
of her children and family.

Alongside the promise of mutuality or reciprocity
was a feeling of vulnerability in asking for help.

Assurance

of the availability of help freely given, however, broke

.

.
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through the vulnerable position of asking.

Clara explained:

I made some decisions about not talking about
certain things with some people because I didn't
want to appear vulnerable.
I didn't want to
feel vulnerable.
I wanted ro make sure that
the people I asked for support could provide
me with what I thought they could provide me
with.
I wanted no unpleasant surprises.
I
didn't want to take risks with my support search.
I still do feel vulnerable, by the way.
Being
a mother is the most important and hardest
thing that I've every done.

Kathleen stated that she also felt vulnerable in asking
for help from other mothers with her baby:

feel most vulnerable asking for help when
am feeling most anxious. That then usually
has to do with something very new that my son
Therefore, it's something
is trying to irtaster.
new for me. Those are the times when I feel most
vulnerable and it's hardest for me to ask for
help
I
I

Her anxiety blocked her way.

For Lydia, the anxiety aroused

in her not having the assurance of help freely given was

She related an experience that still stung:

strong.

I can't
can't ask just anyone for help.
It looks like I accept
stand being refused.
I once asked a mother
it, but really I don't.
friend to watch my son for an hour. He was
already there playing with the little girl, so
I asked if he could stay an extra hour for lunch
while I did something. My friend said no. She
said it would be too hard for her. And I right
It's really hard
away wrote off that friendship.
You
to ask people to help with mother things.
harder
It's even
really put yourself out there.
mother
a.
by
refused
to be

I

mothers,
The sense of connection and commonality with all

expressed by all the subjects, did not erase the feeling
disappointment
of vulnerability in asking for help or the

.
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in being refused help especially by another
woman.

Summary of types of support

.

Support came in many different forms.

was ontological support:

Primary,

a non- judgmental permission

simply to be and have feelings, without needing to disguise
oneself.

Next in importance was emotional support which,

from the receiver's point of view, encompassed

a

range

from caring to expressing commonality of experience, to

giving reassurance.
importance.

Tangible support was also of great

The emotional effects of receiving hand-me-

down baby clothes, for example, were far-reaching.

All

three forms of support crossed boundaries with each other,
so that the intangible often came in the guise of the

tangible
The element of self-initiative in seeking support

was itself a form of support. given by new mothers to themselves.
a

The act of taking the risk to ask for help was

self-supportive process.

It involved the risk of being

refused and of experiencing disappointment.

Most of all,

the act of asking was felt to be an exposure of a basic

sense of existential vulnerability.
a

difficult process.

Asking for help was

Nonetheless, it was undertaken often.

Assurance that help asked for would not be refused made
the process more comfortable.

Therefore, selectivity in

who to ask for help was a factor for consideration.

The

.
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difficulty f©lt in asking for h©lp was initigatsd by th©
hop© of mutuality.

Th© promis© of b©ing abl© to r©ciprocat©

h©lp ©as©d th© way to ask.

Th© hop© of giving as w©ll

as r©c©iving was vital to th© prof©ssional wom©n b©com©

n©w moth©rs.
Diff ©r©nc©s

Subj©cts ©xpr©ss©d th© strong d©gr©© to which n©w

moth©r fri©nds m©t th©ir moth©rhood n©©ds, whil© old

wom©n fri©nds without childr©n support©d th©ir n©©ds for
autonomy.
n©w.

Old fri©ndships w©r© f©lt to b© clos©r than

N©w fri©ndships w©r© mor© guard©d and, in th©m,

subj©cts w©r© pron© to f©©l mor© vuln©rabl© than in old
fri©ndships.

In n©w fri©ndships th©y f©lt mor© guard©d

about ©xposing p©rsonal, non-moth©ring ar©as of th©ir
Th©y also f©lt l©ss lik©ly to r©c©iv© int©ll©ctual

liv©s.

stimulation in n©w

,

fri©ndships.

Conni© r©it©rat©d th© th©m© of making

a

distinction

b©tw©©n b©st friends and n©w mother friends:
have a group of mother friends and also
individual mother friends. Both are
separate from my really close friends
who are not mothers.
I

Kathleen pointed to th© availability of old friends
without children to fit themselves to her schedule and
thus enable her to feel in control of time:
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Generally, non-mother friends can be more
available to me. They just don't have as
many constraints on their time. Their time is
more their own, so that they can plan to do
things more easily and readily with me. I think
they can be more challenging intellectually
because you are not just sitting around talking
about your kids.
It's easier to just talk about
your kids.
You can hide behind your child, if
you want to; you can fill a conversation. You
can be talking through your child: maybe trying
to hint at something.
But when you're talking
to a non-mother friend, you don't have to do
that.
You can just get personal.

With old friends without children she could not put up
her "mother facade" and could not hide behind her children
in the demi-monde of hinting and suggesting.

forced, in other words, to reveal herself.

She was

Lydia's

experience was similar;
My closest friends, with one exception, are
not mothers. Or, they're women much older whose
children are grown up so they're not active
mothers of babies. I just feel freer to be
myself with non-mother friends.

With old friends who were nor mothers, Clara, too, felt
at ease in talking about how her motherhood affected her

sense of personhood.

Yet, with mother friends, her

comfort lay in talking about motherhood issues alone.
That same distinction applied also to Wilma.

However,

she saw much positive value in her mother talk with

mother friends:
It's true that the conversation revolves
much more around children, but it's also more
open about feelings. The job of being a mother
involves emotional development on the part of
Everything
the children and of the mothers.
There are
forefront.
the
to
emotions
brings
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always questions about how do you feel, how
did you feel.
Mother talk enabled her to explore and use emotions which

motherhood brought forth but which were untested in other
friendship relationships.

Notable to Wilma, was the difference in parenting
styles of new mother friends and those old friends of hers

who happened to be parents.

She shared greater similarity

in parenting values and style with new friends,

because that similarity had been

new friends.

a

in part

criterion in selecting

Old friends, on the other hand, had become

friends for quite other reasons:

What binds me and my new mother friends is
similarity of values and similarity of style
in mothering.
Most are like me, a few aren't.
In fact, it is in my old friends that I see
bigger differences in parenting than with my
new friends. My new friends and I met because
With old friendships, it's for
we are mothers.
other reasons and with other histories. And
that's good, because it keeps me more accepting
It keeps me
of different ways of doing things.
openminded knowing that it works for them, and
that there is no one single solution. Just
because it's not for me, doesn't make them
less good mothers.

Exposure to different values and practices in parenting
among women who otherwise were old friends was an

educational experience and an opportunity to learn open-

mindedness

.

Differences also were felt, and cogently expressed.
between the support given by women friends, old and new.

.
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and that given by men, primarily spouses.

Connie stated:

It's slightly different for women, I think: the
whole thing of support from women. Because I
think you can bitch more to other women and not
be taken so seriously.
The woman is not going
to say, "you're bitching so much today; why
don't you just go out and get a fulltime job?"
Rather, they'll just think:
"well, you're
bitching, so what? Some days are really a bitch
to go through."
But they're not going to suggest
to do something else, give up being a mother.
You can't, anyway. Women are much more perceptive
and sensitive than men. And accepting.

Acceptance, not suggestions for action, was the desired
form of support.

Only women, Connie felt, had the capacity

to sense what type of support was needed.

For Sally, as

well, women showed greater sensitivity to her needs and
greater speed of response than men:

My husband's support is day-to-day support
pretty much. A woman is more likely to pick
My
up quicker on the support I really need.
husband is really good once it is pointed out
After I tell him then he,' 11 pick
to him.
up on it pretty quickly.

Women could intuit and thus act quickly to give support,

while men needed to be told what to do that would be
supportive
All subjects voiced very strongly that they had

experienced changes in their feelings toward men since

becoming mothers.

All had described their marriages

in positive terms, and all had reported their husbands

to have been of help and support to them in motherhood.

Nonetheless, the feelings expressed were strong and

:

!
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veered toward the negative.
Martha, a feminist for many years, provided the

mildest statement:
feel like men have an entirely different world.
It's sort of like a different species on so
many things.
I think my husband and I get along
so well only because we have all this common
history and our son in common. We can offer
incredible amounts of support to each other
because we know each other so well. But I don't
think of him like other men.
I

Kathleen felt the differences lay in an incapacity for
empathic understanding on the part of men;
The biggest difference is that women just
understand more the mothering issues than
man possibly could or is capable of.

a

Lydia felt removed from men altogether and felt men were

unschooled in using the type of emotion she drew on as
a

mother
I'm not feeling very connected to men these
They just aren't in my life. Even if they
days.
were, they don't seem involved in the type of
emotion and feeling and output of energy that
such emotion takes, to care for a child and be
a mother.

The bonds of motherhood were such, she felt, that only

women could be emphatic with women;
feel that only women can recognize my
experiences and feelings, and that only women
have the capacity for empathy with each other.
Becoming a mother has made me a female
I

chauvinist
Sally had evolved a theory to account for the imbalance of

power she felt between men and women:
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My theory about men.
Men tend to think
.
that whatever they are doing is the most important
thing to be doing. So that if a man is working,
and if working is the most important thing, and
if you can get a man to start taking care of
children, then children become the most important
thing.
That's the case even if when they are
taking care of your children is because you are
going out to work.
It just switches around.
If
they are going out to dinner, then dinner.
If
they are cooking, then cooking dinner is the most
important thing. But when you're doing it, it's
not the most important thing.
That's why I think the women's movement is
so crazy because they are trying to do what men
are doing, because men are setting the standard
of what men are doing.
In other words, it is
important by virtue of the fact that they are
doing it.
women can go out and do the same
So,
thing but it's not as important because women
are doing it.
You can swich ir around, little
bitiby little bit, by getting him to do the housework, but then what are women going to do? Or
the child care, or whatever.
It doesn't matter
what the women are going to do, because whatever
it is, it's not as important as taking care of
the house because the men are taking care of the
So, what I've learned is that you have to
house.
make your own definitions of what is important.
If you look to men to make your definitions for
You have to decide for youself
you, you're lost.
else to tell you what
someone
to
and can't look
have to do that or
Women
life.
to do with your
they're trying to do
Now,
creek.
a
they'll be up
raising a
and
working
They're
everything.
Me too.
house.
of
a
care
family, and taking
failure.
to
It's doomed
.

Her message, ultimately came back to her self and the

importance to her of being her own person.

Connie gave an example of the type of lack of

empathy she had felt strongly in men since her motherhood
It's hard to get an empathic response from my
It's like when you're losing control
husband.
you don't want another person to tell you not
to lose control because you're already in the

.
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middle of losing it.
It's ok to rehash it ten
minutes later.
It's hard, because that other
person could have just stepped through the door
and not know of the tensions that went on during
the day, and then suddenly you lose your patience
with your two year old. You don't need another
grownup to tell you not to lose patience!
Clara was most precise in her changed feelings:
I always thought men were creeps, and now
know it.
I think men suck.

I

Only Wilma had good words for men and for the changes she

had experienced regarding men since her motherhood:

Sometimes

I fantasize what my boys will be
like as men.
Interesting to speculate.
I
judge men on another scale, now: men who are
fathers.
If men don't appear interested in their
children, they disappoint me. Before I never
cared.

Motherhood, in other words, had made her more empathic to
the tender feelings generated in parents, whether displayed
in herself, in women, or in men.

This was another area

of personal growth and maturing brought on my motherhood.

Summary of differences

.

Differences were noted in the quality of support
given by mother friends and women friends without children,

between old friends and new friends, and between women
and men

Basically, mother friends gave support in issues
of motherhood, while old friends gave support in issues
of personhood.

With old friends, there was no hiding

behind the children or putting up a "mother facade."
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Friendships not involving children forced the new mothers
to reveal themselves as people and women.

Old friendships

were more intellectually challenging, and new friendships
were more generally guarded.

There was felt to be greater

vulnerability in new friendships with mothers.
Women were seen as vastly more capable of giving
support than men.
than women.

Men were viewed as much less empathic

In fact,

feelings toward men had changed

since motherhood, mostly in negative ways.

Community /family/friends

.

Needs ran high among the subjects to connect their
lives with the lives of other people who could care about
them. One subject called it 'involving other people in my

life.'

The need to feel not isolated pulled as strongly

on the subjects as did the need to have caring people

participate in their changed lives as mothers.
All subjects were emphatic

in their stated desire

to feel a part of some community of people since having

entered motherhood.

With one exception, none reported

belonging to a specific community of people.

exception was Martha.

The

Her community was the feminist

community in and around Boston.

She stated that:

"It's

the non-mothering part of me that needs community."

At the same time, to her, that community had expanded to

include her mothorhood because of its orientation toward

.

;
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"making things better for women"
My community is feminist and political.
What
draws me to that community is so tied in with
being a mother. What we're working for is making
things better for women. For many women that means
making it easier to be a mother, or not to be a

mother
Her equation pointed to the commonality of womanhood
first, with the overlay of motherhood or not, second.

In

that community, her mothering and non-mothering selves

meshed.

Wilma felt that not belonging to a community since

motherhood was a definite void in her life:
A community is something that is generally
I feel that that's a
lacking in my life.
great void.
Holly and Lydia both expressed their hopes of linking up

with a Jewish womens' community.
None of the immediate families of origin of the
subjects lived nearby.

None, therefore, was available

for on-going, face-to-face help and support, although

subjects and families visited between one and six times
There was a strong wish expressed that families,

a year.

especially their own mothers, lived nearby.
Kathleen felt that had she had family nearby her
sense of isolation would not have been so acute:

think things would have been different
for me if my mother and female family lived
I might have reached out to them
nearby.
I think I would have felt less conmore.
flicted about reaching out to them than I
I

:
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felt with acquaintances or friends.
I think
my terrible period of isolation would have
been shortened by a lot.

Holly's sense of alienation in motherhood in part was based
in her being a stranger in a strange land and knowing that

her family lived half-way around the world in South

Africa, quite remote from her:
I often wished I could be with my sisters and
mother.
I don't think I would have felt as
alienated as I have. We could have done things
together and shared each others' lives. Especially
now that I feel my life is so much more similar
to theirs, now that we're all mothers.
We could
have gone out together and taken turns with our
kids.
I would have had people to care and share
and love.
I never really believed that blood is
thicker than water. But, it is.

The support of sisters and mothers was imagined to be that
of unqualified acceptance: caring, sharing, and loving.

Included in that wish was the desire to share a period
of her life with those who had known her throughout her
life.

They could have continued to share each other's lives.

Connie's feeling was similar, though more prosaically

expressed
I'm not near my family, and I wish I were.
If I were near my family, then, on a boring
day or a rainy day, I could just put the kids
in the car and go to my sister's house, my
sister-in-law's house, or my mother's house
If I were near my
or just wherever they are.
family then babysitting wouldn't be a problem.
My mother would say, "please go out today, don't
worry about the children." But, it doesn't
They're not nearby.
happen.
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whos© mother and family lived across the country
in California, wished her mother lived closer but hardly

next door.

New York, she felt, would be close enough to

give her the security of mother being nearby without the

potential friction or discomfort of mother being too nearby.
Wilma' proved to be an exception in family matters

because her identical twin sister lived in the Boston
area and she was surrounded by

a

large and gracious

extended in-law family that even as it was welcoming was
respectful of privacy.

She was very grateful for the

attention and help of her extended in-law family.

She

was also aware, from knowing mother friends without family
nearby, of the benefits her in-law family brought to her
life.

She stated that if her extended in-law family

had not been the support system that it was
then it would have been much more difficult.
I would
would have been much more isolated.
I can see why
have been much more depressed.
women have a hard time, and I can see one reason
why they work even if they don't need the money
Just for companionship!
or the stimulus.
My husband's family provides me with a lot of
companionship. They give me a place to show
off my children and how well I mother them, and a
I really feel that my
place to feel proud.
and
my sisters-in-law and
parents and sister,
all
and
my husband's family enjoy
brothers-in-law
feeling to feel
wonderful
a
It is
my children.
family!
supported by your
.

.

.

I

To those women without family nearby who were working
to achieve a balance between the needs of their motherhood

and their needs for autonomy, friendships with women filled
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the place of face-to-face family support.

When family

networking and support were not available in person, local
women friends were,
Sally introduced this theme gently;
I'd like to have close friendships with people
who have children, and a whole network of such
friends.
I miss my family more than I ever
did before in prior years.
It helps to have
friends instead.

Holly, too, experienced the desire for frequently available

family support, and in lieu of such turned to making women

friends with whom to share her life:

—

Initially I longed to be with my family as a
support system. Having other mothers, I mean my
sisters, around who would share common life
experiences and values and life situations would
But they're far away.
So, I made
be great.
friends.
From relationships with women I've wanted
support, understanding, sharing, caring, warmth,
and stimulation. By sharing, I mean ideas and
thoughts and concepts. And to share honestly
and mutually.

Living apart from families in which closeness had been a

value in the families' emotional constellation, brought
an acute sense of sadness at the separation.

The sadness

was all the more intense because new motherhood was

recognized as a transitional, special, and unique time
of life.

The more supportive the members of the families

of origin, the greater the longing for their ongoing

availability.

Wilma crystallized this thought:

My relationship with my parents was very close,
and I suffered a lot when we were separated.
relationI think I suffered so much because the
It's really sad, but truel
ship was so close.
The more supportive the family you have, the
harder you fall when you're by yourself.

;
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Clara was the only subject who described her
family of
origin as not having been close. Nonethless, her
feelings
of sadness were similar to Wilma's.

She was aware that

f^^isnds filled the gap that family support could

have provided her

Friendships with women have been a major source
of support for me.
They've been the bases for
some comparisons and role modeling for taking
care of kids. Actually, they basically fill that
gap that I had for not having had a lot of family
growing up.
I grew up in a very small nuclear
family where not only was it small but the
individuals were quite isolated from each other.
I always thought about people who lived in
communes or had extended families and 1 couldn't
understand why they would like them. Now, I
really yearn for something like that.

Friendships with women stood side by side with, and also
stood in for,

available support from families of origin.

Summary of community /family /friends

.

Motherhood brought strongly felt needs among the
professional women to connect their lives with the lives
of other people.

To 'share each others'

lives' and to

'involve other people in my life' were strongly desired

goals.

These desires were expressed in a wish to belong

to a community of people who would care and share their

lives.

The lack of belonging to a community was felt

as a void.

There was a concomitant desire to have mother

live nearby to offer the wished-for unqualified love and

acceptance.

Families of origin, because of geographic
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distance, did not offer on-going, face-to-face support.

Friendships with women were sought to fill the gap that
face-to-face family support could not provide.

Friend-

ships as support from women not only stood side by
side with, but also stood in for,

available support

from families of origin.

Overall summary of support, nurturance, and autonomy
in the first two years of motherhood

.

Motherhood brought a new level of self-perception and
a new understanding of their needs to the professional

women become mothers.

They continued to see themselves

much as they had before motherhood
and professional autonomy

— but

— as

women with personal

they added a nurturing

and responsible component in motherhood to their sense
of self.

They were aware, within themselves, of what

they termed mothering selves and non-mothering selves.

They felt there to be different needs in their personhood
and in their motherhood.

Support and validation were desired for both their

mothering and autonomous selves.
provided that support.

Friendships with women

Friendships with women were seen

as taking the place of desired but unavailable on-going,

face-to-face support from families of origin.

Old friend-

ships with women who were not mothers nurtured their
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personhood and sense of autonomy.

It was felt to be

impossible to 'hide behind one's mother facade' with old
female friends.

New female friendships, almost exclusively

with other mothers, nurtured their mothering selves.
Basically oriented toward doing well at their
endeavors, these professional women expected themselves
to be successful at managing both the role of mother

and of autonomous professional women.
seen as a form of work.

Motherhood was

Because all also worked outside

the home at least part time, they were, in fact, dual

career women.

Conflicts and questions continually arose

within them of the mix of time and energy given to mothering
and to work outside the home.

They were constantly

seeking to establish a managable balance between the needs
of their motherhood and their autonomous personhood.

sought validation for their search for such

They

a balance,

yet felt it not to be forthcoming from society at large.

Society, it was felt, praised the full time mom and the
SuperMom, and these particular women felt they were

neither.

One professional woman described her encounters

with people at large as

a

task of translation

;

trans-

lating what she heard as meaningless statements about
her baby (e.g.,

"he's so big")

into what she felt were

meaningful statements about herself and the job she was
doing as a mother (e.g.,

"you're nourishing him so well.
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therefore you must be doing a good job as a mot^ier")

.

The search for meaning in motherhood paralleled the

search for validation.
The general ontological condition in motherhood

differed from before motherhood.

Motherhood evoked

strong feelings of loneliness and isolation.

Feelings

of helplessness and lack of control over the tempo and

course of their lives paralleled the sense of isolation.

Feeling trapped, stagnating, or treading water, were not
uncommon.

In the balance with such feelings was a very

strong desire to find friends just like themselves.
It was accepted that in the search for support

generally and for friends specifically, it was they who

needed to take the initiative to break their sense of
ontological isolation.

This responsibility to instigate

support was readily accepted in part because motherhood

seemed to bring an increased sense of maturity and

responsibility.

Motherhood brought

a

perceived shift

in role from that of child or extended adolescent to that

of adult.

Motherhood conferred adulthood.

This sense of

greater maturity was heightened by new feelings of being
centered, delighting in learning how to nurture oneself

while nurturing

a baby,

coping with situations in self-

pleasing ways, being more accepting of one's own and
other people's limitations, and so on.

In this sense
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they felt they were different than before motherhood.

On

the whole, however, they felt a basic continuity of
self.

The perception of the continuity of self, especially

in terms of their intellectual capacity which was not always

called into use during their mothering hours, was itself
a

mechanism for self-support.
In becoming mothers,

their worlds had shrunk.

To

have moved, as they did, from active participation in a
large world into a world of shrinking dimensions proved a

blow to self esteem.

This quality amplified the need to

find support through friendship:

to find, as one pro-

fessional woman expressed it, someone with whom "to share
the could, woulds, ifs and maybes" of her life.

they lived in part

in a daytime mothering world,

engaged in efforts to find daytime friends.

Because
they

The pool

of available women from which they could draw was limited
to women whose situations were somewhat similar to theirs

and to women who were mothering full time.

expressed it this way:
have neighbors."

One woman

"I used to have colleagues; now

I

One characteristic of the shrunken world,

it was felt, was a lack of diversity in people to be mer.

The professional women engaged in a search to find daytime

friends who could provide meaningful support and/or

friendship to them and with whom they could reciprocate.
The intensity of their search was heightened by their
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inability to de-complexif y themselves and their needs.

These were complex women who had difficulty masking their
complexity, even when faced with the need to find and

accept available, if less-than-perfect

,

support. There

was a constantly expressed wish to find other women like

themselves:

mothering and seeking

a

balance with their

autonomy, meshing the various aspects of their selves,

possessing multiple identities and living multiple roles.
This was a tall order for them to fill.
In lieu of finding that special woman friend like

themselves, there was felt to be a strong sense of

connection with all women and with womankind.

That sense

of connection with all women originated in pregnancy 'and

grew in intensity during motherhood.

There was a strong

spiritual quality involved, which created a sense of

timelessness to the connection.

Womanhood, whether

daughterhood or motherhood, was felt to be

a

bond uniting

all women.
The professional women were clear in what they felt

they wanted and needed from other women;
friendship, lack of judgment, empathy,

reassurance, and acceptance.

support,

recognition,

On the whole, motherhood

increased their desire for, and felt capacity for,
intimacy with women.

Old friendships with women who were

not mothers provided gratifying support for their

,
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autonomous personhood.

New friendships with other

mothers provided support and understanding in their
nurturing, mothering lives.

New friendships, however,

were guarded and in them the professional women felt

themselves to be vulnerable.

Vulnerability was especially

keen in areas of personhood where there was not felt to be

common ground with new friends.
The professional women outlined distinct demarca-

tions in time periods of new motherhood.

These correlated

with specific felt needs in new friendships with women.
The first three months of new motherhood, which was the

period of early transition to parenthood (discussed earlier
in chapter five)

saw their needs for support directed

toward their own mothers, other members of their families,
and their spouses.

By six months of new motherhood,

there were felt to be acute needs for interaction and

connection with other women who were mothers.

It was at

that point that C.O.P.E. support groups and playgroups

were sought, and other forms of outreach to women who were

mothers took place.

From six to twelve ;months, the

focus in new friendships with mothers emphasized aspects
of babyhood and motherhood.

Issues in the mechanics of

mothering were of importance.
ships was largely educational.

The focus of such friend-

Ritualistic visiting among

individual mothers and their babies was

a

primary social
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form for allowing mothers to get together.

Visiting

served the purposes of providing "companionship" for their
babies, companionship for themselves, and a forum in

which to make comparisons about mothering, to engage in
role modeling of mothering, and to give and receive

validation for mothering.

Similar types of ritual get

togethers took place in public places as well, such as
parks and playgrounds.

Strict, but unspoken,

approach and conduct were observed.

"rules" of

After the first twelve

months of motherhood, friendships reflected

a

shift in

needs toward greater personal and intellectual stimulaIn the second year of motherhood, focus in

tion.

friendships shifted toward issues of personhood as seen

through the filter of motherhood.
Support was viewed as vital to their overall wellbeing.

ontological,

Support came in three perceived forms;

emotional, and tangible.

The three forms intermixed.

Asking for help was a difficult process for the professional
women, yet all owned it to be their responsibility to do
so.

— that
help — eased

The promise of mutuality

reciprocate support and

they would be able to
the way.

Reciprocity

was vital in their perception of the availability of
support, and their right to ask for it.

The professional

of
women felt that women were much more capable than men

giving support freely and without qualification.

The
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professional women experienced changes in their attitudes
toward men since their motherhood.

These changed attitudes

were described as negative.
Also changed during new motherhood were feelings
of empathy and love for their own mothers.

The most

desired source of support was that of mother.

In place

\

of mother's unavailable on-going, face-to-face support,

the professional women sought to involve other women in

their lives.

There was a desire to belong to a community

of people which would serve the purpose of people caring

and sharing their lives.

Friendships with women were

seen as substituting, on a daily basis, for the support
of mother and families of origin.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS
This exploratory study of the experience of new

motherhood, as felt and expressed by well-educated

professional women who entered motherhood in their late
twenties through thirties, yielded material that is both

rich and varied.
three-fold:

The focus of this dissertation was

the preparation from childhood through

adulthood for the maternal role, especially through the
means of role models and fantasies; the experience of
the transition to motherhood in the first three months

with a newborn; and the felt needs for support, nurturance, and autonomy in relation to other women during the

first two years of new motherhood.

The material for this

study came from in-depth interviews with eight well-

educated professional women who lived apart from their
families of origin in the Boston and Cambridge area and

who were mothers of two year olds.
Conclusions drawn from the material are necessarily

suggestive rather than definitive, because of the qualitative nature of the data.

comprised of two sections:

What follows in this chapter is

highlights from the data and

specific correlations with the literature; and suggestions
for further study.
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and corrGlations with the literaturs.
The professional wcmen of this study who became

late-timing mothers viewed their motherhood, on the whole,
as a gain rather than a loss.

As they were interviewed

at the two year mark of being mothers, this view corres-

ponds with Mahler's description (1970) of the mother's

response to her child's normal period of separation/

individuation (roughly six to thirty months old)
of

,

as one

loss or of gain, based on internal interpretations of

psychic loss and gain culled from fantasies and realities
of earlier periods of the mother's life.

Loss and gain

in motherhood emerged as a theme reiterated by the women.

They reported the overall feeling of gain in motherhood
in several areas:

not only gain of a child, a new role,

and new friends, but also of inner resources, maturity,

self-knowledge, support from old friends, new understanding of their own mothers, and achievement of a goal
(motherhood)

.

These women held strongly to their pro-

fessional identities during the first two years of

motherhood, and all worked outside the home at least
part-time.

Childcare, therefore, was an important

component for many in running their lives.

In the face

of continuing dedication to their professions and

professional identity, all claimed motherhood to be
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their role of primary significance.

The feeling of gain

in motherhood persisted despite actual loss in such areas

as income,

status, level of adult stimulation, and

spontaneity in lifestyle.
Lotte Bailyn (1964) in discussing the psychology
of professional women speaks of the need of professional

women mothers for strength to carry out the professional

work part of their dual career lives.

She writes:

"...the professional self-image must be very strong and
stable indeed to survive under the condition in which the

requirements of work become secondary to the whims of
babysitter"
Bailyn'

s

(1964, p.

242).

remarks upside-down.

a

The women of this study turn

They are mothers of the

1980s, whose lives have been marked by autonomy, whose

twenties and possibly thirties have been spent in

pursuing personal and professional development, whose
reproductive lives have been subject to their own control
and choice through birth control technology, and whose

lives have been directly affected by the philosophy,

beliefs, and attainments in the workplace of the Women's

Movement.

What they reported needing was

a

very strong

and stable personal self-image in order to maintain

a

dedication to their mothering lives amid pressures to
place their professional lives first.

If they felt that

1980s society valued either the full-time mother or the
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SuperMom, they declined to place themselves in either
role.

What they consistently sought was

a

balance

between their mothering and non-mothering lives, and
niesh of their

motherhood and personhood.

nurturance and needed autonomy.
nourished each other.

a

They gave

Nurturance and autoncany

Their situation was that of

professional women shifting into the maternal role while

maintaining
(1964)

a

role of professional identity.

Bailyn

speaks of "the difficulties that exist in the

combination of disparate life roles"
the professional woman mother.

(1964, p.

241)

for

The women of this study

sought to minimize the disparate element in their

maternal and professional roles.

They put themselves in

professional situations in which they could minimize the
disparate quality, or, in the case of the attorney and
the full-time business consultant, established firm

boundaries that permitted them the balance which they
sought.

Bailyn points to the important but often lost

distinction between a woman*

s

professional field and

the role which that field plays in a woman's life

situation.

These womens' fields played the very impor-

tant role of helping them maintain both a continuing

professional identity and an equilibrium of maternal
identity with professional identity regardless of the

degree to which they were actively practicing their field
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during motherhood.

Some of the women, for instance,

were working during motherhood in areas tangential to
or different from their original professional fields.

Others meshed their professional work with their motherhood by working in areas that dealt with mothers and
womens'

issues.

In fact, of the eight women

interviewed, seven had oriented or expanded their pro-

fessional lives to include work with children, mothers
and children, or women specifically.
In their adulthood, before they became mothers,

they were surrounded by women like themselves:

well-

educated, professionally oriented women who were either

postponing or deciding against motherhood.

Some were the

first among their peers to become mothers.

Although in

the American population at large they represent a

minority as late-timing mothers
increasing minority

—

—

although a rapidly

among their friends and peers

they shared commonality of life circumstance and sense
of timing for life events.

find women like themselves:

oriented,

In motherhood, they sought to

well-educated, professionally

late-timing mothers, working outside the home

at least part-time but primarily dedicated to mothering.

This search in motherhood was not entirely unsuccessful,

given

a

growing pool of women like themselves who were

becoming mothers and given the cultural ambiance in which
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they lived in the Boston and Cambridge area.

However,

the wish to find women friends like themselves tapped

existential roots as well.

All the women, regardless

of other factors in their lives such as neighborhood,

or premotherhood network of friends, reported feeling

isolated and lonely in motherhood.

These feelings of

isolation and loneliness were especially acute during
the first year of motherhood, much as is reported in
the sociological literature on the transition to parent-

hood (Jacoby,

19 6 9;

Russell,

19 74)

.

The women reported

that their first year of motherhood was stressful as they

shifted roles yet maintained a need for support born in
their premotherhood autonomy and in their new maternal
role

.

The women of this study emphasized that support be-

came a significant issue to them in motherhood.

They delin-

eated distinct periods in new motherhood each with distinct
needs for support.

Support in the first three months with

their newborns came primarily from husbands and their

own mothers.

That early three month period of initial

transition to parenthood was a special and unique time in

which the women focused primarily on themselves and on
learning the unfamiliar tasks of tending a newborn.

During

that time they felt an intense closeness with their own mothers and with their newborns.

It was at the point of moving
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beyond that "fourth trimester" that they began to feel
a need to connect with other women who were also new

mothers.

At first that connection was satisfied in

relation to almost any other new mother they encountered

with whom they could simply be mothers with babies.
After about the first six months they grew more selective in seeking to satisfy that need for connection, as

their needs began to change.

It was around the sixth

month that many of the women began to join mothers'
support groups, playgroups, and mother-tot activity
groups.

As their babies' world began to expand, so did

theirs.

Between the sixth and twelth months, approxi-

mately, of new motherhood the women were more in need of

new mother friends whose backgrounds and whose values
and ideas about mothering were somewhat similar .to their
own.

This need to connect with other mothers whose values

and backgrounds were roughly similar speaks to the

contention of Bott (1971) and Abernathy (1973) that
women who inhabit close-knit social networks receive

validation for their mothering from women in the group
who by group consensus agree on values in areas such as
childrearing.

The women of this study did not belong

to a tight-knit network but to a loose-knit network where

members tend not to interact independently.

They there-
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fore lacked the female group validation for their

mothering available to women of tight-knit networks.
The lack, however, did not connote a lack of need.

On

the contrary, their desire for new mother friends roughly

similar to themselves suggests that validation for the
job of mothering might fill a basic need.

Between the first and second year of motherhood
support needs from women friends changed from support
of mothering to support for autonomy.

Old friendships

with women resumed importance to the women and they
found comfort in not having to present themselves as

mothers to these old friends but simply as the women
If new mother friends, especially in the

they were.

first year, nurtured their mothering selves, old women
friends, especially during the second year, nurtured

their autonomous selves.

Little is known through research, according to

Bott (1971)

,

about the role of friends at various stages

of the life cycle.

females.

This is especially the case for

Changes in the role of friends at

a

major life

transition such as the birth of a first child, according
to Bott, have received little attention in the literature.

The women of this study unanimously felt motherhood to be
a

major life transition which both heralded adulthood in
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ways which marriage did not (Rossi, 1968) and conferred

adulthood in ways which their adult professional lives
did not.

They felt that the life transition of mother-

hood affected all other major issues in their lives, such
as work, identity, and friendships.

ships with women, they found support.

In their friend-

Both the research

and speculations of Bott (1971) and the suggestions of
the women themselves of this study, indicate that women,
who, through their life circumstance, belong to loose-

knit social networks without frequent face-to-face help
and support from female kin, replace that supportive role
of female kin through the support given in friendships

with women.

Women friends, in new motherhood, assume

many of the supportive roles that would have been
played by women kin if lifestyle and geography permitted

frequent face-to-face support.

Thus, female friend-

ships become very important in the support of women who

do not belong to close-knit social networks.

The

female-to-f emale bonding that seems to occur in close-

knit social networks (Bott, 1971) does not have the

opportunity to occur in a loose-knit network which lacks
group cohesion and a consensual base of values.

Again,

the lack of opportunity does not connote a lack of such
a need in individual women for female bonding in new
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motherhood.

In fact, the efforts of the women of
this

to connect with other women and especially in

group settings (e.g.
play-groups)

,

C.O.P.E. mothers' support groups,

suggest that the need to bond in solidary

female groups in new motherhood is keen.

As Bott (1971)

and especially Abernathy (1973) make clear, one of the

primary reasons why a person would belong to a looseknit social network has to do with geographic mobility.

Women who move frequently tend to belong to loose-knit
networks.

Thus, the women of this study whose upbringing

and adult lives assumed a level of geographic mobility

for personal, educational, and professional reasons,

and who lived apart from their families of origin, fit

into a pattern of people whose social network is loosesnit.

Bott's 1957 research showed that friends were more

replacable than kin.

These women of loose-knit networks

suggested that their new mother friends, made during the
first year of motherhood, were replacable especially

after the first year of motherhood when their needs for
support shifted away from issues of nurturance toward
issues of autonomy.

Old friends of these women, who

filled their need for female support for their autonomy,
were not seen as replacable.
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The needs of the professional women from other

women were not highly differentiated during the periods
of their child's autism and symbiosis, roughly birth

through five months.

As their babies entered Mahler's

separation/individuation phase of normal development
(roughly six through thirty months) their needs for and

desires about support from women became increasingly
differentiated.

Mahler (1970) theorizes about the

mother's responses during the separation/individuation
phase of her child's development.

Flax (1978) adds that

the degree to which a woman mistrusts other women and

feels vulnerable to them, that much she gives up the

possibility of their nurturance of her.

The women of

this study reported feeling least vulnerable to other

women during the first year of new motherhood.

During

that first year they primarily wanted support for issues
of babycare and mothercare from other new mothers who

were somewhat similar to them in immediate life circumstance and in overt values of their mothering lives.

They reported feeling most vulnerable to the criticism
of other women when their children were toddlers in the

rapprochement subphase of separation/individuation, when
their own needs were those of support for their womanhood and autonomous personhood.

Those women with whom
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they felt most vulnerable were not old friends but new
friends.

They felt that new friends, while supportive

of their motherhood,

lacked a commonly shared under-

standing of their personhood gathered from disparate

aspects of their premotherhood selves.
(1978)

to the lack of

f emale-to-f emale

Kitzinger refers
criticism, to

which the women of this study felt vulnerable, in tightknit societies where females group and help each other

especially around childbearing.

The women of this

study did not belong to a tight-knit female group and

received no unified help from women.

Their efforts to

involve women in their lives and to share their lives

with women can be seen as attempts to create

a

version

of the caring support which a close-knit group of women

would have provided.

Kitzinger (1978) writes of the

importance of women "feeling cherished" by other women

during the childbearing and mothering process.

The

women of this study, in their often repeated wish to
find women friends to care about them and with whom to

share their lives, bore testimony to the strength of that
(j

0 sire to feel cherished by women.

f 00 ling

In addition,

the

of connection with women of all ages throughout

the generations was strong.

Kitzinger (1978) speaks of

the mothering process as invoking a connection among

.
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women through the generations, including those dead.
The women of

this

study expressed precisely that senti-

ment, in somewhat spiritual terms, including a sense of

connection with women long dead.

The importance of the

good feelings and good wishes of other women toward

a

pregnant woman or new mother, according to Kitzinger
(1978)

,

works to ensure a positive birth and mothering

experience.

Several of the women bore this out when they

spoke of the importance to their sense of well being of

their own mother's having brought positive energy to them.

Conversely, they spoke of the negative emotional effects
on them of women who seemed to bear negative energies

about childbearing.

The good feelings of other women,

most especially their own mothers, were

a source

of

support to them.

Relationships with their own mothers underwent
positive alterations since motherhood.

All of the women

expressed increased feelings of identification with,

understanding of, empathy for, and closeness with their

mothers since motherhood.

This feeling corresponds to

the idea of motherhood as the connective tissue linking women

through the generations, in motherhood or daughterhood
The increased feelings of closeness with mother seem
to suggest the validity of Benedek's
tic view.

(1959)

psychoanaly-

Benedek notes, in the context of the mother's
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id©ntifying with th© child's attributing cininipot©nc© to
that that id©ntif ication induc©s h©r during th©

r©ality of h©r par©nthood to identify with her own mother
as she did in childhood fantasy.

The increased feelings

of identification and closeness with mother not only

reflect commonalities in the mothering experience but
also hearken back to the reanimation of infantile identi-

fication with mother.

Benedek (1959) notes that the

mother's empathy for her child originates in the reanimated memories of her own infancy.

Flax (1978) adds

that some mothers admit to becoming mothers in order to

regain a sense of having been mothered.

The women of

this study reported having felt, at various times over
the two years of motherhood, a vague, inchoate, undef in-

able, fleeting, yet palpable and cogent, almost deja-vu

sense of memory of going through the experience of their

This sense, they reported, was distinct

own children.

from specific memories from later preschool years.

For

some, it came as a vague sense of memory that could not
be pinpointed;

for others, it was expressed as an

extremely strong surge of identification with what they
imagined their infants and toddlers were experiencing
internally.

This form of identification with their

child was but one instance of a strong mutuality which
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they felt in their mother/child relationship.

The

importance of mutuality (Winnicott, 1970; Mahler, 1970)
or emotional symbiosis (Benedek, 1959) in the mother/child

relationship was central to the women of this study.

Mutuality for them, however, emerged as

theme in mother-

a

hood over and above the mutuality with their babies.

The

women reported the significance to them of mutuality,
reciprocity, and giving and receiving in many areas of
their lives since entering motherhood.

Touched most by

mutuality were relationships with women friends, the
giving and receiving of support, relationship with their
own mothers, and the balance they sought to strike

between the needs of their mothering lives and their

autonomous lives.
emerged as

a

As much as mutuality continually

theme throughout the interviews in multiple

context, so also other themes recurred throughout much
of what the women of this study discussed.

Therefore,

an enumeration of seme of the other recurrent themes

follows.

The experience of motherhood for the professional

women who became late-timing mothers brought forth
recurrent themes.

presented

a

The experience of motherhood for them

paradox.

On the one hand, the professional

women were highly prepared for becoming mothers, in part
because their having consciously postponed motherhood
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and their having devoted themselves to personal and

professional development promoted their sense of

maturity and readiness for the experience.
other hand, they

f e It

unprepared.

On the

They enjoyed being

mothers and held motherhood as the role of primary
significance in their lives.

Yet, they sought an

autonomy greater than that provided to them in the
sociocultural context of the maternal role.

They were

women accustomed to exerting affect on their environment
and on the whole they were highly organized not only in

terms of the internal structure of their lives but also
in how they handled the course of their lives.

Yet,

in

the two years of shifting into the role of mothers they

encountered many a surprise.

Many of the attributes

which aided their success as professionals, such as high
or demanding self expectations, needed to be discarded or

eased in order for them to feel successful in motherhood.
Surprises, too, were of a paradoxical nature;

for

example, the aesthetic disproportion involved in the

realization that a tiny baby could bring huge changes
to the emotions and conduct of their lives.

Perhaps the

greatest paradox lay in that the professional women,
having researched pregnancy and motherhood as thoroughly
as they could given cultural limitations, had been told
of or had read about almost all that they in fact
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encountered during their two years as mothers:

all their

expressed feelings, needs, yearnings, desires, hopes,

—

wishes

research.

all had been prefigured in the results of their

Nonetheless, their own experience, as it was

happening to them at the time, was totally brand-new,

unexpected though anticipated, unknowable though foreknown.

As much as they knew in advance, that much did

not alter the freshness of their own experience.

Until

it happened to them, the experience of motherhood held

no personally cogent reality.
Repeatedly, the professional women referenced their

feeling of connection with other women since their

motherhood (Kitzinger, 1978)

.

In particular,

they be-

spoke their new feelings of closeness to and understanding of their own mothers.

In the abstract, motherhood

bound them to countless generations of women (Kitzinger,
1978; Mead, 1970).

In particular, motherhood bound them

to their own mothers in ways that felt new to them

beyond the known boundaries of previous daughterhood
(Benedek, 1959).

At the same time that they felt a

connection, they consistently spoke of a longing for

greater actual, concrete, face-to-face connection with
women.

Perhaps this longing needed to be interpreted,

as the women themselves suggested,

in light of their

,
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not having frequent, concrete, face-to-face contact with
their own mothers.

Perhaps, however, the two

—

the

feeling of connection with mother, and the longing for

connection with empathic women

—

were not so much in

juxtaposition with one another as they were complimen—
one another.

Repeatedly, the professional women

expressed the desire to share their lives with women who
would understand them and care about them.

Repeatedly,

both as an under-current to other thoughts and in direct
terms, the women expressed their desire to feel cherished
by other women

(Kitzinger,

1978)

.

As expressed, these

feelings of connection, of longing for greater connection,
and the desire to be cherished by women, transcended the

particulars of their experience and needs in the two
years of motherhood.

For instance, the desire to be

cherished was expressed in the context of their new and
sometimes fleeting friendships with other new mothers

which strongly nurtured their mothering selves.

It was

also expressed in the context of their old friendships

with women which strongly nurtured their autonomous
selves.

The desire to feel cherished, inot herwords

underlay the vicissitudes of their motherhood experience.
Repeatedly, the women spoke of their wish to find friends
like themselves.

The fact that they all constantly

expressed this desire was singularly striking.

The
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constancy overrode acceptance of a single interpretation.
Clearly, the wish for friends like themselves reflected

counterbalance to a situational and ontological iso-

a

lation.

Yet,

intrapsychic dynamics, perhaps related to

narcissism, were clearly at work too.

In terms of parti-

culars, it was as if the professional women wanted the

comfort and autonomy of their old friends, combined

with the similar life circumstances of some of their
new mother friends, wrapped in the shine of the freshness
of the ongoing

experience of motherhood.

If old women

friends with whom they had frequent, face-to-face contact
had been new mothers as well, it must be wondered whether

that would have satisfied the emotional requirements

behind the wish for friends like themselves.

Another recurrent theme which both underlay and
transcended much of the particulars which the women

discussed was that of inclusion and exclusion.

There

was repeated expression of feeling that they belonged to
a

generation, to a group of comparable women who, like

themselves, were well-educated and were recently
becoming mothers.

In fact, population statistics bear

out the validity of their feeling

Ventura,

1982).

(Easterlin, 1980;

First birth rates to women in their

thirties increased 73 percent from 1975 to 1979 and
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more than doubled from 1970 to 1979.

The largest

increase in that thirties population of first time

mothers was among the best-educated women, i.e., women

with four years of college or more (Ventura, 1982).
However, none of the professional women of this study

quoted statistics or referred to themselves as products
of the baby boom.

When they spoke of feeling part of a

generation, they were expressing

a

feeling of belonging

.

This feeling of belonging might be viewed as a compli-

ment to their wish to find friends like themselves.
the same time,

At

they often expressed feelings of aliena-

tion and exclusion from the world of their age-mates,

technically members of the same generation, who had
become early-timing mothers, i.e., mothers in their early
to mid twenties.

It seemed impossible for them, having

devoted their twenties and, for some, their thirties to
professional and self development, to equate in value
or worth their own experience with the experience of age-

mates who were new mothers at that time.
they expressed exclusion.

At that point

Even more, it seemed impossi-

ble to identify themselves, as they were mothering infants

and toddlers, with age-mates who were mothers of teenagers.

Alienation was the commonly expressed feeling.
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Issues of value and worth recurred in varying forms

throughout most of what the professional women discussed.
One variation on value and worth had to do with money.

The women expressed feelings of not being worth as much
as a person for not making as much money in motherhood

as before motherhood, and questioned how much, in mone-

tary terms, they as mothers, even working mothers, were

worth in the professional marketplace.

Fluctuations in

self esteem during the two years of motherhood fed into

questions of self worth.

As women oriented, before

motherhood, to a professional and social world of
high stimulus level they found their expectations often
at odds with the realities of the lower stimulus level
of the domestic world.

Another recurring theme was the

need to operate in and feel part of a larger than domestic world.

The contrast was marked between the size of

the smaller domestic realm and the larger realm they

inhabited personally and professionally before motherhood.

In entering motherhood, they entered a world of

shrinking dimensions, which they repeatedly sought to
enlarge.

Questions, since motherhood, about maintaining

their intellectual, analytical, and/or conversational

sparring skills raised doubts about their ability to

practice the very skills that had served as their pro-
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fessional or social currency.

Motherhood stood in

a

position of primary importance in their lives, yet they
had previously devoted and still continued to devote much

time and energy to self and professional development.

They had invested much in personal development.

In part

as a result of this investment they repeatedly questioned
the particular balance they struck between the demands

and needs of their mothering and nonmothering lives.

Questions about the worth of what they were doing,

whatever the balance they created between nurturance
and autonomy, commonly arose.
IWo areas emerged consistently in the interviews

with the women of this study as surprises.

The first

surprise lay in the area of support from their husbands.
The women reported close relationships and even friendships with their husbands.

Their husbands, they said,

were of enormous help and support to them during the

entire two years of motherhood and before that in pregnancy.

Many shared household and childcare responsi-

bilities.

All felt that their husbands were of emotional

succor to them and available when they needed their
support.

The husbands, the women felt, were involved

fathers.

Bott's 1957 research had been of the conjugal

role in families with close-knit and loose-knit social
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networks.

She found the conjugal role to be segregated

in families of close-knit networks, where wcmen and men

formed same sex groups fran the network and tended to

practice a firm division of labor in domestic and social
realms.

In families of

loose-knit networks, she found

the conjugal role to be companionate, with domestic and

social responsibilities to be shared, and reliance on

each other rather than on same sex groups of kin and/or
friends.

The women of this study, by virtue of their

lifestyles and of geographic mobility, belonged to loose-

knit social networks.

Much as Bott found in 1957, they

relied on their husbands for much of their support rather
than on female members of, for them, a non-existent close-

knit social network.

Support from husbands, as from

women friends, came in several forms:
and ontological.

emotional, tangible,

Support could be passive as well as

active, and needed to be received as well as offered.
The women of this study extolled their husbands.

There-

fore, it came as a surprise when in the coarse of each

interview there was an unprecedented emotional outburst
from each of the women.

What they expressed congently

and with pa ssion were their feelings of anger, disappoint-

ment, alienation and disgust at men.

They reported that

these feelings had grown especially strong since motherhood.
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Some linked these feelings of anger directly to the

support of their husbands by saying that what they had

really wanted was the empathic, caring love and support
of women rather than what their husbands had offered and

given.

Others were unable to make that direct connection

and spoke of their anger toward men more in the abstract.
The second element of surprise was the enormous

gratitude expressed by these articulate women for the

opportunity to share in the interview their inner feelings since entering motherhood.

This was different than

being excited at participating in a study or honored by

adding to the bulk of human knowledge; it was directly
personal.

Some of the women said that their time in the

two years of motherhood had been so compressed attending
to their own autonomous needs and the needs of their

children and families that they had not, in two years,
sat down and spent so many hours talking to anyone.

It

was especially delightful to them to spend such luxurious
time talking about themselves and how they handled and

felt about their lives as mothers and as women.

Suggestions for further study

.

It is suggested that this study could be replicated

with populations other than the professional women of the
Boston and Cambridge area.

Working with professional
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women from different geographic areas in the United
States is one variation.

A cross cultural component might

be added by replicating this study in a society more

oriented than is that in the U.S. to women participating
openly with women in the childbearing process.

In such a

case, it would be important for a researcher to bear in

mind the particular and special role, position, and
stresses of well-educated and/or professional women in a

society otherwise traditional enough to act on the importance of women helping women in childbearing.

Conducting

a replication study among a comparable research population

but in a society where many of the basic cultural assumptions about the role of women differ from those of Western
society, could also be instructive.

An example might be

to replicate this study among the new wave of professional,

well-educated women in Japan.
Studying the same issues of support and autonomy
needs in the first two years of motherhood among women

who are not professionally oriented, and/or well-educated,
and/or late-timing mothers could yield significant comparative results.

It is entirely possible that the basic needs

expressed by the research population of this dissertation
are common to many women in new motherhood regardless of

socioeconomic factors such as class, age, education, or
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occupation.

Indeed, the subjects of this research

population were selected in part on the assumption that
their situation might highlight issues which might be

common to many women, and in part because of their comfort
and familiarity with articulating their inner feelings and

experiences.
As a suggestion to potential replicators of this
study, or to those wishing to pursue a variation of this

study,

it may be pointed out that the length and depth of

the interview schedule and certain aspects of repetition
in it could be abbreviated.

The interview process was

very lengthy and could be shortened without sacrificing
content.

It cannot be stated strongly enough that making

verbatim transcriptions of the lengthy interviews proved
an invaluable tool in proceeding to understand and analyze

the mass of data.

Each subject, as she emerged in trans-

cription form, yielded approximately three hundred to four
hundred pages of transcription.

Four copies of each set

of transcriptions facilitated working with a wealth, if

not overabundance, of data.
The mass of data collected in the lengthy inter-

views necessitated strict selectivity for inclusion in
and exclusion from the dissertation.

This selection

process meant that much valuable material which generally
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bore on the issues of the subjects' experience in the first
two years of motherhood, was not treated in this study.

Examples of some of the areas which the process of
selection eliminated from this particular study were:

changes in body image since motherhood; feelings generated
in the mothers as they saw their toddlers separating and

individuating from them; individual patterns of friendships with girls and women from each subject's childhood,
e.g., chumming, adolescence, e.g.

,

cliquing, and adult-

hood; the confluence of previous patterns of female friend-

ships with postmotherhood needs, hopes, and gratifications
in female friendships;

individual patterns from childhood,

adolescence, and early adulthood in other aspects of
social relationships, especially inclusion in or exclusion

from groups, and ways of relating with men; detailed

accounts of how subjects spent their twenties; and elaborate stories of disappointments in relationships with

women since motherhood.

Any of the above areas collected in the data but
not treated in the material, and others not enumerated
such as mother /daughter relationships, merit further

pursuit.

Most especially, any of the highlights or those

themes which recurrently emerged among the women, sometimes in response to questions and sometimes not, could

bear further investigation.
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For another study, it would be worthy to speculate

where these women fit in an Eriksonian scheme of adult
development.

Clearly, in their parenthood they face

issues of generativity vs. stagnation, in their relationships with women they face issues of intimacy vs. isolation, and in the overall attempt to balance their lives as

women, professionals, and mothers they face issues of

identity vs. role diffusion.

The situation of the women

of this study might be suggestive to a scholar of Erik

Erikson's theories and might add to an understanding of
adult female development.
Perhaps, though, the model of greatest appeal for

speculation is that offered by Margaret Mead (1970) of

postfiguration, cofiguration, and prefiguration.

women of this study were raised in

The

a cof igurative world,

that of post World War II, middle-class Western society.

They grew up in an age-graded society where their social
and cultural learning came largely through peer example
and peer interaction.

They were members of the "class

of 1965 or 1963" or whatever designation they chose for

identity.

Their families tended to be two generational,

parents and children, and their sense of connection with
the grandparent generation may have been tenuous.

marched in tune with their friends.

They

These particular
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eight women may have marched out of tune with the majority
of their age-mates,

in that the timing they chose for

their life events, such as the birth of a first child,

differed from the majority, and other priorities and values,
such as dedication to a profession, may also have differed
from the majority.

However, as a minority, they were

surrounded by companions, peers and fellows whose lives,
paths, or values were roughly similar to theirs.

These

fellows did not need to live nearby or even be personal
or immediate friends.

Their existence was known long-

distance and their similarity in values, lifestyle or

cultural influence was confirmed by instant recognition
through the electronic media, beamed perhaps by
satellite.

For the women of this study, while born in a

conf igurative society, live in a transitional time in

world history.
The roughly thirty years between their own birth
and the birth of their first children have brought

unprecedented changes in ways in which human beings can
respond to and affect their lives and the environment of

earth and space.

What is mot salient about these changes

is the rapidity with which they have arisen and are being

sophisticated.

No area of human understanding, at present,

is immune frcm increases in understanding.

The knowledge

,
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being gained, for example, of submolecular physics through
is rivalled by the knowledge of the macrosys~
terns

being gained through astronomy.

Not only nuclear

technology, with its weaponry capability of causing

annihilation of life as is known; but the use of solar
energy; the invention and rapid sophistication of computer

technology; the pharmaceutical revolution which brought

about the medical revolution's birth control technology
by which women can choose whether or not or when to bear

children

— such

capabilities, and many others, contend

social theorists such as Mead (1970) or McLuhan (1964)
span the globe and link the remotest corners of the earth

with the busiest hubs, creating

a

form of global village.

In this evolving world, which Mead terms pr ef igurative

,

the present mid-adult generation, from which the women
of this study are drawn, are pioneers.

It is from their

children, the infants and toddlers of this study, who
are being born into a pref igurative world where electronic

capability is linking all humankind and is forcing new

questions of ethics, values, and morality, that today's
new parents will learn.

The women of this study, in fact,

refer to themselves as pioneers.

They are, in Mead's

terms, cof igurative women living transitionally in the

vanguard of

a

pref igurative culture and world.

The

—
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motherhood, to which they profess intense dedication and
for which they juggle the emotions and realities of their

lives to accommodate successfully, is by its very nature
a

postf igurative phenomenon.
The term postf igurative is used by Mead to designate

certain types of stability and continuity enduring through
the generations.

Motherhood, by its reproduction of the

experience of the women while mothering of having been

mothered and by other aspects of the continuity of the caretaking and basic educational functions, cannot be other
than postf igurative regardless of contemporary variations
on how mothering is carried out.

Thus, the women of this

study are cofigurative women living at the edges of a prefig irative world and engaged in postf igurative experience.

The stresses and feelings that they encounter and express
in the overall transition to parenthood are most acutely

felt perhaps because they live in all three cultures

cofigurative, pref igurative and postf igurative

— simultaneously.

They may spend half their day as professionals scanning

their electronic mail sent instanteous ly by computer from

perhaps half-way round the world, to return home and spend
time as their ancestresses did diaperirg, nursing, and en-

gaging in a dance of intercommunication with their babies.

With the particular strains upon them, these individual
women have chosen to come to grips and to meet with
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equanimity.

They make clear that their lives would be

unmanagable if it were not for the help and support of
other women, itself an element of postfiguration.
The indication drawn from their experience suggests

that to live successfully amid all three cultures, as

contemporary women and mothers with needs both for nurturance and of autonomy, they need to feel and directly

experience solidarity with women doing the same.

The

model they are creating is not that of SuperMom who is all
things to all people.

Rather, they are creating themselves

to be all things to themselves.

To do so and to maintain

eqaunimity, they must do it together.

Social efforts,

policies, and programs might benefit this population by

being attentive to their needs for meeting places and

opportunities to meet other women, roughly similar, so
that they might together create the new mother hood /womanhood which they are already experiencing.
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